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ABSTRACT 

Cantonese opera, a Chinese regional operatic genre sung in the Cantonese dialect 

popular in the Pearl River Delta area and overseas Cantonese communities, has shown 

its vitality through absorbing various elements of theatrical art and culture, thus often 

moving between tradition and innovation. It is to be argued that adaptation has always 

been the most essential means of introducing changes to the genre, and it is precisely 

because of this need for change from the practitioners or the audience that innovation 

emerges. 

The current thesis investigates how adaptation contributes to changes in Cantonese 

opera in different developmental stages of the genre by mediating the conflict between 

tradition and innovation. Focuses include the establishment of Cantonese opera by 

adapting other regional operas into paichangxi [episodic repertoire] and its re-

adaptation to different media; the role adaptation and re-adaptation played in Cantonese 

opera reform in the 1930s in introducing new elements and establishing aesthetic 

traditions of contemporary Cantonese opera; how adaptation and re-adaptation 

promoted the canonization of Tong Tik-sang's works since the 1950s; and the role 

adaptation played in recently produced works for the Hong Kong Academy for 

Performing Arts aiming at training performers as well as searching for a possible path 

for the continuation of Cantonese opera. It presents a never-ending cycle of tradition 
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formation and innovation absorption, catalyzed by adaptation, that shapes the 

constantly changing face of Cantonese opera.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1 Background and purpose of research 

Cantonese opera in Hong Kong is at a crossroads of development.1 On the one 

hand, the inscription of Cantonese opera onto the UNESCO Representative List of 

Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity in 2009 gave recognition to Cantonese opera 

as an important art form unique and rich in cultural and historical content, which 

encouraged the preservation and promotion of the art form to the community. On the 

other hand, it raised concerns about how such preservation might obstruct the further 

development of the art form, making Cantonese opera a fossil art. The conflict between 

preserving tradition and promoting innovation is a major issue in the field of Cantonese 

opera today. 

In spite of considerable effort, Cantonese opera practitioners have had difficulty 

in resolving the conflict between tradition and innovation. Productions featuring new 

scripts, innovative music, choreography, and theatrical arts fail to attract frequent 

operagoers who often find such works too modernized in dramatic effect, and thus too 

great a departure from the repertoire they usually watch. To avoid losing regular 

audiences and afraid of altering the original performance practices, investors and artists 

keep launching the classic repertoire from the 1950s.2 Productions aimed at restoring 

                                                 
1 ‘Cantonese opera’ is the conventional translation of Yuet Kek粵劇, a Chinese regional operatic genre 

sung in Cantonese dialect popular in the Pearl River Delta area and overseas Cantonese communities. 

While the UNESCO inscription has used the name Yueju opera, the current thesis uses ‘Cantonese opera’ 

to align with the convention. 
2  The classic repertoire in Cantonese opera, which is regarded as xibao 戲寶 [‘Gems/treasures of 

Cantonese opera’] by the audience, often refers to those popular works premièred by the past masters 

from the 1930s. Examples of Cantonese opera xibao include Hubugui 胡不歸[Time to go home] 

premièred by Sit Kok-sin薛覺先 (1904-1956) and Sheung Hoi-mui上海妹 (1909-1954), and Dinühua

帝女花 [The Floral Princess], Zichaiji紫釵記[The Purple Hairpin] and a number of repertoire premièred 

by Yam Kim-fai任劍輝 (1913-1989) and Pak Suet-sin白雪仙 (born in 1928). 
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and preserving original performance techniques and styles of Cantonese opera often 

deter new audiences who are tired of the lengthy performances, old-school story plots, 

and rough performance styles. Closely abiding by the established style and practice of 

past masters may help to preserve tradition, yet it gives an impression that there is no 

new work or ideas in Cantonese opera, and thus fails to excite potential new audiences.  

Moreover, old audiences tend to recall the golden age of Cantonese opera and 

are thus often skeptical about the artistry of the budding performers, regarding their 

artistic level and skills incomparable to the old masters. Budding performers without a 

thorough knowledge of the underlying communication mechanisms on stage and in 

their command of a large repertoire of standard works find it difficult to perform with 

the old artists who enjoy improvisation on stage. The emphasis on traditional practice 

has hindered the young and talented performers from being in the front line of 

Cantonese opera, as the past masters of Cantonese opera were in the 1920s and 1950s. 

Most professional Cantonese opera practitioners actually see that innovation 

can keep the art form fresh and updated, and help it face the challenge of dying out in 

the modern world. They, however, also believe that too much innovation will destroy 

the established traditional aesthetic value of the genre. Yuen Siu-fai, an active senior 

Cantonese opera actor, said that he would not oppose changes in many aspects of 

Cantonese opera, such as musical instruments, costumes, and stage settings, but he 

opposed replacing the existing practice with the new one, as the practice would be lost 

after the aging and death of the old masters.3 For budding performers, they need to 

perform classic Cantonese opera repertoire to nurture their performance techniques, but 

                                                 
3 Yuen Siu-fai阮兆輝, “Chuansuo wutai rensheng,”穿梭舞台人生[Moving across stage and life], Face-

to-face Talk Series, organized by Leisure and Cultural Services Department, 6 September 2008. 
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they also need to tailor their repertoire to make them distinguishable from other 

performers.4 Both group have been trying to look for a practical strategy to mediate 

tradition and innovation, that is, to refresh traditional practices by introducing 

innovative ideas to traditional performance. By observing the success of the past 

masters of Cantonese opera in different historical periods, it is evident that adaptation 

has always been and still is a practical strategy to achieve such purpose. 

Adaptation, “the action or process of altering, amending, or modifying 

something, especially something that has been created for a particular purpose, so that 

it is suitable for a new use,”5 or, in the art world, “a process of altering or amending a 

text, a musical composition, a novel or similar literary source, etc. for filming, 

broadcasting, or production on stage,” 6  is straightforward in definition but more 

complex in operation. Hutcheon (2013)7 regards adaptation, which happens in all forms 

of story-telling, as in films, operas, songs, etc., and even videogames, “a creative and 

interpretive transposition of a recognizable other work or works”, and “gaining 

popularity in the commercial world” (2013: 2, 33). Hence, her aims of writing a volume 

of A Theory of Adaptation are “to consider the ever-widening range of forms of 

adaptations” and “to tackle head-on the subtle and not so subtle denigration of 

adaptation in our (late-Romantic, capitalist) culture that still tend to value the ‘original’” 

(2013: xx). She identifies three types of adaptations: 1/ an acknowledged transposition 

of a recognizable other work or works; 2/ a creative and an interpretive act of 

                                                 
4 Man Wah文華, a budding Cantonese opera performer and playwright, mentioned that the reason of 

writing new Cantonese opera works for her own troupe instead of performing old repertoire was to be 

able to compete with the senior performers for government sponsorship. See Man Wah's interview in CU 

Alumni, 55 (September 2008): 17. 
5 “adaptation, n.,”. Oxford English Dictionary Online. 

<http://0-www.oed.com.lib.hkapa.edu/view/Entry/2115>, accessed on 14 March 2012. 
6 Ibid. 
7 Hutcheon's A Theory of Adaptation first edition was published in 2006, and second edition in 2013, 

both by Rouledge.  
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appropriation/salvaging, and; 3/ an extended intertextual engagement with the adapted 

work (2013: 8). By asking the six basic questions, that is, what, who, why, how, where, 

and when, on various cases of adaptations, she aims at evaluating and distinguishing 

adaptation as a product. Also, she considers adaptation as an announced “extensive, 

particular transcoding” (2013: 22) of the original text, and also a process, “a creative 

reinterpretation and palimpsestic intertextuality” (2013: 22), used to “address the 

various dimensions of the broader phenomenon of adaptation” (2013: 22) such as the 

forms, the adapters, the audiences, and the context of adaptation (2013: xiv). Her 

proposal on a re-evaluation on the “success” of an adaptation based on “popularity, 

persistence, or even the diversity and extent of dissemination” (2013: xxvi) but not 

merely fidelity also provides a new insight on adaptation studies. Her studies provide a 

basic framework for my research in studying the product, process, and phenomenon of 

adaptation in Cantonese opera, hoping to illustrate the roles adaptation have played in 

different periods of Cantonese opera development. 

The study on adaptation theory has undergone rapid development in the world 

of Western film, drama, and literature. The importance of adaptation has been 

objectively evaluated and gaining academia's attention as a stand-alone study, rather 

than a sub-branch of film or literary study. Stam (2005) and Stam and Raengo (2004, 

2005) make important contributions about adapting literature into films, and have 

compiled a collection of articles covering the theory and practice of film adaptation. 

While addressing issues concerning film adaptation, the authors finally put forth the 

idea that all texts are intertexts, all reading rereading, all writing rewriting; that 

adaptation is the central process of such intertextuality, and that adaptation studies are 

in fact intertextual studies. Lee (2010) discusses various cases of film adaptations from 

classic literature, and “post-enlightens” the reader on the literature through “reading” 
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the films. Lee agrees with Stam that the artistic values of film adaptation and its literary 

source are comparable, and in some cases film adaptation can be more popular, more 

lyrical, and attain a higher artistic value than the original due to its visual presentation. 

Their studies of intertextuality in adaptation open possibilities in the study of adaptation 

in Cantonese opera, as the creation of Cantonese opera repertoires always involves 

adaptation to sets of traditional rules on script-writing, performance techniques, and 

performance practices. It also influences popular works and canonic works of 

Cantonese opera past masters in script and play structure, rhetoric, and the choice of 

tune. Such adaptation and influence create intertextuality. 

Murray (2008) questions the custom of adaptation studies as comparative 

studies on text and its adaptation only, and asks for more innovations in methodology. 

She suggests expanding the field to the studies of adaptation under the political 

economy of media, applying cultural theory to the studies, and employing the studies 

on the history of the book, that is, the studies of different versions, the history of 

publication, and even the change in material in publishing the book, etc. She believes 

that adaptation studies can “stand to gain a new and intellectually invigorating 

methodology, alert to the commercial and industrial structures of global media, wise to 

these systems' simultaneous invocation and disavowal of hierarchies of cultural value; 

and capable of holding these two domains—the material and the cultural—in dynamic 

relationship” (2008: 11). She finally expects a remodeling of adaptation studies to help 

the development of the adaptation industry conglomerated by the film industry, book 

publishers, and practitioners from other sectors. 

Julie Sanders differentiates the term ‘adaptation’ and ‘appropriation’ in her 

book Adaptation and Appropriation (2006). She suggests that adaptation, apparently 
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simply from a text into film, theatre or a new literary work, is more faithful to the 

original, closer to its source, while an appropriation, a more complex process involving 

a different style or meaning, is the “wholesale rethinking of the terms of the original” 

(2006: 28). Through such differentiation, she explores the cultural and aesthetic politics 

behind the impulse to adapt, diverse ways in which contemporary literature and film 

adapt, revise and reimagine other works of art, the impact on adaptation and 

appropriation of theoretical movements, and the appropriation across time and across 

cultures of specific canonical texts. (2006:1-14) Her studies provide a useful resource 

for clarifying the complicated concepts of adaptation. 

Based on Hutcheon's identification of the relationship between adaptation and 

appropriation and Sanders' differentiation on adaptation and appropriation, Nicklas and 

Lindner's collections of articles, Adaptation and Cultural Appropriation (2012) has 

further connected the field of adaptation studies to cultural studies. The case studies in 

this collection cover media and genre from the adaptation of Shakespeare's works and 

historical novels to the adaptation process of Hollywood films. In particular, Emig's 

essay “Adaptation in Theory” aims at theorizing the phenomenon of adaptation to 

establish a truly interdisciplinary approach that includes gender, class, ethnicity, 

sexuality, etc. Dovey points out in her article that “the idea of culture being a constant 

process of remaking is fundamental to Adaptation Studies,”8 and therefore she puts 

forward the studies of adaptation to artworks of non-Western culture, providing a 

transnational view of adaptation studies. Her idea of ‘simultaneous adaptation’, which 

                                                 
8 Lindiwe Dovey, “Fidelity, Simultaneity and the ‘Remaking’ of Adaptation Studies,” in Sanders (2006), 

182. 
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is the incorporation of two or more different texts from different sources into one 

adaptation, has inspired me on the study of various adaptations in Cantonese opera.  

In her article “The Adaptation of Adaptation: a Dialogue between the Arts and 

Sciences,” Kamilla Elliott introduces several concepts derived from evolutionary 

science to the field of adaptation studies, aimed at opening up new methodologies and 

research areas with a more interdisciplinary approach. Her idea echoes my argument 

that the motivation for Cantonese opera artists to adapt is a strategy to keep the genre 

alive. Furthermore, she introduces a new branch of evolution theory called “co-

evolution”, a cooperative partnership in nature that assists the evolution of both species, 

and compares it to the interart and intermedial studies of adaptation theory (2012: 150). 

With the aid of Evolution Theory, it allows investigating adaptation not only as a 

product and process but as a phenomenon. 

In the field of ethnomusicology, there is also an increasing number of studies 

on adaptation phenomenon around the world, such as Szczepanski (2008) on adaptation 

of Wutai Shan's Buddhist music from a purely ritual music to music for concert, festival, 

and recording; Chen (2005) on the appropriation of ritual Buddhist chant to commercial 

Buddhist mantra in rock style; Manabe (2006) on Japanese musicians' adapting 

Japanese language to rap music, and Henry (1991) on the adaptation of Indian 

traditional religious music, discussing how the music is adapted in order to “fit a new 

situation, and change in order to survive” (Henry 1991: 224). These articles discuss 

how adaptation contributes to transforming a traditional or foreign musical culture to 

the modern, commercial society in order to build up new audiences or establish 

individual characteristics. Nettl (1978) examines the changes in style and cultural 

context of Persian classical music in the city of Tehran. He compares the past and 
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present of Persian classical music to illustrate the changes occurred in the aspects of 

musical life, music theory and composition, and musical performance, and concludes 

that such changes in tradition do not cause the death of a tradition but demonstrate “the 

continued vitality and the important symbolic role that [Persian classical music in 

Tehran] continues to play in the contemporary history of its history” (1978:180). His 

optimistic point of view on changes in tradition contrasts with that of the early 

ethnomusicologists who considered that the change in tradition meant the death of the 

tradition (1978: 146). Modir (1986) puts forward Nettl's model on Iranian classical 

music tradition by suggesting a model to describe the multifunctional phenomenon of 

radif music, ranging from the set of concepts shared by the whole culture to the 

performance practice interpreted by the individual musician (1986: 73). Both of them 

agree that change in a tradition keep the tradition alives, which echoes notion of 

adaptation as a survival strategy in Evolution Theory. 

In another article, Nettl explicitly puts “Adaptation, Preservation, Survival” 

together in the discussion of changes in music tradition, and similarly in his earlier book 

The Western Impact on World Music: Change, Adaptation, And Survival (1985). He 

suggests, “[m]uch in the way of twentieth-century musical change may be interpreted 

as strategy for survival, as societies change aspects of their old traditions in order to 

save their essence” (2015:283). He further discusses different kinds of changes 

occurring in a music tradition in response to the incoming Western culture, including 

the reduction of own tradition, diversification of styles in unified contexts, 

consolidation by creating a nationally recognized music from a number of once more 

distinct traditions, reintroduction of musical styles, exaggeration of seemingly exotic 

elements, humorous juxtaposition of Western and non-Western elements, syncretism 

of similar or compatible elements from diverse cultural sources, and, in the two extreme 
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cases, either abandonment of own musical tradition or isolated preservation of the 

tradition in a restricted environment (2015: 283-287). His discussion on the emerging 

ethnomusicological approach in the studies of changing tradition supports my research 

on the adaptation of Cantonese opera, as, by definition, adaptation always involves 

change.9 

There is yet a comprehensive study on Cantonese opera adaptation as a 

phenomenon, despite the increasing number of studies on the individual work of 

adaptation, which shall be discussed in the literature review section and the ensuing 

chapters of the current thesis. The current thesis thus investigates the adaptation 

phenomenon in specific developmental periods of the art form. In contrast to the usual 

impression that adaptation suggests a lack of originality and thus inferior in artistic 

value than works based on original and innovative ideas (Hutcheon 2013: xiv), I shall 

further argue that adaptation is an essential tool in the creative process of Cantonese 

opera and that it helps mediate the conflict between tradition and innovation. 

Tradition is “a long-established custom or belief that has been passed on from 

one generation to another.”10 In the art industry, it refers to an artistic or literary method 

or style established by an artist, writer, or movement, and subsequently followed by 

others. Such seemingly straightforward definition is, however, challenged by scholars. 

Jones questions the missing explanation for the concept of tradition in many folklore 

studies, and investigates the relationship between tradition and individual identity. He 

suggests that tradition is not only “handed-down” through time, but also involves “the 

                                                 
9  Nettl (2010) gives a brief summary on employing the concept of Evolution in the history of 

ethnomusicology, in particular, the studies of changing tradition in world's music by the concept of 

adaptation. 
10 

“tradition, n.,” Oxford English Dictionary Online  

<http://0-www.oed.com.lib.hkapa.edu/view/Entry/204302>, accessed on 28 May 2012. 
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similarities in behavior across space,” that is, traditional is “social and communal, but 

not individual” (2000: 116). Modir concludes in his research paper on Iranian classical 

music that a musical tradition could be of a dual nature: that on the one hand it remains 

“conceptually intact within the culture”, but on the other hand it “undergoes continuous 

change within itself” (1986: 75). The changes led by the music master's individual 

interpretive techniques “keep the Iranian musical tradition alive and evolving” (1986: 

75). These studies, together with my observation on the development of Cantonese 

opera in the past century, show that a so-called traditional art is not as stable and rigid 

as has been generally regarded in discourse or mass perception. Artists in each 

generation inherit customs or beliefs from the past, and, with their creativity, adapt the 

inherited custom or belief to their live performance. All of their successful trials thus 

become a set of customs or beliefs for the next generation to inherit. In other words, 

tradition is not about being “handed-down”, but reversely, is a kind of “tracing-back”. 

Similar to history, tradition can only be recognized or defined by the next generation. 

In the current thesis, I shall examine how adaptation has catalyzed the formation of 

tradition in each distinctive generation of Cantonese opera. 

In contrast to tradition, which is about inheritance, innovation is about “making 

changes in something established, especially by introducing new methods, ideas, or 

products.”11 In contrast to innovation in business that is often related to profit making, 

innovation in art means developing new techniques and new styles in a particular 

timeframe, for example, the founding of Impressionism by Claude Monet (1840-1926) 

and his associates in the late nineteenth century which challenged many of the aesthetic 

presumptions of the painting style of the time. The invention and improvement of some 

                                                 
11 “innovate, v.,” Oxford English Dictionary Online  

<http://0-www.oed.com.lib.hkapa.edu/view/Entry/96310>, accessed on 28 May 2012. 
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Western musical instruments such as piano and clarinet in the eighteen and nineteenth 

century and electronic musical instruments in the twentieth century brought many 

possibilities in timbre combination and playing techniques to composers and musicians. 

Koestler examines the parallels between human's scientific invention and artistic 

creation in his study The Act of Creation (1964). He uses the word ‘bisociation’ to 

illustrate the act of scientific or artistic creation, which means connecting “previously 

unconnected matrices of experience” (1964: 45). The difference between scientific and 

art creation, as he suggested, is that the new discoveries of science will “merge with 

others on a higher level of the hierarchy” (1964: 352) toward unitary, universal laws, 

whereas art creation is a “[sic] juxtaposition of the planes or aspects of experience” and 

is a “continual re-statements of basic patterns of experience in changing idioms” (1964: 

352). This implies that unlike scientific or business innovation, innovation in art, often 

in a form of new style or new interpretation, does not incur replacement. Different styles 

or aesthetic values can exist at the same time. Take for another example, through his 

observation on some cases of innovation in Carnatic music of southern India, Nettl 

(1985) suggests that “the concept of innovation is related to the interest in variety and 

in the tendency of various musicians to develop personal styles and performance 

characteristics” (1985: 105), and puts it as an opposition of conservation. Because 

innovation relies more on individual creativity, originality and technological 

advancement, it is better received by contemporary society. Nonetheless, the recent 

promotion of the idea of “disruptive innovation” over “sustaining innovation” by the 

recent success of small companies fighting against giant enterprises has threatened 

established enterprises and schools in terms of the potential loss of their place in the 
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industry in the dilemma of innovation.12  Hamlet's “to be, or not to be, that is the 

question” perfectly describes the anxiety of the established giants. 

In most of the cases, innovation comes from the need for improvement. 

Successful innovations are inherited and become the tradition of the next generation. 

Moreover, for the sake of establishing or symbolizing social cohesion and collective 

identities and sometimes some other reasons, tradition can even been invented. 

Hobsbawm examines some cases of invented tradition, including “both ‘traditions’ 

actually invented, constructed and formally instituted and those emerging in a less 

easily traceable manner within a brief and dateable period – a matter of a few years 

perhaps – and establishing themselves with great rapidity” (1983: 1). It is interesting to 

investigate the invention of tradition, as it makes a “contrast between the constant 

change and innovation of the modern world and the attempt to structure at least some 

parts of the social life within it as unchanging and invariant” (1983: 2). A recent 

example of such an “invented tradition” in Hong Kong is the “West Kowloon Bamboo 

Theatre” that ran from 2012 to 2014, an annual outdoor performing art festival held in 

the period of Chinese New Year in a newly built traditional Cantonese opera bamboo 

theatre. The organizer, West Kowloon Cultural District (WKCD), aimed at promoting 

Cantonese opera and the Xiqu Centre. Louis Yu, the Executive Director (Performing 

Arts) of WKCD, claimed, “…the Bamboo Theatre illustrate[s] the vision and mission 

of the future Xiqu Centre - to develop audiences, strive for artistic excellence, and 

facilitate artistic exchanges for the preservation and development of Cantonese opera 

and other xiqu genres, with our roots in Hong Kong and eyes on Asia.”13 Although the 

                                                 
12  For the discussion on “disruptive innovation,” refer to Clayton M. Christensen, The Innovator's 

Dilemma: When New Technologies Cause Great Firms to Fail (Boston, Massachusetts: Harvard 

Business School Press, 2013). 
13 Louis Yu, “Message,” Homepage of West Kowloon Bamboo Theatre 2014, 

<http://www.westkowloon.hk/en/bamboo-theatre/messages>, accessed on 26 November 2015. 
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performance takes place in a traditional form of theatre, it has no relationship to the 

worship culture of local deities which takes place in front of temples during the month 

of the Hungry Ghost Festival14 or for the celebration of the deities' birthdays as the 

traditional ritual performance does. The event illustrates a creation of a new practice by 

appropriating the tradition in that the concepts of tradition and innovation are 

complementary rather than contradictory. 

The interaction between tradition and innovation has occured in every stage of 

Cantonese opera's developmental path. There have always been innovations in 

Cantonese opera by professional artists and playwrights, and these innovations were 

ultimately absorbed into the traditions of the genre. Moreover, Cantonese opera's 

opening up to various aspects of East and West influences has led to continuous stylistic 

changes, resulting in a wide spectrum of styles and performance practices and different 

degree of improvisations ranging from improvisatory play to prescriptive play. 

Adaptation, in many cases, has even catalyzed the ongoing process of tradition 

establishment. 

However, it is necessary to distinguish different types of changes due to cultural 

impact carefully. Nettl (1978) clarifies the concept of urbanization, Westernization, 

modernization, acculturation and diffusion. As he suggested, urbanization means “the 

change from a rural, folk, or tribal lifestyle to that of a city,” Westernization involves 

“the conscious attempt of the indigenous musical system to become part of the musical 

culture of the West,” modernization “attempts to make an indigenous musical system 

compatible with a Western-derived economic and social mode of living and to make 

                                                 
14 The Hungry Ghost Festival, also known as Yu Lan Festival, falls on the fifteenth day of the seventh 

lunar month. According to traditional Chinese belief, Chinese people ‘feed’ their own ancestors and 

appease the transient ghosts during the month when the restless spirits roam the earth. 
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the indigenous system musically competitive while retaining its integrity,” 

acculturation is “the result of substantial contact between two cultures,” and diffusion 

involves “passing isolated culture traits from one society to another with which it is not 

necessarily in close contact” (1978: 168). He thus considers that the changes in Persian 

classical music is a result of acculturation. (1978:169) Similarly, Cantonese opera has 

acculturated Western culture since the beginning of twentieth century,15 but, because 

of the loose cultural policy on Cantonese opera in Hong Kong during the colonial period, 

Cantonese opera in Hong Kong has not been completely modernized, as the ritual 

performance and the related customs and beliefs still prevail among troupes, artists, and 

audience, and have hardly been Westernized, with the exception of perhaps some trials 

on singing Cantonese opera in English and the orchestrated Cantonese operatic songs. 

Cantonese opera in Hong Kong enjoyed a large degree of freedom in development until 

1997. After that, Cantonese opera in Hong Kong underwent radical changes due to the 

effort of the HKSAR Government in the “preservation, promotion, and development”16 

of Cantonese opera, which shall be discussed in Chapter 2 and 6 of the current thesis. 

This research investigates how adaptation contributes to (1) changes in 

Cantonese opera in different stages of the genre's development, and (2) how it mediates 

the conflict between tradition and innovation in Cantonese opera with the following 

foci: 

                                                 
15 For further discussion on acculturation in Cantonese opera, refer to Zheng Ning'en 鄭寧恩, “Cong 

1950 niandai Xianggang yueju Fushishan Zhilian ji Huadu Yimeng kan ‘hanhua’ xianxiang,”從 1950年

代香港粵劇《富士山の戀》及《花都綺夢》看「涵化」現象 [Investigation on acculturation from 

1950s Hong Kong Cantonese opera Romance of Mount Fuji and A Dream of Love], in Zhou and Zheng 

(2008), 219-234. 
16 “Development of Cantonese opera and other Xiqu and the future of the Sunbeam Theatre,” 

Legislative Council Paper No. CB(2)818/08-09(05) <http://www.legco.gov.hk/yr08-

09/english/panels/ha/papers/ha0213cb2-818-5-e.pdf>, accessed on 18 July 2016. 
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(a) the establishment of early Cantonese opera by the adaptation of other 

regional opera repertoires into paichangxi and the re-adaptation of 

paichangxi in the building up of new Cantonese opera repertoire; 

(b) the role adaptation played in Cantonese opera reform in the 1930s by Sit 

Kok-sin 薛覺先  (1904-1956) and Ma Si-tsang 馬師曾  (1900-1964), 

particularly in the introduction of new elements to the genre and establishing 

the aesthetic tradition of contemporary Cantonese opera; 

(c) the role adaptation and re-adaptation played in the canonization of works 

written by Tong Tik-sang 唐滌生 (1917-1959) as ‘high-style’ Cantonese 

opera in Hong Kong; 

(d) the role adaptation played in recently produced works for the Hong Kong 

Academy for Performing Arts (HKAPA), particularly in view of the 

responsibility of different parties during the creative process of a Cantonese 

opera production aimed at fulfilling the function of training student 

performers as well as searching for a possible path for the continuation of 

Cantonese opera, and; 

(e) the tradition formation process in which innovative ideas are absorbed into 

the tradition in each generation by means of adaptation, and how such a 

never-ending cyclic shapes the constantly changing face of Cantonese opera, 

and builds up the tradition of each generation. 
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1.2 Research methodology and scope of study 

As mentioned above, tradition is about beliefs that have been “handed-down” 

through time and thus it is fluid and constantly changing. In addition, Cantonese opera 

is a living tradition influenced by various cultures, and still it has a large demographic 

and geographic disparity. This transforming tradition challenges the long-established, 

“traditional” ethnomusicological approach, that is, “the outsider doing fieldwork in 

demographically small, isolated social settings framed as communities” (Araujo 2009: 

33). Fortunately, many ethnomusicologists have tried to explore the feasibility of 

adopting an insider approach, such as researching into the music of their own cultural 

heritage, music in their home town and of their own culture. Their efforts have 

broadened the definition of ethnomusicology in that it is the methodology rather than 

the scope of study that defines the discipline.17 In my research, I benefit from my own 

background as a researcher and a practicing Cantonese opera playwright, scriptwriter, 

and music designer, so that I can review the theory and practice of Cantonese opera 

through the lens of both insider and outsider. 

In addition, as an insider/outsider, I also benefit from musicological as well as 

literary approaches of score and script analyses, with my knowledge and practice in 

Cantonese opera singing, accompaniment, playwriting and scriptwriting, and music 

composition. There are three approaches I employ in the current thesis in analyzing the 

script and music of Cantonese opera works. The first one is version comparison. For 

example, in Chapter 2, I compare the scripts of two different versions of the same ‘Jiqi 

qibing’祭旗起兵  [Flag ceremony for troop dispatching] paichang, a patternized 

                                                 
17 For discussions on the insider-outsider approach in ethnomusicology, refer to Witzleben (2010), Chou 

(2002) on her experience of studying nanguan, Araujo (2009) on Brazilian music, and Brinner (1995) on 

Javanese gamelan. 
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military scene, to examine the constant factors and variant factors of a paichang. The 

second is media comparison, for example, the comparison of novel excerpt of Lesser 

Cuckoo and the Cantonese opera adaptation of Hubugui胡不歸 [Time to go home] in 

Chapter 3 and the comparison of Tong Tik-sang's Cantonese opera adaptation of ‘Naofu 

zhuangfeng’鬧府裝瘋 [Rioting in the court and feigning madness] of Zaishi Hongmeiji 

from Mei Lanfang's Peking opera Yuzhoufeng 宇宙鋒 [the Universal Pagoda]. This 

kind of comparison is aimed at illustrating the adaptation and creative process of 

Cantonese opera by revealing the tactics employed in the adaptations and various 

concerns in the adaptation process. The third one is structural analysis. Examples 

include the analysis of my adaptation works for the Hong Kong Academy for 

Performing Arts (HKAPA) and the script of ‘Huayuan xiangma’花園相罵 [Quarrelling 

in the garden] from Baijinlong and Connie Chan's film Niangre Zhilian 娘惹之戀 

[Love with a Malaysian Girl] (1969). The focus will be on the innovations in scripts, 

music arrangements, and performance techniques as well as blending of tradition and 

innovation through the adaptation process. There are also analyses on some of the 

famous Cantonese opera adaptations in addition to those mentioned above, including 

Ma Si-tsang's Kufeng Yinglian苦鳳鶯憐 [Bitter Phoenix, Sorrowful Oriole] and Tong 

Tik-sang's Liuyuexue六月雪 [Snow in June] and Zichaiji紫釵記 [The Purple Hairpin] 

in Chapter 4. 

My experience as a Cantonese opera researcher and practitioner also allows me 

to participate in some conferences, talks and lectures of Cantonese opera in Hong Kong. 

Luckily, I had the opportunity to have private conversations and day-to-day interactions 

with active practitioners of not only Cantonese opera but also other Chinese operatic 

genres. They include Cantonese opera artists Lam Kar-sing林家聲 (1933-2015), Yuen 
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Siu-fai阮兆輝 (born in 1945), Law Kar-ying羅家英 (born in 1946), Lee Kei-fung李

奇峰 (born in 1935), Sun Kim-long新劍郎 (year of birth unknown), and Tang Mi-ling

鄧美玲 (year of birth unknown). Discussing with them in work and leisure time has 

afforded me many insightful ideas into my study, including their practical experience 

on Cantonese opera adaptation and performance, their means of mediating the conflict 

between traditional practices and innovative ideas, their observations and opinions on 

the development of Cantonese opera, and the difficulties they encountered in the 

industry. In particular, Leung So-kam梁素琴 (born in 1928), a famous Cantonese opera 

actress and singer and disciple of Sit Kok-sin薛覺先, unpasted detailed information 

and knowledge on the development of Cantonese opera since the 1930s. Together with 

the textual and musicological analysis mentioned above, I investigate the interaction 

between Cantonese opera creators, including playwrights, performers, and musicians, 

and the social environment and historical context they face.  

As a contribution to the study of adaptation in Cantonese opera, I shall provide 

an insider's view of the adaptation process through self-reflection on my own Cantonese 

opera adaptations. In Chapter 5 and 6, there will be discussions on three of my full-

length Cantonese opera adaptations for the HKAPA, which are Shuangjiaozi雙教子 

[Mothers and Sons] (2012), Huilanqing 灰闌情  [The Chalk Circle] (2013), and 

Xunhanji馴悍記 [The Taming of the Shrew] (2014). During the adaptation process, 

adapters, artistic directors and performers all have different concerns and roles to play 

with respect to traditional practices, on-stage experience and the constraints of actual 

performance. This reflects the complexity of adaptation as a process as well as a new 

facet of Cantonese opera development in Hong Kong when a traditional art form has to 

be adapted into a Western-based conservatory environment. Moreover, I learnt a lot 
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from Hu Zhifeng胡芝風, a professional Peking opera director, in the production of 

Cantonese opera repertoire for the Academy. Through her guidance, I learnt how to 

solve problems in the process of adaptation and Cantonese opera production. Details 

and challenges of our cooperation form part of the discussion of Chapter 5 and 6 of the 

current thesis. Such a discussion partly serves as an experimental report on my research 

findings in previous chapters. This is because Cantonese opera playwriting and 

scriptwriting is a craftsmanship that can be learnt mainly by imitation. By illustrating 

how I learnt and applied the playwriting skill in productions, I hope readers can 

understand how those different elements were adapted and the underlying rationale. To 

avoid bias, I include cases on different occasions and comments from different parties. 

The scope of this study mainly focuses on contemporary Cantonese opera, the 

form of Cantonese opera sung in the Cantonese dialect and developed in the 1920s, 

though a brief introduction on the antique Cantonese opera, which is sung in zhongzhou 

yinyun中州音韻 [rhymes of the central provinces] and was popular before 1920s, will 

be included in Chapter 2. Though organized diachronically, the current thesis is not a 

complete account of the history of Cantonese opera, nor is it a history of Cantonese 

opera in adaptation. Rather, four representative time frames, including paichangxi in 

the early 1900s, the reformation of Cantonese opera by Sit Kok-sin and Ma Si-tsang in 

the 1920s and 1930s, the Cantonese opera adaptation of Tong Tik-sang in the 1950s, 

and my adaptation for the HKAPA in post-1997 Hong Kong, are taken as snapshots to 

track the development of Cantonese opera through different forms of adaptation. To 

limit the scope, some interesting topics, for example, the Xiqu Reformation in the 

mainland China from the 1950s to 1960s, the adaptations of other Cantonese opera 

playwrights such as Lee Siu-wan李少芸 (1916-2002), So Yung蘇翁 (1932-2004), and 
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Yip Shiu-tak葉紹德 (1929-2009), and the adaptation process of Cantonese operatic 

songs, have not been included. I hope that such approach is clear enough to illustrate 

the roles adaptation played in different periods of Cantonese opera development. 

1.3 Literature review 

1.3.1 Literature on the adaptations in Chinese opera and Cantonese opera 

Unlike the usual theoretical perspective that most of the recent books and 

articles on adaptation studies by Western scholars have taken, Chinese opera 

researchers and practitioners often focus on the techniques and practical issues of 

adaptation, and they usually emphasize the originality of adaptation. Despite the fact 

that adaptation studies is an emerging field in Chinese opera research, it shows a lag of 

adaptation studies in Chinese opera, compared with those studies in Western academia.  

Shen (2006) studies the multi-faceted characteristics of originality and 

adaptation in scriptwriting of Chinese opera in her book Cong Yuanchuang Dao 

Gaibian: Xiqu Bianju De Duochong Duihua 從原創到改編：戲曲編劇的多重對話 

[From Composition to Adaptation: Multi-dialogue of Xiqu Playwrights]. Through her 

case studies in adaptation of different Chinese operatic genres, including Peking opera, 

Kun opera, and Gezai Opera歌仔戲 [Taiwanese opera], she investigates adaptations 

from different angles, such as classic repertoire re-arrangement as a salutation, 

traditional repertoire revision for contemporary audience, repertoire rewritten to 

conform to contemporary morality value, and stylistic reflection of individual 

playwright. Shen Huiru describes the adaptation process of Chinese opera as follows: 

zhengbian整編 [script arrangement], which is to arrange the old script by trimming off 

unnecessary scripts or scenes in order to highlight the essence of the traditional work; 
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xiubian 修編  [script revision], to revise the old script for the sake of dramatic 

enhancement; suobian縮編 [script abridgement], to abridge a full-length traditional 

work; yizhi移植 [transcription/translation], to transcribe or translate the work from one 

regional operatic genre to another; and zaichuangzao 再創造  [recomposition], to 

recompose based on an existing topic but from a  different perspective (2006: 58-59). 

Trailing Shen’s studies, Liu (2010) classifies the compositional process of 

Chinese opera into yuanchuang原創 [original composition], gaibian改編 [adaptation], 

and xiubian 修編 [revision] (2010: 2). Liu classifies the repertoire according to the 

scriptwriter's originality and the degree of fidelity, while Shen's classification focuses 

on the technical issue of adaptation within Chinese opera stage performance. Both 

regard newly composed Chinese operatic works “original compositions” as a 

recognition to the playwright's originality, even those works are based on existing 

materials (Shen 2006: 58; Liu 2010: 2). In many Cantonese opera adaptations, however, 

the boundary of originality and fidelity is so unclear that it is difficult to distinguish 

whether a work is totally an original composition or an adaptation of existing works. 

The current thesis will include analysis on works by the renowned playwright Tong 

Tik-sang to show the complexity of Cantonese opera adaptations. 

Both Shen and Liu solely concentrate on stage performance of Chinese opera, 

and their studies include adaptations from literature to stage scripts or revisions from 

existing stage scripts only. In Cantonese opera, however, adaptation between different 

media occurs quite frequently. Yung (2006) in his book Yueyun Liusheng: Changpian 

Gongye Yu Guangdong Quyi (1903-1953)粤韻留聲：唱片工業與廣東曲藝(1903-

1953)[Reminiscence of Cantonese tune: The record industry and Cantonese operatic 
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singing (1903-1953)] observes that from the 1920s to the 1950s, Cantonese opera 

theatrical performance, the record industry and the film industry had formed a network 

in which Cantonese opera repertoire, as a commodity, flowed and transformed into 

different formats, and eventually formed a “Cantonese music circle” (2006: 11). 

Adaptation is the means of transformation. Furthermore, the articles collected in Yung 

(2012) provide a broader insight into the interactions between different media, troupes, 

and people, and demonstrates an interdisciplinary approach in Cantonese opera 

research. Inspired by this research, the current thesis will study various cases illustrating 

the complicated transformation process between different media such as theatre, film, 

and music recording and how they reflect their creators' ‘survival’ instinct, that is, for 

the genre to meet newly presented challenges at the time. 

1.3.3 Literature on Chinese traditional opera and other Chinese regional opera 

Besides exploring articles on adaptation theory and practice, the current thesis 

also studies the evolution of Cantonese opera in different eras. Examining the 

developmental history of Chinese classical theatre as well as some sibling regional 

operatic genres, for example, Beijing opera and Huju滬劇, is helpful in the analysis of 

the history of Cantonese opera adaptation. Zhongguo xi qu tong shi中國戲曲通史 [The 

general history of Chinese opera] (1992), edited by Zhang Geng 張庚  and Guo 

Hancheng 郭漢城, is an overview of the history of Chinese opera since the Song 

Dynasty in the twelfth century. It accounts for the major changes in literary, style, music, 

performance elements and aesthetics of Chinese opera in each era of history. Zhang and 

Guo observe that the motivation of such changes is the playwrights' need to express 

their feelings toward the realistic life they were living in, or the need to solve the 

limitations in script format, expression, and performance technique of the past practice 
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(1992: 927, 1035). Their view reflects a pragmatic approach toward adaptation in 

Chinese operatic tradition, that is, adaptation was for solving practical problems, 

instead of playing with intertextuality as in the adaptations of Western film and 

literature. It is, therefore, rare to have adaptation solely for parody or homage purpose 

in Chinese opera tradition. Nevertheless, in Cantonese opera, because of the influence 

of the Western culture, there are some works of adaptation that are parody or homage 

to the past master's works. For example, Tong Tik-sang aimed at paying homage to the 

great playwright Tang Xianzu when adapting his famous works Zichaiji紫釵記 [The 

Purple Hairpin] and Mudanting牡丹亭 [Peony Pavilion], and therefore Tong Tik-sang 

preserved some of the scripts of Tang's works, and in so doing lifted the literary quality 

of Cantonese opera. Thus, it is worth paying attention to the roles that adaptation played 

in the development of Chinese opera and Cantonese opera. 

Li (2010), titled The Soul of Beijing Opera: Theatrical Creativity and 

Continuity in the Changing World, is a wide-ranging study covering Beijing opera 

development in both mainland China and Taiwan from the mid-nineteenth century to 

the present time. Using oral and cultural history research and covering the performance 

practice of Beijing opera, Li investigates the evolution of styles, audience demands, as 

well as stage and street presentation modes under social and political changes. She 

explores how performers have responded to conflicts between tradition and modernity, 

and between convention and innovation. Her studies of these pairs of binary oppositions 

echo the theme of the current thesis, although the focus of the current thesis is on the 

adaptation of script and music, and the people who adapt or create the script and music, 

rather than solely the performers. 
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Liu (2013), Performing Hybridity in Colonial-Modern China, discusses the rise 

and fall of wenmingxi (civilized drama), a particular genre of Chinese opera that mixes 

the traditional Beijing opera and Western spoken drama popular in Shanghai during the 

early part of the twentieth century. His study tries to challenge the traditional/modern 

dichotomy by placing the genre in the context of its hybridized literary and performance 

elements. The development of Cantonese opera since the early twentieth century has 

been tightly tied to the development of wenmingxi, as many of the active Cantonese 

opera performers during the period had also even participated in wenmingxi 

performance in Guangdong Province. Moreover, some important figures of wenmingxi, 

for instance, Ouyang Yuqian 歐陽予倩  (1889-1962), were also influential to the 

development of Cantonese opera. By observing the rise and fall of wenmingxi, it is 

possible to trace the path of aesthetic formation of Cantonese opera in the 1920s. 

Stock (2003) uses the ethnomusicological method to Huju, the most popular 

traditional regional opera in the Shanghai area. Stock discusses the development of 

Huju since the 1920s and its existence under the political, commercial and artistic 

pressures. Both developed in metropolitan cities, Huju and Cantonese opera 

experienced similar commercial influences in their early stages of development, but 

since the 1950s, due to the change in political environment, Huju was forced to follow 

the direction of Communist Party on art and culture, while Cantonese opera could still 

enjoy freedom of creativity in Hong Kong. However, the two art forms are nowadays 

facing similar pressures on attracting new audiences, so a change in performance 

tradition is necessary. It is thus inspiring to observe the development of Huju for the 

future development of Cantonese opera and to explore ways in which it can help attract 

new audiences. 
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Stock (1996) studies the erhu player Ah Bing阿炳 (1893-1950) and his music, 

and investigates how traditional or indigenous music was being adapted into the 

conservatory style by varying the musical elements and performance practices. This 

inspired me to include my Cantonese opera adaptation for the HKAPA, a tertiary art 

education institute in Hong Kong, in the current thesis. Moreover, Kingsbury (1988) 

employing an ethnomusicological approach to the study of an American conservatory 

of music is also a good model in terms of conducting self-reflective research, 

particularly in my handling of the participant observation issue. From the local point of 

view, Leung (2015a) and (2015b) investigate respectively the traditional apprenticeship 

teaching mode of Cantonese opera in Hong Kong and two Cantonese opera institutes 

in Hong Kong and Guangdong Province provide an alternate view of Cantonese opera 

education in Hong Kong. 

1.3.4 Literature on theory and development of Cantonese opera 

Research on Cantonese opera has gained its popularity since the 1970s, thanks 

to the intensive works carried out by the pioneers of the field, namely, Liang Peijin梁

沛錦, Bell Yung, Huang Zhaohan黃兆漢, and Chan Sau-yan. Two doctoral theses, The 

Music of Cantonese Opera (1976) by Bell Yung and Improvisation in Cantonese 

Operatic Music (1986) by Chan Sau-yan, are the one word of Cantonese opera studies 

in the international ethnomusicology academia. 18  Yung's and Chan's works 

demonstrate how to incorporate various tools in ethnomusicological studies such as 

fieldwork, transcription, music analysis, script analysis and interviews in studying the 

traditional performance practice of Cantonese opera. Yung's study articulated the 

                                                 
18  Yung's thesis was published in 1989 by Cambridge University Press, titled Cantonese Opera: 

Performance as Creative Process, while Chan's in 1991 by The Chinese University Press, titled 

Improvisation in a Ritual Context: the Music of Cantonese Opera. 
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principle of melody formation of major aria types and different modes of speech in 

Cantonese opera through musical analysis, interviews, and fieldworks. It built a solid 

foundation for further investigation of other performance practice in Cantonese opera, 

as did Chan Sau-yan's study on improvisation in Cantonese opera, and the current thesis 

of adaptation study in Cantonese opera. In addition, Chan's study served as an important 

documentary of improvisation, a form of performance practice that has faded since the 

1990s. He concluded: “Cantonese opera and operatic song will face drastic changes in 

the near future because ideas about innovating and revitalizing the genre tend to put 

greater esteem on theatrical performance, rather than ritual performance and to value 

planning, rehearsing, directing, and controlling improvisation more than elaborating 

individual talent” (1991: 357). Similarly, the emphasis of originality and innovation has 

belittled the use of adaptation in Cantonese opera. It is thus my aim to illustrate in the 

current thesis that adaptation has been a useful tool for creation in Cantonese opera, just 

as improvisation is a creative process in Cantonese opera. Furthermore, I shall claim 

that improvisation is instant adaptation, as performers instantly adapt their previous 

knowledge and skill when improvising on stage. 

When conducting historical research on Cantonese opera, some first-hand oral 

history information should not be neglected. Yueju Liushinian粵劇六十年 [Sixty years 

of Cantonese opera] is the memoir of Chen Feinong陳非儂 (1899-1984), a famous 

Cantonese opera dan旦 [female role] actor. In the memoir, he tells of the development 

of Cantonese opera from the early twentieth century to the 1960s with respect to his 

own experience and knowledge. Although it is believed that Yu Mu-wan余慕雲 (1930-

2006), the transcriber, helped part of the writing of the historical section, some of Chen's 

insightful opinion on the development of Cantonese opera is still invaluable. 
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Another historical account, Guangdong Xiqu Shilüe 廣東戲劇史略 [A Brief 

History on Cantonese Opera] by Mak Siu-ha 麥嘯霞 (unknown-1941), a Cantonese 

opera playwright, is also a frequently quoted work of Cantonese opera historical 

research, as it is the first detailed record of the early development of Cantonese opera. 

In the essay, Mak suggests some unique characteristics of Cantonese opera, one of 

which is being mutable and open to changes. He argues that such a characteristic has 

both pros and cons to the development of Cantonese opera. Furthermore, as he himself 

is a playwright, he presents a detailed account of his contemporary playwrights and 

popular works. It has thus provided a rare information on the development of Cantonese 

opera playwriting, as playwrights had long been overlooked in Cantonese opera. 

Nonetheless, Mak's article serves only an introduction or, as its title suggests, a brief 

history on Cantonese opera, whereas in the current thesis, there will be detailed 

discussion on the playwriting and adaptation process as well as analysis on some 

important Cantonese opera repertoires. 

1.3.5 Literature on Tong Tik-sang and his adaptations 

Tong Tik-sang is the most popular and influential playwright in the history of 

Cantonese opera, yet there exists not even a summary of his adaptation process nor his 

dramatic ideology. Fortunately, Tong had written articles on his thoughts about 

adaptation of some famous works such as Dinühua帝女花 [The Floral Princess] and 

Zichaiji for the programme leaflets of the Sin Fung Ming Troupe 仙鳳鳴劇團. All the 

programme leaflets are compiled into the volume Chazi Yanhong Kaibian—Liangchen 

Meijing Xianfengming (xiannongben)(quan'erce)姹紫嫣紅開遍——良辰美景仙鳳鳴

（纖濃本）（全二冊）[Brilliant purple and red—The golden era of Sin Fung Ming 
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Troupe (Abridged version) (Two volumes)] (2004), edited by Lu Weiluan盧瑋鑾. This 

is an important reference for any research on Tong Tik-sang. 

Lu (2009), Xinku Zhongcheng Hua Jinxiu: Pinwei Tang Disheng "Dinühua".辛

苦種成花錦繡：品味唐滌生《帝女花》 [Toil for a rich harvest: Appreciate Tong 

Tik-sang's Floral Princess], focuses on Tong's most popular work Dinühua. Through 

comparison with the original work by the playwright Huang Yunshan 黃韻珊 in Qing 

Dynasty, Lu illustrates Tong's talent in extracting the essence from the original for re-

creation in adaptation, rather than blindly follows the orginal. In the same volume there 

are articles by several local scholars on the music and performance of Dinühua and a 

cross-cultural comparison of the work with Western opera and modern culture. 

As a professional Cantonese opera playwright and a follower of Tong Tik-sang, 

Yip Shiu-tak gives an insider's analysis on Tong's nine popular works in the volumes 

of Tang Disheng Xiqu Xinshang (1-3).唐滌生戲曲欣賞(一至三) [Appreciation of 

Tong Tik-sang’s Repertoire (1-3)]. Along with the original scripts, he describes in detail 

the script structure, rhetoric, performance design and the musical numbers of every act 

of a work. These volumes are the first of its kind of script analysis of a particular 

playwright in Cantonese opera. After Yip Shiu-tak, there have been more published 

works discussing Tong's script and play writing, including Yang (2006) and Pan (2009). 

There are two theses by young, local Hong Kong scholars researching into Tong 

Tik-sang's adaptations. Chen (2007), “Gaibian Yu Chuantong Daode: Tang Disheng 

Xiqu Yanjiu,”改編與傳統道德 :唐滌生戲曲研究 (1954-1959) [Adaptation and 

Traditional Morality: Research on Tong Tik-sang's Repertoire] investigates the 
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adaptation process of several of Tong's works. Her focus is mainly on the literature and 

character design rather than the musical aspect. She, together with her thesis supervisor, 

Liu Yanping 劉燕萍, published a book Yueju Yu Gaibian: Lun Tang Disheng De 

Jingdian Zuopin粤劇與改編: 論唐滌生的經典作品 [Cantonese opera and adaptation: 

Discussion on Tong Tik-sang's canonic works] in 2015. Xie (2009), “Dangdai yueju 

dui chuantong xiqu zhi chengchuan – Cong Tang Disheng juben kan hangdang yishu 

de yiyi,”當代粵劇對傳統戲曲之承傳 — 從唐滌生 (1917-1959) 劇本看行當藝術的

意義 [The inheritance of modern Cantonese opera from traditional Chinese opera – an 

examination of the different types of role in Tang Di-sheng's (1917-1959) scripts] 

focuses on the ‘six-pillar’ system, which is the six main role types in Hong Kong 

Cantonese opera, in Tong Tik-sang's popular works. She illustrates how Tong Tik-sang 

tailored characters in his works to suit the role types of the leading performers. These 

works, which touched upon parts of Tong's composition and adaptation process, partly 

overlap my research on Tong Tik-sang's adaptation, but in my thesis, I focus on how 

Tong Tik-sang worked with other parties in a production so as to produce quality works 

with a clear dramaturgy in mind, and with a focus on music and performance aspects 

rather than merely the literary quality of Tong's works. My discussion will be more on 

the relationship between playwright, performers, and the troupe's dramaturge as well as 

the inheritance of tradition and consolidation of various elements in Tong's works.  

1.4 Outline of the thesis 

There are seven chapters in the thesis. 
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Chapter 1 introduces the concept of adaptation, tradition and innovation and 

provides a literature review pertinent to the topic, as well as an introduction to the 

methodology of this study. 

Chapter 2 examines the concept of paichang and paichangxi with respect to 

adaptation and discusses how Cantonese opera playwrights and artists create new works 

by adapting paichangxi and recycling paichang in order to enhance traditional 

performance techniques and innovative ideas. 

Chapter 3 discusses the adaptation phenomenon during the Cantonese opera 

reform led by Sit Kok-sin and Ma Si-tsang. Study aspects include the innovations 

during the period, the merging of innovation and tradition through adaptation, and their 

contributions to the establishment of contemporary Cantonese opera. 

Chapter 4 examines Tong Tik-sang's adaptations for individual artists, 

particularly, Liuyuexue for Fong Yim-fun and Zichaiji and Zaishi Hongmeiji for Pak 

Suet-sin and other artists, to see how he adapted traditional repertoire to tailor roles for 

artists. Furthermore, how the concept of dramaturgy guiding the adaptation process that 

helped the Sin Fung Ming Troupe establish a high-style Cantonese opera in Hong Kong 

will also be discussed. 

Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 investigate the creative process of Cantonese opera 

productions for the HKAPA. The study focuses on the conflict between preserving the 

tradition versus implementing innovation and how adaptation can mediate such a 

conflict. 
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Chapter 7 concludes the findings in previous chapters and discusses how 

adaptation mediates the conflict between tradition and innovation and promotes the 

development of Cantonese opera. 

1.5 Limitations of the research 

As mentioned in previous section, I can only focus on some of the crucial spots 

of Cantonese opera history due to the limited research duration and thesis length. 

Besides, I can only pick a number of highlights from works of mine and others to 

illustrate the continuous adaptation process with numerous instant and hands-on 

decisions. Occupied by a full time job in the field of Cantonese opera, I have less contact 

to the field of ethnomusicology, thereby restricting my understanding on the updated 

research approaches and concepts of the field. Language is also another obstacle for me 

to understand the sophisticated but insightful concepts from top scholars around the 

world. 

Still, I hope the study of the current thesis help establish a practical approach to 

the study of the creative process of Cantonese opera and reveal the phenomenon that 

adaptation as a transmission process mediates the conflict between tradition and 

innovation, which enables innovative ideas to be absorbed into the tradition of each 

generation to meet the audience expectation and sustain the vitality of Cantonese opera.   
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Chapter 2 Paichang and Adaptation in Cantonese Opera 

2.1 Introduction 

It is not far-fetched to make the claim that the development of Cantonese opera 

has always relied on various forms of adaptations. Early Cantonese opera repertoires 

from the mid-nineteenth century to the early twentieth century, known as paichangxi

排場戲 [episodic repertoire], were adaptations of works from other regional operatic 

traditions, which in turn had taken the narratives of their works from folklores, legends 

and classical novels. Through the canonization of paichangxi after the establishment of 

the Guangdong Bahe Huiguan廣東八和會館, which is the union of Cantonese opera 

performers, musicians and workers, in 1889, the year of the completion of the union 

building, certain standardized operatic roles and their corresponding performing acts 

and musical numbers, known as paichang 排場[patternized scene], became stylized 

practices that all Cantonese opera performers had to learn in their professional training. 

Those stylized practices would then become the basic creative ingredients for the re-

creation of new works, in the form of tigangxi提綱戲 [outline play or improvisatory 

play], through these practitioners' stage performances marked by a certain degree of 

improvisations. Tigangxi became popular among Cantonese opera audiences from the 

1900s to the1920s, and there are still such performances in Singapore and Malaysia 

even to the present day. The recycling aesthetics inherent in adaptation, as I would like 

to argue in this chapter, is a crucial part of Chinese operatic creativity. 

I propose the line of thinking that adaptation is not a lack of originality but 

instead a creative strategy of folk artists, as it is a cost-effective way of cultural 

production. That is to generate new products through repackaging old ones to provide 
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entertainment for the public in a relatively affordable manner both in terms of time and 

money. The development of Cantonese opera in the early 1900s is a case in point of the 

success of such a process.  

In this chapter, I shall discuss the nature of paichangxi and paichang and their 

adaptations. I shall examine the different categories of paichang derived from these 

paichangxi and show how they have helped to establish the foundation of Cantonese 

opera performance and re-creativity. Finally, I shall discuss the significance and 

historical context of this form of adaptation, and the social and cultural meaning of 

paichangxi revival in post-1997 Hong Kong. 

2.2 Paichang as a tool for adaptation 

Paichang is a patternized scene with standardized characters, aria melodies, 

speech and dialogues, body movements, stage setting and directions, and even music 

and percussion accompaniment.19 Categorized into wuhang武行 [martial scene] and 

wenhang文行 [melodramatic scene], each paichang depicts a unique plot or dramatic 

situation, for example, battle, banquet, dispute in the court, and encounter of lovers or 

rivals. In other words, paichang is a practice that abstracts the key dramatic elements 

from some famous scenes in Cantonese opera for other works to reuse. 

Paichang features different role types including sheng生 [male role], dan旦 

[female role], cou丑 [comic role], and hualian花臉 [painted face role], and contains 

specialized performance techniques of these role types. There were once over 300 

                                                 
19  “Qianyan 前言 [Foreword],” in Yueju Chuantong Paichang Ji 粵劇傳統排場集 [Collections of 

Traditional Cantonese Opera Patternized Episode], reprinted by Guangzhoushi Wenyi Chuangzuo 

Yanjiusuo 廣州市文藝創作研究所 [Guangzhou Literary and Artistic Creation Research Institute] in 

2008, 1. 
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paichang, but a large number of them have faded out and only about 140 are still in 

use.20 The disappearance of paichang is due to the death of aging artists and a lack of 

performances on one hand, and the change in playwriting and performance style and 

audience taste on the other. 

By using the patternized scenes as building blocks, it is easy to produce 

Cantonese opera works by paichang and feasible to incorporate new elements into the 

paichang structure by means of adaptation. Below, I shall use two widely adapted 

paichang ‘Jiqi qibing’祭旗起兵  [Flag ceremony for troop dispatching] and ‘Shi 

zhongqi’試忠妻 [Testing his loyal wife] to illustrate the adaptation process of paichang 

in Cantonese opera scenes and Cantonese operatic songs. 

2.2.1 ‘Jiqi qibing’ 

‘Jiqi qibing’祭旗起兵 [Flag ceremony for troop dispatching] 21  is a typical 

wuhang paichang depicting a martial activity of a lord, who can be a general, a warrior, 

an emperor, or a barbarian leader, holding a rite before dispatching his troops. Other 

characters in the scene include a scout, a minimum number of four utility actors 

representing the troops, and occasionally two or four deputy generals for a stronger 

line-up. Script 2.1 listed at the end of this chapter shows a version of the script of ‘Jiqi 

qibing’ with divided sections for ease of discussion. 

                                                 
20 For a list of paichang recurring on Cantonese opera stage, refer to Yueju Chuantong Paichang Ji 

(Guangzhoushi Wenyi Chuangzuo Yanjiusuo 2008) and Huang Tao 黃滔, “Yueju Huibian,”粵劇彙編

[Compilation on Cantonese Opera] 

<http://www.cantoneseculture.com/page_CantoneseOpera/index.aspx>, accessed on 11 February 2014. 
21 In Yueju Chuantong Paichang Ji, the paichang is named ‘Qibing Jiqi’起兵祭旗. According to the 

sequence and content of performance, it is more appropriate to name it as ‘Jiqi qibing’祭旗起兵. 
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The scene is divided into several sections according to the change of scene and 

the entering and exiting of characters. Section 1.1 and 1.2 is the entering of the general 

and the troop. The general enters and sings gunhua滾花 [a free-meter aria type] to 

introduce his duty, and to dispatch the troop. To wish for a successful dispatch, the 

general holds a flag ceremony (1.3). After the ceremony, the general and the troop exit 

(1.4) in the sequence of zounanshe/zouranshe走南蛇/走蚺蛇 [stage move in line]. 

Illustration 2.1 General structure of ‘Jiqi qibing’ 

1. Four soldier actors enter with white square-flags. General enters. 

2. General sings or recites his or her status, and calls the troops. 

3. Troops reply. General calls for setting the altar. 

4. General starts the flag ceremony, recites the word for worship, and perform 

the following stage movement: “Hold two cups of wine and spill to the 

ground. Hold the middle cup with two hands and spill the wine to the ground. 

Spin to stage left, spin to stage right, and spin back to down stage centre.” 

5. Troop shouts as response. General calls for the horse. 

6. Soldier actor brings the horse. General mounts the horse. Troops move in 

line with music accompaniment. 

7. General laughes for three times and all exit. 
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To perform the paichang, each performer must be skillful in various specialized 

techniques. The actor playing the role of the general must master the stylistic sanxiao

三笑 [laugh for three times] technique to show his confidence and authority. The utility 

actors playing the scout and the troop must be familiar with all the stage movements 

and directions to avoid running into each other on the stage. The backstage crew must 

prepare the key props such as the flag, the altar and the table and chair in advance. A 

team of skillful suona嗩吶 [a double-reeded wind instrument, also know as ‘Chinese 

sorna’] and percussion players are essential to the accompanying music ensemble. They 

have to know the paizi牌子 [traditional fixed tunes originated from Kun opera and 

other Chinese regional opera] to be used, the stage movement, sequence and 

performance techniques of performers thoroughly to accompany the performance. 

Variations between versions of a paichang are common. Script 2.2 shows 

another version of ‘Jiqi qibing’ performed on ‘School Cultural Day’.22 Hong Hai洪海, 

the artistic director of this production, told me that he learnt the paichang in Guangdong 

Cantonese Opera School at his early age of study. Comparing the two versions of ‘Jiqi 

qibing’ scripts, their content, structure, and performance techniques are similar. The 

major difference is that there is a scout in Version 2 (see Script 2.2) reporting the news 

to the lord and some discrepancies in the scripts. For instance, in Version 1 there is one 

singing line in the aria type shouban首板 [Introductory aria] and three singing lines in 

the aria type gunhua滾花 for the entrance of the general, but in Version 2 the general 

enters in the manner of dianjiangchen 點降臣  [enter to the stage with the 

                                                 
22 The ‘School Cultural Day’ was a Cantonese opera promotional performance to primary and secondary 

school students presented by the Leisure and Cultural Services Department (LCSD) and the Programme 

of Chinese Traditional Theatre of the Hong Kong Academy for Performing Arts (HKAPA) on 6 

November 2008 at Ko Shan Theatre. 
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accompaniment of the paizi Dianjiangchen] and then recites a line of yingxiongbai英

雄白[heroic speech]. Such variations may be due to the inheritance of different schools. 

Illustration 2.2 shows the comparison. 

Illustration 2.2 Comparison of the entrance of General in two versions of ‘Jiqi qibing’ 

 Version 1 Version 2 

Chinese script 元帥：【內場唱首板】叫三

軍與爺校場往。 

【四堂旦手持白方旗先出。

元帥上】 

元帥：【滾花下句】要把敵

人一掃亡，來到校場下雕

鞍。【落馬，坐正面椅，續

唱】但願旗開得勝早回還。 

【八兵企洞兩邊】 

【大王點降臣出】 

大王：【英雄白】雙手舉起天

邊月，一拳打破虎狼頭。 

English 

Translation 

General: (Backstage sing 

shouban) Call army, follow 

me to the drill ground. 

(Four soldier actors enter with 

white square-flags. General 

enters) 

General: (Sing gunhua) To 

kill all enemy, I come to drill 

ground and get down from a 

horse. (dismount from the 

stage horse, sit in centre chair, 

sing) Wish come off with 

flying colours. 

(Eight soldiers stand aside) 

(Lord enters in the manner of 

dianjiangchen) 

Lord: (yingxiongbai[heroic 

speech]) My arms can reach the 

moon above. My fist smashes 

tiger's and wolf's heads. 

 

In addition, the leading performer may make changes by extending or cutting 

some sections of the paichang not only to alter the duration of the scene but also to 

display his or her performance skills. Such changes can be improvisatory or prescribed. 

Depending on the story and duration of the scene, the performer can trim the flag 

ceremony scene of the paichang (section 1.3 in Script 2.1) and leave alone the troop 

dispatching scene. A performer may also adapt the paichang to display his or her own 
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specialized singing and acting techniques. For example, in section 1.1 and 1.2 of ‘Jiqi 

qibing’ script in Script 2.1, instead of entering and singing gunhua, the general can 

enter the stage in the percussion formula of qichuitou 七鎚頭  [seven strokes, a 

percussion pattern] and sing in kuaizhongban快中板 [an aria type in 1/4 meter]. He 

may also recite yingxiongbai after Dianjiangchen/Dianjiangchun 點降臣/點絳唇 [a 

paizi牌子, fixed tune, usually for martial, splendid, or ceremonial scene], as in Script 

2.2. In section 1.3 of Script 2.1, after the dialogues between the general and the scout, 

instead of just reciting his decision, the general can sing extensively to express his 

feelings and decisions, as shown in the Cantonese operatic song example later. 

Although a paichang consists of a rather stable performance routine, performance 

elements within the paichang are changeable.  

Two excerpts of Cantonese opera works from the 1930s and the 1940s, both of 

which incorporate the ‘Jiqi qibing’ paichang with the exception that the general or the 

lord enters the stage in different ways, further illustrate such variations. Figure 2.1 and 

2.2 at the end of the current chapter are the clay-printed scripts of the excerpts. Figure 

2.1 is the script of the introductory scene of the work Shazi Feng Junwang殺子奉君

皇 [Killing son for offering to the emperor], written by Mo Zhiqin莫志勤 (1924-1966) 

for the Xinxing Troupe新星劇團, which is about a barbarian lord planning to invade 

the central plains and reciting to his deputy generals. Instead of calling for setting the 

altar by recitation as in Script 2.1 and 2.2, the lord sings a free-meter melody to call for 

setting the altar. This creates some variety. The rite scene is simply indicated with the 

line ‘jibai zounanshe jie’ 祭拜走南蛇介 [worship and move in line] as the scriptwriter 

expects the performers to actualize the scene according to their knowledge of the 

paichang. 
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In contrast, Figure 2.2 shows a much more elaborated version of the paichang. 

The script is taken from Act 3 of Shenmi Nühuang神秘女皇 [The mystery queen], 

performed by Shengli Troupe勝利劇團 led by Ma Si-tsang馬師曾 (1900-1964) and 

Hung Sin-nui紅線女 (1924-2013). The playwright writes the stage instruction of “pei 

xindayingmu za dalingqi yi dagu zhengmian hupiyi nei cha si shuaiqi” 配新大營幕什

(雜)大令旗衣大鼓正面虎皮椅內插四帥旗 [New grand camp backdrop, stage right 

large token-flag stage left big drum, centre chair with tiger skin, inner 4 military flag]. 

It indicates a splendid stage design of the camp. The next instruction “wugengtou dadi 

matong shigou chu chongtou ruchang qu lingqi chu chazai yibian lei dagu” 五更頭大

底馬僮屎鈎出沖頭入場取令旗出插在衣邊擂大鼓  [An introductory phrase, the 

groom enter in somersault, and get the token-flag, plant it at stage left, and rolls the 

drum]. This, together with the four soldier actors and four deputy generals entering the 

stage, makes a prominent show of strength for the grand entrance of Long Tu龍圖, 

Bingma Dayuanrong兵馬大元戎 [Chief General] of Liao dynasty遼國. After a long 

passage of Long Tu's recitation introducing his merits and achievements, there is a line 

“dianjiang wan jiqi renlai daima qicheng” 點將完祭期（旗）人來帶馬起程 [after roll 

call, hold the flag rite and bring the horse to start the move]. The playwright only 

indicates the name of two paichang ‘Dianjiang’點將 [roll call] and ‘Jiqi’祭旗 [flag 

ceremony] in the script and the performers have to actualize the paichang themselves. 

Both examples illustrate the traditional application of paichang and some of the 

possible variations. 

Performers can even incorporate challenging performance techniques in a 

paichang to display their outstanding skills. In a year-end student performance of the 
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HKAPA on 31 July 2009, He Mengliang何孟良, a past Cantonese opera actor and an 

instructor of the Cantonese opera programme of the HKAPA, directed a traditional 

Cantonese opera work Jinlanyi金蘭義 [Sworn Brotherhood]. In the first part of the 

work that used the ‘Qibing’ paichang, He Mengliang incorporated an antique southern 

style performance technique called feiyi飛椅 [fly chair] or choushenyi 抽身椅 [pull 

away with chair], in which the performer jumps down from a high table while sitting in 

a chair to express the warrior's anger toward the invasion of the official troop informed 

by the scout. He Mengliang mentioned to me that he learnt the technique from Liang 

Shaoying 靚少英 (1897-1967), a renowned xiaowu 小武 [young male martial role] 

actor famous in southern style Cantonese opera, when he was studying Cantonese opera 

in Guangzhou in the 1950s. The performance effect was striking, as most of the 

audience had never seen such a technique on stage.23 With its flexible structure and 

changeable elements, paichang provides a good framework for incorporating various 

elements to express the drama and show off performer's skills. 

As paichang provides a story-telling framework, it is also a good source for 

Cantonese opera to adapt other works. With some elaboration in speech and aria scripts, 

a paichang can be adapted to the structure of a Cantonese operatic song粵曲 [yuequ]. 

For example, the song Tao Sanchun Kuncheng陶三春困城 [Tao Sanchun's siege] sung 

by Li Yanping李燕萍 is adapted from the ‘Dianjiang’ and ‘Jiqi qibing’ paichang.24 

                                                 
23 Personal communication with He Mengliang and observation from the audience during performance. 
24 Tao Sanchun Kuncheng陶三春困城[Tao Sanchun's siege] (1972), sung by Li Yanping李燕萍, script 

written by Zhu Dinghe朱頂鶴, LP produced byYin Ping Recording Limited 香港燕萍唱片公司. 
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The song tells a story taken from classic historical novel Feilong Quanchuan 

and is the same as the work Zhang Erwang斬二王 [Slaying two kings] or Zuizhan 

Zheng En醉斬鄭恩 [Drunken emperor Slaying Zheng En] of the Dapaichang Shibaben

大排場十八本 [The Eighteen Episodic Repertoire]. It is about Zhao Kuangyin趙匡胤, 

the first emperor of the Song Dynasty, who, being drunk, executed his general Zheng 

En by mistake. Tao Sanchun, Zheng's wife, sought revenge upon Zhao for her husband's 

death. ‘Jiqi qibing’ forms the skeleton of the song with each section of the paichang 

expanded through adding detailed scripts in different fixed tunes and aria types. Script 

2.3 at the end of the current chapter shows the script excerpts of the song that illustrate 

the corresponding sections of ‘Jiqi qibing’. 

First, the script of the song uses similar wordings as ‘Jiqi qibing’, such as 

“dangzhen”當真, “guoran”果然. In section 3.5 of the script in particular, the prayer of 

Tao Sanchun uses also the luogubai speech type and starts with the same phrase 

“binggao huangtian houtu, shanchuan sheji, liulu zunshen” 禀告皇天后土，山川社

稷，六路尊神  [to the God of Heaven and the Goddess of Earth, the Deities of 

Mountains, Rivers, and the six directions]. This shows some of the stable elements of 

the paichang. Other stable elements include the use of paizi such as Dianjiangchun and 

Yanerluo, and, though not mentioned in the script, the use of gaobianluo 高邊鑼 

percussion set, which is characteristic in Cantonese opera military scene, can be heard 

from the recording. 

Despite the similarities, Tao Sanchun Kuncheng is an extended piece that lasts 

for forty-five minutes with frequent changes in aria types and tunes. This elaborate 

setting is rare in military scene on stage such as those examples shown in Figure 2.1 
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and 2.2. This is because Tao Sanchun Kuncheng, a Cantonese operatic song in the form 

of an audio drama particularly written for recording, is for aural enjoyment. The use of 

stylistic aria types, tunes, speech types, and percussion patterns helps listeners imagine 

the characters and the story. Certainly, such an elaboration must be in prewritten script 

by scriptwriter rather than on-stage improvisation by the performer. Nonetheless, the 

example demonstrates how a scriptwriter could use a traditional paichang as a template 

for rewriting or revising into another work of different media in Cantonese opera. 

2.2.2 ‘Shi zhongqi’ 

‘Shi zhongqi’試忠妻 [Testing his loyal wife], is a scene in which a husband 

persuades his wife to die for justice. There are different versions of ‘Shi zhongqi’: one 

is the husband exacting revenge on his wife's evil father; another is the husband 

sacrificing himself to protect the county. Yet they share a similar performance sequence 

and a key dramatic element that the husband and wife are facing adversity in a dilemma. 

An example of the paichang is presented in Script 2.4 at the end of the current chapter. 

The plot of this version of ‘Shi zhongqi’ is based on a historical event from Tang 

Dynasty about General Zhang Xun 張巡, killing his wife (his concubine as said in 

history) to feed the troops and sacrificing himself to guard the Suiyang county. 

Compared with other versions of ‘Shi zhongqi’,25 this version has a careful rhetoric and 

well organized singing and reciting scripts delivering traditional idioms and moral 

messages. 

                                                 
25 For a version of ‘Shi zhongqi’, refer to “Shi zhongqi,” and “Sha zhongqi殺忠妻[killing his loyal wife],” 

in Yueju Chuantong Paichang Ji 粵劇傳統排場集  [Collections of Traditional Cantonese Opera 

Patternized Episode], reprinted by Guangzhoushi Wenyi Chuangzuo Yanjiusuo in 2008, 182-185. 
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As in the case of ‘Jiqi qibing’, performers can employ various performance 

techniques for each section of this paichang. For example, instead of entering the stage 

and reciting as in section 4.1 of Script 2.4, the performer of Lady Zhang can choose to 

sing with a revised script to express her worry. This creates a variety of performances 

of the same paichang. According to the script structure and dramatic mood, the script 

in section 4.2 is suitable for singing in erhuang shouban二黃首板 [introductory aria 

type in erhuang mode] and erhuang manban二黃慢板 [an aria type in erhuang mode 

and in quadruple meter]. These aria types are effective for illustrating a warrior facing 

adversity.26 

Cantonese opera is famous for its usage of percussion, and in this paichang, the 

lengthy dialogue between Zhang Xun and Lang Zhang in section 4.5 and 4.7 of the 

script, is a stylistic reciting type called luogubai 鑼鼓白 [speech accompanied by 

percussion], which incorporates tight percussion strokes between short, four-words 

phrases, as shown in Illustration 2.3. 

                                                 
26 Huang Shaoxia黃少俠 points out that the use of the aria types erhuang shouban and erhuang manban, 

sung in baqiang霸腔, a high-pitched male voice, has a disolated mood (2008: 175). 
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Illustration 2.3 luogubai 

 

This kind of reciting works well in intensifying the dramatic effect, and forms 

part of the southern style of Cantonese opera. Sun Kim-long 新劍郎 , an active 

Cantonese opera actor, mentioned that luogubai is the basis of reciting skills in 

performing traditional Cantonese opera that every performer should be proficient in.27 

Apart from the singing and reciting skills, this paichang also employs many 

stage gestures and performance techniques typical in traditional Cantonese opera. 

Section 4.3 is a stylistic greeting in Cantonese opera between a husband and wife of a 

higher status, such as emperor, king, lord, general and scholar. The last scene of the 

husband killing the wife, it usually calls forth the suona and percussion playing a fixed 

tune Yanerluo雁兒落 [“fall of wild goose”, a traditional paizi type of fixed tune], a 

paizi to intensify the vigorous movement and dramatic effect. The use of such is usually 

                                                 
27 Post-performance talk of Investigation to Redress a Wrong, Chinese Opera Festival 2014, 10 July 2014. 

夫人：老爺呀，（一才）既是城中無糧，（一才）何不老爺殺卻妾身，（一

才）烹為糧食，（一才）好待飽餐戰飯，（一才）人人奮勇爭先，（一才）

若真是兵敗城破，（一才）那時老爺你…你才殉國也不遲罷老爺。（一才） 

（一才）：A percussion pattern marking the break of speech and accompanying 

performer's gesture and movement. It can be in various forms with different 

combinations of cymbal and gong stroke. 
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not indicated in the script as the percussion and suona players would be able to identify 

the use of the paichang and the respective paizi at the right moment. 

This paichang, for its tragic and dramatic nature, is a frequent source of 

adaptation in Cantonese opera. The popular Cantonese operatic songs Lu'anzhou潞安

州 [State Lu'an], written by Chen Guanqing陳冠卿 (1920-2003), and Zhanjingtang斬

經堂 [Murder in the temple], written by Chen Ziqiang陳自強 (1933-2002), are two 

well known examples adapted from the ‘Shi zhongqi’ paichang. The first one is an 

historical story of the Song Dynasty, while the latter is of the West Han Dynasty, but 

both of them share the same story plot of the general's wife committing suicide for 

justice, making the ‘Shi zhongqi’ paichang applicable. In these two works, both 

scriptwriters use new fixed tunes to express the sadness and solemnity in the farewell 

scene between the husband and wife. This is a usual way of revitalizing an old paichang. 

For the sake of avoiding the inhumanity of the husband killing his wife, the ending is 

changed to the wife committing suicide in some versions of the paichang, such as the 

one in Lu'anzhou and Zhanjingtang. Script 2.5 shows a comparison of the scripts of 

Zhanjingtang and ‘Shi zhongqi’ paichang to illustrate the adaptation of the paichang 

to the song. 

The song Zhanjingtang adapted the framework of ‘Shi zhongqi’ and inherited 

some formulaic scripts from the paichang as shown in section 5.3 of Script 2.5. To 

heighten the sadness and the tragic dramatic moment, the adaptor composed and 

adapted tunes to express the solemn and stirring moments. An example is the use of the 

new tune Wugenghan 五更寒  [the cold dawn] in section 5.7 of the script. The 
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scriptwriter shows his creativity in arranging aria types and fixed tunes and writing 

lyrical scripts for the drama. 

The discussions above show that Paichang is a very useful source for traditional 

performance technique, stage sequence and stage direction. Since the 1920s, skillful 

playwrights and scriptwriters have often extensively revised the old paichang with new 

scripts and new performance techniques to produce “new plays” to meet the demand of 

a contemporary audience.28 With increasing influence from Western films and dramas, 

as well as the performance of other regional operatic genres, playwrights in the 1950s 

such as Tong Tik-sang had greatly developed their playwriting skills and used paichang 

skillfully in their newly created works, incorporating old and new dramatic languages. 

A typical example is that Tong Tik-sang in his representative work Dinühua adopted 

the traditional shanü殺女 [kill daughter] paichang in the scene of Chongzhen崇禎 

killing his daughter Princess Changping長平公主. Tong Tik-sang prepared a detailed 

description of performance techniques for the main cast and the side cast in the script. 

It is clear that the adaptation of paichang and its performance techniques in a new work 

saved rehearsal time and perfectly blended old and new elements. Other two active 

Cantonese opera playwrights in Hong Kong, So Yung and Yip Shiu-tak, are also 

famous for their skillful reassembling of old paichang in new works. Both Yip and So 

have mentioned in many occasions that every new Cantonese opera playwright must 

have a broad and deep knowledge of traditional paichang in order to fulfill the duty of 

Cantonese opera playwriting.29 

                                                 
28 Chen Feinong uses the term xinju新劇 [new drama]/xinxi 新戲 [new play] to distinguish those newly 

adapted plays from the traditional and classic plays (2007: 165). 
29 Ye Shaode, 葉紹德, “Xishuo bixia fengliu,”細說筆下風流 [Talk on the romance of playwriting] 

Face-to-face Talk Series, organized by LCSD, 28 September 2008. 
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While playwrights in the past aimed at revising old paichang for new 

performance effects, Cantonese opera playwrights nowadays prefer preserving the 

original performance techniques of paichang and presenting them on stage as faithfully 

as possible. Paichang and its predecessor, paichangxi, has shown a sign of 

revitalization after the reunification of Hong Kong to the People's Republic of China 

(PRC) in 1997, which I shall discuss in the latter part of this chapter. 

2.3 Paichangxi as an imported adaptation 

Paichangxi used to be the prevailing Cantonese opera repertoire in the latter 

half of the nineteenth century. These repertoires were popular in rural performances 

during festivals such as Lunar New Year, deities' birthdays, and other special 

celebratory events. There were different types of paichangxi. Those that featured 

martial scenes were called zhengben正本 [standard repertoire], and those that featured 

romantic and lyrical scenes were called chutou 出 (齣) 頭 [single repertoire]. An 

example of zhengben includes Shatuo Jiebing 沙陀借兵  [Borrowing army from 

Shatuo], and an example of chutou includes Sanniang Jiaozi 三娘教子 [Sanniang 

educating her son]. In the list presented in Mai Xiaoxia's Guangdong Xiju Shilüe廣東

戲劇史略 [A Brief History on Cantonese Opera], these works belonged to a repertoire 

collection called Dapaichang Shibaben 大排場十八本  [The Eighteen Episodic 

Repertoire], which represented the most well-known Cantonese opera works during the 

1850s (Mai 2013: 812), though Cantonese opera playwright He Jianqing 何建青 

questions the existence of such titles (He 1995: 214). Chen Feinong also mentioned in 

his memoir Yueju Liushinian粵劇六十年 [Sixty years of Cantonese opera] that he did 

not know the collection Dapaichang Shibaben, but he noticed that the works in the 
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collection were all popular excerpts of full-length Cantonese opera (Chen 2007: 105). 

Such discrepancy may suggest that Mai himself started using the name Dapaichang 

Shibaben for the collection of works popular in the late nineteenth century. Table 2.1 

at the end of the current chapter lists the eighteen works in Dapaichang Shibaben. 

Besides, there existed other collections of popular works called Jianghu Shibaben江

湖十八本 [The Eighteen Popular Repertoire] and Xinjianghu Shibaben新江湖十八本 

[The New Eighteen Popular Repertoire] (He 1995: 211-214). The different collections 

of popular works show a rapid change and formation of repertoire among the Cantonese 

opera troupes and audience during the late nineteenth century.  

Furthermore, it is noticeable that the paichangxi were adaptations from other 

regional operatic genres established earlier, for example, Hanju 漢劇 [the regional 

operatic genre of Wuhan area in Hubei Province] and Huiju徽劇 [the regional operatic 

genre in Anhui Province]. The scripts, aria types, and performance techniques of these 

paichangxi are traceable to these two genres. Mai compared the similarities between 

works of Cantonese opera, Huiju, and Hanju, and suggested that a Hanju artist, Zhang 

Wu張五, brought the organization and repertoire of Hanju to Guangdong and initiated 

the early Cantonese opera guild (2013: 798).  

Inherited from its ancestor, the stage language of paichangxi is not Cantonese 

but zhongzhou yinyun中州音韻 [rhymes of the central provinces], the common stage 

dialect of Kun opera, Hanju, Huiju, and the later, Peking opera, which complied with 

the common practice of Chinese opera performance across the country. Although script 

lines written in the Cantonese dialect in some of the earliest printed Cantonese opera 

scripts around the 1890s suggest that there had been usage of Cantonese dialect in 
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Cantonese opera performance, all leading role performers still preserved the practice of 

singing and reciting in zhongzhou yinyun at the time. Even now, zhongzhou yinyun still 

exists on the stage of Cantonese opera for its dramatic, idiomatic and expressive 

characteristics. 

Paichangxi preserves a great deal of traditional performance techniques of 

Cantonese opera. Chen Feinong introduced a number of famous paichangxi in his 

memoir and discussed the characteristics of their performance techniques and singing 

styles. Also, the duration of a paichangxi is one of the major factors affecting its 

popularity among audience. An examination of the existing paichangxi scripts shows 

that paichangxi varies in structure and duration. In Dapaichang Shibaben, works such 

as Dadong Jiebai打洞結拜 [Opening cave and swearing] and Jinlian Xishu金蓮戲叔 

[Pan Jinlian seducing her brother-in-law] are one-act plays that last for about one hour. 

Other works such as Biancai Shiyao辨才釋妖 [Monk Biancai Preaching to the Spirit], 

Shatuo Jiebing 沙陀借兵[Borrowing army from Shatuo], Liulang Zuizi 六郎罪子 

[Yang Liulang punishing son], etc. are multi-act plays that lasted for more than three to 

four hours. For instance, Biancai Shiyao, a story about the renowned Monk Biancai in 

Song Dynasty preaching the spirit who haunted a young scholar, consists of nine acts 

that take several hours to perform.30 In between, the five-act work Liulang Zuizi,31 

                                                 
30 These nine acts were: ‘Yazhai Yedou’衙齋夜讀 [Reading in the midnight at studying room], ‘Liujing 

Meisheng’柳精魅生 [Willow Spirit haunts the scholar], ‘Fengguan Debing’鳳官得病 [Tao Fengguan 

gets ill], ‘Dongpo Fangyou’東坡訪友 [Su Dongpo Visits Friend], ‘Xihu Shuofa’西湖說法 [Preaching 

at the West Lake], ‘Longjing Fangseng’龍井訪僧 [Visit the monk at Longjing], ‘Dengtan shifa’登壇施

法 [Casting at the altar], ‘Leihuo Shaomo’雷火燒魔 [Burn the ghost with lightning fire], ‘Biancai Shiyao’

辨才釋妖 [Monk Biancai preaches to the spirit], ‘Xiqing Tuanyuan’喜慶團圓 [Celebrating reunion]. 
31 The five acts of Liulang Zuizi were ‘Yuanmen Bangzi’轅門綁子 [Ties son at the outer gate], ‘She 

Taijun Qiuqing’佘太君求情 [She Taijun pleads], ‘Baxianwang Qiuqing’八賢王求情 [Baxianwang 

pleads], ‘Mu Guiying Xiashan’穆桂英下山 [Mu Guiying goes downhill], and ‘Mu Guiying Jiufu’穆桂

英救夫 [Mu Guiying rescues husband]. 
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about Yang Liulang a loyal general in Song Dynasty reprimanding his son for getting 

married without approval, has a duration of two hours. Its adequate duration, tuneful 

arias, and amusing performance effect make Liulang Zuizi still appealing to 

contemporary audiences, and therefore the work was selected by the Leisure and 

Cultural Services Department as one of the representatives of Cantonese opera classical 

repertoire in the Chinese Opera Festival 2014.32  

Other factors affecting the popularity of paichangxi include the featured role 

types, the story, and the characteristic singing and performance techniques in the works. 

Taking Liulang Zuizi again as an example, it features a complete cast of sheng生 [male 

role], dan旦 [female role], cou丑 [comic role], laodan老旦 [elder female role], and 

hualian 花臉 [painted face role] that collectively bring variety in the performance. 

Sometimes, Cantonese opera artists only perform its last act, ‘Mu Guiying Xiashan’穆

桂英下山 [Mu Guiying goes downhill], which features the conflict between Yang 

Liulang, the leading male role, and Mu Guiying, the leading female role, for its amusing 

and entertaining effect. In addition to this, ‘Mu Guiying Xiashan’ consists of several 

popular arias such as muguaqiang zhongban穆瓜腔中板 [a specialized tune in bangzi 

zhongban, a duple-meter aria type, for female role] and zuiziqiang manban罪子腔慢

板 [a specialized tune in bangzi manban, a quadruple-meter aria type, for male role]. 

These tunes, which originated from Liulang Zuizi, have become so popular that other 

Cantonese opera stage works and songs have adapted the tunes, and in turn has enabled 

                                                 
32 Liulang Zuizi is also one of the eight classic pieces of Cantonese operatic song, and therefore in the 

Reverberating Notes from South China: Highlights of the Eight Classic Pieces, a series performance 

featuring the eight classic pieces, held on 30-31 July 2014, Law Kar-ying and other active Cantonese 

opera artists performed Liulang Zuizi. To restore the works, the performers employed the scripts from a 

script book published around 1900s, and the performers studied the singing of the vocal tracks collated 

by the famous Cantonese opera musician Leung Yee-chung 梁以忠 (1905-1974) on Commercial Radio 

in 1966. 
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Liulang Zuizi to retain its fame. In short, the audience's taste is the major factor of the 

popularity of paichangxi. 

Originating from adaptations of traditional folklores and historical novels, 

paichangxi itself has also been an abundant source for later adaptation. During the peak 

of Cantonese opera film production, many paichangxi were adapted into films, even for 

those less popular paichangxi works such as Shatuo Jiebing 沙陀借兵 [Borrowing 

army from Shatuo], a story originated from a mysterious historical novel about the 

adventure of the ‘stone ghost's son’. Shatuo Jiebing was adapted into the Cantonese 

opera film Shisan Taibao 十三太保  [Thirteenth prince] (also known as Shiguizai 

Chushi石鬼仔出世 [Birth of the stone ghost's son]) in 1962, performed by Lam Kar-

sing 林家聲 (1933-2015) and Fung Wong-nui 鳳凰女 (1925-1992). The film has 

preserved the story plot, some scripts and performance techniques of Shatuo Jiebing. 

In particular, the actors delivered dialogues in zhongzhou yinyun in the scene ‘Wang 

Yanzhang chengdu’王彥章撐渡 [Wang Yanzhang rowing a boat] taken largely from 

the original scripts of Shatuo Jiebing. Law Kar羅卡, a Hong Kong film researcher and 

critic, mentioned that Cantonese opera films from the 1930s to the 1960s have 

preserved many essences of traditional Cantonese opera performance techniques, 

including arias, dialogues, specialized performance skills and music and percussion 

patterns of paichangxi.33 The example of the film adaptation of Shatuo Jiebing shows 

one of the contributions of adaptation to the preservation of tradition. 

In the past, paichangxi not only served as a rich source of performance 

techniques for Cantonese opera performers but also good training material for budding 

                                                 
33 LCSD public talk, Reminiscences ─ The Predecessors of Cantonese Opera Series, 18 May 2013. 
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performers. In the earlier days, every Cantonese opera performer was subtly 

accustomed to performing on stage, from the supporting roles to the leading ones, 

through learning and performing paichangxi. When they entered a troupe, the 

programme arranger of each series of performance chose different works of paichangxi 

according to the combination of performers and their specialties for each section of 

daily performance. Performers had to know their role types in paichangxi inside out to 

get a position in a performing troupe (Ouyang 2008: 99). 

Despite the rich performance contents in paichangxi, Cantonese opera artists 

did not refine it into zhezixi折子戲,34 operatic excerpts or highlights from a full-length 

work featuring specific performance techniques of different role types, as in the case of 

Peking opera and Kun opera since the mid-Qing Dynasty. A reason for this 

phenomenon was that since the Qing Dynasty, Peking opera and Kun opera had been 

the major form of entertainment for the emperors and nobles, and, as a result, they were 

subject to governmental censorship. Court officials required artists to present all 

performance details on the script of a play to screen undesirable information and 

messages (Ceng 2008: 63-66). This limited the improvisatory practice of the artists. 

Court artists therefore tended to focus on refining their performing techniques such as 

singing, acting and fencing to appeal to their patrons rather than to develop new 

repertoire of works to appeal to the masses as the Cantonese opera performers did.  

Cantonese opera, however, took a different path of development. As a form of 

folk performing arts, troupes travelled to towns and villages to perform. Artists were so 

mobile that there was less incentive to refine their performing skills as in the case of 

                                                 
34 On detailed discussions of zhezixi and its influence to the development of Chinese opera, refer to Ceng 

(2008) and Wang (1996: 195-197). 
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the Peking opera performers. Instead, artists tended to appeal to those less sophisticated 

audiences by using  real weapons on stage for thrilling effect and displaying technically 

demanding martial arts. Some artists fabled speeches and arias on stage to amuse the 

audience, and later on, with the help of Kaixi Shiye開戲師爺 [play initiator] who was 

responsible for arranging and inventing new works for performance, they adapted 

stories from historical novels, folklores, legends, and romance, and performed in the 

form of tigangxi提綱戲 [outlined play].  

Tigangxi was a full-length performance based on an outline called tigang 提綱 

prepared by the play initiator and posted on the backstage prior to the performance. The 

play initiator did not write the scripts but prepare an outline and indicated the paichang 

used in each act. Those paichang were unique plots extracted from paichangxi. The 

performers had to actualize the tigangxi with their comprehensive knowledge of 

paichang and improvisation skills. To ensure a smooth performance and to handle 

unexpected incidents, they developed a set of rules for improvisatory performance, such 

as shouying手影 [hand shadow] and gestural hints for communication on stage (Chan 

1991: 84; Chen 2007: 122). Leung So-kam 梁素琴 (born in 1928), an experienced 

Cantonese opera actress active from the 1950s to the 1970s, mentioned that when she 

was actualizing the paichang during a performance, she had to be aware of the name of 

the characters and the improvised scripts so that she did not mix the plots.35 While there 

are still some occasional performances in Southeast Asia countries such as Singapore 

and Malaysia, tigangxi is rare in Hong Kong (Chan 1991: 83). Chen Feinong even 

suggested that tigangxi was “an old and outdated practice,” (2007: 88) but he still 

                                                 
35 Personal communication. 
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agreed that knowledge of paichangxi and paichang were important for every Cantonese 

opera performer and the foundation of Cantonese opera performance (2007: 50).  

2.4 The revitalization of paichangxi and paichang 

Paichangxi is under the threat of extinction. Less popular works such as 

Hangong Quxiao寒宮取笑 [Amusement in the cold palace], Gao Wang Jinbiao高望

進表 [Gao Wang presenting a petition] and Shatuo Jiebing沙陀借兵 [Borrowing army 

from Shatuo] have long disappeared from the stage of Cantonese opera. In recent years, 

due to the aging of artists and the rapid changes in the style of Cantonese opera 

performance, some Cantonese opera performers have realized the threat of losing 

traditional Cantonese opera performance techniques represented by paichang and 

paichangxi, and have requested support from the government and community to keep 

the tradition alive. Through the Cantonese Opera Development Fund (CODF) officially 

set up by the Secretary for Home Affairs Incorporated in 2005, the Hong Kong 

Government supports and funds research, studies, programmes and events aimed to 

promote and sustain the development of Cantonese opera. Troupes and organizations 

actively arrange performances featuring paichang and paichangxi. The Leisure and 

Cultural Services Department (LCSD) promotes traditional Cantonese opera 

performances by funding Cantonese opera troupes to perform traditional repertoires and 

to commission new works through various projects. Among them the Chinese Opera 

Festival has been the largest annual showcase of local and regional Chinese opera 

performance since 2010. As a showcase of Cantonese opera, there are new 

commissioned repertoires aimed at highlighting characteristic Cantonese opera. The 

new repertoires developed in 2013 and 2014 featured the use of traditional performance 

techniques and elements of paichang and paichangxi. 
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In the Chinese Opera Festival 2013, Law Kar-ying 羅家英 , a renowned 

Cantonese opera actor, rewrote Zhanwancheng戰宛城 [Battle at Wancheng] (2013) 

from an old Cantonese opera script and played the leading male role in the production. 

Act 1 of the work was an adaptation of the zhezixi ‘Mata Qingmiao’馬踏青苗 [Horse 

stepping on the green shoots] from the Peking opera script of Zhanwancheng. The act 

depicted Cao Cao曹操 riding his horse over the field while marching, which offended 

his own military rule and carried a death penalty. Pleaded by his men, Cao Cao killed 

his horse as a replacement and continued the march. In the Cantonese opera adaptation, 

Law Kar-ying adopted the traditional daqiang 大腔  aria type from a traditional 

Cantonese opera repertoire Liuguo Dafengxiang六國大封相 [Prime Minister of Six 

States] for Cao Cao, performed by Yau Sing-po 尤聲普 (born in 1934). In the 

performance, he preserved the stylistic unaccompanied singing and the percussion 

pattern of daqiang, giving the scene an antiquated sound. In the same act, the entrance 

of the two generals was in the manner of shuangtiaodajia 雙跳大架  [a stylistic 

patternized entrance for the martial role], a traditional performance technique in 

southern style Cantonese opera rarely seen nowadays. In other scenes, he also adapted 

some famous tunes from other Cantonese opera works with the scripts rewritten. A 

prominent example is the adaptation of a section of bangzi zhongban梆子中板 [an aria 

type in duple meter in bangzi mode] from Baoyu Yuanhun寶玉怨婚 [Baoyu lamenting 

his marriage], a classical guqiang古腔 [“antique aria”, Cantonese opera classical aria 

sung in zhongzhou yinyun] piece for a male role. Chen Jianmei commented that the 

adaptation of the antiquated singing tunes and music accompaniment in a new context 
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had created a montage effect in depicting the suffering of the leading male role.36 All 

of these showed Law Kar-ying's intention in preserving traditional style of Cantonese 

opera arias, music, percussion and performance techniques in the new work. His work 

was well received by the audiences who liked the characteristic “daluo dagu, dapao 

dajia, dakai dahe” 大鑼大鼓, 大袍大甲, 大開大合 [loud percussion, grand costume, 

straightforward movement] 37  traditional martial Cantonese opera paichangxi 

performance style. 

In the Chinese Opera Festival 2014, Sun Kim-long wrote a new production 

entitled Souzheng Xueyuan 搜證雪寃  [Investigation to redress a wrong], and 

highlighted the use of five paichang such as ‘Dazhan’ 大戰 [battle], ‘Huiqi’ 會妻 

[seeing the wife], ‘Duzhuang’ 讀狀 [reading the petition], ‘Sougong’ 搜宮 [searching 

the palace], and ‘Dabimen’ 打閉門 [fighting against the closed gate]. With a cast of 

experienced Cantonese opera performers such as Lee Lung李龍, Lung Koon-tin龍貫

天, Wong Chiu-kwan 王超群 and Lui Hung-kwong 呂洪廣, the work aimed at re-

enacting “the spirit of formulaic plays for the contemporary audience.”38 

The story of the work was about Wang Yingcai王英才 and Wang Wenyong王

文勇, martial arts brothers, who rescued Prince Gong恭王 from a gang of robbers, and 

in return, Wenyong became the Prince's godson, and Yingcai was despatched to Shanxi 

as a general. Aiming for Yingcai's wife, Wenyong pushed Yingcai into water, killed 

                                                 
36 Chen Jianmei, “Cong Zhanwancheng tan feiwuzhi wenhua yichan de jicheng he fazhan,”從《戰宛城》

談非物質文化遺產的繼承和發展[From Zhanwancheng to discuss the inheritance and development of 

intangible cultural heritage] Hong Kong Economic Journal Monthly, 9 (September 2013): 136-140. 
37  Ibid. Also, Zhang Minhui, “Zhanwancheng youdeyan youdekan,”《戰宛城》有得演有得看

[Zhanwancheng worth performing and watching] Hong Kong Economic Journal, 30 July 2013. 
38 “Programme Details,” on “A New Cantonese Opera Investigation to Redress a Wrong,” Chinese Opera 

Festival 2014, <http://www.cof.gov.hk/2014/en/program_cantonese.php>, accessed on 15 July 2014. 
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Wang's father, carried off Wang's younger sister and killed the county prefect who took 

up the case. Yingcai luckily escaped death, and, on his way home, rescued his drowning 

wife who had thrown herself into the river in desperation. The couple lodged a 

complaint to the Imperial Commissioner, Prince Pingnan 平南王, who was on an 

official visit. Finally, Prince Pingnan sent Yingcai to search Prince Gong's palace and 

found Wenyong hiding underground. Prince Pingnan declared Wenyong and Prince 

Gong guilty, and the family was reunited. 

The plot had many similarities to the traditional Cantonese opera repertoire Xihe 

Huiqi西河會妻 [Rescue at the West River], which was also about a couple seeking 

revenge on a villain who killed their father and the county prefect who helped them. 

Sun Kim-long probably rewrote the scripts based on the plot, though he claimed that it 

was a new story. To adhere to the performance styles of the old paichangxi, Sun Kim-

long used only bangzi梆子 and erhuang二黃 aria types and paizi tunes in all singing 

numbers, but no new or fashionable fixed tunes commonly used in Cantonese opera 

since the 1920s. The accompaniment ensemble also employed the antique Cantonese 

musical instruments erxian 二弦  and tiqin 提琴 , and the traditional gaobianluo 

percussion set, to recreate the music of paichangxi. The mixture of guzheng, pipa, and 

other Chinese musical instruments in the ensemble had, however, affected the overall 

sound effect. In the ‘Dazhan’ paichang in Act 1, the performers kept all the original 

scripts such as “zhandao xishan hongrizhui” 戰到西山紅日墜 [fight until the sun set], 

“shadao difu guishenjing” 殺到地府鬼神驚 [kill to the netherworld], and recited them 

in zhongzhou yinyun. It was again for the sake of preserving the original style, but it did 

incur misunderstanding to new Cantonese opera audiences with respect to the mixing 

of dialects. Sun Kim-long, however, did not regard it as a major problem as the audience 
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would understand the plot through the actions on stage as well as the Chinese and 

English surtitles provided.39 

Despite that, Sun Kim-long had concerns about the redundancy of some 

traditional paichang, and selected paichang that consisted of more physical feats and 

actions, and trimmed some unnecessary and repetitve sections. For example, in Act 1, 

only the first half of ‘Dazhan’ paichang was used, and in Act 6, the ‘Huiqi’ paichang 

was an abridged version, yet most of the traditional southern-style performance 

techniques of the paichang such as jiaosha絞紗 [backspin], sanfa散髮 [female hair 

swinging], guibu yuantai 跪步圓台  [round walk on knee] were preserved in the 

performance. Lee Lung, the leading male role actor, said that in the old days, as the 

audio equipment was poor and the outdoor performance was noisy, performers could 

not attract audience with singing only. They, therefore, employed eye-catching 

techniques to win applause, and then it became the characteristic of southern-style 

Cantonese opera.40 The ‘Sougong’ paichang in Act 7 lasted for about twenty minutes 

with purely body movement and no dialogue or singing. A member of the audience 

reflected to Sun Kim-long that it was quite boring to fresh operagoers who did not know 

paichangxi. Sun Kim-long replied that it was necessary for the audience to have prior 

knowledge of the aesthetics of paichangxi to appreciate such kind of performance. 

Commissioned by the LCSD, the two large-scale works mentioned above both 

were attempts to restore the traditional form of paichang, which were in tune with the 

objectives of the government's policy to preserve the essence of traditional art forms 

                                                 
39 Post-performance talk of Investigation to Redress a Wrong, Chinese Opera Festival 2014, 10 July 2014. 
40 Ibid. 
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and nurture Cantonese opera professionals. 41  Although such restoration helped to 

preserve traditional performance techniques, especially the southern style skills, in 

these paichang, the lengthy and repetitive performance style within some paichang may 

not suit the pace of contemporary audiences, and may be a barrier to the audience's 

appreciation. The creative team has to be careful in balancing preservation and 

revitalization, which is achievable after many trials of adapting the old to new. In 

addition, educational and promotional seminars or lecture-demonstration on paichangxi 

and paichang would also help new audiences to understand how to appreciate these 

performing art forms. 

2.5 Conclusion: a tradition for re-invention 

Inherited from ancestral regional operatic genres, abstracted by early Cantonese 

opera artists, and developed to different forms, Paichang has crystallized the adaptative 

wisdom of Cantonese opera creators. As illustrated by examples mentioned above, 

paichang, as an effective story-telling framework and a treasure of traditional 

performance techniques, has contributed to the innovative development of Cantonese 

opera in many ways. The concept of using paichang as a building block of a new work 

echoes what Nettl (1978) observed in Persian classical music, that is, a core that keeps 

the tradition intact and a surrounding superstructure that accepts changes. The dramatic 

structure, the sets of stylistic performance skills, and the characterization of role types 

in paichang form the core of the Cantonese opera tradition, while the changeable 

musical number within paichang allows the playwright and scriptwriter to introduce 

                                                 
41 “Response to the Community's Concern about the Development of Cantonese Opera,” Homepage of 

Cantonese Opera Advisory Committee & Cantonese Opera Development Fund, <http://www.coac-

codf.org.hk/en/news_and_other_information/messages_list_3/2007_4.html>, and “Introduction to 

Cantonese Opera Development Fund,” Homepage of Home Affairs Bureau, 

<http://www.hab.gov.hk/file_manager/en/documents/policy_responsibilities/arts_culture_recreation_an

d_sport/Cantonese_Development_Fund_e.pdf>, accessed on 17 July 2014. 
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innovative musical ideas to refresh the old paichang. With creative adaptation skills, it 

keeps the options open for Cantonese opera artists to apply innovative ideas to 

Cantonese opera performance, revitalizing this traditional essence in the new era. 

Nonetheless, one should be careful with the phenomenon of recent ‘re-vitalizaion’ of 

paichangxi, whether it is a true revitalization that gives life to paichangxi, or an 

“isolated preservation,” (Nettl 2015:285) that is, “preserved without change” (Nettl 

2015:285). The latter should be avoided as it will deactivate the function of paichang 

as a tool for adaptation and make paichangxi a ‘fossil art’. 
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Script 2.1 Script of ‘Jiqi qibing’ (version 1)42 

 Chinese script English Translation 

1.1 元帥：【內場唱首板】叫三軍與爺

校場往。 

【四堂旦手持白方旗先出。元帥

上】 

General: (Backstage sing shouban 

[Introductory aria]) Call army, 

follow me to the drill ground. 

(Four soldier actors enter with white 

square-flags. General enters) 

1.2 元帥：【滾花下句】要把敵人一掃

亡，來到校場下雕鞍。【落

馬，坐正面椅，續唱】但願

旗開得勝早回還。【白】眾

三軍，人馬可曾齊備？ 

眾兵：【白】齊備多時！ 

General: (Sing gunhua [a free-meter 

aria type]) To kill all enemies, 

I come to drill ground and get 

down from a horse. (Dismount 

from the stage horse, sit in 

centre chair, sing) Wish come 

off with flying colours. 

(speech) Troops, are the 

armies and warhorses ready? 

Troops: Ready for a long time. 

1.3 元帥：【白】擺香案。 

【《小開門》牌子，一拜】 

元帥：【鑼鼓白】上告皇天后土，

山川社稷，六路尊神，本帥

陳國忠奉主之命，攻打敵

國，但願旗開得勝，馬到功

成。 

【手持兩杯酒，奠酒落地介，再用

雙手拿起中間一杯酒，奠酒

下地。車身望衣邊，再車身

望雜邊，車身轉回正面】 

手下：喎呵！ 

元帥：三軍威勇，將帥如龍，人來

帶馬！ 

 

General: Set the altar. 

(play paizi Xiaokaimen, worship) 

General: (luogubai [speech with 

percussion accompaniment]) 

To the God of Heaven and the 

Goddess of Earth, the Deities 

of Mountains, Rivers, and the 

six directions, I, the General 

Chen Guozhong, now lead the 

troops to conquer the enemy. 

Bless us with speedy success. 

(Hold two cups of wine and spill to the 

ground. Hold the middle cup 

with two hands and spill the 

wine to the ground. Spin to 

stage left, spin to stage right, 

and spin back to down stage 

centre.) 

(Troops shout)  

General: Troops are brave and 

generals are strong. Bring my 

horse. 

                                                 
42. Liang Xinbiao 靚新標 (dictate), Guan Zuocheng關作誠 (record) (2008), “Qibing jiqi,”起兵祭旗

[Troop dispatching and flag sacrifice] in Yueju Chuantong Paichang Ji, 195-196. English translation by 

the current thesis writer. 
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 Chinese script English Translation 

1.4 【堂旦帶馬，元帥上馬。走南蛇排

場，《雁兒落》牌子】 

大王：【三笑介】威吔吔好，咦吔

吔好，呵哈哈哈！【車身，

齊入場】 

(Soldier actor brings the horse. 

General mounts the horse. Troops 

move in the manner of zounanshe 

[stage move in line] with 

accompaniment of Yanerluo [“Fall of 

wild goose”, a traditional paizi])  

(Lord sanxiao [Laugh for three times] 

and all exit) 
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Script 2.2 Script of ‘Jiqi qibing’ (version 2)43 

 Chinese script English Translation 

2.1 【八兵企洞兩邊】 

【大王點降臣出】 

(Eight soldiers stand aside) 

(Lord enters in the manner of 

dianjiangchen) 

2.2 大王：【英雄白】雙手舉起天邊

月，一拳打破虎狼頭。 

Lord: (yingxiongbai [heroic speech]) 

My arms can reach the moon 

above. My fist smashes tiger's 

and wolf's heads. 

2.3 探子：【上白】啟稟大王，探得中

原刀槍歸庫，馬放南山，大

王定奪。 

大王：【白】當真？ 

探子：【白】當真！ 

大王：【白】果然？ 

探子：【白】果然！ 

大王：【白】真是天助我也！眾三

軍，人馬可曾齊備？ 

眾兵：【白】齊備多時！ 

Scout: (Enter) Report, Lord, the 

mainland has disarmed. We 

await your orders. 

Lord: Serious? 

Scout: Serious! 

Lord: Sure?  

Scout: Sure! 

Lord: What help from heaven! 

Troops, are the armies and 

warhorses ready? 

Troops: Ready for a long time. 

2.4 大王：【白】擺香案。 

【四兵擺香案於台中，持四支旗】 

大王：【鑼鼓白】上告皇天后土，

山川社稷，六路尊神，孤家

今日，興動人馬，攻打中

原，保祐旗開得勝，馬到功

成。【兵士搬香案下】三軍

威勇，將帥如龍。 

Lord: Set the altar. 

(Four soldiers set the altar on the stage 

and hold four flags) 

Lord: (luogubai[speech with 

percussion accompaniment]) 

To the God of Heaven and the 

Goddess of Earth, the Deities 

of Mountains, Rivers, and the 

six directions, I, the Lord, now 

lead the troops to conquer the 

mainland. Bless us with 

speedy success. (Soldiers 

move the altar away) Troops 

are brave and generals are 

strong. 

2.5 人來帶馬！ 

【起《雁兒落》走南蛇】 

大王：【三笑介】威吔吔好，咦吔

吔好，呵哈哈哈！ 

【眾下介】 

Bring my horse. 

(Troops move in the manner of 

zounanshe [stage move in line] with 

accompaniment of Yanerluo [“Fall of 

wild goose”, a traditional paizi])  

(Lord sanxiao [Laugh for three times] 

and all exit) 

                                                 
43 Programme booklet of ‘School Cultural Day’ by LCSD and HKAPA on 6 November 2008. English 

translation by the current thesis writer. 
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Figure 2.1 Script of Act 1, Shazi Feng Junwang44 

  

                                                 
44 Act 1, Shazi Feng Junwang (1930s-1940s), electronic collection of Guangzhou Wenxue Yishu 

Chuangzuo Yanjiuyuan廣州文學藝術創作研究院, 

<http://oa.yuejuopera.com/html/Yjwdate/jbsjk/2012/11/21/112354_76.html>, accessed on 14 July 

2014. 
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Figure 2.2 Script of Act 3, Shenmi Nühuang45 

 

 

                                                 
45 Act 3, Shenmi Nühuang (1930s), electronic collection of Guangzhou Wenxue Yishu Chuangzuo 

Yanjiuyuan, <http://oa.yuejuopera.com/html/Yjwdate/jbsjk/2012/11/19/175048_68.html>, accessed on 

14 July 2014. 
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Script 2.3 Script excerpt of Tao Sanchun Kuncheng46 

 Chinese script English Outline Remark 

3.1 【披星頭沖頭】 

陶三春：【英雄白】兵

權在掌統貔貅，莫看阿

儂是女流，保護江山除

敵寇，雄威壓倒眾奸

儔。 

【梆子慢板】宋天子，

登皇位，開國功高，亦

算我郎居首。……兵馬

元戎，又是我擔承，操

練三軍，準備誅除強

寇。【《禪院鐘聲》】

我為求戰鬥，力能達到

功兼與守……衛固帝業

雄據龍樓。【花下句】

正是一朝養兵千日用，

乃是未雨綢繆。【中

板】眾兵丁，龍馬精

神 ， 個 個 威 風 優

秀。……一字長蛇，向

前路走。 

Tao Sanchun enters and 

expresses her and her 

army's heroic spirit. 

Corresponds to 2.1 

and 2.2 of ‘Jiqi 

qibing’ (Version 2) 

3.2 梅香：【沖頭白】叩見

夫人。 

三春：【白】站過一

邊。【花下句】有何事

故，快說因由。 

梅香：【白】夫人不

好，我家王爺，被韓龍

所害，君皇矇蔽，把我

家王爺，也曾斬首。 

三春：【白】乜嘢話，

昏君不仁，把我家王爺

也曾斬首嘛，此事當

真？ 

梅香：【白】當真！ 

三春：【白】果然？ 

梅香：【白】果然！ 

The maid enters and 

reports the execution of 

Zheng En, Tao's husband. 

Corresponds to 2.4 

of ‘Jiqi qibing’ 

(version 2) 

                                                 
46 Tao Sanchun Kuncheng, Yuequ Qingyuan粵曲清苑

<http://operawillis.appspot.com/lrc/taosanchunkuncheng?tc>, accessed on 14 July 2014. 
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 Chinese script English Outline Remark 

3.3 三春：【白】呃！【大

笛二黃首板（合尺首

板）】驚聞報，鄭恩

郎，法場斬首，法場斬

首。【哭相思】呀呀

呀，罵一聲韓龍國舅。

【 二 黃 流 水 板 （ 二

流）】氣壞了，我陶三

春，痛恨難休。……霎

時間，好似飄蕩三魂，

【 二 黃 滾 花 （ 合 尺

花）】鮮血從心吐嘔。 

梅香：【白】夫人保

重。 

三春：【《陰告》】恨

只恨，魔王如毒獸…… 

盡把忠官置腦後。【二

王板面插白】哎，怪不

得韓信臨終，有言說

過，佢話飛鳥盡，良弓

藏，狡兔死，走狗烹，

真是此言都不錯咯。

【二王】最難消，呢段

殺夫仇，深如海樣，叫

我豈肯罷休。……【迴

龍腔二王】可見居心誠

莫測，佢嘅妒忌心存，

更重橫施辣手。……我

要先誅國舅。【白】只

為佢誤信讒言成禍首，

由是二王慘作刀下囚。

【《鳥驚喧》】惜昏君

聽佢亂上本章奏……血

債也恨長留。【鑼鼓

白】古道有恩不報非君

子，有仇不報枉為人，

待奴策動人馬，殺進皇

城，替夫了卻此段血海

深仇，有此眾左右！ 

眾軍：【白】有！ 

三春：【白】吩咐開堂

升帳！ 

Tao laments her husband's 

death and gathers men for a 

roll call 

An elaborated aria 

of line 6 in 2.3. 

(version 2) 
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 Chinese script English Outline Remark 

3.4 【點絳唇】 

三春：【白】威風凜凜

鎮貔貅，可恨昏君聽陰

謀，陷害夫郎身喪命，

誓誅國賊報夫仇，人來

把兵丁簿呈上！ 

軍士：【白】領命！

【呈簿介】 

三春：【白】吩咐擂鼓

點名！【擂鼓介】前營

【介】後營【介】左營

【介】右營【介】五營

四哨，水陸兵丁，個個

到齊了？ 

眾軍：【白】到齊了！ 

三春：【白】唉吔好，

把兵丁簿收回，大將簿

呈上！ 

軍士：【白】領命！

【呈簿介】 

三春：【白】吩咐鳴動

金鐘！【擂鼓介】丁

龍！ 

丁龍：【白】在！ 

三春：【白】馬驥！ 

馬驥：【白】在！ 

三春：【白】趙仁和！ 

趙仁和：【白】在！ 

三春：【白】韓馬兆！ 

韓馬兆：【白】在！ 

三春：【白】左先鋒陳

元！ 

陳元：【白】在！ 

三春：【白】右先鋒張

儀！ 

張儀：【白】在！ 

三春：【白】馬部先行

陸登！ 

陸登：【白】在！ 

三春：【白】千總陳

威！ 

陳威：【白】在！ 

Tao gathers men for a roll 

call. 
‘Dianbing’ 點 兵
[roll call] paichang 
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 Chinese script English Outline Remark 

三春：【白】眾將官到

齊了？ 

眾軍：【白】到齊了！ 

三春：【白】有此丁龍

聽命！ 

丁龍：【白】參！ 

三春：【白】頭陣攻

打！ 

丁龍：【白】得令！

【下介】 

三春：【白】馬驥聽

命！ 

馬驥：【白】參！ 

三春：【白】東路進

兵！ 

馬驥：【白】得令！

【下介】 

三春：【白】趙仁和聽

命！ 

趙仁和：【白】參！ 

三春：【白】西路包

圍！ 

趙仁和：【白】得令！

【下介】 

三春：【白】韓馬兆聽

命！ 

韓馬兆：【白】參！ 

三春：【白】領兵殿

後！ 

韓馬兆：【白】得令！

【下介】 

3.5 三春：【白】就此誓師

祭旗，人來擺香案！ 

軍士：【白】得令！

【小開門】 

三春：【鑼鼓白】禀告

皇天后土，山川社稷，

六路尊神，在下陶三

春，只為昏君不仁，聽

信國舅讒言，把夫郎斬

首，消息傳來，阿儂魂

飛天外，細想夫仇不共

戴天，誓誅國賊，今日

Tao holds a flag rite before 

dispatching the troops. 

Corresponds to 2.4 

of ‘Jiqi qibing’ 

(version 2) 
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 Chinese script English Outline Remark 

帶領人馬，圍困皇城，

殺上龍樓，替夫報仇，

如今登壇祭旗，誓師出

發，但願旗開得勝，馬

到功成！【鑼鼓大戰

介】唉吔好，吔吔好，

果然三軍威勇，將帥如

龍，人來放炮帶馬！

【《雁兒落》】 

【白】唉吔好呀！【二

流】叫旗牌傳將令，吩

咐各部都頭。……血債

血償，【轉合尺花】殺

進皇城路走。 

【雁兒落】 

【合尺花下句】要與黃

泉夫婿，報卻血海深

仇。 
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Script 2.4 Script of ‘Shi zhongqi’47 

 Chinese script English Translation 

4.1 夫人：被圍經數月，心內似油煎。 

妾身劉氏，配夫張巡，身投軍

旅之中，奉命鎮守睢陽，可惜

被困數月，難以突圍，老爺今

早出城應戰，不知勝敗如何，

好教人放心不下。 

正是心懷家國事，度日也如

年。 

Lady Zhang: We have been under 

siege for months, my anxiety 

mounts.  

I am Liu, my husband is 

Zhang Xun, who is a military 

officer guarding Suiyang. 

We have been under siege 

for several months, but we 

cannot break through. My 

lord went to the battlefield 

this morning. I have not 

heard any news yet. I am so 

worried! During times of 

war, a day passes like a year. 

4.2 張巡：這一陣，殺得我，心忙意
亂，心忙意亂。 

連場殺敗，難以周旋。 

人疲馬弊，難於取勝，肝腸寸
斷，孤軍應戰。 

嘆危城，今被困，怎可回天。 

風乍起，透甲寒，滿目瘡痍，
心如絮亂。 

寧為玉碎，不作瓦全。 

但不知我夫人，可願從夫尋短
見。 

待我回營試探，可是個節義嬋
娟。 

Zhang Xun: We have been defeated 

so many times I do not 

know what to do. We 

cannot recover from rounds 

of defeats. Both men and 

horses are tired; there is no 

chance to win. Fighting 

with one squad, I am 

devastated. There is no way 

to break through the siege. 

A cold wind pierces 

through my armour. What 

devastation! I can hardly 

think. I would rather give 

up this life than to lead a 

shameful existence. But I do 

not know if my wife is 

willing to follow me. Let me 

go back to the camp to test 

whether she is a woman of 

loyalty and integrity. 

4.3 夫人：老爺回來了 

張巡：回來了 

夫人：老爺請坐 

張巡：夫人請坐 

夫人：坐 

Lady Zhang: My lord, you are back. 

Zhang Xun: I’m back. 

Lady Zhang: Let’s sit down, my 

lord. 

Zhang Xun: Yes, let us sit down, my 

lady. 

                                                 
47 The script is an excerpt from the paichangxi performances on 16 and 20 August 2008 presented by 

LCSD. Chinese Lyrics and dialogue provided by Sun Productions. 

<http://www.lcsd.gov.hk/CE/CulturalService/Programme/misc/pdf/Testing%20His%20Loyal%20Wife

.pdf>, accessed on 9 December 2015. 
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 Chinese script English Translation 

張巡：坐 

夫人：坐 

張巡：坐 

Lady Zhang: Please. 

Zhang Xun: Please. 

Lady Zhang: Please. 

Zhang Xun: Please. 

4.4 夫人：老爺呀，今早出戰，勝敗如

何？ 

張巡：不提也罷。 

夫人：老爺呀，勝敗乃兵家常事，

何須介懷，改日再圖良謀便

是。 

張巡：夫人講甚麼再圖良謀？這睢

陽城嘛…也到了生死存亡之時

了。 

夫人：怎麼講？也到了生死存亡之

時嗎？ 

只見老爺愁滿臉。 

難道生離死別就在目前。 

問句老爺有何主見。 

張巡：為夫有不明之事，要請教妝
前。 

 

Lady Zhang: My lord, how was the 

battle this morning? 

Zhang Xun: Nothing good to tell 

you. 

Lady Zhang: My lord, victory today, 

defeat tomorrow – that’s the 

way of war. Do not take it to 

heart. You will map out a 

better strategy tomorrow. 

Zhang Xun: My lady, there will be 

no strategy. The moment of 

life and death is upon 

Suiyang City.  

Lady Zhang: So, the moment of life 

and death is upon us already? 

I can see deep sadness 

written all over my lord’s 

face. 

Has the time come, then? 

My lord, what are you going 

to do? 

Zhang Xun: I would like to seek your 

wise opinion. 

4.5 夫人：夫妻上頭，何言請教兩字，

但講不妨 

張巡：夫人呀！常言道，上有天地

君親師，下有仁義禮智信，這

天地君親師，人人皆曉得，惟

是這仁義禮智信，不知夫人可

曉得？ 

夫人：老爺呀！若問仁義禮智信，

乃是仁以德為本，義以氣為

先，禮以誠為首，智以謀為

略，信以實為要。 

張巡：領教了。夫人，為夫緊守睢

陽以存誠信，累夫人受苦受

難，不知可有埋怨？ 

夫人：老爺守信，妾身豈有埋怨。 

張巡：夫人呀！為夫再來問你，忠

孝節義，比如何謂忠？何謂

節？ 

Lady Zhang: I am your wife, please 

don’t say that—just tell me. 

Zhang Xun: My lady. People say, 

“Guarding over us are 

Heaven, Earth, the 

Monarch, the family, and 

the teacher. Underpinning 

us are Benevolence, Virtue, 

Propriety, Wisdom and 

Honour.” Everybody 

knows the former. But do 

you know about the latter? 

Lady Zhang: My lord. Benevolence 

springs from moral 

character. Virtue is guided 

by courage. As for propriety, 

sincerity comes first. 

Wisdom needs strategy. 

Honour hinges on action. 

Zhang Xun: Thanks. I will guard 

Suiyang for the sake of 
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 Chinese script English Translation 

夫人：忠於君者乃是忠，從一而終

乃是節罷老爺。 

 

honour and commitment. 

But that means you would 

suffer, would you blame 

me? 

Lady Zhang: How can I if My lord 

does it out of honour and 

commitment? 

Zhang Xun: My lady, then tell me, 

what is loyalty? What is 

chastity? 

Lady Zhang: Being loyal to one’s 

monarch is loyalty. To 

follow one’s husband to the 

end is chastity, My lord. 

4.6 張巡：好個從一而終！夫人呀，今

日乃是為夫盡忠，夫人盡節之

時了。 

怎知道被困睢陽，難於應戰。 

藍八回朝取救，卻未有兵源。 

外無救援內無糧，破城難免。 

為丈夫寧為玉碎，不作瓦全。 

俺待要一死存忠，不知夫人如
何決斷。 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Zhang Xun: Well said, my lady. 

Now it is time for me to fulfil 

my loyal duty, and you, your 

chastity. 

Who knows we could be 

under siege in Suiyang and 

can not break through? 

Lan Ba went back to the 

capital for backup, but he 

failed. 

With no backup or provision, 

the city will fall sooner or 

later. 

I would rather give up this 

life than to lead a shameful 

existence. 

I will die for my honour. 

What does my lady think? 

4.7 夫人：老爺呀！婦道人家，有三從

四德，可知道？ 

張巡：倒知一二 

夫人：老爺呀，既知三從四德，有

道是在家從父，出嫁從夫，事

到如今，老爺盡忠，為妻盡

節，豈不是兩全其美？ 

張巡：這個…夫人呀，為夫盡忠，

夫人盡節，雖說兩全其美，可

是為丈夫嘛…下手艱難罷夫

人。 

夫人：罷了我的老爺，我的好夫

君。人家說道，夫妻同林鳥，

有難各飛翔，如今你我做個忠

Lady Zhang: My lord, do you know 

women’s “Three Obediences 

and Four Virtues”? 

Zhang Xun: A little. 

Lady Zhang: My lord, then listen: 

They are: Be obedient to one’s 

father as a girl; Be obedient to 

one’s husband as a wife.” 

Isn’t it perfect that you die for 

honour and I for chastity? 

Wouldn’t that be perfect? 

Zhang Xun: But then, my lady…It 

may be perfect that I die for 

honour and you for chastity, 

but as your husband, I can’t 

bring myself to kill you. 
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 Chinese script English Translation 

節之人，一同殉國，上不負國

家，下不負先靈，雖不同生，

也能同死，夫妻之間，還有甚

麼可怨？惟是臨終之前，為妻

有一樁心事，還望老爺你成全

才好。 

張巡：夫人有話，但講不妨。 

夫人：老爺呀，既是城中無糧，何

不老爺殺卻妾身，烹為糧食，

好待飽餐戰飯，人人奮勇爭

先，若真是兵敗城破，那時老

爺你…你才殉國也不遲罷老

爺。 

張巡：怎麼講？將你烹為糧食嗎？

不可，真不可！夫人殉國，精

忠節烈，豈可令你死不全屍？ 

夫人：老爺呀，事到如今，禍在燃

眉，你莫再為難，還是動手也

罷。 

張巡：夫人呀！為夫把你來斬，可

有埋怨？ 

夫人：並無埋怨。 

張巡：好個並無埋怨，夫人果然貞

節，受為丈夫一個全禮。夫

人！夫人！ 

你先行一步，候夫到九泉。 

Lady Zhang: But then, My lord, My 

dear husband - People say a 

couple is like birds in the 

woods, flying off in different 

directions when disaster 

strikes. Now that we both 

sacrifice for our country, we 

would not fail the country 

nor our forebears. Dying 

with you on the same day, I 

have no complaint. I only 

have one last thing to plead, 

and hope My lord would 

fulfil it for me. 

Zhang Xun: Do tell me, my lady. 

Lady Zhang: Since there is no 

provision left in the city, 

why don’t you kill me and 

feed me to the soldiers? They 

can fight better with a full 

stomach. You can commit 

suicide when the city really 

falls, how so, My lord? 

Zhang Xun: What? Cook you as 

food? No! Absolutely not! 

I’m touched by your loyalty 

and courage, how can I 

allow them to chop you up? 

Lady Zhang: My lord, the time has 

come. Don’t hesitate 

anymore. Raise your sword. 

Zhang Xun: My lady.Will you 

blame me for killing you? 

Lady Zhang: No, not a bit. 

Zhang Xun: What gracious words! 

My lady is too good. Let me 

salute you, my beloved 

wife! My lady! My lady! 

You go first. Wait for me in 

the nether world. 
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Script 2.5 Script excerpt of Zhanjingtang48 

 Chinese script English Outline Remark 

5.1 蘭英：【梆子慢板】初

更鼓響排香案，先奉婆

婆禮佛堂，三更輸到王

蘭英，禮拜經堂求福

降。…到老白頭歡隨

唱。【直轉花下句】且

看春風明月，吹照我禮

佛經堂。 

Lanying prays for her 

family. 

Corresponds to 4.1 

of ‘Shi zhongqi’ 

5.2 吳漢：【梆子首板】步

步為艱經堂往。【鑼邊

花下句】經堂咫尺，遙

遠似登天堂。存忠劍，

愛難存，身似孤舟逢駭

浪。 

蘭英：【反線戒定真

香】深深虔拜禮佛堂…

信女蘭英誠恐誠惶。 

吳漢：【白】哎吔！

【搖板】嬌妻幾句祝福

詞，宛如燕語鶯歌唱…

恨天生我耳一雙。 

蘭英：【慢速新曲正線

斬經堂】靜靜經堂月朗

朗 ， 淡 淡 輕 煙 桂 花

香……老少平安。 

吳漢：【爽接唱】是歡

聚 平 安 ， 是 家 散 人

亡……可否逢凶化吉

祥。【轉搖板】淚眼

看，輕煙撩人亂，月色

也悲涼。【入門介】 

Wu Han returns home, 

deciding to kill his wife, 

Lanying, in revenge. 

Corresponds to 4.2 

of ‘Shi zhongqi’, 

with a writing of 

two separate 

performance areas 

representing inside 

and outside the 

temple. 

5.3 蘭英：【白】哦，駙馬

爺回來，駙馬爺請坐。 

吳漢：【白】公主請

坐。 

蘭英：【白】坐。 

吳漢：【怒介白】坐！ 

Lanying greets Wu's 

coming home. 

Corresponds to 4.3 

                                                 
48 Zhanjingtang, Yuequ Qingyuan粵曲清苑

<http://operawillis.appspot.com/lrc/zhanjingtang_chenxiaohan?tc>, accessed on 15 July 2014. 
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 Chinese script English Outline Remark 

5.4 蘭英：【白】駙馬軍務

操勞，辛苦喇。 

吳漢：【白】辛苦辛

苦，身不苦，心最苦！

蘭英：【白】嚇？駙馬

爺，你講什麼？ 

吳漢：【白】哦…我係

講…公主早晚念嘅什麼

經，禀嘅什麼神呀？ 

蘭英：【白】哦，提起

拜佛求神，講將出來，

駙馬爺你休要見笑呀！ 

吳漢：【白】公主你此

話… 

蘭英：【白】請聽啊…

【二王合字序】王蘭英

朝晚靜靜躲在佛堂……

求上蒼福澤降。【流水

南音】婆婆求願，我細

心效仿…咒罵奸黨。 

吳漢：【疑惑介白】罵

奸黨？ 

蘭英：【二王】她咒罵

吳家仇敵，為祖先把血

債討償……也求願皇天

懲奸黨。 

吳漢：【感慨白】懲奸

黨呀！【沉腔花】哎吔

吔，縱有千軍萬馬，擋

不住一語柔腸。【反線

中板】可哀眼前人，佢

語語率真，情重比泰

山，心如秋月朗。……

哎吔天罷天，天呀你若

有情，【反線滾花】何

堪誤點冤家，錯上鴛鴦

榜。 

Wu asks why Lanying is 

praying. Lanying replies 

she is praying for the Wu's 

family taking revenge 

successfully. Wu laments. 

Corresponds to 4.4 
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 Chinese script English Outline Remark 

5.5 蘭英：【白】駙馬爺！

【慢白欖】朝經堂，暮

經堂，朝晚聽婆婆禱上

蒼，一樁心事悶懨懨，

幾番欲問不敢講。 

 

吳漢：【白欖】公主你

何所問，請直說無妨 

 

蘭英：【白欖】吳家有

世仇，婆婆祈願討血

賬，敢問仇家何名姓，

賊子居住在何方。 

 

吳漢：【這個介快白

欖】吳漢殺父仇，一言

都難盡講，吳家仇恨喺

吳家事，無須公主你問

端詳，問端詳。 

 

蘭英：【白】駙馬言差

矣！【慢白欖】妾是吳

家人，我當為吳家想，

縱是仇家勢位比天高，

我家父皇位極雲霄上，

仇家縱在天腳底，一張

皇榜要他無處藏，無處

藏。 

 

吳漢：【口古】哈哈

哈，仇人勢位比山高，

確在雲霄上。若問仇家

名和姓，天下已早傳

揚。捉拿此奸雄，不須

揭皇榜。遠在天腳底，

近在我身旁。 

Lanying asks Wu who the 

enemy of Wu's family is. 

Wu does not want to tell 

her in the first place. 

Corresponds to 4.5 

5.6 蘭英：【白】駙馬爺，

此話怎講呀？ 

吳漢：【快白欖】哎

吔，為父報深仇，今宵

討血賬，先殺皇家女，

我後誅你父皇。 

Wu reveals the fact finally. 

Lanying faints. 

Corresponds to 4.5 
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 Chinese script English Outline Remark 

【快排子頭反線路途截

殺】 

蘭英：【鑼鼓白】駙馬

爺，平白無端，斬斬殺

殺，不講明白，死也不

甘呀。 

吳漢：【口古】公主你

來看，十八年前亂臣賊

子謀朝篡漢。我爹痛斥

奸賊，捨身拔劍護漢

皇。恨奸賊奪劍行凶，

爹爹死在金階，血流劍

上。娘親為報國仇家

恨，深藏此劍十八年

長。公主你追問吳家嘅

仇人，他他他，他就是

你家爹爹姓王名莽。為

國為家也當以血還血，

誓教國賊劍下亡。 

蘭英：【暈眩介叫白】

天啊！ 

吳漢：【急扶介白】公

主，公主！ 

5.7 蘭英：【秋水龍吟】驚

雷轟炸魂欲喪，忍看冤

仇劍底鑲……恨未央。 

吳漢：【接唱】心愴

傷，苦我啞口無言來慰

安，只有搔首怨上蒼。 

 

蘭英：【接唱】天太

狠，你將仇家串作鳳

凰，一劍冤仇恨如大江 

吳漢：【接唱】蒼天請

幫吾再生一副樣，不要

一點情，只要冷如霜，

愛念斷，恩情拋腦後，

好替父雪恨，捨命輔漢

邦。 

蘭英：【接唱】寸心

碎，意徬徨，哀我經堂

燒錯斷頭香，似身處深

淵神魂迷惘， 

The couple lament their ill 

fate. Lanying commits 

suicide while Wu leaves 

the temple noticing his 

mother's death. 

Corresponds to 4.7, 

but with elaborated 

writing of the 

couple's laments. 
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吳漢、蘭英：【接唱】

恩愛夫妻默然淚眼看，

希冀今宵是惡夢一場。 

吳漢：【接唱】低頭驚

看仇恨劍閃怒光。 

蘭英：【反線中板】蘭

英已知駙馬，因甚到經

堂。十八載血債自當一

朝還血賬。休再念夫妻

情分，只恨月老錯點鴛

鴦。【三字經】篡位弒

君，天人不諒。哀寶

劍，殺忠良。【七字

清】除奸報仇扶大漢。

未闖龍樓先斬經堂。

【滾花】存忠劍，奉還

君，捨命成全忠義漢。 

吳漢：【白】公主！

【迴龍腔二王】哭一句

王蘭英，賢淑婦，俺怎

捨卻夫妻恩情似海樣，

一朝風雷平地起，驚聽

慈母訴淒涼。痛父慘亡

生，持劍闖經堂，奉母

命盡孝存忠，忠心匡扶

大漢。【四更介白】哎

吔！【合尺花下句】頃

刻五更鼓響，不殺蘭英

母命亡。 

蘭英：【悲白】駙馬

爺！【反線五更寒】為

君禱上蒼，福星耀漢

邦，剛烈存忠孝，青史

名標漢棟樑。 

吳漢：【接唱】聲聲禱

上蒼，痛撕裂肝臟，嘆

英雄氣短，悲兒女情

長。 

蘭英：【接唱】苦海茫

茫終有岸，今宵難待五

更寒，五更寒。【五更

介】 
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 Chinese script English Outline Remark 

中軍：【沖頭報上白】

駙馬爺，駙馬爺不好，

太夫人她…她…，她她

她懸樑自盡喇！ 

吳漢：【急下介白】哎

吔，娘親！ 

蘭英：【暈眩悲白】天

呀！【快二流】聞惡耗

婆婆節烈，吳門老少皆

忠良。五更鼓似盪魄迴

腸，似聲聲催命鐘響。

天大仇，一死了，【轉

合尺花】閉眼安詳。

【《雁兒落》自刎介】 

吳漢：【急上白】公

主！【哭相思】公主！

【梆子滾花】逆新朝，

扶大漢。一把火焚駙馬

府，殺開血路反長安。 
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Table 2.1 Dapaichang Shibaben49 

 Name Story Source Featured Role Type 

1 

Hangong Quxiao 

寒宮取笑 [Amusement 

in the cold palace] 

Historical story of the 

Ming Dynasty 

gongjiao公腳 [old male 

role], zhengdan正旦 

[principal female role] 

2 

Sanniang Jiaozi 

三娘教子 [Sanniang 

educating her son] 

From the classic short 

story collection, 

Wushengxi無聲戲 

[Silent Play], by Li Yu

李漁 and classic plays 

Duanjiji斷機記 

[Legend of Breaking the 

Sewing Machine] and 

Shuangguangao雙官誥 

[Double Appointment] 

in the Ming Dynasty 

gongjiao, zhengdan 

3 

Sanxia Nantang 

三下南唐 [Triple 

conquest of southern 

Tang] 

(Liu Jinding Zhan Simen

劉金定斬四門 [Liu 

Jinding fighting at four 

gates]) 

From the classic 

folklore, Songtaizu 

Sanxia Nantang宋太祖

三下南唐[Triple 

conquest of State 

Southern Tang by the 

first emperor of the 

Song Dynasty] 

huadan花旦 [female 

role], hualian 

4 

Shatuo Jiebing 

沙陀借兵 [Borrowing 

army from Shatuo] 

(Shiguizai Chushi石鬼

仔出世[Birth of the 

stone ghost's son]) 

From the classic 

historical novel, 

Cantang Wudaishi 

Yanyi殘唐五代史演義 

[Historical Novel on the 

zongsheng總生 [role 

type of emperor and 

king] 

                                                 
49 The list is quoted from Mai (1941), with translation by the current thesis writer. 
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 Name Story Source Featured Role Type 

Late Tang and Five 

Dynasties] 

5 

Wulang Jiudi五郎救弟 

[Yang Wulang rescuing 

young brother]  

From the classic 

folklore, Yangjiajiang 

楊家將[Generals of the 

Yang Family] 

erhualian二花臉 [loyal 

painted face role] 

6 

Liulang Zuizi六郎罪子 

[Yang Liulang 

punishing son] 

(Yuanmen Zhanzi轅門

斬子 [Execution of son 

at camp gate]) 

From the classic 

folklore, Yangjiajiang 

wusheng武生 [male 

martial role] 

7 

Silang Tanmu四郎探母 

[Yang Silang bisiting 

mother] 

From the classic 

folklore, Yangjiajiang 
wusheng 

8 

Jiulou Xifeng酒樓戲鳳 

[Flirting in the 

restaurant] 

From the classic play of 

the Qing Dynasty 

xiaosheng小生 [young 

male role], huadan 

9 

Dadong Jiebai打洞結

拜 [Opening cave and 

swearing] (Yesong 

Jingniang夜送京娘 

[Accompanying 

Jingniang in the 

midnight]) 

From the classic folklore 

collection, Jingshi 

Tongyan警世通言 

[Stories  to Caution the 

World] 

hualian, huadan 

10 

Dayan Xunfu打雁尋父 

[Hunting wild goose and 

finding father] (Bailixi 

Huiqi百里奚會妻 

[Bailixi meeting his 

wife]) 

From the classic 

folklore, Dong zhou 

Lieguozhi東周列國志 

[Legends of States of 

East Zhou Dynasty] 

gongjiao, zhengdan 
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 Name Story Source Featured Role Type 

11 

Pinggui Bieyao 

平貴別窰 [Xue Pinggui 

leaving the cave] 

From the guci鼓詞 [a 

narrative musical genre 

popular in northern 

China], Longfeng 

Jinchai Chuan龍鳳金

釵傳 [Romance of 

Dragon-Phoenix Gold 

Hairpin] 

xiaowu小武 [young 

male martial role], 

huadan 

12 

Rengui Huiyao 

仁貴回窰 [Xue Rengui 

returning to the cave] 

From the classic 

folklore, Xue Rengui 

Zhengdong薛仁貴征東 

[Xue Rengui conquered 

the east] 

xiaowu, huadan 

13 

Li Zhong Maiwu 

李忠賣武 [Li Zhong 

Selling martial arts] 

(Lu Zhishen Chujia魯智

深出家 [Lu Zhishen 

becoming a monk]) 

From the classic novel, 

The Water Margin 
erhualian 

14 

Gaopingguan Quji高平

關取級 [Decapitation at 

Gaoping Gate] 

From the classic 

historical novel, 

Cantang Wudaishi 

Yanyi 

xiaowu 

15 

Gao Wang Jinbiao高望

進表 [Gao Wang 

presenting a petition] 

From the classic 

folklore, Yangjiajiang 
erhualian 

16 

Zhang Erwang斬二王 

[Slaying two kings] 

(Chenqiao Bingbian陳

橋兵變[Mutiny at 

From the classic 

historical novel, Feilong 

Quanchuan飛龍全傳

[Legend of the Flying 

Dragon] 

erhualian 
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 Name Story Source Featured Role Type 

Chenqiao], Zuizhan 

Zheng En醉斬鄭恩

[Drunken emperor 

Slaying Zheng En]) 

17 

Biancai Shiyao 

辨才釋妖 [Monk 

Biancai Preaching to the 

Spirit] 

(Dongpo Fangyou東坡

訪友[Su Dongpo 

visiting friend]) 

From the classic folklore 

collection, Xihu Jiahua

西湖佳話[Tale of the 

West Lake] 

gongjiao, huadan 

18 

Jinlian Xishu金蓮戲叔

[Pan Jinlian seducing 

her brother-in-law] 

From the classic novel, 

The Water Margin 
xiaowu, huadan 
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Chapter 3: Adaptations and Reformation of Cantonese Opera in 

the 1930s 

3.1 Introduction 

Chinese society went through rapid changes between the 1910s and the 1930s. 

The success of the Xinhai Revolution辛亥革命 in 1911 marked the downfall of the 

Qing Dynasty and the establishment of the Republic of China (ROC). The new political 

system and the series of social and cultural movements brought new ideologies to 

society, especially amongst the elite and the intelligentsia who were the most receptive 

toward Western culture and revolutionary ideals. People in the cities enjoyed a new life 

style brought by the continuous process of city modernization. Cultural forms from the 

West such as drama, film and literature were imported into China, thus widening the 

cultural and intellectual horizon of urban people. This led to a great diversity in how 

urban and rural people enjoy themselves. While the old paichangxi still prevailed in 

rural areas,50 the city audience demanded a more “modernized” Cantonese opera, such 

as one with new storylines, new ideas, new performance techniques and new stage 

technology.  

At the turn of the 20th century, there were permanent Cantonese opera theatres 

built in Guangzhou, Hong Kong and Macau, the three major cities around the Pearl 

                                                 
50 For the development of Cantonese opera in the rural area of Guangdong Province, refer to Huang 

Heming黃鶴鳴, “Guangdong xiasifu de yueju,”廣東下四府的粵劇[Cantonese opera in the lower four 

counties of Guangdong Province], in Yueju Yanjiu Wenxuan 粵劇研究文選 [Essay collection on 

Cantonese opera research] edited by Guangzhoushi Wenyi Chuangzuo Yanjiusuo (Hong Kong: 

Gongyuan Chuban Youxian Gongsi, 2008), 561-570. 
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River Delta.51 This changed the habitat of some Cantonese opera troupes, who went 

from travelling on red boats and operating tour performances serving audiences in the 

rural area around the Pearl River Delta to performing Cantonese opera to city audiences. 

To tackle the changing performance environment from outdoors to indoors and to meet 

the demand of the new audiences, Cantonese opera performers, represented by Sit Kok-

sin and Ma Si-tsang, made great efforts in developing a new style covering almost every 

aspect of Cantonese opera, from script structure and instrumentation of music ensemble 

to performance techniques and stage setting.  

The new style was a hybrid mix of stylistic performance techniques from 

Cantonese opera of the previous period, newly adapted techniques from Peking opera, 

and more natural acting skills inspired by drama and film, both imported art forms from 

the West. It is worth noting that adaptation, as from the previous era discussed in the 

previous chapter, was again an effective way to explore new performance ideas. In this 

chapter, I shall first discuss the new ideologies in Cantonese opera that emerged in the 

1920s and the 1930s, and then examine the three forms of adaptation introduced by Sit 

Kok-sin and Ma Si-tsang, namely from script, film and novels. To conclude, I would 

like to suggest that hybridity is the essence of Cantonese opera from this period, many 

of the works often showcasing a synthesis of elements from the old and new, and East 

and West.  

                                                 
51 The first permanent theatre in Guangzhou was known to be Daguanyuan大觀園 built in 1898; in Hong 

Kong, Tung Hing Theatre 同慶戲園 in 1867; in Macau, Qingping Xiyuan清平戲院 in 1875, refer to 

Liu Guoxing, “Xiban yu xiyuan,” 戲班與戲院[Troupe and Theatre], in Yueju Yanjiu Wenxuan 粵劇研

究文選[Essay collection on Cantonese opera research] edited by Guangzhoushi Wenyi Chuangzuo 

Yanjiusuo (Hong Kong: Gongyuan Chuban Youxian Gongsi, 2008), 475-513; Joseph Ting and Wong 

Nai-kwan, Sihuan Jiuyue: Bowuguan Cang Lishi Tupian Jingxuan 四環九約：博物館藏歷史圖片精選

[City of Victoria: a selection of the Museum's historical photographs] (Hong Kong: Hong Kong Museum 

of History, 1999); and Zhang Jing, Shengping Xile—Aomen Xiqu 升平戲樂．澳門戲曲[Perform for 

Peace—Chinese opera in Macau] (Beijing: Wenhua Yishu Chuban She, 2010). 
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3.2 New ideology in Cantonese opera 

Cantonese opera from late nineteenth century to early twentieth century went 

through a reshaping and transformation process. Since the late nineteenth century, 

Cantonese opera had been associated with revolutionary activities. As one of the five 

treaty ports opened up to foreign trade according to the stipulation of the Nanjing Treaty 

signed between China and Britain in 1842, Canton (Guangzhou) had long been a 

conduit for Western knowledge and information to enter China. It was also a founding 

place for revolution in around the 1900s. Some members of the revolutionary party such 

as Chen Shaobai陳少白(1869-1934) and Huang Luyi黃魯逸(1869-1926) promoted 

revolutionary ideas among the masses with Cantonese opera and drama. They actively 

adapted news and political affairs into new plays, and improvised speeches and songs 

in the local Cantonese dialect for the propagation of revolutionary ideas, which inspired 

some leading performers such as Zhu Ciba朱次伯 (unknown-1922) and Bai Jurong白

駒榮  (1892-1974) to use the local Cantonese dialect to perform instead of the 

zhongzhou yinyun中州音韻 used in paichangxi. Zhu and Bai also introduced pinghou

平喉, the male-role, natural-voice singing into Cantonese opera in around the early 

1920s. Chen Shaobai and Huang Luyi also found troupes and schools to teach 

Cantonese opera and drama, and nurtured some famous Cantonese opera artists such as 

Liang Yuanheng靚元亨 (1892-1964) and Chen Feinong陳非儂 (Chen 2007: 11, 149).  

After the May Fourth Movement in 1919, Chinese intellectuals such as Hu Shih

胡適 (1891-1962), Zhou Zuoren周作人 (1885-1967), and Ouyang Yuqian歐陽予倩 

(1889-1962) were vocal about what they saw as the ills of Chinese people and promoted 

the New Culture Movement, aimed at renewing Chinese culture by learning from the 

West. In Shanghai, the crucible for many performing art forms, these elites introduced 
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Western playwrights such as Henrik Ibsen (1828-1906) to the public as well as adapted 

his plays for local performances, thereby led the theatrical reform. Though they 

acknowledged traditional Chinese opera's popularity and prevalence among the masses, 

they criticized its backwardness in script writing and performance practice. 

Hu Shih criticized the often use of datuanyuan jieju大團圓結局 [grand reunion 

ending or happy ending], such as the reunion of a couple with the help of dignity, 

sometimes at the expense of altering a historical event. He thought that such an 

emphasis made a work simplistic and vulgar, promoting superstition and a suspension 

of reality among ordinary Chinese. He further discussed the evolution of Chinese 

operatic literature, and suggested that Chinese opera should learn from the West by 

removing all the unnecessary and outdated practices, such as virtual performance of 

horse riding and door opening, etc., that hindered the evolution of Chinese opera toward 

‘realism’, known as “xiesheng biaoqing” 寫生表情  [sketching life, expressing 

emotion].52  His idea set the main tone for Chinese opera reform and initiated the 

development of huaju話劇 [spoken drama] in China. 

Zhou Zuoren first pessimistically claimed that the old Chinese opera had “no 

value of existence,”53 though later he realized that traditional Chinese opera was the 

major form of entertainment for the majority of Chinese, especially in the rural areas, 

so he concluded that traditional Chinese opera had its vitality and wit and was thus 

worth preserving. He, therefore, proposed three paths of development for Chinese opera: 

1/ purely new plays, chuncui xinju純粹新劇: avant-garde plays for artistic purposes; 

                                                 
52 Hu Shih, “Wenxue jinhua guannian yu xiju gailiang,”文學進化觀念與戲劇改良 [Literature evolution 

ideology and drama improvement] Xinqingnian新青年 [New Youth], 5 (15 October 1918): 4. 
53 Zhou Zuoren, “Lun Zhongguo jiuxi zhi yingfei,”論中國舊戲之應廢 [Discussion on the abandon of 

old Chinese opera] Xinqingnian, 5 (15 November 1918): 5. 
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2/ purely old plays, chuncui jiuju純粹舊劇: plays preserving traditional performance 

practices, styles and techniques for research purpose; and 3/ improved plays, gailiang 

jiuju 改良舊劇 : revised and updated traditional plays for mass audiences. 54  He 

suggested improving the old Chinese opera in a passive way by eliminating 

unreasonable and unsuitable components in existing works. Compared to some of his 

contemporaries who suggested abandoning the old Chinese opera format, Zhou's 

proposal was geared toward a middle ground – that is, to allow the old art form to 

accommodate innovative ideas as a way to move forward. 

Ouyang Yuqian, a Chinese opera theorist and skillful Peking opera performer, 

considered Chinese opera backward and suggested two measures of improvement, one 

pertinent to building a more writing-based tradition, namely to develop scripts with 

more detail, to train more opera critics and to cultivate performance theories. The other 

was pertinent to the institutional training of professional performers.55 In 1918, he 

founded the Nantong Linggong Xueshe南通伶工學社 [Nantong Institute of Vocational 

Opera Performers] to provide modernized institutional training for professional Peking 

opera performers and Gengsu Juchang 更俗劇場 , a performance venue adapting 

modern theatre organization. These experiences enabled him to found the Guangdong 

Xiju Yanjiusuo廣東戲劇研究所 [Guangdong Research Institute of Theatrical Play] in 

1926, which nurtured a number of influential performers and directors in the field of 

theatre, film and Cantonese opera. He also commented on the development of some 

regional operatic genres, including Cantonese opera, and mentioned that Cantonese 

                                                 
54 Zhou Zuoren, “Zhongguo xiju de santiaolu,”中國戲劇的三條路[Three paths for Chinese opera]  

Dongfang Zazhi東方雜誌 [Oriental Magazine], 21 (January 1924): 2. 
55  Ouyang Yuqian, “Yuzhi xiju gailiang guan,”予之戲劇改良觀 [My view on Chinese opera 

improvement] Xinqingnian, 5 (15 October 1918): 4. 
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opera was going through some natural changes, but such natural changes could be good 

or bad. He stated that “the objective of reformation” for Cantonese opera was to develop 

Cantonese opera based on some guilding principles (Ouyang 2008: 86). After the 

founding of the People's Republic of China (PRC) in 1949, he received an appointment 

as the dean of the Central Drama College, and held the post of representative of the 

National Congress, vice president of the Chinese Drama Union, and chair of the 

Chinese Dance Union. Because of his political status, Ouyang's reform idea was 

influential in the development of Chinese opera in the PRC. 

Influenced by this new wave of ideology, leading Cantonese opera artists such 

as Sit Kok-sin 薛覺先 (1904-1956) and Ma Si-tsang 馬師曾 (1900-1964) reformed 

Cantonese opera by establishing a new standard on script writing and performance. Sit 

Kok-sin considered Cantonese opera performance a tool for social education and 

transformation. Evident in his essay ‘Nanyou Zhiqu’南遊旨趣 [Leisure writing during 

the southern tour] was his ambition in “integrating the southern and northern Chinese 

operatic style as well as the Chinese and Western opera” [合南北戲劇為一家，綜中

西劇為全體]. His ultimate goal was to make Cantonese opera “Gonggong xiju”公共

戲劇 [public drama] in the world (Liang 2009: 168). In another article, he proposed that 

the ideal Cantonese opera should include “essence of Cantonese opera, performance 

technique in the northern style, martial art of Peking opera, decoration in Shanghai style, 

expression in film, concept of spoken drama and stage-setting of Western drama” [粵
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劇的精華, 北派的功架, 京劇的武術, 海派的花飾, 電影的表情, 話劇的意識, 西劇

的置景].56 

Ma Si-tsang also called for similar but more radical reform. In his article ‘Wode 

xinjutan’我的新劇談 [My thought on new play] collected in his Qianli Zhuangyouji千

里壯遊集 [Collection for a thousand-mile travel], a booklet promoting his thoughts on 

Cantonese opera during performance tours, he also criticized the old staging and 

performance techniques of Cantonese opera, regarding them as weakening the art 

form's competitiveness with other forms of entertainment. All these pointed to a 

demand for new practice in Cantonese opera performance. 

3.3 Adaptation from written script to singing script 

Cantonese opera was undergoing transformation in this new wave of cultural 

development. It was at the same time affected by a change in its operation model from 

the traditional ‘red boat’ touring to performing at permanent theatres. Changes in the 

troupe system of mixing male and female performers and of establishing the liuzhu六

柱 [‘six pillars’, or six major role]57 system had a significant impact on both the genre's 

playwriting and aesthetics. The changes reduced the number of crew and the expenses, 

so the troupe could survive during the downtimes experienced in the industry. To build 

up one's fame, artists competed for stage opportunities and urged for new scripts. A 

prominent example was Ma Si-tsang馬師曾 (1900-1964) and his Kufeng Yinglian苦

                                                 
56 Original in Yilin藝林 magazine published in 1938, quoted in Liang (2009). 
57 Liuzhuji六柱制[‘six pillars’, or six major role system] is the role division system of Cantonese opera. 

The six major roles are wenwusheng文武生[civil-military role, or the principal male role], jizhengyin 

huadan 正印花旦[principal female role], xiaosheng 小生[young male role, or supporting male role], 

erbang huadan 二幫花旦[supporting female role], chousheng 丑生[comic role], and wusheng 武生

[military role] (Chan 1991: 5). 
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鳳鶯憐 [Bitter Phoenix, Sorrowful Oriole], which was such a successful adaptation that 

it catapulted him to fame. 

Ma Si-tsang馬師曾 (1900-1964) had studied Chinese classical literature at an 

early age, and learnt his Cantonese opera performance from a private Cantonese opera 

school. Performing in Southeast Asia for a period, he returned to Hong Kong in 1923 

and entered a leading Cantonese opera troupe Renshounian Ban人壽年班 to perform 

the comic role. Although he was famous among audiences in Southeast Asia, he was 

new to audience in Guangzhou and stayed idle in the troupe.  

In 1924, Luo Jinqing 駱錦卿 (1890?-1947), a specialized playwright and 

organizer of the troupe, wrote a new work, Kufeng Yinglian苦鳳鶯憐[Bitter Phoenix, 

Sorrowful Oriole]. The story was about Feng Caifeng 馮彩鳳, wife of General Ma 

Yuanjun馬元鈞, being framed by a paramour couple Wu Shixue and Madam Feng, 

who planned to kill Madam Feng's husband and expelled her from Ma's Mansion with 

a forged love letter. Encountering Feng Caifeng in a temple, Cui Yingniang崔鶯娘, a 

courtesan, and Yu Xiahun余俠魂, a beggar, knew the truth and helped prove Feng 

Caifeng's innocence in court.  

In the original cast, Ma Si-tsang played the character of a beggar, a minor role 

with rare singing and acting opportunities. In the scene where the beggar encountered 

Feng Caifeng in a temple, he told the secret of the paramour couple to Feng Caifeng. 

Originally, the playwright Luo Jinqing wrote only a paragraph of reciting script (Script 

3.1) for Yu Xiahun, the beggar, to describe what he encountered in the Feng Mansion. 

Wishing to make the role outstanding, Ma Si-tsang revised the reciting script to a 
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singing one and ‘created’ music for his character marked by his own characteristic 

singing style. Ma Si-tsang's singing is transcribed in Score 3.1 at the end of the current 

chapter. 

By comparing Luo's original spoken script and Ma's revised singing script, it is 

noticeable that Ma Si-tsang converted Luo's script into eighteen lines of Cantonese 

opera banqiang板腔 [traditional formula of Cantonese opera aria] scripts by rhyming 

the scripts in alternate zesheng仄聲 [oblique tone] characters, such as ‘字, 子, 屎…’, 

and pingsheng平聲 [level tone] characters, such as ‘兒, 辭, 屍…’. Ma also extended 

Luo's script with more dramatic details and colloquial words.  

The musical number, now often named as ‘Yu Xiahun suqing’余俠魂訴情 [Yu 

Xiahun's conveying], consisted of only one aria type, shiziju bangzi zhongban十字句

梆子中板, which is a bangzi aria type in duple time and consisting of ten syllables. 

This followed the practice of guqiang古腔 [“antique aria”, Cantonese opera classical 

aria sung in zhongzhou yinyun] using the single aria type in a musical number, which 

is distinct from other contemporary works featuring frequent changes in aria types and 

fixed tunes. To create variety and for narrative drive, Ma Si-tsang, however, had 

extended the original ten-syllable structure of shiziju bangzi zhongban and inserted a 

series of jiadun加頓 [additional phrases] in some lines. Similar extended structures of 

bangzi zhongban was common in classical guqiang arias such as Baoyu Yuanhun寶玉

怨婚 [Baoyu lamenting his marriage] and Liulang Zuizi 六郎罪子 [Yang Liulang 

punishing son], but it was rare in contemporary Cantonese opera works sung in the 

Cantonese dialect. The illustrations below show the basic ten-syllable structure of 

bangzi zhongban, and an example of the extended form from ‘Yu Xiahun suqing’. 
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Illustration 3.1 Structure of a typical shiziju bangzi zhongban 

 

Illustration 3.2 Extended Bangzi zhongban structure in ‘Yu Xiahun suqing’ 

 

The melody of Ma Si-tsang's singing incorporates frequent use of the musical 

note gong仜 [the solfège lower mi. Sung in zhengxian正線, it approximates to the note 

E]. This is characteristic in the guqiang bangzi aria type melodic patterns of zihou子

喉, the vocal type of young female role, and hediao河調, a characteristic male vocal 

type that mixed pinghou, the normal male vocal type, with zihou melodic patterns. Ma's 

singing blended antique melodic patterns with colloquial lyrics. Furthermore, the 

juxtaposition between the melody and the tonal contour of the words brought about 

some comic effects. 

The above discussed aria ‘Yu Xiahun suqing’ made a smash hit with the 

audience. Ma Si-tsang thus established his status as a leading male/comic role, and 

developed a distinguishable singing style known as ‘beggar throat’ [“Qierhou”乞兒喉]. 
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As his signature aria, Ma Si-tsang performed ‘Yu Xiahun suqing’ on many different 

occasions, and also made audio and video recordings. Even though there was no live 

recording of the original version of Ma's Kufeng Yinglian performance available to the 

present researcher, Ma's singing of this single aria can still be heard in some audio and 

video recordings. 

Ma Si-tsang had also recycled the aria in his modern-costume film Kufeng 

Yinglian苦鳳鶯憐 [Bitter Phoenix, Sorrowful Oriole] (1947). Although the film had 

the same name as the Cantonese opera work, it has a plot different from the Cantonese 

opera, which known to be adapted from a Western film, The Thin Man (1934), directed 

by W. Van Dyke and acted by William Powell and Myrna Loy.58 In a scene of the film 

Kufeng Yinglian, Ma Si-tsang, who acted as a detective in the film, disguised himself 

as a beggar in order to mingle with a group of beggars for the sake of investigating a 

murder. To help the beggars beg more, he claimed himself to be familiar with singing 

in Ma Si-tsang's style and sang the aria ‘Yu Xiahun suqing’. Here the aria is associated 

with Ma Si-tsang the performer rather than the role Yu Xiahun. Also, and the reuse of 

the opera title and the aria in the film showed the popularity of the opera, Kufeng 

Yinglian, that the film producer used it as a gimmick to attract audiences. 

In another of Ma Si-tsang's modern-costume films, Fumuxin父母心 [Parents' 

Hearts] (1955), directed by Qin Jian秦劍, Yuen Siu-fai阮兆輝, who played the role of 

the son of a Cantonese opera comic actor Shengguili生鬼利, sang a section of the aria 

‘Yu Xiahun suqing’ and ‘performed’ ad hoc a section of Kufeng Yinglian that he learnt 

                                                 
58 The film of Kufeng Yinglian苦鳳鶯憐[Bitter Phoenix, Sorrowful Oriole] (1947) was acquired from 

Jack Lee Fong, the owner of the closed Palace Theatre in San Francisco, and repaired by Hong Kong 

Film Archive in 2012, and screened on 28 March and 3 April 2015. 
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from Shengguili, the role played by Ma Si-tsang. In this context, the aria and the opera 

became a signature repertoire of a comic actor who mimicked Ma Si-tsang's 

performance style. Ma Si-tsang and his performing style thus gained further 

significance. The film showed a crossover between film, Cantonese opera and the social 

life in 1950s Hong Kong. 

Ultimately, Ma Si-tsang's adaptation of the reciting script to singing script was 

a result of open rivalry between the playwright and performer on the one hand, and the 

underlying intense competition between performers within and outside the troupe on 

the other. In the 1920s, the demand for new plays empowered the most talented 

playwrights to have control over the rise and fall of a performer through their 

playwriting and scriptwriting. This explains why the top stars frequently employed 

playwrights to produce new plays not only to attract audiences but also to elevate their 

own success. To be diplomatic, playwrights were generally cooperative with the leading 

roles to write tailor-made scripts for them. Holding the absolute power of script editing, 

the troupe leader, usually the principal male role, together with the playwright, might 

have tried to suppress the minor roles by cutting their scripts and acting. Some uprising 

minor role performers, on the other hand, might have tried their best to sharpen their 

acting and singing skills in an attempt to gain more for performance opportunities, as 

in the case of Ma Si-tsang in Kufeng Yinglian. Furthermore, recycling the aria and the 

opera in various contexts built up Ma Si-tsang's personal fame as a representative figure 

of the comic role among the Cantonese opera audience. The aria and the opera have 

been closely associated with Ma Si-tsang, the performer, rather than the role Yu Xiahun 

in Kufeng Yinglian. 
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3.4 Adaptation from film to Cantonese opera 

Besides competition between troupes and performers, Cantonese opera 

practitioners faced other challenges in the 1920s, such as the import of film technology 

and the rise of film industry in China. The first silent film in Hong Kong produced in 

1913 did not arouse much interest among Cantonese opera audience until Sit Kok-sin, 

together with the Shaw Brothers, produced the first commercial Cantonese sound film 

Baijinlong白金龍 [White Golden Dragon] in 1933. It triggered the trend of Cantonese 

opera performers joining the film industry, which in turn had a great impact on 

Cantonese opera performance. 

Sit Kok-sin moved to Hong Kong from Shunde of Guangdong Province at the 

age of six in 1910 and studied in St. Paul's College, the first school established by the 

Anglican Church of England in Hong Kong, from 1916 to 1919, which sowed the seeds 

for Sit's interest in Western culture. He took part in modern drama performance at an 

age of 14 in 1918. In 1921, he entered a troupe in Guangzhou as an apprentice. He 

mimicked Zhu Ciba朱次伯 (unknown-1922), a leading male role actor at that time, 

and, after Zhu's sudden death in 1922, Sit replaced Zhu's position and became a leading 

male role actor. When he went to Shanghai in 1925, Sit had his first encounter with 

filmmaking, and premièred the film Langdie浪蝶 [Loafer] in 1926. In 1933, he played 

the leading role in the film Baijinlong, which transformed him into a famous Cantonese 

opera and film actor.59 

Debuting on 28 December 1929, Baijinlong was adapted from the Hollywood 

silent film, The Grand Duchess and the Waiter (1926), directed by Malcolm St. Clair, 

                                                 
59 For a detailed biography of Sit Kok-sin, refer to Liang (2009). 
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by Leong Kam-tong梁金堂, an active scriptwriter in 1920s, for Sit Kok-sin's Gok Sin 

Sing Troupe 覺先聲劇團 (Li 2009: 16). Invited by the Shaw Brothers, who were 

looking for opportunity to promote Cantonese sound film in Guangzhou, Hong Kong, 

and Macau, Sit agreed to adapt the Cantonese opera work for the screen (Wong 2003: 

32). Sit played the role Bai Jinlong, a rich man disguised as a waiter to pursue Zhang 

Yuniang 張玉娘, a businessperson’s daughter, played by Tong Suet-hing 唐雪卿 

(1908?-1955), Sit Kok-sin's wife and a famous film and Cantonese opera actress. The 

story was about Bai Jinlong using various tricks in pursuit of Zhang Yuniang whom he 

met on a cruise. After Bai Jinlong rescued Zhang Yuniang from a kidnapping, they got 

married. 

Baijinlong was a great success not only in Guangzhou and Hong Kong but also 

around Southeast Asia, thus making a great profit for the Shaw Brothers, the 

producers.60 As a result, several sequels followed, including Xubaijinlong 續白金龍 

[White Dragon, Part Two] (1937), led by Sit Kok-sin and Tong Suet-hing, and 

Xinbaijinlong新白金龍 [New white golden dragon] (1947), led by Sit Kok-sin and 

Cheng Man-ha 鄭孟霞  (1922-2000), a famous female film star and wife of the 

renowned Cantonese opera playwright Tong Tik-sang.61 As a remake of Baijinlong, 

Xinbaijinlong retained most of the attractions of the original film, such as the modern 

settings and costumes, the story plot, and the two famous arias of Baijinlong, ‘Huayuan 

                                                 
60 Li (2009) and Luo (2007) discusses the popularity and critics on Baijinlong since its première. 
61 The film of Baijinlong had been lost. The film of its sequel, Xubaijinlong續白金龍[White Dragon, 

Part Two] was acquired from Jack Lee Fong, the owner of the closed Palace Theatre in San Francisco, 

and repaired by Hong Kong Film Archive in 2012, and screened on 18 April and 24 May 2015. The 

video recording of Xinbaijinlong was available in VCD format.  
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xiangma’花園相罵 [Quarrelling in the garden], and ‘Cuimianqu’催眠曲 [Lullaby], 

which were the only two singing sections in the new film. 

The scene ‘Huayuan xiangma’ depicted Bai Jinlong, after meeting Jiang 

Yuniang in a Christmas ball, flirting with her in the garden of the hotel. In the film, it 

used only the aria type baziju erhuang manban八字句二黃慢板 [a quadruple-meter 

aria type in erhuang mode and eight-syllable structure] and two traditional fixed tunes, 

Qingmei Zhuma青梅竹馬 and Xiaxiqi下西歧. Baziju erhuang manban was a new aria 

type developed from the traditional shiziju jiadun erhuang manban十字句加頓二黃

慢板 [a quadruple-meter aria type in erhuang mode and ten-syllable structure with 

additional phrase] by trimming the first two phrases and retaining the additional phrase 

and the last two phrases, as shown in Illustration 3.3 below and Illustration 3.4 at the 

end of the current chapter. 

Illustration 3.3 Typical structure of Shiziju jiadun erhuang manban and baziju 

erhuang manban 

shiziji jiadun erhuang manban十字句加頓二黃慢板 

 

baziju erhuang manban八字句二黃慢板 
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In ‘Huayuan xiangma’, the lyrics were in pure Cantonese spoken dialect and 

contained Cantonese words such as ‘ng hau’ 唔吼 [neglect], ‘baa zau’ 罷就 [leave it], 

‘sok jau’ 索油 [indecency], ‘jyun hei’ 冤氣 [annoying], ‘gou dau’ 高竇 [haughty], 

which gave the aria a lively and amusing appeal. Instead of being played by the 

ensemble as a normal practice, the short interludes after the last syllable of each line 

had lyrics added, making the aria brief and taking on the mood of a quarrel.  

Section 3.2 of the script excerpt of the scene ‘Huayuan xiangma’ is a solo of 

Bai Jinlong expressing his wishes. In the film, Sit Kok-sin recited and sang looking 

directly forward, addressing the reciting and singing to the audience (Figure 3.1). This 

is similar to a stage whisper, a dramatic device in which a character speaks to the 

audience but supposedly unheard by other characters in the play. It is often employed 

in theatrical performance but rarely in film. This indicates that the boundary between a 

film production and a Cantonese opera performance was blured to both the performer 

and audience. 

In later films such as Sanxiao Yinyuan, the performer Lung Kim-sung龍劍笙 

(born in 1944), playing the role Tang Bohu 唐伯虎, does not look directly into the 

camera when singing and reciting the monologue (Figure 3.2). Thus, the character's 

monologue is a soliloquy, a dramatic device for a character to speak to himself or herself, 

vocalizing one's thoughts and feelings, and perhaps more acceptable to contemporary 

film audiences. 
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Figure 3.1 Bai Jinlong in Xinbaijinlong62 

 

Figure 3.2 Tang Bohu in Sanxiao Yinyuan63 

 

                                                 
62 Xinbaijinlong (1947), directed by Yeung Kung-leong楊工良 and starring Sit Kok-sin and Cheng Man-

ha. Video CD distributed by China Art (F.E) Video Production Co. 
63 Sanxiao Yinyuan (1975), directed by Lee Tit李鐵 and starring Lung Kim-sung and Mui Shuet-sih. 

Video CD distributed by Modern Audio (International) Limited. 
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The characteristic usage of baziju erhuang manban and the lively depiction of 

flirting or quarrelling between a man and a woman are so distinctive that many films 

and Cantonese opera works reused the scene as a paichang. Examples include 

Cantonese operatic song Douqi Fuqi鬥氣夫妻 [A quarrelsome couple] sung by Ma Si-

tsang and Tam Lan-hing 譚蘭卿  (1908-1981), Cantonese opera Tang Bohu Dian 

Qiuxiang唐伯虎點秋香 [Tang Bohu picking Qiuxiang] (1954) written by Tong Tik-

sang and performed by Yam Kim-fai 任劍輝 (1913-1989) and Pak Suet-sin 白雪仙

(born in 1928), and Cantonese operatic film Sanxiao Yinyuan 三笑姻緣 [Three 

charming smiles] (1974), an adaptation of Tang Bohu Dian Qiuxiang performed by 

Lung Kim-sung and Mui Shuet-sih. In a popular film Niangre Zhilian娘惹之戀 [Love 

with a Malaysian Girl] (1969), Connie Chan 陳寶珠 (born in 1947), a famous film 

actress in the leading female role of the film, performed an excerpt of Baijinlong with 

Leung Bo-chu梁寶珠 in the context of a musical show within the film (Figure 3.3). 

Figure 3.3 Niangre Zhilian64

 

                                                 
64 Niangre Zhilian (1969), directed by Lui Chi 呂奇(born in 1942) and starring Connie Chan and Lui Chi. 

YouTube Video <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BASk-9QSxYs>, accessed on 10 February 2016. 
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Instead of performing the original script of Baijinlong, the scene was an 

adaptation which involved placing the background of the story from Hong Kong to 

Singapore and Malaysia. The lyrics therefore included lines such as “Malai fengyue”

馬來風月 [breeze and moon of Malaysia] and “meili Xingzhou”美麗星洲 [beautiful 

Singapore]. Besides the distinguishable baziju erhuang manban with revised lyrics, the 

excerpt also employed some light-hearted popular Cantonese tunes, such as Huatianyou

花田遊 and Yintang Tuyan 銀塘吐艷, composed by the famous Cantonese opera 

musician Wong Yuet-sang王粵生 (1919-1989) in the 1950s, and Shanghai popular 

tunes Qiude Huainian 秋的懷念 and Manchangfei 滿場飛. This kind of music and 

script arrangement was more fashionable and popular.  

It is also interesting to note that the lyrics set for the fixed tunes are more 

colloquial and ‘modern’ than that of the baziju erhuang manban. For instance, the lyrics 

in the fixed tune Manchangfei uses phrase such as “business over the six continents 

around the world”生意遍全球六個洲, while the lyrics in the baziju erhuang manban 

are full of metaphors often seen in classical literature and Cantonese opera scripts 

describing the beauty of a lady, such as “limpid eyes”盈盈秋水 and “dimply smile”梨

渦淺笑. Besides the mixed use of popular fixed tunes and traditional aria types, the 

rhetoric of lyrics presents an example of hybridity commonly seen in the Cantonese 

opera scripts since the 1920s. This will be discussed in the latter part of this chapter. 

The example of Baijinlong and the various adaptations that followed show that 

recycling scenes and aria structures was a common practice in Cantonese opera. In each 

recycling, the scriptwriter added his or her own creativity to enrich and refresh the scene 

or to accommodate different media. Every recycling was thus a new adaptation. The 
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practice enabled Cantonese opera performers and producers to respond quickly to the 

market change and produce new works to both retain and attract audiences. 

3.5 Adaptation from novels to Cantonese opera 

As mentioned before, European and Western literature and art was imported to 

China in the 1920s during the New Culture Movement. Although China was under the 

threat of Japanese invasion, Chinese intellectuals admired the rapid modernization of 

Japan, especially after China's defeat in the First Sino-Japanese War in 1894. In 1908, 

Lin Shu林紓 (1852-1924), the first translator of foreign novels into classical Chinese, 

translated a famous Japanese novel Hototogisuホトトギス [Burugui不如歸 Lesser 

Cuckoo] by the Japanese novelist Tokutomi Roka德富蘆花 into classical Chinese, and 

the publication had soon started the trend in the composition of the patriotic romantic 

novel in China.65 Through adaptation, such trend spread to the field of Cantonese opera 

and a number of patriotic romantic Cantonese operas were produced, including 

Hubugui胡不歸 [Time to go home]. 

In 1934, Feng Zhifen 馮志芬 (unknown-1961), an active Cantonese opera 

playwright, wrote a new work Hubugui for Gok Sin Sing Troupe 覺先聲劇團 

premièred by Sit Kok-sin and Sheung Hoi-mui上海妹 (1909-1954). The story touched 

upon two common social issues of the period, that is, dispute between mother-in-law 

and daughter-in-law and the separation of a couple by war. Such a plot touched the lives 

of many contemporary audience-goers, who had lived under great turbulence during 

                                                 
65 For the influence of Burugui不如歸 to modern Chinese literature, refer to Pan (2012). 
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and after the Second World War from 1939 to 1945. The work soon became Sit's 

signature repertoire and had many re-runs. 

Identifying the source of Hubugui is not conclusive. Deng (2004) deduced that 

it was probably Sit Kok-sin who requested Feng Zhifen to revise a Cantonese opera 

adaptation of the drama Burugui by a Cantonese opera lover and amateur playwright, 

Wang Jiangnan 望江南, for performance.66 It was noticeable that there were many 

similarities between Hubugui and Burugui, although Feng Zhifen himself claimed that 

he adapted the story from a social affair he had heard about. Feng even denied that he 

had referred to any Japanese novel when writing Hubugui. Feng's denial that Hubugui 

was an adaptation reinforced the opinion that adaptation was usually regarded as lower 

value to the original so that Feng needed to emphasize his originality. Below, I shall 

take the scene ‘Kufen’哭墳 [Crying at Grave] as an example to illustrate the originality 

of Feng Zhifen in writing the scene. The script and transcription of the scene is shown 

in Script 3.4 at the end of this chapter. 

Hubugui was about a young general Wen Pingsheng文萍生's mother, who was 

unhappy with Pingsheng's wife, Pinniang顰娘, for being barren. As informed by the 

cousin Pinniang had caught an incurable disease, the mother forced her to live alone on 

the premises to recover from her disease and forbade her son to visit. After Pingsheng 

left home to join the army, the mother gave Pinniang a maid and some gold to keep her 

from ever returning, and then told her son that his wife had died. After the battle, 

Pingsheng returned and wept at Pinniang's tomb. His wife, hiding behind the tomb 

hearing his love words, was so touched that she showed up to meet him. Moved by their 

                                                 
66 For the adaptation history of Hubugui and its transformation in the modern society, refer to Deng (2004) 

and Wang Jianxun's article in Liang (2009: 59-61). 
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undying love and ashamed of their misdeeds, the cousins admitted to their wrongdoing, 

and the mother in the end agreed to the reunion of the couple. 

The story of Tokutomi Roka's Hototogisu is similar. Namiko is the daughter of 

a general married to Takeo, a naval officer. The wicked mother urges Takeo to divorce 

Namiko, who has contracted tuberculosis and is unable to have children. Takeo is called 

up for active duty after the outbreak of the war. His mother thus has a chance to dissolve 

her son's marriage by sending his wife back to her family. Namiko soon dies in despair. 

Near the end of Hototogisu there is also a scene where Takeo visits his wife Namiko's 

tomb and meets Namiko's father. The story ends with the father encouraging the son-

in-law to transform his love for his wife into the protection of his nation, and invites 

him home to discuss the war news. The major difference of Feng's Hubugui is that the 

wife Pinniang feigns death rather than dies of tuberculosis as in Hototogisu. It is 

believed that the reunion in Hubugui is to satisfy Cantonese opera audience's wish for 

a happy ending to relieve the sadness and tension of the story. 

Besides the change in the ending, Feng Zhifen's script shows his originality in 

scriptwriting. In Lin Shu's translation of Tokutomi Roka's Hototogisu, the scene of 

Takeo's crying at the tomb is brief and consists mainly of a third person description of 

Takeo's remembrance from the perspectives of the author. The dramatic points of the 

scene are the reading of Namiko's letter and the meeting of Takeo and his father-in-law. 

Excerpt 3.1 is the excerpt of the novel. If Feng Zhifen did directly adapt Hototogisu 

into Hubugui, he would most probably have included these two dramatic instances in 

his work. Feng Zhifen, however, did not make use of such events. On the contrary, he 

created a unique scene by putting a cuckoo's cry in the forest as the background, to 

induce a sorrowful mood to bring out the title Hubugui, which depicts a cuckoo's cry in 
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classical Chinese poems and songs. A bird whistle imitating a cuckoo's cry was even 

heard in Sun Ma Si-tsang's recording. 

From a literary point of view, Feng Zhifen's script did not show any influence 

from Tokutomi Roka's Hototogisu or Lin Shu's translation. The focus in Feng's script 

was to express the husband's sorrow and regret toward his wife's death. Cantonese opera 

playwright, He Jianqin, once made the comment that there was “no substance in the 

crying” in ‘Kufen’ (He 1995: 235). This might suggest that Feng had never read the 

original, so he did not include any of the remembering passages as in the original novel. 

Instead, Feng tailored the scene for Sit to display his singing technique by using only 

banqiang aria types, including the changju bangzi gunhua長句梆子滾花 [a bangzi aria 

type in free meter and extended line form] and yifan changju erhuang manban乙反長

句二黃慢板 [a quadruple-time erhuang aria type in extended line form and sung in 

yifan mode], which were newly created for Sit. Feng had also left room in the script for 

Sit to display his body movement skills such as jiaosha絞紗 [backspin], shuifa水髮 

[male hair swinging] to express his character's agitation. In other words, Feng's script 

was adapted adequately to showcase the performer and his craft on stage. 

Because of its popularity, Hubugui was first adapted into film in 1940, for which 

Leung Yu-fong梁漁舫 composed a tune Hubugui for the ‘Kufen’ scene. This was in 

fact the only fixed tune in the whole film. Influenced by western popular music, the 

song was in triple meter, which was rare in Cantonese operatic music during the period, 

but the tune was in yifan mode, a charactistic musical mode in Cantonese opera.67 The 

                                                 
67 Wong, Chi-wah黃志華 (2013), “Hubugui Xiaoqu Shengsi Xianqu Houci,”《胡不歸》小曲勝似先

曲後詞[The tune Hubugui more likely having tune first and lyrics follows] 

<http://blog.ifeng.com/article/29971967.html>, accessed on 11 February 2014. 
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tune reflected the synthesis of East and West in Cantonese operatic music in the 1940s. 

Since then the tune entered into Sit Kok-sin's stage performance as well as the 

upcoming recordings of other artists, such as Lam Kar-sing and Sun-Ma Si-tsang新馬

師曾 (1916-1997). Score 3.2 shows the transcription of the tune Hubugui. 

Hubugui had even become the benchmark for every Cantonese opera artists. 

Sun Kim-long新劍郎, an active Cantonese opera actor, mentioned that Hubugui was a 

‘qualifying examination’ for Cantonese opera performance.68 Thanks to its simple story, 

concise scripts, but impressive dramatic effect, talented artists could create their own 

interpretation and incorporate their characteristic singing and acting skills in 

performing the work. It was rare in Cantonese opera practice that not only Sit Kok-sin's 

followers, but also many other leading male role actors, including Sun-Ma Si-tsang, 

had performed or filmed this Sit's signature work. Sun-Ma, however, had altered in his 

recording of ‘Kufen’ by changing the mode of the aria type changju bangzi gunhua長

句梆子滾花 from zhengxian mode正線調式 [authentic mode, approximately the key 

C of Western music] to yifan mode乙反調式 [a musical mode of Cantonese operatic 

music emphasizing the use of musical notes yi乙 (the solfège ti) and fan反 (the solfège 

fa), also known as kuhou 苦喉 (bitter throat)] to intensify the sadness of the male 

leading role.69 In the same scene, he also restructured the original two verses of yifan 

changju erhuang manban into one single verse of yifan changju erhuang manban and 

a line of yifan baziju erhuang manban, and incorporated his signature yifan melisma 

toward the end of the aria. Although the restructuring of the script allowed Sun-Ma Si-

                                                 
68 LCSD Face-to-face talk series, 26 January 2014. 
69 Cantonese opera researcher Lai Bojiang mentioned that Sit Kok-sin had once acknowledged Sun-Ma 

Si-tsang on the change of mode (Liang 2009: 132). 
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tsang to display his singing skills without affecting the content, it destroyed the parallel 

structure of the original script. In contrast, Lam Kar-sing, the last disciple of Sit Kok-

sin, preserves most of the elements of Sit's performance in his performance of ‘Kufen’. 

The only difference is that he incorporates a zhengxian melisma toward the end of 

changju erhuang manban. This example shows that while an artist within the same 

stylistic school may faithfully preserve the performance element of the masterwork, 

other artists have the power to alter the script in order to create their own adaptations, 

without the consent of the scriptwriter nor the performer who staged the original 

performance. 

The changing script and the musical numbers of Hubugui since its première 

demonstrates the vitality of a Cantonese opera work through adaptation. Many 

adaptations of Hubugui have made the work from being an entertaining performance to 

a more serious and refined artwork. The released recordings of the work since 1950s 

by Sit Kok-sin, Sheung Hoi-mui and many other artists have further promoted some 

well-known scenes in the work such as ‘Weiqi’慰妻 [Consoling the wife], ‘bixi’逼媳 

[Pressuring on daughter-in-law], ‘bieqi’別妻 [Farewell to the wife] and ‘Kufen’. The 

latter two are amongst the most popular Cantonese opera zhezixi and Cantonese operatic 

songs. ‘Weiqi’ was known to be the “international song” in the Cantonese communities 

around the world (Wang 2008: 492).70 The popularity of Hubugui was a good example 

of how adaptation as a means of transformation from one medium to another, and how 

                                                 
70 Wang Jianxun, 王建勛 “Hubugui Deng Jige Yueju Xinbian Sheng danxi de Changshou Jueqiao,”《胡

不歸》等幾個粵劇新編生旦戲的長壽訣竅 [The Long-lived Secret of the New Sheng-dan Cantonese 

Opera Repertoires such as Time to Go Home] in Zhou and Zheng (2008), 492. 
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it helped promote Cantonese opera art works within the ‘Cantonese music circle’ and 

the canonization of an art work. 

3.6 Conclusion: a hybrid Cantonese opera 

In all, the 1930s was an important period linking past practice to the future, and 

the West to the East. Ma Si-tsang and Chen Feinong were the first to introduce the 

beipai martial arts into Cantonese opera. Sit and Ma's other contemporaries also 

introduced various modern technologies such as sound and light effects and the use of 

electrical devices, for example, the revolving stage, on the stage of Cantonese opera 

(Yung 2012: 2), and created works such as Huoshao E'panggong火燒阿房宮 [E'pang 

Palace on Fire] to feature such spectacular effects (Yung 2012: 12). Also attracted by 

Western and modern art forms, Sit Kok-sin employed many Western elements in 

Cantonese opera. He adopted the violin, saxophone, xylophone, and many other 

Western musical instruments to accompany the performance with the help of 

professional musicians such as Wan Chi-chung尹自重 (1903-1985) and Lui Man-sing

呂文成 (1898-1981). The typical use of those musical instruments can still be heard in 

Sit's Hubugui and many other recordings, and the violin and saxophone are still 

commonly used in Cantonese opera accompaniment nowadays. The adaptation of 

xiaoqu小曲 [fixed tune] from pop songs in Western films, Shanghai popular songs, 

etc., had added many varieties in the aria type of Cantonese opera, which originally 

only consisted of bangzi and erhuang aria types.71  

                                                 
71 Chen Ziqiang陳自強, “Yueju xiaoqu suotan,”粵劇小曲瑣談 [On Cantonese opera tunes] in Yueju 

Yanjiu Wenxuan粵劇研究文選 [Essay collection on Cantonese opera research] edited by Guangzhoushi 

Wenyi Chuangzuo Yanjiusuo (Hong Kong: Gongyuan Chuban Youxian Gongsi, 2008), 97-108. 
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Sit and Ma's drama and performance ideology is still influential in Cantonese 

opera today. The Xuepai 薛派 [“Sit school”] singing and acting style established by Sit 

Kok-sin was followed by many famous actors such as Lam Kar-sing in Hong Kong and 

Law Ka-po 羅家寶 (1930-2016) in Guangzhou. His idea for improving Cantonese 

opera has deeply influenced his successors. His disciple Pak Suet-sin白雪仙 founded 

the Sin Fung Ming Troupe in 1956 with Yam Kim-fai and a group of experienced 

performers with the intention of reforming and improving Cantonese opera from its 

declining attraction. She, together with playwright Tong Tik-sang and other artists, 

brought Hong Kong Cantonese opera to a new stage. Lam Kar-sing, Sit's last disciple, 

inherited Sit Kok-sin's repertoire and performance style led his Zung Sun Sing Troupe

頌新聲劇團 to be one of the most popular troupes from 1960s to the 1990s.  

While Sit Kok-sin had his successors continuing his artistic ideal in Hong Kong, 

Ma Si-tsang was more influential in the development of Guangzhou Cantonese opera 

after his stay in mainland China in 1955. He, together with Hung Sin-nui紅線女(1924-

2013), followed the policy of Xiqu Reform in mainland China, and launched a number 

of important works such as Soushuyuan搜書院 [Searching the institute] (1954) and 

Guan Hanqing關漢卿 [Guan Hanqing] (1958), adapted from Qiongju瓊劇 [a regional 

opera in Hainan Province] and a theatrical play by Tian Han 田漢  (1898-1968) 

respectively. These adapted works not only reflected Ma Si-tsang's ideology about 

Cantonese opera, but also responded to the political need of works to contain the theme 

of anti-feudalism. 

Sit and Ma's reform on Cantonese opera on the one hand helped sustain the 

continuity of Cantonese opera in the 1930s, and on the other brought hybridity to 
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Cantonese opera. Absorption and adaptation of performance elements of Peking opera 

and Kun opera has certainly enriched the performance of Cantonese opera, yet some 

professional critics such as Chen Feinong have said that the “northern style” replacing 

the “southern style” has caused a great loss in the traditional performance techniques 

(2007: 168). The use of Western and Shanghai pop tunes and various Western and 

modern elements in Cantonese opera works was criticised as being of  “low taste” and 

“decadent” among critics in mainland China in the 1950s, and it was this that led to the 

Cantonese opera reform from the 1960s to 1970s.72 Although such critics were partly 

due to the political struggle during the period, the side effect of juxtaposing Cantonese 

opera singing and various musical styles cannot be underestimated. Hybridity, as a once 

successful adaptative strategy for Cantonese opera to survive in the 1930s, is facing a 

challenge now.  

                                                 
72 For critics on the use of Western and Shanghai pop tunes in Cantonese opera, refer to Chen Ziqiang's 

article in previous footnote, and Mo Rucheng 莫汝城 , “Yueju xiaoqu gaishuo,”粵劇小曲概說 

[Introduction on Cantonese opera tunes] in Yueju Yanjiu Wenxuan edited by Guangzhoushi Wenyi 

Chuangzuo Yanjiusuo (Hong Kong: Gongyuan Chuban Youxian Gongsi, 2008), 43-86. 
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Script 3.1 Script excerpt of Kufeng Yinglian ‘Yu Xiahun suqing’ 

i. Original reciting paragraph in Luo's script (He 1993: 288) 

Chinese script English Translation 

余俠魂：【口白】不錯，我姓余名俠

魂，有個亞姐叫做阿三，在於你

家叔父家下傭工，我死鬼老頭忌

辰，無錢買元寶蠟燭來拜忌，想

走去馮家莊，同亞姐攞多少。點

知一入到門啫，佢就將我來辱

罵。 

後來你庶嬸娘睇眼唔過，俾咗兩

個銀錢過我。我拈咗銀多謝就扯

喇。惟是我一路行一路想，想想

吓見唔抵，姐弟上頭，有多少

情，我就返轉頭想話鬧返佢。 

點知返入去，冇一個人響廳，聽

到你庶嬸娘間房裡一男一女講

聲。我停步竊聽，原來奸夫淫

婦，話要將你叔父謀死，另偽造

一封情書，郵寄馬家，故有捏造

你私通啊姑娘。 

Yu Xiahun: (Recite) Right, I am Yu 

Xiahun. I have a sister Ah-Saam 

who is a maid of your uncle's 

mansion. I had no money to buy 

incense and paper offerings for my 

father's deathday, so I went to Feng 

Mansion to visit my sister and 

borrow some money. But she 

abused me once I walked through 

the door.  

Later your aunt Madam Feng gave 

me two coins, and I thanked her and 

left. Midway, I was so angry with 

my sister, I turned back to Feng 

Mansion and intended to scold her. 

I entered the hall and there was no 

one present. I heard whispering in 

your aunt's room. I stayed and 

eavesdropped. The paramour couple 

planned to kill your uncle and forge 

a love letter to Ma Mansion to 

fabricate your affair. 

 

ii. Bangzi zhongban in ‘Yu Xiahun suqing’ written by Ma Si-tsang73 

Chinese script English Translation 

余俠魂：【梆子中板】我姓余，我個

老豆又係姓余，俠魂就係我嗰個

名字。 

我家中內，糧無隔宿，幾乎要做

到乞兒。 

有一日，係三月清明，乃係拜山

嗰個日子。 

Yu Xiahun: (Sing bangzi zhongban) My 

surname is Yu, my father's surname 

is also Yu, Xiahun is my name. 

I have no food storage overnight and 

am almost a beggar. 

One day, which was Qingming 

Festival when people visit a tomb. 

So I went to Feng Mansion to visit 

my sister and borrow some money 

                                                 
73 ‘Yu Xiahun suqing’, Kufeng Yinglian, Yuequ Qingyuan粵曲清苑

<http://operawillis.appspot.com/lrc/kufengyinglian_yuxiahunsuqing?tc>, accessed on 25 July 2014. 
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Chinese script English Translation 

我就去馮家，揾我個大姐來借

銀，想拜老豆個山墳，睇怕佢冇

乜推辭。 

又點知佢，毫無父女姐弟情，反

轉個豬肚就係屎。 

佢開口就鬧衰神，話見到我就頭

暈，話我日日來借銀，不過我想

拜老豆嘅山墳，唔通個老豆佢就

冇份嘅，你話我幾咁心辭。 

好在個馮二奶，叫我大姐個衰

人，畀咗幾分銀子。 

佢重叫我，話你從今以後咪再

到，叫我立刻躝屍。 

咁我就番去歸，在半路中途，越

想越嬲，心中唔忿個死人大姊。 

就番轉頭，想鬧佢一身，來消咗

我啖氣，行行不覺，又到馮地門

楣。 

咁我就入大堂，鴉雀無聲，以為

無人在此。 

我又行入二廳，聽見房內吟吟沉

沉，我重估佢講我，就起了思

疑。 

我唔出聲，忍住個啖氣，喺房前

來偷聽，原來男女兩個人，在此

商量秘密大事。 

卻原來，奸夫巫實學，個淫婦馮

二奶，想話謀殺親夫，又話要假

造情書。 

我個陣時，想話出聲又不能，想

唔出聲又抵唔住，只好思量法

子。 

我就去馬家，想話來通知你，點

知你被逐出外，我又被人打到魄

散魂離。 

到今時，好彩幸得遇著你。 

真係天公有眼，我就笑口微微，

問聲大嫂你，你話你嘅家事我知

道唔知？我知道曬啦啩！ 

to sweep father's tomb. I supposed 

she would not reject me. 

But she was heartless to father and 

brother, turning a friend into an 

enemy. 

She called me evil and I was said 

dizzy for coming borrow every day. 

I just wanted to sweep my father's 

tomb. Was he her father? I am so 

sad. 

Luckily Madam Feng asked my evil 

sister to give me some money. 

She told me never come again and 

leave at once. 

Then I returned home. Midway, I 

was so angry with my sister. 

I therefore turned back to Feng 

Mansion and intended to scold her 

to cool myself down. 

I entered the hall and it was 

voiceless. I supposed there was no 

one present. 

I entered the second hall, and heard 

whispering in the room. I suspected 

they talked about me. 

I kept silent, held my breath and 

eavesdropped outside the room. 

There was a man and a woman 

secretively discussing. 

The paramour couple Wu Shixue 

and Madam Feng planned to kill 

Madam Feng's husband and forge a 

love letter. 

I wanted to cry out, though I had to 

keep silent, so I thought of a 

solution.  

I went to Ma Mansion to inform 

you. But you were expelled and I 

was beaten half to death. 

Luckily I see you now  

by the rule of heaven, so I smile and 

ask you if I know all of your affairs? 

I have known it at all. 
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iii. Bangzi zhongban in ‘Yu Xiahun suqing’ with dingban notation 
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Score 3.1 Transcription of ‘Yu Xiahun suqing’ 
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Script 3.2 Script excerpt of Xinbaijinlong ‘Huayuan xiangma’ 

 Chinese script English Translation 

3.1 白：白金龍 

張：張玉娘 

 

白：【白】你就無所謂，我就有所

因咯。【起唱八字句二黃慢

板】你係高竇貓兒，我偏要

監人賴厚。【唱序】你應承

係大家閨秀。 

張：【唱曲】我唔睬唔睬唔睬唔睬

我一概唔吼。 

白：【唱序】而家鬼駛你來吼咩？

【唱曲】你唔吼唔吼，唔吼

罷罷罷罷就。【唱序】將來

你就知道透。 

張：【唱曲】你監人賴厚，真係醜

上額頭。 

白：【唱序】哎吔乜你當我索油。

【唱曲】我係有意栽花，任

你無心插柳。【唱序】我唔

同你爭鬥。 

張：【唱曲】你冤冤氣氣，我睇見

你就擔愁。 

白：【唱序】乜得你咁擔愁。【唱

曲】我係官仔骨骨，而且我

重生成靚溜。【唱序】不過

我嘅桃花運唔夠咋。 

張：【唱曲】你唔知人嬲，又唔知

愧羞。 

白：【唱序】你嬲啫我唔嬲。【唱

曲】君子溫文，我地書香俊

秀。【唱序】我個荷包又夠

鬥。 

張：【唱曲】任你銀行大班，抑或

富貴王侯。 

白：【唱序】少艾又風流。 

Bai: Bai Jinlong 

Zhang: Zhang Yuniang 

 

Bai: (Speech) You don't care, but I do. 

(Sing baziju erhuang manban) 

You are haughty and I have to 

force you to treat me well. (Sing 

interlude) You are a lady, if you 

agree. 

Zhang: I don't care. 

Bai: It needs not you to care now. 

Leave it and you shall regret it 

in the future. 

Zhang: Shame on you! 

Bai: I'm not indecent and I'm intent on 

you. 

Zhang: You're so annoying. 

Bai: Don't be worried. I'm a handsome 

gentleman but ill-fated in love. 

Zhang: You don't feel my anger and 

you're shameless. 

Bai: You're angry but not me. I'm a 

gentle, rich elite. 

Zhang: I don't care if you are a banker 

or noble. 

Bai: I'm young and romantic.  

 張：【唱《青梅竹馬》】講出令我

嬲。 

白：【接唱】嬲乜望你講透。 

張：【接唱】覺你好荒謬，舉動輕

佻夠。 

Zhang: (Sing Qingmei Zhuma) You 

make me angry. 

Bai: Tell me what you are angry 

about. 

Zhang: You are ridiculous and 

skittish. 
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 Chinese script English Translation 

白：【接唱】你知識太幼，不應該

撚高竇。 

張：【接唱】我話相交友，應該有

自由。 

白：【接唱】我欲與嬌交友，全屬

無講爭鬥。 

張：【接唱】有鬼將你吼，我任你

將利誘。 

白：【接唱】喂跳舞應將就。 

張：【接唱】邊一個共你深厚。 

白：【接唱】喂我才貌夠，品格兼

優。 

張：【接唱】不知羞，原實你…

(錄音不清) 

白：【接唱】真激嬲，豈料你鬧我

冤氣，重兼響處懶高竇。 

張：【白】唔得閒同你講咁多﹐癩

蝦蟆想食天鵝肉，你都唔駛

嚟啦你。【下介】 

Bai: You're too ignorant and should 

not be so haughty. 

Zhang: I am free to make friends. 

Bai: I want to be friends with you and 

not argue. 

Zhang: I won't pay you attention even 

if you tempt me with money. 

Bai: You should have danced with me. 

Zhang: Who would be nice to you? 

Bai: I am good-looking and excellent 

in character. 

Zhang: You're shameless. 

Bai: You make me angry for scolding 

me for being annoying and 

being haughty. 

Zhang: (Speech) I have no time to 

chat. A toad lusting after a 

swan's flesh. You have no 

chance. 

3.2 白：【白】睇佢桃唇對我微含笑，

柳眼窺人半帶羞，妙極妙

極。【唱《下西歧》】佢重

含情猶帶羞，佢重臨走舒笑

口，美貌嬌姿花容月閉羞，

我想有日緣配就，我是最呀

用情又夾身家厚，婚配實要

籌謀，玉娘是理想佳偶，希

盼共訂鸞儔，為求同心允

就，應允諧白首，佢嬲走，

將來必會達到手。 

Bai: (Speech) She smiles at me and 

looks shy. Very nice! (Sing 

Xiaxiqi) She looks shy with 

love and smiles when leaving. 

Her floral beauty causes the 

moon to hide. I wish we would 

be a match one day. I have deep 

love and am rich. Yuniang is 

my ideal and I hope we can get 

married. I hope she agree that 

we stick together until death. 

She left angry today, but I shall 

succeed one day.  
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Illustration 3.4 Baziju erhuang manban of ‘Huayuan xiangma’ 
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Script 3.3 Script excerpt and transcription of Xinbaijinlong in Niangre Zhilian74 

Script with translation 

 Chinese script English Translation 

3.1 白：白金龍   

張：張玉娘 

 

白：【反線《花田遊》】青年發

達，商場實少有。我數億身

家，儀容兼貌秀，貴子多金，

朝晚有靚女追求，獨惜本少爺

難合意，未有好佳偶，真難覓

我知心偶，傾心結鸞儔。 

張：【接唱】助父經商同遊埠，馬

來風月無邊樂悠悠，美麗嘅星

洲，山川靈秀，鄉情甚親切，

人情濃厚，結友交朋重義氣，

風土世上難求。 

白：【接唱】呢位小姐初初到星洲

咩？有幸園林同聚首，望你不

棄，許我與你成為良友。 

張：【接唱】初相見，便想訂知

交，你禮貌太不週。 

白：【接唱】原諒我失禮，小姐恕

罪尤。 

Bai: Bai Jinlong 

Zhang: Zhang Yuniang 

 

Bai: A rich youth is rare in the 

business world. I am a handsome 

billionaire. Many beauties pursuing 

me do not match my taste. I cannot 

find a good match. 

Zhang: I am on a business tour with 

father. Malaysia and Singapore are 

beautiful and enjoyable. Such 

spritual landscapes and close 

relationships cannot be found in the 

world. 

Bai: Lady, is it your first time to 

Singapore? My pleasure to meet 

you in the garden. Hope you not 

hesitate to be a good friend with 

me. 

Zhang: It is improper to be a good 

friend in our first meeting. 

Bai: Sorry for my impoliteness. 

3.2 張：【直轉反線《銀塘吐艷》】你

眉目算清秀，青春面口。 

白：【接唱】人又斯文時，有禮又

溫柔。標準嘅靚仔，名望震全

埠，一見就傾心愛你，我以前

未有。 

張：【接唱】你誇炫名目，我話你

飽死荷蘭豆。 

白：【接唱】我並未言亂講，我的

確係名流。 

張：【接唱】話你成塊面皮成丈

厚。 

白：【接唱】幾許名門閨秀，向住

我追求。 

Zhang: You look decent and young. 

Bai: I am gentle and polite. A standard 

handsome guy, and well known in 

the town. I love you at the first 

sight, which has never happened 

before. 

Zhang: You're a bluffer. 

Bai: I don't lie. I am a celebrity. 

Zhang: You're cheeky. 

Bai: Many rich ladies pursue me. 

 

                                                 
74 The scripts and transcription are mainly based on the film Niangre Zhilian (1969), with reference to 

the film's soundtrack LP recording released by EMI in 1969, sung by Chan Po-chu and Leung Po-chu. 
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 Chinese script English Translation 

3.3 張：【白】咩話？你都有人追？真

係飽死呀！【直轉反線《秋的

懷念》】你把口又唔收，胡亂

語講出虛構，邊有人願意追你

呢個壽頭，你世間真少有。 

白：【白】哈哈，你估錯嘞。【接

唱】我漂亮更多金，衣飾最上

流。 

張：【接唱】你扮有錢佬，似清湯

上豉油。 

白：【接唱】我確係有錢佬，與你

一相見情投。 

張：【接唱】算你係有幾「溝」，

小姐也未「吼」，難成鳳友。 

Zhang: Ba! Pursue you? What a brag! 

You are a talker and fabricator. No 

one is willing to pursue an idiot like 

you. 

Bai: You are wrong. I am handsome, 

rich, and well dressed. 

Zhang: You disguise yourself as a rich 

man. 

Bai: I am really a rich man and in love 

with you. 

Zhang: Even if you have a little bit of 

money, I am not interested in you 

at all. You can't be my friend. 

 

3.4 白：【唱八字句二黃慢板】你隻高

竇貓兒，我偏要監人賴厚。

【唱序】我將衷情來直剖。

【唱曲】我愛你艷如桃李，高

貴無儔。 

張：【唱序】我怕聽你嘅油喉。 

白：【唱曲】我愛你淺笑梨渦，襯

住櫻桃素口。 

張：【唱序】我冇人咁多口。 

白：【唱曲】我愛你盈盈秋水，答

答含羞。 

張：【唱序】好過你不知羞。 

白：【接唱二王】我愛你搖曳生

姿，可謂腰如楊柳。 

張：【接唱過序】姑娘多隻跟尾

狗。 

白：【接唱】好似金龍戲鳳，結下

龍鳳鸞儔。 

張：【接唱過序】烏鴉難配鳳凰

儔。 

Bai: You are haughty and I have to 

force you to treat me well. I express 

my heart. I love your beauty and 

elegance. 

Zhang: I am afraid of your glib 

tongue. 

Bai: I love your dimply smile and little 

red mouth. 

Zhang: I won't be as chatty as you. 

Bai: I love your limpid and timid eyes. 

Zhang: you are shameless. 

Bai: I love your flickering gestures 

and small waist. 

Zhang: One more dog following me. 

Bai: We are like the dragon playing 

with the phoenix, making a perfect 

match. 

Zhang: A crow does not match with 

the phoenix. 
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 Chinese script English Translation 

3.5 白：【直轉《滿場飛》】我同龍與

鳳，共訂佳偶，一世無愁復冇

憂，大家心印心，心印心，相

親到白頭。 

張：【接唱】成塊面皮丈幾厚，挑

撻行為實太醜，你個白鼻哥，

我見你心憂，憎死你咁下流。 

白：【接唱】不必咁嬲，不須抱

憂，喂你不用快走，不用快

走，我譽滿星洲非白鼻友，識

親都貴族，親友上流，我年少

艾，論我身家厚，生意遍全球

六個洲，我未結婚，冇合意女

友，小姐咪相拒好佳偶。 

Bai: Dragon and phoenix, a perfect 

match for a happy life. Heart with 

heart, we love till we get old. 

Zhang: A cheeky man who 

misbehaves. I hate you, a bad man, 

so much. 

Bai: No anger, no worry. Don't go 

away. I am famous in Singapore 

and not a bad man. I make friends 

with nobles and the upper class. I 

am young and rich. I have business 

over the six continents of the world. 

I am single and have no girlfriend. 

Please don't reject me. 

 

Baziju erhuang manban: Chinese script with ding-ban notation 
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Transcription 
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Excerpt 3.1 The scene “Takeo's crying to the tomb” in Tokutomi Roka's Hototogisu  

i. Lin Shu's Chinese translation75 

「…水師官至一新墳之下，新墳上有松樹敷蔭，櫻花枯葉，堆落墳頂，碑上書曰：

『片岡浪子之墓。』此水師官矗立不復能動矣，少須乃大哭。武男自前二日由台灣歸。

五月以前至台灣，在道中與浪子瞥然一面，未久即得加藤夫人書，言浪子逝矣！既歸

即赴加藤家，乞示亡妻臨終之言。今日之至掃墓，悲不自勝，三年往事，潮上於心，

顯然在目。第一憶及蜜月，次則伊香保之采蕨，不動堂之盟誓，逗子臨之聚首，後此

山科車站之晤面；浪子臨門早歸之聲，尚依稀在耳，而歸時已非其妻矣！及再歸，則

人已奄化！因大哭呼曰：『浪子汝奚為死！』時秋風忽起，黃葉飄落如積。武男拭淚

及於墓前，以樹枝埽其落葉，端其花圜，置之墳上，自襟間出浪子遺書。此書得自加

藤夫人時，幾欲痛哭，今至墳前始發其書，幾乎不辨為浪子筆迹。字字欹斜，墨瀋散

漫，淚痕滿紙，書曰：『吾在世之日無多，故以數言囑爾，自大歸後，不期於此世中

乃與君一面，是帝力所使也。片响之間，我幾不能自支。』武男讀至此，立閉其目，

如見浪子在車站招手之時，更一開眼，則斷墳在目矣。復含淚竟其書曰：『汝我二人，

所遭乃至不幸，然我殊不怨一人，吾身歸土，而吾靈實在爾左右。』此時忽聞有童子

聲曰：『爸爸，有人在是也。』既而又曰：『即武男君也。』此時童子執花奔至，武

男大驚，急存其書，回首見片岡中將已及籬外。武男低首不敢仰視，忽覺有人執其手，

則中將也。二人相見大哭。中將曰：『武男君，老夫心碎矣！二人對立移時，無語。

中將徐曰：『武男君，浪子雖亡，老夫仍以婿視君。』武男悲咽無聲。中將曰：『武

男君不必悲，當思其遠且大者。凡人遇蹇運，多足以助男子立其宏業，老夫與君別久

矣，今且同行至老夫家，論台灣事也。』」 

                                                 
75 Kenjirō Tokutomi, Burugui [Hototogisu (The Cuckoo)] translated by Lin Shu and Wei Yi (Beijing: 

Shangwu Yinshuguan, 1981 [1908]). 
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ii. English translation from the Japanese by Sakae Shioya and E.F. Edgett76 

“…The [naval] officer looked around and stood before a new grave-post at his side. A 

graceful pine tree wove an evergreen covering over the grave, and red and yellow cherry 

leaves were falling around it. On the post was written in the blackest of ink, ‘Tomb of 

Nami Kataoka.’ The officer looked at the post, and stood as immovable as a stone. 

Presently his face quivered, and sobs escaped from his trembling lips. 

 

Takeo had returned yesterday from Formosa. 

Five months ago he had caught a glimpse of Nami as he was on his way to the 

Formosa expedition, and later, in that far-off island, he had heard from Madam Kato 

that she was no more. As soon as he returned, he sought Madam Kato, and implored 

her to tell him everything about his beloved wife's final hours on earth. 

Takeo stood before the grave and burst into tears. Memories of three years floated 

before his misty eyes, — the day of his marriage, the sunlight at Ikao, the vow at the 

Fudo Shrine, the last evening at Zushi, and, last of all, the chance meeting at 

Yamashima. The voice that cried ‘Come back soon!’ was still fresh in his ears, but 

when he came back she was no more his wife. He came back for the second time, and 

now she was gone. 

‘Oh, Nami-san, why did you die?’ He exclaimed, weeping bitterly.  

A gust of wind passed overhead, and cherry leaves rustled down on the grave-post. 

As if awakened, Takeo wiped his eyes and approached the grave. He took some 

withered flowers from the stands, and cleaning the fallen leaves away, replaced them 

with the chrysanthemums he had brought. He now took out something from his pocket. 

It was Nami's last letter. His feelings when he read it, receiving it from the hand of 

Madam Kato, had been overwhelming. He opened it. Not a trace of her beautiful 

handwriting was to be seen; the letters were wavering, the ink smeared, and the stains 

of sorrowful tears remained. 

‘My days being numbered, I wish to leave you a few words. I hardly hoped to see 

you in this world, but was so glad that we happened to meet the other day by the mercy 

of Heaven. But I scarcely knew how to use that single moment.’ 

                                                 
76 Kenjirō Tokutomi, Nami-ko: A Realistic Novel, tranlated from the Japanese by Sakae Shioya and E.F. 

Edgett (Tokyo: Yurakusha, 1905). 
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A picture of Nami struggling at the window and throwing her violet handkerchief 

to him stood clearly before his eyes. Takeo looked up. In front of him there was only 

the grave-post. 

‘Everything has gone against us, but I blame nobody. And, though my body will 

return to dust, my spirit will ever be at your side —’ 

‘Papa, somebody is here.’ The ringing voice of a boy was heard. The same voice 

again announced: ‘Papa, Takeo-san —’ And the boy with flowers came running to meet 

him. 

Surprised. Takeo stood with Nami's letter in hand, and looked back, his eyes 

meeting those of Genereal Kataoka at the wicket. 

Takeo's head was bowed to the ground. 

Suddenly he felt his hand in a warm grasp. On looking up, he found himself 

standing face to face with the general. 

‘Takeo-san, I, too, am broken-hearted.’ Grasping hands, both stood weeping. 

After a while the general wiped his tears. Laying his hand on Takeo's shoulder, he 

broke the silence, in a firm voice. 

‘Takeo-san, though Nami is dead, I am still your father. But come, be a man, 

Takeo-san, and look into the future. All our misfortunes have been to prepare us for a 

greater work. Indeed it's a long time since we met. Come with me, Takeo-san, and let 

me hear what happened to you at Formosa.’”  
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Script 3.4 Script excerpts and transcriptions of Hubugui ‘Kufen’ 

i. Yifan changju erhuang manban in Sit Kok-sin's ‘Kufen’ 

Chinese script with ding-ban notation 

 

English Translation 

Wen Pingsheng: (Sing yifan changju erhuang manban) Cold moon and chilly wind, 

dreary my tears. My wife's soul has gone. I, lost in a sea of eternal 

regrets. My poor wife came across ill fate. I return and mourn for her 

soul. I ask for burial together so we can be couple in the netherworld. 

My bloody tear drops out of nothing; my sadness is difficult to be 

comforted. My dear, you are as beautiful as flower. Your bitterness 

should turn into a cuckoo. The falling flowers and bird's cry are 

accompanying my mourning. 
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Remark: Lam Kar-sing added a melisma in zhengxian mode at the end of the aria as 

follows.  
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ii. Yifan changju erhuang manban in Sun-Ma Si-tsang's ‘Kufen’ 

Chinese script with ding-ban notation 

 

English Translation 

Wen Pingsheng: (Sing yifan changju erhuang manban) Cold moon and chilly wind, 

dreary my tears. My wife's soul has gone, I, lost in a sea of eternal 

regrets. My poor wife came across ill fate. I return and mourn for her 

soul. I ask for burial together so we can be couple in the netherworld. 

My bloody tear drops out of nothing; my sadness is difficult to be 

comforted. We are apart from life and death, and can only meet when 

your soul returns at midnight. The falling flowers and bird's cry are 

accompanying my mourning. 
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 Score 3.2 Transcription of the tune Hubugui 

English Translation 

Why doesn't she go home? Why doesn't she go home? Cuckoo cries with blood under 

the peach blossom. So sad the cuckoo cries. What happens on the Earth? Listen, the 

nostalgic man hates the springtime coming. Listen, the young woman on the chamber 

laments the springtime leaving. Why does the cuckoo induce people's crying? Cuckoo, 

why are calling her to return home? 
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Chapter 4: Active Adaptation: Tong Tik-sang's Cantonese Opera  

4.1 Introduction 

In my previous chapter, I examined some adaptations of Ma Si-tsang and Sit 

Kok-sin that helped them establish an influential position in Cantonese opera from the 

1920s to the 1930s. In the early 1950s, Ma Si-tsang, Sit Kok-sin and some other artists 

in response to the invitation of the government of the People’s Republic of China (PRC) 

newly established in 1949 returned to Guangzhou from Hong Kong to develop of 

Cantonese opera. The Cantonese opera industry in Hong Kong had faced a low tide in 

the 1950s after the disastrous Second World War from 1939 to 1945 and the economic 

and social depression that followed. Although it was a challenge for Cantonese opera 

artists staying in Hong Kong to rebuild their audiences, it was also an opportunity for 

them to be the leader of the industry. The changing audience taste and social 

environment called for new repertoire and adaptations. To achieve the goal, they 

worked together with professional playwrights to create good Cantonese opera scripts 

tailored to their individual talents.  

Tong Tik-sang 唐滌生  (1917-1959) was one of the most productive and 

influential Cantonese opera playwrights in Hong Kong. In his short forty-three years of 

life, he produced over 400 Cantonese opera works. Plenty of them, including the most 

popular ones such as Dinühua帝女花 [The Floral Princess] and Zichaiji紫釵記 [The 

purple hairpin], have become canons of Hong Kong Cantonese opera and are still 

frequently staged. His excellence made him a model playwright for his contemporaries 

and followers, which included So Yung蘇翁 (1932-2004) and Yip Shiu-tak葉紹德 

(1929-2009), and his works inspired many researchers' interest as they distinctly 

represent the high style of Hong Kong Cantonese opera.  
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It is notable that most of Tong's works are adaptations of existing works, 

including Chinese classical plays, Chinese classical and modern novels, folklores, and 

even Western films. In his adaptations, Tong Tik-sang effectively employed various 

adaptation techniques to convert the original works to Cantonese opera, usually tailor-

made for individual artists in mind, and at the same time, he was able to deliver his 

dramaturgy through the adapted works. I shall argue that his dramaturgy guided his 

adaptation process, and such active adaptation makes Tong excel in the field of 

Cantonese opera playwriting. In so doing, he reconnected Cantonese opera to the 

artistic and aesthetic foundation of traditional Chinese literature and theatre, which 

established the high style of Hong Kong Cantonese opera. In the following chapter, I 

shall first examine Tong's adaptations for individual artists, and then I shall examine 

his dramaturgy. I shall also illustrate how he established the high-style Hong Kong 

Cantonese opera, and shall conclude the chapter by presenting some of his legacies. 

4.2 Adaptation for individual artists 

Tong Tik-sang was famous for tailoring roles for individual artists. Starting his 

career as a scriptwriter and playwright, Tong Tik-sang wrote his first known Cantonese 

opera script Jiangcheng Jieyuhua江城解語花 [The compassionate blossom of river 

city] in 1938, premièred by Pak Kui-wing白駒榮 (1892-1974), and his first film script 

Dadi Chenzhong 大地晨鐘 [The Tolling Bell] in 1940, directed by Wu Pang 胡鵬 

(1909-2000) and starring Ng Cho-fan 吳楚帆  (1911-1993).77  Since then he wrote 

                                                 
77 Yu Muyun 余慕雲, “Tang Disheng zhuanji,”唐滌生傳記  [Tong Tik-sang's Biography] in Tang 

Disheng Dianying Xinshang (Xianggang Dianying Ziliaoguan Zhencang): Liyuan Yicui Yingqianxi — 

Tang Disheng Shishi Sishi Zhounian Jinian Huiyan 唐滌生電影欣賞(香港電影資料館珍藏): 梨園藝

萃迎千禧－唐滌生逝世四十周年紀念匯演 [Archive treasures: the movie world of Tong Tik-sang: 

millennium celebration - Cantonese opera festival in commemoration of the 40th anniversary of the death 

of Tong Tik-sang] (Hong Kong: Hong Kong Film Archive, 1999), 7.  
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scripts for many film productions and Cantonese opera for Sit Kok-sin's Gok Sin Sing 

Troupe and many other troupes, through which he strengthened his skills in 

scriptwriting and playwriting. Later, he became a popular playwright and wrote scripts 

for many active Cantonese opera artists such as Chan Kam-tong陳錦棠 (1906-1981), 

Fong Yim-fun and Pak Suet-sin. 

4.2.1 Adaptations for Fong Yim-fun 

Admired for her beautiful singing and distinctive artistic image, Fong Yim-fun 

was crowned the “Queen of Diva” 花旦王 by readers and audiences in a poll electing 

“Three Kings of the Pear Garden” conducted by the popular Hong Kong newspaper 

Yule Zhiyin 娛樂之音 [Sounds of Entertainment] in 1952.78 Founding her own film 

production company, Chik Lei Film Company 植利影業公司, and Cantonese opera 

troupe, Sun Yim Yeung Troupe 新艷陽劇團 , she was ambitious in marking her 

distinctive position in the industry by producing quality Cantonese opera works and 

films. 

To achieve her ideal, she accepted a historical play Wanshi Liufang Zhang 

Yuqiao萬世流芳張玉喬 [The Immortal Zhang Yuqiao] written by Jian Youwen簡又

文 (1896-1978), an historian famous for his study of the rebellions in the Qing Dynasty. 

Jian's original script truly complied with historical events but was not suitable for 

staging purposes. Fong Yim-fun then invited Tong Tik-sang to adapt the script into a 

Cantonese opera liberatto while keeping the literary style of the original work with the 

following objectives: “1/ to improve Cantonese opera; 2/ to honour Guangdong 

                                                 
78 “Introduction,” Anthology of Hong Kong Cantonese Opera: The Fong Yim Fun Volume, edited by Siu-

leung Li (Hong Kong: Kwan Fong Cultural Presearch & Development Programme, Lingnan University, 

2014), xxi. For biography of Fong Yim-fun, refer to Yue (2008). 
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literature, and; 3/ to uplift national spirit” (Yue 2008: 59). The work was premièred by 

Fong Yim-fun and her Sun Yim Yeung Troupe in 1954.79 

The revision of Wanshi Liufang Zhang Yuqiao initiated a close cooperation 

between Tong Tik-sang and Fong Yim-fun. From 1954 to 1958, the year of Fong Yim-

fun's retirement from the Cantonese opera stage, Tong Tik-sang wrote sixteen plays for 

her Sun Yim Yeung Troupe. A majority of these works had become Fong Yim-fun's 

representative repertoire, including Yanyang Changzhao Mudanhong艷陽長照牡丹紅 

[The Eternal Peony] (1954), Cheng Dasao 程大嫂 [The Forsaken woman] (1954), 

Dong Xiaowan 董小宛 [Romance of the Forbidden City /Dong Xiaowan] (1956), 

Luoshen洛神 [Goddess of the Luo River / The Nymph of the Luo River ] (1956), and 

Liuyuexue六月雪 [Snow in June] (1956). 

Of all the works mentioned, Liuyuexue was one of the most memorable, and 

was an adaptation by Tong Tik-sang from Jinsuoji金鎖記 [The Legend of Gold Lock], 

a Chinese classical play written by the playwright Yuan Yuling袁于令 in late Ming 

Dynasty (Yue 2008: 105). Yuan Yuling's Jinsuoji was in turn an adaptation of the 

famous Jaju雜劇 [a Chinese classical play genre popular in Yuan Dynasty] repertoire 

Dou'e Yuan竇娥冤 [The Injustice to Dou'e] written by Guan Hanqing關漢卿 of Yuan 

Dynasty.80 Dou'e Yuan was one of the ten great Chinese classic tragedies. The original 

                                                 
79 For the influence of Wanshi Liufang Zhang Yuqiao to Tong Tik-sang, refer to ‘Introduction’ and other 

analyses in Li (2011). 
80 Lai (2007) suggests that the Xiqu Reformation and the wave of adapting Guan Hanqing's Dou'e Yuan 

and other works in the mainland China had influenced Tong Tik-sang in adapting Dou'e Yuan to 

Liuyuexue (88-89, 107). By comparing Tong's adaptation with Yuan's and Guan's work, the plots between 

Tong's and Yuan's are much similar than Guan's, and most of the key scripts in Guan's work, especially 

the three swears, did not appear in Tong's work. In addition, Tian Han released his drama Guan Hanqing 

in 1958, while Tong's work had been premièred in 1956, two years before Tian's. It suggests that Tong 

probably adapted Liuyuexue from Yuan's work rather than Guan's work. 
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story is about Dou'e竇娥 being wrongly judged and beheaded for poisoning the father 

of a hooligan Zhang Lü'er張驢兒. Returning as a ghost, Dou'e sought her father Dou 

Tianzhang's竇天章 help for appeal.  

In the adaptation of Liuyuexue, Tong Tik-sang showed his talent in tailoring a 

role to a particular artist. Fong Yim-fun was famous for her portrayal of the image of 

an ideal traditional Chinese woman. In Liuyuexue, Tong Tik-sang constructed Dou'e's 

character as a tender and dutiful daughter-in-law rather than a woman fighting for 

justice as in Guan's original script. In Scene 4 when Dou'e and her mother-in-law heard 

the news that Dou'e's husband died on his trip to the imperial examination, Fong Yim-

fun's touching performance was regarded by Chen Zelei as having successfully 

actualized the moral value of a traditional Chinese woman.81 Tong Tik-sang also altered 

the story so that Cai Changzong蔡昌宗, Duo'e's husband who was saved from death 

and attained the championship of the imperial examination, rescued her from execution. 

The alternation avoided the death and the ghost's return of Dou'e and preserved the 

positive image of Fong Yim-fun. 

  

                                                 
81 Chen Zelei陳澤蕾, “Huadan Chenwang: Fang Yanfen Fudao Biaoyan,”花旦稱王：芳艷芬婦道表

演[The champion of female role: Fong Yim-fun's performance on woman's virtue] in Yue (2008),  204. 
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Figure 4.1 Fong Yim-fun and Poon Yat-on in Liuyuexue (1959)82 

 

Liuyuexue and other Fong Yim-fun's representative repertoires helped establish 

a distinctive “Fong's style” in Cantonese opera female role singing and acting. The style 

was further reinforced by the repetitve use of some particular aria types in scripts for 

Fong Yim-fun. For example, Fong was famous for singing the aria type fanxian 

erhuang manban 反線二黃慢板 [a quadruple-meter aria type in erhuang mode in 

approximately the key of G in Western music].83 Scriptwriters of Fong's repertoire thus 

often wrote a section of fanxian erhuang manban for the theme song. When Tong Tik-

sang adapted Baishezhuan白蛇傳 [The legend of the white snake] (1958) for Fong 

Yim-fun in 1958, he followed that practice, but, instead of writing a new script, he 

incorporated the traditional guqiang aria Baishe Huizi白蛇會子 [White snake meeting 

her son] in the act ‘Shilin jita’仕林祭塔 [Shilin memorial at the pagoda]. In the aria, 

                                                 
82 DVD recording of Liuyuexue (1959) filmed by Fong Yim-fun and Poon Yat-on半日安 (1902-1964), 

Hong Kong: Winson Entertainment Distribution Ltd. 
83 For Fong Yim-fun's stylistic singing of fanxian erhuang manban, refer to the analysis by the current 

thesis writer in Zhou Shishen, “Fangqiang shangxi: Fang Yanfen de fanxian erhuang manban ji fanxian 

bangzi zhongban changqiang fenxi,” 芳腔賞析：芳艷芬的反線二黃慢板及反線梆子中板唱腔分析 

[Appreciating Fong's Tone: Analysis on Fong Yim-fun's fanxian erhuang manban and fanxian bangzi 

zhongban singing] in Yue (2008), 173-190. 
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Fong Yim-fun, playing the role Bai Suzhen白素貞 the white snake, sang in zhongzhou 

yinyun, while her opponent role Sun-Ma Si-tsang, acting Shilin, sang in the Cantonese 

dialect.84 This recycling of an old script to a new work seems to lack originality in 

creative work, yet it conveys some important meanings for Fong Yim-fun. First, it 

displayed Fong's talent in traditional Cantonese opera acting and singing. Second, it 

served as a salutation to the actress Lee Suet-fong李雪芳 (1898-unknown), who was 

highly praised for her singing of Baishe Huizi in the 1920s. Third, as her farewell 

performance, Fong Yim-fun demonstrated her all-rounded artistry of blending the old 

and new and reiterated her position of “Queen of Diva”. In this regard, Tong Tik-sang 

as a playwright helped Fong Yim-fun display her Cantonese opera artistry and sustain 

her popularity. 

Unlike the case of Pak Suet-sin to be discussed below, Tong Tik-sang tailored 

scripts for Fong Yim-fun mainly to highlight Fong Yim-fun's individual singing and 

acting prowess. Other casts were usually shadowed except for the most talented artists 

such as Yum Kim-fai and Poon Yat-on. Though this makes the scripts perfectly suited 

to Fong's performance and image, it is difficult for other performers to surpass Fong.85 

Hence, even though Tong Tik-sang is the playwright of the scripts, the collection of 

                                                 
84  Fong Yim-fun has donated a live recording of her and Sun-Ma Si-tsang's ‘Shilin jita’ to Radio 

Television Hong Kong (RTHK) and broadcasted on Radio 5 on 13 May 2007. 
85The 39th Hong Kong Arts Festival in 2011 held a programme “The Artistry of Fong Yim-fun” including 

four works, Cheng Dasao, Luoshen, Wanshi Liufang Zhang Yuqiao, and Hongluanxi紅鸞喜 [The Happy 

Marriage of Red Phoenix], performed by Nam Fung 南鳳 and Lee Lung李龍. Critics on the leading 

female role all concentrated on whether she performed and sung in Fong's style, see Zhang Minhui, 

“Gongbi de Luoshen,”工筆的《洛神》 [A Fine brushwork Luoshen] Hong Kong Economic Journal, 29 

March 2011, and Deng Lan 鄧蘭, “Ping Xianggang Yishujie de Fang Yanfen mingjuxuan,” 評香港藝

術節的芳艷芬名劇選 [Critics on “The Artistry of Fong Yim-fun”, Hong Kon Art Festival] Hong Kong 

Economic Journal, 6 May 2011. In another article, Zhang Minhui commented that it is difficult for other 

casts to perform some of the Fong's works without careful revision and serious interpretation as it exposes 

many weaknesses of some old Cantonese opera repertoire, see Zhang Minhui, “Weishenme yiding xuan 

Hongluanxi,”為甚麼一定選《紅鸞喜》 [Why it must choose Hongluanxi] Hong Kong Economic 

Journal, 12 April 2011. 
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Fong Yim-fun's scripts are usually regarded as “Fang Yanfen/Fangqiang xibao”芳艷芬

/芳腔戲寶  [the drama treasures of Fong Yim-fun/Fong's style]. This reflects the 

“performer-led drama” characteristic of Chinese operatic tradition.86 

4.2.2 Adaptations for Pak Suet-sin  

Pak Suet-sin was the daughter of the leading Cantonese opera actor Pak Kui-

wing 白駒榮 (1892-1974), and a disciple of Sit Kok-sin, discussed in length in the 

previous chapter. She had cooperated with many different male role performers, but the 

most notable one was her cooperation with Yam Kim-fai from the 1940s. Together with 

a group of talented performers, musicians, and artists, they formed the Sin Fung Ming 

Troupe仙鳳鳴劇團 in 1956 and reformed Cantonese opera by rescuing the weakening 

art form. Tong Tik-sang was invited to be the playwright and wrote eleven works for 

Pak Suet-sin and her troupe from 1956 to 1959. The Sin Fung Ming Troupe was 

regarded as a legend of Hong Kong operatic history, and works such as Mudanting 

Jingmeng牡丹亭驚夢 [An interrupted dream in the Peony Pavilion] (1956), Zichaiji

紫釵記 [The Purple Hairpin] (1957), Dinühua帝女花 [The Floral Princess], and Zaishi 

Hongmeiji再世紅梅記 [Reincarnation of Lady Red Plum] (1959) became canons of 

Hong Kong Cantonese opera. 

To strengthen Pak Suet-sin's competitiveness with her contemporary female 

role actresses such as Fong Yim-fun and Hung Sin-nui紅線女 (1924-2013), Tong Tik-

sang wrote scripts to feature Pak's acting techniques. He adapted performance 

techniques from the famous repertoires of Peking opera and Kun opera with the advice 

                                                 
86 For further discussion, refer to “Foreword,” Li (2014), xii.  
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from experts of both operatic genres such as Hu Ying胡韺 (1910-1983) (a.k.a. Madam 

Sun Yangnong孫養農夫人) and Zhang Shuxian張淑嫻 (born in 1919), both disciples 

of Mei Lanfang, an acclaimed Peking opera performer. Pak Suet-sin had thanked Hu 

and Zhang for their tireless help in script writing and refinement, performance 

technique guidance, costume design, and other production details.87 Cheng Man-ha鄭

孟霞  (1922-2000), the wife of Tong Tik-sang and a Peking opera actress, once 

mentioned that she had advised Tong Tik-sang to borrow the musical idea and the 

performance technique of guichu鬼出 [ghost appearance] in the work Huozhuo Zhang 

Sanlang活捉張三郎 [The Haunting of Zhang San-lang] of Xiao Cuihua筱翠花 (1900-

1967), a famous Peking opera dan role actor, to the act ‘You gou’幽媾 [Spectral 

marriage] of Mudanting Jingmeng. 88  In the act ‘Youyuan jingmeng’遊園驚夢 

[Startling dream while visiting the garden] of the same work, Tong Tik-sang adapted 

the original script of Tang Xianzu湯顯祖 (1550-1616)'s Mudanting牡丹亭 [The Peony 

Pavilion] for Wong Yuet-sang to compose a new duet Youyuanqu遊園曲 [Song of 

garden visiting]. Tong Tik-sang specified in the script that the music and dance 

movements of the two roles, Du Liniang杜麗娘 and Chunxiang春香, should match 

the corresponding section of the ‘Youyuan’ scene of Kun opera. (Yung 2012:206) Hu 

Ying mentioned that she had admired Mei Lanfang and Yu Zhenfei 俞振飛 (1902-

1993)'s Kun opera performance of ‘Youyuan jingmeng’ and recommended Pak Suet-

sin to adapt Mudanting into Cantonese opera. 89  Although there is no live video 

                                                 
87 Bai Xuexian 白雪仙, “Liunianlai de ganshou,”六年來的感受 [Feelings for the six years] Baishe 

Xinchuan Yanchu Tekan白蛇新傳演出特刊 [Programme booklet of Baishe Xinchuan], 3, in Lu(2004). 
88 Cheng Man-ha's radio interview, Tang Disheng Yishu Huixiang唐滌生藝術迴響 [Reverberation of 

Tong Tik-sang's art]<http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8R7JTbkewis>, accessed on 31 July 2014. 
89Hu Ying胡韺, “Xiezai Mudanting shangyan zhiqian,”寫在牡丹亭上演之前 [Writing before the premi

ère of Mudanting] Mudanting Jingmeng Yanchu Tekan 牡丹亭驚夢演出特刊 [Programme booklet of 

Mudanting Jingmeng], 6, in Lu(2004). 
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recording of Pak Suet-sin's performance available now, the stage photos and a live 

audio recording of Pak Suet-sin's performance from the 1960s gave clues to her delicate 

performance style inspired by the Kun opera. 

In the adaptation of Zaishi Hongmeiji from Zhou Chaojun周朝俊's Hongmeiji

紅梅記  [The Story of Red Plum] written in the Ming Dynasty, Tong Tik-sang 

incorporated the performance technique of zhuangfeng裝瘋 [Feigning madness] from 

Mei Lanfang's representative work Yuzhoufeng宇宙鋒 [the Universal Pagoda] to the 

act ‘Naofu zhuangfeng’鬧府裝瘋 [Rioting in the court and feigning madness]. The act 

was about the Grand Tutor Jia Sidao賈似道, a historical figure in Song Dynasty, who, 

was a slave to Lu Zhaorong's 盧昭容  beauty, wanted to have Lu as one of his 

concubines. Detecting Jia's intention, Pei Yu裴禹 advised Lu to feign madness. With 

Pei's help, Lu successfully deceived Jia and left Jia's mansion safely. The script and 

music transcription of the scene is in Script 4.2 at the end of this chapter. 

While borrowing the scene from Peking opera, Tong Tik-sang absorbed only 

the most critical and dramatic elements, such as the scenes of feigning madness by 

believing the father was the husband, and herself as having been to the underworld. In 

fact, he rewrote all the scripts and restructured the two scenes of Yuzhoufeng completely. 

The interaction between Lu Zhaorong and Jia Sidao showed more elaboration than the 

original, with the creation of singing and acting by Pak Suet-sin and Leung Sing-po梁

醒波 (1908-1981), the performers of the two roles respectively. For example, the 

adding of the plot of Jia Sidao beating Lu's father to test her madness not only added 

drama to the story line but also successfully depicted Jia's cruelty, making the content 

much richer and performance tighter in Tong's work. 
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Comparing the script and performance of Yuzhoufeng and ‘Naofu zhuangfeng’, 

there are clear differences in the acting and staging of Peking opera and Cantonese 

opera in general. In the script of Yuzhoufeng (Script 4.1), Zhao Nü, the leading female 

role, had several lines of self-reflection about her feigning madness. Mei Lanfang had 

once discussed the difficulties in acting the three layers of the role, which was Zhao Nü 

in madness, Zhao Nü herself, and the performer's oneself.90 In Tong's script, however, 

Zhaorong needed not to go in and out of the role to express her own feelings to the 

audience, but only performed the part of feigned madness. It did not only simplify the 

difficulty in acting, but also unified a realistic performance style preferred by the Hong 

Kong Cantonese opera audience. 

In ‘Naofu zhuangfeng’, Tong Tik-sang used only a few aria types to construct 

the musical number, which included bangzi gunhua梆子滾花 [a free-meter aria type 

sung in bangzi mode], bangzi shuangzhongban梆子爽中板 [a single-meter aria type 

sung in bangzi mode and moderate tempo] and bangzi kwaizhongban梆子快中板 [a 

single-meter aria type sung in bangzi mode and fast tempo],91 and traditional fixed 

tunes Yintaishang 銀台上 and Jinxian Diaofurong Manban 金線吊芙蓉慢板. This 

                                                 
90 Mei Langfeng, Xu Jichuan et al., Wutai Shenghuo Sishinian 舞臺生活四十年 [40 lives annually on 

the stage: a Memoir of Mei Lanfang], in Mei Lanfang Quanji (Diyijuan)梅蘭芳全集（第 1卷） [Mei 

Langfang Works, Volume 1], edited by Mei Shaowu et al. (Shijiazhuang Shi: Hebei Jiaoyu Chubanshe, 

2000), 54; also, Mei Lanfang, “Reflections on my stage life,” in Wu Zuguang, Huang Zuolin, and Mei 

Shaowu, Peking Opera and Mei Lanfang (Beijing: New World Press, 1981), 30-45. 
91 In the script, bangzi shuangzhongban and bangzi kwaizhongban are named kuaigulao zhongban 快古

老中板 [duple-meter aria type sung in antiquated pattern with quick tempo] and gulao kuaizhongban古

老快中板 [single-meter aria type sung in antiquated pattern] respectively. The similarity in both names 

leads to confusion easily. Their major difference is the rhythmic pattern. Kuaigulao zhongban means it 

is sung in the rhythmic pattern of gulao zhongban, which in nowadays is called shuangzhongban 爽中

板, whereas gulao kuaizhongban means it is sung in the rhythmic pattern of kuaizhongban快中板, which 

is a fast, single-meter aria type. The term gulao 古老 [antiquated] refers to the rhythmic pattern of the 

antiquated aria type. These two aria types belong to the bangzi family of Cantonese opera and are sung 

in bangzi mode, which features pentatonic scale. For detail explanation of the bangzi family and its aria 

types, refer to Yung (1989: 67-81). 
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imitated the old practice of paichangxi of using aria types from a single aria type family, 

that is, bangzi or erhuang, in a single scene. The speech types used in the excerpt were 

koubai口白 [plain speech], kougu口古 [rhymed speech], and a line of dayin shibai打

引詩白 [poetic speech with melisma at the end] when Zhaorong and her father exited. 

These were all typical aria types and speech types in Cantonese opera. Some dialogues 

of Jia Sidao and Lu Zhaorong were in zhongzhou yinyun. This befitted Jia Sidao's high 

official status. In addition, reciting zhongzhou yinyun is dramatically more eloquent and 

weighty. 

Pak Suet-sin did not just merely sing each section of the aria habitually, but she 

blended well the antique singing style to the new script by playing with the rhythm of 

the aria type bangzi kwaizhongban. The fast, irregular rhythmic patterns (some of them 

were even considerably ‘faulty’) depicted expertly Lu Zhaorong's madness on the one 

hand, and enhanced the performer's movement on the other. To match the antique 

singing style, the accompaniment ensemble employed traditional Cantonese musical 

instruments used in antique singing such as erxian, tiqin, guan喉管, and yueqin月琴. 

The singing, reciting, acting and music accompaniment together not only brought 

excitement but also a sense of classicality and a taste of Cantonese opera to the scene. 

This was Pak Suet-sin and her body movement advisors' creativity in smoothly adapting 

the performance technique of Peking opera to Cantonese opera, yet the creative team's 

concerted effort in uniting script, music, percussion, and many different elements into 

one scene could never be underestimated. Such an adaptation is not merely a 

‘translation’ but an assimilation of script and performance techniques of Peking opera 
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to Cantonese opera, thus it is regarded as one of Tong Tik-sang's most successful 

adaptations.92 

Besides adapting performance techniques from Peking and Kun opera, Tong 

Tik-sang also carefully adapted scripts of Chinese theatre classics to create distinct 

characters for Pak Suet-sin. Tong appreciated Pak Suet-sin's talent in creating 

characters and performing every role in a lively manner.93 He, therefore, wrote scripts 

according to Pak Suet-sin's strength in reciting and singing quick aria as well as her 

strong and firm character. Zichaiji is known to be one of Pak Suet-sin's favorite works 

in that Tong Tik-sang specially designed the character of Huo Xiaoyu霍小玉 for her. 

Zichaiji was a love story in Tang Dynasty about the love between Li Yi李益, a 

scholar, and Huo Xiaoyu a singing girl who was originally a princess. Although Li and 

Huo had got married privately, Lu, the senior official in charge of military affairs, 

pressured Li into marry his daughter, or otherwise sued him for treason. With the help 

of “Yellow Gown”, a chevalier in charge of military affairs, Huo reunited with Li. 

While all the misunderstandings were cleared up, the chevalier deposed Lu in the name 

of justice. 

In the last act of Zichaiji, ‘Lunli zhengfu’論理爭夫 [Claiming for husband], 

Tong Tik-sang rewrote the last scene of Tang Xianzu's Zichaiji so that Huo Xiaoyu was 

staged to dispute Lu in a court scene on the forced marriage of his daughter to Li Yi. It 

not only strengthened the original theme of Tang Xianzu's Zichaiji, that is, the faithful 

                                                 
92 For detail analysis on Zaishi Hongmeiji, refer to Ye (1988), Volume 3. 
93 Tang Disheng唐滌生, “Bianxie Mudanting Jingmeng de dongji yu zhuti,”編寫牡丹亭驚夢的動機與

主題 [The motive and theme of writing Mudanting Jingmeng] Mudanting Jingmeng Yanchu Tekan 牡丹

亭驚夢演出特刊 [Programme booklet of Mudanting Jingmeng], 6, in Lu (2004). 
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and unbreakable love of the couple, but also gave an opportunity for Pak Suet-sin to 

display her singing skill and body movement. It is little wonder it became one of Pak 

Suet-sin's iconic performances.94 

Tong Tik-sang and Pak Suet-sin collaborated closely and they respected each 

other highly. After Tong's sudden death at an early age of forty-three in 1959, Pak Suet-

sin paused the performance of Sin Fung Ming Troupe for two years, and, after the 

launch of Baishe Xinchuan白蛇新傳 [New legend of the white snake], revised by Yip 

Shiu-tak based on Tong Tik-sang's posthumous drafts, she and Yam Kim-fai half retired 

from stage performance. Pak Suet-sin's condolence to Tong Tik-sang, “The soulmate 

has gone and the zither broken, I will not be on the stage carpet again,”[知音云亡，琴

心破碎，不願再踏紅毹上]95 was a testament to their deep friendship. 

4.2.3 Adaptations for other artists 

Tong Tik-sang not only tailored script for the leader of Cantonese opera troupes 

as in the cases of Fong Yim-fun and Pak Suet-sin, but also took care of other important 

performers in the troupes. For example, in Liuyuexue, Tong Tik-sang developed the 

plot of Cai Changzong, Dou'e's husband, to showcase Fong's partner Yam Kim-fai, the 

most beloved Cantonese opera male-role actress since the 1950s. In Guan's original, 

Cai Changzong died at an early age and did not have any entrance. Although Yuan 

                                                 
94 For further discussion on Pak Suet-sin's role playing characteristic, refer to Chen Zelei, “Xianzhi 

zhongde ziyou kongjian: Bai Xuexian de danhang yishu,”限制中的自由空間：白雪仙的旦行藝術 

[Free space within limit: Pak Suet-sin's art of female role playing], in Li, Zheng and Dai (2005), 327-

345. 
95 Yuxiang Fanshan御香梵山, “Lijin xieyang — Bai Xuexian daonian Tang Disheng xiansheng,”立盡

斜陽－白雪仙悼念唐滌生先生[Stand through the twilight hours — Pak Suet-sin's Condolence to Mr 

Tong Tik-sang], in Tang Disheng Dianying Xinshang (Xianggang Dianying Ziliaoguan Zhencang): 

Liyuan Yicui Yingqianxi — Tang Disheng Shishi Sishi Zhounian Jinian Huiyan 唐滌生電影欣賞(香港

電影資料館珍藏): 梨園藝萃迎千禧－唐滌生逝世四十周年紀念匯演 [Archive treasures: the movie 

world of Tong Tik-sang: millennium celebration - Cantonese opera festival in commemoration of the 

40th anniversary of the death of Tong Tik-sang] (Hong Kong: Hong Kong Film Archive, 1999), 17. 
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Yuling had created the character Cai Changzong in his adaptation, the description of 

love between Cai and Dou'e was weak (Liu and Chen 2015: 145). In Tong's adaptation, 

Cai appealed for Dou'e after attaining the champion scholar status at the imperial 

examination and returning as inspector general, whereas in the original play of Guan 

Hanqing, it was Dou Tianzhang竇天章, father of Dou'e, who appealed for his daughter. 

Tong's adaptation highlighted a series of scenes between Cai and Dou'e, including the 

encounter, farewell, reunion and appeal. This provided more room for Yam Kim-fai to 

display her scholar and officer role playing skills in the court and love scenes. Although 

this opposed the fidelity principle of adaptation, Cantonese opera audiences in the 

1950s found the altered story more attractive, for they loved watching the love story 

between the principal male and female roles.96 Tong Tik-sang had also created many 

successful characters for Yam Kim-fai, including Li Yi李益 in Zichaiji, Zhou Shixian

周世顯 in Dinühua, and Liu Mengmei柳夢梅 in Mudanting Jingmeng. Yam Kim-fai 

once mentioned that she had appreciated Tong Tik-sang's character creation and was 

willing to actualize the character according to the spirit of the original work and the 

script of the adaptor, but it is generally agreed that it was Yam Kim-fai's charisma in 

performance that helped make the characters come to life.97 

In some adaptations, Tong Tik-sang had to largely revise the original plot to suit 

the ‘six-pillar’ system of Cantonese opera troupes in Hong Kong. In the adaptation of 

                                                 
96 Chen Suyi discusses the change in narrative structure from Guan Hanqing's Dou'e Yuan and Yuan 

Yuling's Jinsuoji to Tong Tik-sang Liuyuexue, and suggests that the additional love storyline between 

Cai Changzong and Dou'e in Tong Tik-sang's Liuyuexue may be inspired by Yuan Yuling's work, but 

Tong's playwriting connects the love storyline and the injustic storyline much more closely. See Chen 

Suyi, “Liuyuexue—a single-to-double narrative structure,” in Liu and Chan (2015), 125-148. 
97 For Yam Kim-fai's character creation, refer to Chen Suyi, “‘Banhan buhan’: Renwu xingsu chanlun—

yi Zichaiji, Xilou Cuomeng, Liangzhu Henshi weili,”「半憨不憨」：人物形塑闡論─以《紫釵記》、

《西樓錯夢》、《梁祝恨史》為例 [Fool or not fool: Discussion on character creation—Examples 

from Zichaiji, Xilou Cuomeng, Liangzhu Henshi] in Zhou and Zheng (2008), 511-522. 
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Zichaiji, Tong Tik-sang elevated the importance of the two supporting roles, Cui 

Yunming崔允明 and Huang Shanke黃衫客, the “Yellow Gown”. In Tang Xianzu's 

original work, the two characters only played a minor role as a friend of Li Yi and a 

high official in the last scene respectively. In Tong Tik-sang's adaptation, the two 

characters became representatives of justice and supporters of Li and Huo's love. In the 

first scene, Cui Yunming reminded Li Yi on love and fidelity. In the farewell scene of 

Li Yi and Huo Xiaoyu, Cui Yunming justly spoke for Huo Xiaoyu when an officer 

flirted with her. When the senior military official threatened and lured Cui Yunming 

and Wei Xiaqing to support the forced marriage, Cui died for Huo Xiaoyu in fighting 

against the official. In the following scenes, after knowing Huo Xiaoyu's circumstance, 

Huang Shanke helped the reunion of Li Yi and Huo Xiaoyu, and punished the senior 

military official for killing Cui Yunming. To fit into the ‘six-pillar’ system, Tong Tik-

sang arranged Leung Sing-po, the famous comic role actor, to perform the two roles 

consecutively in the same work. It gave the audience an impression that Huang Shanke 

acted as the incarnation of Cui Yunming and continued his will in helping Huo Xiaoyu. 

This successful arrangement was welcomed by audiences and has become the default 

of the play.98 This role setting was tailor-made for Leung Sing-po, as he was capable of 

playing the comic role as well as the male martial role, but it is a challenge for other 

comic role actors to play such divergent roles within the same work. In all, with his 

talent in playwriting and adaptation skill, Tong Tik-sang has turned the limit of the ‘six-

pillar’ system into an essential part of the dramatic effect, and wisely created 

                                                 
98 In another work, Dinühua, Tong Tik-sang had arranged Lan Chi-pak靚次伯 (1904-1992), the famous 

military role actors, to act the role of Chongzhen崇禎, the last emperor of the Ming Dynasty, and the 

Qing emperor consecutively, but nowadays some troupes, including the production of Chor Fung Ming 

Troupe雛鳳鳴劇團 with Pak Suet-sin as Artistic Director in 2007, arrange two actors to play the roles 

separately. The difference arrangement between Dinühua and Zichaiji showed that there is a dramatic 

consideration in role and performer assignment. 
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opportunities for the ‘six pillars’ to display their acting talents through their playing of 

tailor-made roles. 

4.3 Adaptation and dramaturgy 

Cantonese opera, like other types of performing arts such as drama and musical, 

is a complex and integrative art form that involves collaboration of different parties. As 

playwright and scriptwriter of the Sin Fung Ming Troupe, Tong Tik-sang was also 

responsible for providing many ideas on costume and stage design aside from adapting 

the scripts. In fact, he was known to have played the role of a director.99 Thus, in a way, 

his adaptation and his unique collaborations with the Sin Fung Ming Troupe have made 

it possible for him to deliver his intended idealized dramaturgy. 

In drama study, the concept of dramaturgy is an effective tool to investigate the 

complex collaboration in a troupe or production. Dramaturgy, or dramaturg, is “the 

study of how meaning is generated in drama and performance.” 100  It refers to a 

particular playwright or play, and describes the dramatic structure or the conventions 

operating in the work, its action, genre, characterization, and elements of production 

implied such as costuming, scenery, or lighting. As a person, the dramaturg—

sometimes called a literary manager—seeks out, develops, advocates for new plays, 

adaptations, translations, or styles of performance, and enriches creations with critical, 

historical, sociological, ideological, and imagistic materials. Finally, the dramaturg 

                                                 
99 The Hong Kong Heritage Museum held an exhibition in December 2009 displaying some of Tong Tik-

sang's manuscript and drawing of characters. For detail, refer to Lu and Zhang (2011). 
100 “Dramaturgy/Dramaturg,” The Oxford Encyclopedia of Theatre and Performance, edited by Dennis 

Kennedy (New York: Oxford University Press, 2003), 386-388. 
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helps develop, plan, and implement a theatre's mission, a playwright's passion, or a 

director's vision. 

It is worth noting that the creative process of many of Tong Tik-sang's 

adaptations for the Sin Fung Ming Troupe were collaborative from the very beginning 

of the production. It was Hu Ying and Zhang Shuxian, both experts of Chinese classical 

plays, who had recommended works for Tong Tik-sang to adapt into Cantonese opera. 

These included Tang Xianzu's Mudanting and Zichaiji, Yuan Yuling's Xilouji西樓記 

[The story of the west tower], and Zhou Chaojun's Hongmeiji. During the adaptation, 

Wong Yuet-sang and Chu Ngai-kong 朱毅剛 (1922-1981), both famous Cantonese 

opera musicians and composers, advised Tong Tik-sang on arranging tunes and aria 

types for writing scripts and composed new tunes for Tong's scripts.101 

Pak Suet-sin insisted on having rehearsals for every production, which was 

different from the common practice of no rehearsals prior to performance in the industry 

at the time. She even invited critics and intelligentsia from the cultural circles to watch 

the pre-runs to provide feedbacks for improvement. During the rehearsal, Pak Suet-sin 

the troupe leader, Tong Tik-sang the playwright, Hu Ying the artistic director, and other 

leading role performers all took up the role of the director – that is to openly share their 

views about how to improve the performance – which is regarded by some as a ‘group 

director system’ [jiti daoyan zhi 集體導演制] (Lu 2004: 4). This was an unusual 

practice as in other troupes the wenwusheng, the leading male-role actor, had absolute 

                                                 
101 Ye Shaode mentioned that Tong Tik-sang even needed musicians' help in adding dummy lyrics to a 

fixed tune for his lyrics writing as he did not know musical notation and score reading. Refer to Ye 

Shaode, “Juben zai yuejushi de zhongyaoxing,”劇本在粵劇史的重要性 [The importance of script in 

Cantonese opera history], in Ye Shaode edited, Tang Disheng Xiqu Xinshang(1)唐滌生戲曲欣賞(一) 

[Appreciation of Tong Tik-sang’s Repertoire(1)] (Hong Kong: Xianggang Zhoukan Chuban Youxian 

Gongsi, 1986), 11. 
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power in directorial decision-making. In spite of suppressing improvisation regime, the 

group director system and the serious and intense rehearsals did ensure quality 

performances based on a well-tested aesthetics rather than the taste and artisanship of a 

few leading performers.  

Hu Chunbing胡春冰 (1907-1960),102 a pioneer Chinese dramatist in the first 

half of the twentieth century, was crucial in putting the Sin Fung Ming Troupe on the 

map of Cantonese opera. Additionally, Hu's view about Chinese theatrical development 

and his theory of dramaturgy was likely to have played a part in Tong Tik-sang's 

adaptation process. Pak Suet-sin also mentioned that Hu had given her much invaluable 

advice on characterization.103 In an article dated 1958, Hu stated that the Sin Fung Ming 

Troupe had made good progression toward “the creation of a new national opera,” for 

it had adapted stories from well-known works of Chinese classical theatre, prepared 

and rehearsed sufficiently for performances, unified costume and stage setting, 

employed solely Chinese music, enabled foreigners to enjoy the plays even though they 

did not comprehend Cantonese, and made the plays suitable for both elderly, young 

people and intellectuals alike. He expected Sin Fung Ming Troupe to further develop 

by: 1/ producing scripts suitable to both refined and popular taste; 2/ varying play 

content and avoiding repetition; 3/ choosing stories with clearly-defined time and space, 

rich in local colour and reflecting the spirit of the times; 4/ showing positive attitude in 

movement and character in group play; 5/ ensuring that the chorus was lively; 6/ 

prohibiting jesting on stage; 7/ trimming the play; 8/ giving performance tours to 

                                                 
102 For contribution of Hu Chunbing to the development of drama in Hong Kong, refer to Chen Liyin陳

麗音, “Hu Chunbing yu Xianggang xiju wenxue,”胡春冰與香港戲劇文學[Hu Chunbing and Hong 

Kong drama literature], Wenxue Lunheng文學論衡[Journal of Chinese Literary Studies] 17 (December 

2010): 59-68. 
103 “Xianjie de hua,”仙姐的話[Words of Pak Suet-sin] in Lu (2004), 68. 
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schools, factories, and villages; 9/ founding a performer training institute under the 

troupe, and 10/ awarding contribution of new scripts for performers' try-out.104 In a later 

article written in 1959, he further hailed Sin Fung Ming's contribution to the 

development of Hong Kong Cantonese opera and zhongguo geju中國歌劇 “Chinese 

opera,” and advised the troupe to refine a number of plays for their repertoire, to learn 

from and cooperate with international theatre troupes, and to record and broadcast new 

productions for promotion.105 Pak Suet-sin had certainly taken on board some of this 

advice by launching full-length audio recordings of Dinühua, Zichaiji, and Zaishi 

Hongmeiji in the 1960s, refining and re-running many popular repertoires of the Sin 

Fung Ming Troupe, and setting up the Chor Fung Ming Troupe雛鳳鳴劇團 in 1965 as 

a continuation of the Sin Fung Ming Troupe. All these have made the Sin Fung Ming 

Troupe more popular and helped establish its legendary status and the leading position 

of the Chor Fung Ming Troupe from the 1970s. 

I would like to argue in the following section that it was Tong Tik-sang's works 

and the Sin Fung Ming Troupe's performances of them that have brought Hong Kong 

Cantonese opera to the level of high art and established a distinctive ‘high style’ 

Cantonese opera. 

4.4 Adaptation for establishing high-style Hong Kong Cantonese opera  

In view of bias and subjectivity, it is not easy to compare ‘high’ and ‘low’ style 

in any art form. Yet, Johann Adolf Scheibe (1708-1776), a German-Danish composer, 

                                                 
104 Hu Chunbing, “Minzu xingeju de chuangzao,” 民族新歌劇的創造[The creation of a new national 

opera], Jiutian Xuannü Yanchu Tekan 九天玄女演出特刊[Programme booklet of Jiutian Xuannü] 

(Hong Kong: Xianfengming Jutuan, 1958), 12, in Lu(2004). 
105 Hu Chunbing, “Richuyi, xianfengming!”日出矣，仙鳳鳴[Sun has risen, Sin Fung Ming] Zaishi 

Hongmeiji Yanchu Tekan再世紅梅記演出特刊[Programme booklet of Zaishi Hongmeiji] (Hong Kong: 

Xianfengming Jutuan, 1959), 11, in Lu(2004). 
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critic and theorist of music, had tried to describe some musical elements of ‘high’, 

‘middle’ and ‘low’ style in the music of various composers in the late Baroque and 

early Classical period in his writing Der Critische Musikus 1745. Scheibe described 

‘high’ style as the stately and emphatic character in music, which was often related to 

heroism, royalty, and noble spirits, and properties such as “magnanimity, majesty, pride, 

anger, fear, madness, and doubt”. In contrast, ‘low’ style, which avoided all clever 

elaborations, permitted no extensions, and represented nature in its simplest form, was 

related to peasant and other low-class people.106 Ratner (1980) further pointed out seven 

devices essential in music of low style: mimicry, wit, parody, artful imitations of 

musical bungling, sentimental manner, extraordinary and mechanical element (1980: 

387). Even though the above were written more than two centuries ago and then on art 

forms of a different culture, the descriptions are applicable to Tong Tik-sang’s works 

in which I observe similar characteristics of high style, including high and elaborated 

literary quality, choice of story, and the assimilation of various artistic elements. 

Tong Tik-sang was not the first person who wrote literary Cantonese opera 

scripts. Such a practice was traceable to some of the chutou repertoire of Dapaichang 

Shibaben mentioned in Chapter 2 of the current thesis, for example, Baoyu Yuanhun. 

The rise of getan歌壇 [a singing session or saloon in a Chinese tea house] around the 

1920s attracted scholars and professional Cantonese operatic song writers such as Ng 

Yat-siu吳一嘯 (1906-1964) and Wu Man-sum胡文森 (1911-1963) and inspired them 

to write Cantonese operatic songs for famous singers such as Xiao Mingxing小明星 

                                                 
106 McClymonds in her analysis on Mozart's opera seria and opera buffa also employed the concept of 

‘high’ and ‘low’ style, refer to Marita P. McClymonds, “Opera seira? Opera buffa? Genre and style as 

sign,” in Opera buffa in Mozart's Vienna, edited by Mary Hunter and James Webster (Cambridge: 

Cambridge University Press, 1997), 197-231; here, 198. 
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(1912-1942) and Xu Liuxian徐柳仙 (1917-1985). Wu and Ng also adapted Cantonese 

opera scripts to Cantonese operatic songs for recordings, as in the case of Liuyuexue to 

be discussed below. In the field of Cantonese opera, Feng Zhifen, the playwright and 

scriptwriter of Hubugui, and his contemporary, Jiang Yuliu (a.k.a. Nanhai Shisanlang) 

江譽鏐(南海十三郎) (1909-1984), were representatives of literary style scriptwriting. 

Influenced by their works, Tong Tik-sang had made tremendous efforts to lift his 

playwriting skills and literary writing style since his adaptation of Jian Youwen's 

Wanshi Liufang Zhang Yuqiao as well as through the adaptation of a number of plays 

from Chinese classical theatrical works of the Yuan, Ming and Qing Dynasty. 

Tong Tik-sang's adaptation of Mudanting Jingmeng from Mudanting牡丹亭 

[Peony Pavilion] showed his eagerness in preserving the literary quality of the original 

work by adopting many of Tang Xianzu's original passages. He even strictly followed 

the original rhymes and scenic sequences. As a result, however, the script of Tong Tik-

sang's adaptation was too difficult for the less literate audience and actors to digest.107 

The delayed appearance of Yam Kim-fai, the principal performer acting the role of Liu 

Mengmei 柳夢梅 , also disappointed some of the audience members who were 

supporters of Yam Kim-fai. From this experience, Tong Tik-sang learnt to strike a 

balance between being faithful to the original work and the audience's expectations. 

Tong Tik-sang made a great achievement when adapting Zichaiji, another work 

of Tang Xianzu, in which he concentrated on the fourteen most representative scenes 

out of the original fifty-five scenes, and directly quoted only five verses of original 

                                                 
107 Ye Shaode葉紹德, “Yixie ganchu,”一些感觸[Some feelings] in Tang Disheng Xiqu Xinshang(1)唐

滌生戲曲欣賞(一)[Appreciation of Tong Tik-sang’s Repertoire(1)], edited by Ye Shaode (Hong Kong: 

Xianggang Zhoukan Chuban Youxian Gongsi, 1986), 237. 
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scripts, instead of faithfully following the scheme of the original work.108 To sustain a 

unified classical aroma in the work, Tong Tik-sang, advised by Wong Yuet-sang, chose 

a classical tune Chunjiang Huayueye春江花月夜, a famous Chinese orchestral work 

adapted from a pipa solo work by Zheng Jinwen and Liu Yaozhang in 1926, for the 

theme aria ‘Jianhe chaiyuan’劍合釵圓 [The reunion of sword and hairpin], which was 

well received by the audience and made the work another classic hit in Cantonese 

opera.109  

Zaishi Hongmeiji, Tong Tik-sang's last work, showed his highest rhetoric 

quality: in ‘Naofu zhuangfeng’ for instance, the writing of kougu口古110 was elegant 

and full of poetic couplets such as “sanfen fengdian, qifen qingxing三分瘋癲，七分

清醒”, ”wuhan yu zhongshen, zihao yu gupan無憾於終身，自豪於顧盼”, “xiezheng 

huakai, fenming shan'e邪正劃開，分明善惡”, “luoyu youhuo, shangyu daoshan落於

油鑊，上於刀山”, “cao shengsha zhiquan, zhuan huofu zhiyun操生殺之權，轉禍福

之運”. Such elaborate writing not only matched the status of characters but added 

musical flavour to the speech. In addition, the appropriate use of literary quotations and 

allusions, such as the infamous heartbreakers in classical plays and novels including 

Chen Shimei 陳世美, Wang Kui 王魁, and Chen Jichang 陳季常, brought a deep 

connotation of the past to Tong's script. Beautiful rhetoric is not only Tong Tik-sang's 

                                                 
108 Tang Disheng, “Gaibian Tang Xianzu Zichaiji De Jingguo,” 改編湯顯祖紫釵記的經過 [The process 

of adapting Tang Xianzu's Purple Hairpin], original in Zichaiji Yanchu Tekan 紫釵記演出特刊 [Special 

issue on Purple Hairpin performance] (Hong Kong: Xianfengming Jutuan, 1957), 4-5, in Lu (2004).  
109 For its popularity, the act ‘Jianhe chaiyuan’ was often performed individually and awarded the ‘CASH 

Golden Sail Most Performed Works Awards’ from 1991 to 1993, see ‘CASH Golden Sail Most 

Performed Works Awards’, Composers and Authors Society of Hong Kong Limited 

(CASH)<http://www.cash.org.hk/en/index.php?main=4&id=28&sub=32>, accessed 29 July 2014. 
110 For detail analysis on kougu, refer to Yung (1989: 62-64). 
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signature, but also a great challenge for followers of Cantonese opera playwriting and 

scriptwriting to aspire to.111 

The high style of Tong Tik-sang's works is reflected in his choice of story. Chan 

Sau-yan observed that in the eleven out of the eighteen ‘Yam-Pak repertoires’, that is, 

works premièred by Yam Kim-fai and Pak Suet-sin, written by Tong Tik-sang, the 

leading male roles had attained the champion scholar, and four out of the eighteen 

repertoires the leading roles, with either the male or female ones, ascending to heaven 

and becoming deities. All these led to the climax and reunion ending of the story (Chan 

2007: x-xi). Champion scholar was related to power, pride, and majesty, and was 

connected to royalty, that is, the characters of high style as Scheibe suggested. Similarly, 

deity was related to a high and supernatural status in Chinese traditional belief. Both of 

them constitute the high style of Tong's works. Furthermore, the court and the palace 

are usually critical scenes in Tong's works, as in the cases of Zichaiji, Dinühua, and 

Mudanting Jingmeng, and Yam Kim-fai was famous for her portrayal of the champion 

scholar role, and Lan Chi-pak and Leung Sing-po the emperor and high officer role. A 

good choice of work for adaptation helped Tong Tik-sang sustain a high style in his 

writing and enable the performers to perform their very best. 

A careful choice of repertoire also enabled Tong Tik-sang to assimilate various 

performance elements into Cantonese opera as well. He absorbed many stories and 

dramatic elements from regional operatic genres popular in mainland China during the 

1950s, say, Peking opera, Kun opera, Shanghai Yueju 上海越劇, and an even less 

popular genre such as Minju 閩劇 [a regional operatic genre popular in the Fujian 

                                                 
111 For further analysis on Tong Tik-sang's literary scriptwriting, refer to Pan (2009), Yang (2006), and 

Ye (1986-88). 
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Province]. Examples included Chuanjin Baoshan 穿金寶扇 [The Gilded Fan] and 

Huatian Baxi花田八喜 [Mistake at the Flower Festival] from Peking opera, Jiutian 

Xuannü九天玄女 [Goddess from Ninth Heaven] from Minju, and Liangzhu Henshi梁

祝恨史 [Butterfly lovers] from Shanghai Yueju. Yung Sai-shing suggested that the 

popularity of Shanghai Yueju in Hong Kong during the mid-1950s might have inspired 

Tong Tik-sang to uplift Cantonese opera through adaptation from Shanghai Yueju and 

other classical plays (2012: 225-226). 

Besides this, music was one of the most important elements constituting Tong's 

high style. With the help of Wong Yuet-sang and Chu Ngai-kong, Tong Tik-sang wrote 

scripts accompanied by beautiful Chinese instrumental music, such as Jiaochuang Yeyu

蕉窗夜雨 in Zaishi Hongmeiji, Zhuangtai Qiusi妝台秋思 in Dinühua, and Chunjiang 

Huayueye in Zichaiji.112 Pak Suet-sin mentioned that she suggested Tong Tik-sang 

tunes from Chaoju 潮劇  [a regional operatic genre popular in Chaozhou area of 

Guangdong Province] for the Jiutian Xuannü script.113 The use of long tunes was also 

a distinctive characteristic of Tong Tik-sang's works. Just as the high-style opera seria 

tended to employ long-phrase melodies (McClymonds 1997: 205), employing long 

tunes in Cantonese opera works tended to be more serious than short tunes.  

It is worth noting that a work regarded as ‘high style’ does not mean that it is 

preferred or better than other works. Tong Tik-sang's ‘high style’ playwriting only 

represented one of many facets of Hong Kong Cantonese opera since the 1950s, but his 

                                                 
112 Yu Siu-wah discusses the help of musicians for Tong Tik-sang's scriptwriting, see Yu (2001: 198-

245). 
113  Bai Xuexian, “Xianfengming Jutuan diliujie yanchu tekan,” 仙鳳鳴劇團第六屆演出特刊 

[Programme booklet of the sixth performance of Sin Fung Ming Troupe], in Lu (2004). 
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adapting performing elements from other art forms with careful assimilation was a 

successful exploration of the capacity of Cantonese opera, and this has been 

instrumental in taking the Hong Kong Cantonese opera to a new level. 

4.5 The legacy of Tong Tik-sang 

The success of Tong's writing and adaptation from Chinese classical plays and 

regional opera repertoire inspired Tong's successors to follow his track. So Yung and 

Yip Shiu-tak, the two most productive Cantonese opera playwrights since the 1970s, 

imitated the script structure and style established by Tong Tik-sang and his 

contemporaries, and actively adapted repertoire from Peking opera, Kun opera and 

other regional operatic genres. For example, Yip Shiu-tak adapted Tianxianpei天仙配 

[Fairy Couple] for Mun Tong Hung Troupe滿堂紅劇團 led by Lam Kar-sing and Lisa 

Wang汪明荃 (born in 1947) in 1983 from the original Huangmeixi黃梅戲 [a regional 

operatic genre popular in the Anhui Province] repertoire. The adaptation kept many of 

the original lines from the Huangmeixi version, and adopted the original's performance 

techniques, stage setting and choreography.114 The original Huangmeixi version ended 

at the farewell scene of Dong Yong董永 and Qi Xiannü七仙女. To complete the story, 

Yip Shiu-tak adapted the traditional Cantonese opera repertoire Xianji Songzi仙姬送

子 [The Fairy's Baby] to the final scene of the work that suitably connected the new 

work to the Cantonese opera tradition.115 

                                                 
114 Tang Mi-ling鄧美玲, an active Cantonese opera actress in Hong Kong, provided me the information 

on my presentation on the Cantonese Opera Day 2013 organized by LCSD. 
115  “Quanxiqu3—Tianxianpei,”荃戲曲—天仙配  [Liza's Chinese opera—Fairy Couple], Official 

website of Liza Wang, <http://www.lizawang.com/opera/opera_a.htm>, accessed on 24 February 2014. 
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Other playwrights and scriptwriters may have adapted Tong Tik-sang's works 

for their own purpose. Take Liuyuexue for instance. A colour film adapted from 

Liuyuexue was released in 1959 with the original cast, Fong Yim-fun and Yam Kim-

fai, in the main roles. Cantonese operatic song hits, Liuyuexue Zhi Shixiu Xiangnang六

月雪之十繡香囊 [“Ten-embroidered Sachet” from Snow in June], scripted by Ng Yat-

siu and sung by Yam Kim-fai and Fong Yim-fun, was released in 1959. Liuyue 

Feishuang六月飛霜 [Snow Storm in June], scripted by So Yung and sung by Man 

Tsin-sui文千歲 (born in 1940) and Lee Bo-ying李寶瑩, was released in 1969. These 

two works made Liuyuexue even more popular, yet some productions after the 1980s 

replacing Tong Tik-sang's original scripts with the arias in the two recordings for the 

sake of appealing to Cantonese opera audience's enjoyment of listening not only 

extended the performance duration, but also breached Tong's original work (Yue 2008: 

106). 

In more extensive modifications, Tong Tik-sang's original design had been 

diverted, as shown in the version of Liuyuexue performed and recorded by Guangzhou 

Yueju Yituan廣州粵劇一團[Guangzhou First Cantonese Troupe] led by Liang Yaoan

梁耀安 and Ni Huiying倪惠英, with the script revised by Zhang Deming張德明 and 

directed by Chen Xiaosha陳小莎.116 Zhang Deming incorporated different versions of 

the opera into this single work, including Tong Tik-sang's Liuyuexue, Ng Yat-siu's 

Liuyuexue Zhi Shixiu Xiangnang, and So Yung's Liuyue Feishuang. On the disk cover, 

the title is Dou'e Yuan·Liuyuexue竇娥冤‧六月雪, but at the beginning of the video 

                                                 
116 The exact première date of the version is unknown, probably in the late 1990s. The video recording 

is produced by Guangdong Yinxiang Chubanshe廣東音像出版社 [CNA Music Limited]. The same cast 

had a performance in Hong Kong Ko Shan Theatre on 23 July 2015. 
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recording it is Dou'e Yuan. The difference of the titles reveals the hybridity of this 

version. 

A significant change in this version from Tong Tik-sang's Liuyuexue was the 

incorporation of Guan Hanqing's “the three wills” scripts of Dou'e Yuan. The three wills 

sweared by Dou'e before execution were regarded as the most emotional scene in the 

original work, but, to reduce agitation in the original play, and bring tenderness to the 

Cantonese opera audience, Tong Tik-sang did not preserve the swears in his adaptation 

of Guan's original work.117 To express the agitation of Dou'e toward the god's injustice 

and thus made her three swears, Ni Huiying 倪惠英 , playing the role of Dou'e, 

incorporated vigorous long-sleeve dance and body movements in the scene where 

Dou'e being escorted to the execution ground. It resulted in an agitated music-and-

dance performance which is quite different from Fong Yim-fun's stage appearance and 

performance. Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3 compare the costumes between Ni Huiying and 

Fong Yim-fun's Dou'e. 

Figure 4.2 Ni Huiying performs Dou'e in Dou'e Yuan·Liuyuexue118

 

                                                 
117 Wen Hua 文華, “Cong Juben Zhengli Dao Yanchu Liuyuexue,”從劇本整理到演出《六月雪》 

[From script revision to perform Snow in June], Xiqu Pinwei, 102 (May 2009): 76-77. 
118 Extracted from VCD of Dou'e Yuan·Liuyuexue. 
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Figure 4.3 Fong Yim-fun performs Dou'e in Liuyuexue (Yue 2008: 113) 

 

Although the movements of Dou'e in long sleeves was eye-catching and 

exciting, the adaptation had deviated from Tong Tik-sang's original intention in two 

ways. First, the adaptation changed the tenderness of Dou'e that Tong Tik-sang 

specially set for Fong Yim-fun. Second, to give space to the adapted script, the original 

plot of Yang Shenggong羊勝公 and Zhang Ma張媽, watching and crying to Dou'e on 

her journey to the execution ground, which was an important clue to the two characters 

finally admiting guilt to their crimes, was removed. This reduced the power of human 

warmth that Tong Tik-sang intended to express, and blurred the story flow as if Yang 

Shenggong and Zhang Ma suddenly admitted their death guilt with no cause, which 

seemed unreasonable. Musically, the newly-composed tune for the scene was agitated, 

though it perfectly matched the dance movement, it seemed somewhat strange in 

comparison with the arias written by Hong Kong scriptwriters in other scenes. This 

further adaptation demonstrated a dissonant collage of various performance elements 

in a work. 
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Apart from the professional troupes in Hong Kong which frequently perform 

Tong Tik-sang's works, academia has shown interest in not only researching Tong's 

works but also initiating performances. The Cantonese Opera Research Programme 

(CORP) of the Chinese University of Hong Kong organized a performance of The 

Floral Princess (Youth Edition) on 7 September 2007 at the Drama Theatre of the 

HKAPA. The performance was part of the International Conference on Cantonese 

Opera held from 5 to 9 September 2007.119 To cut the duration of the performance to 

three hours, the script was carefully trimmed from Tong's Dinühua with all well-known 

arias kept by Yip Shiu-tak. Yip, together with Yuen Siu-fai and Lee Kei-fung, the 

artistic directors, decided to cut a large portion of the Act 3 ‘qishi’乞屍 [begging for 

the remain] so that Zhou Shixian and Princess Changping, the leading male and female 

roles did not need to appear. This saved time for them to change costumes for the next 

act and also served to intensify the dramatic effect. The change was so effective that 

the script was later employed in another fundraising performance of Dinühua held by 

the Chinese Artists Association of Hong Kong, popularly known as Barwo八和,120 on 

23 October 2012. It was quite a special occasion for the professional performers to 

adopt an extensively revised script of an old play, as they had to restudy the script.  

In comparison, the revision of Zichaiji for the performance celebrating the 

sixtieth anniversary of Chung Chi College of the Chinese University of Hong Kong 

was not as smooth as Dinühua.121 The performance was held on 26 August 2011 at Ko 

Shan Theatre, produced by Professor Yu Siu-wah of the Music Department of the 

Chinese University of Hong Kong, performed by a group of alumni of the university 

                                                 
119 The author of the current thesis was the Project Coordinator of the conference. 
120 Barwo is the umbrella organization of six guilds or work unions of Cantonese opera employees. 
121 The author of the current thesis played the role of Hou Jingxian 侯景先, the jadesmith, in the 

performance. 
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and some professional performers such as Liu Kwok-sum廖國森, Leung Wai-hong梁

煒康, and Man Po-sum 文寶森, and the script revised by Zhang Minhui 張敏慧, a 

Cantonese opera critic. Aimed at shortening the performance duration and recovering 

Tong Tik-sang's original Zichaiji, Zhang revised the script according to the 1959 

Zichaiji film adaptation and the clay-print scripts used by Yam Kim-fai and Pak Suet-

sin. This, however, created several problems during rehearsal. First, the film script was 

written according to shots,122 which was not as well connected as the stage script. Thus, 

it was impossible to use the film script directly for stage performance without proper 

actualization by performers. Second, some wordings of the film script and the original 

clay-print script were different from the stage script commonly used nowadays. Finally, 

the professional actors found it difficult and time consuming to restudy the ‘new’ script. 

One of the participant actors commented that he had to treat this production of Zichaiji 

like premièring a new work even though he had performed it before. This example 

showed that care is needed in adaptation between different media. Altering an 

established work needs extra justification and a high level of adaptation skills. The 

difference in outcome between the re-adaptations of Dinühua and Zichaiji regardless 

of the fact that both were performed by professionals may be due to the fact that the 

former was rendered by professional playwright, Yip Shiu-tak, who kept all the major 

scenes and arias and that his revision might also have been acknowledged by Pak Suet-

sin.123 

 

                                                 
122 Lee Tit, the director of the film, was known to have adapted Tong Tik-sang's stage work of Zichaiji 

for filming purpose, refer to the press release of “Cinematic world of versatile director Lee Tit to be 

featured at Hong Kong Film Archive,” 

<http://www.info.gov.hk/gia/general/201110/17/P201110140265.htm>, accessed on 10 February 2016. 
123 Pak Suet-sin attended the performance of The Floral Princess (Youth Edition) on 7 September 2007.  
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Figure 4.4 Curtain call of The Floral Princess (Youth Edition) performance for the 

International Conference on Cantonese Opera 

 

Figure 4.5 Curtain call of Zichaiji performance for sixtieth anniversary celebration of 

Chung Chi College, the Chinese University of Hong Kong 

 

To sum up, Tong Tik-sang's works introduced the world of Chinese classics to 

the Hong Kong Cantonese opera audience. He, together with professional performers 

and artists, successfully established an elegant, classical Hong Kong Cantonese opera 

performance style. Cantonese opera researcher Liang Peijin lauded Tong's works in 

“adapting, revising, enriching, and converting original works for Cantonese opera 
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performance, delicately depicting characters' emotions, and enhancing the literary 

quality of Cantonese opera.”124  

Tong Tik-sang and his dramaturgy on Cantonese opera are still influential today. 

Due to the low tide in Cantonese opera after the 1960s, there was a lack of Cantonese 

opera playwrights in the industry. Although there are some playwrights such as Yuen 

Mei 阮眉  and Au Man-fung 區文鳳  writing scripts for individual troupes, and 

Cantonese opera performers such as Law Kar-ying and Sun Kim-long writing new 

scripts or revising old scripts for their own performances, the Hong Kong Cantonese 

opera industry shows a deficiency in influential playwrights and new works. Works by 

Tong Tik-sang and his contemporaries from the 1950s, and those by So Yung and Yip 

Shiu-tak from the 1960s to 1980s still prevail on Hong Kong Cantonese opera stage 

today. Nonetheless, a careful revision of some of Tong's works may be necessary to 

keep them fresh on the current stage of Cantonese opera.  

                                                 
124 Liang Peijin梁沛錦, “Tang Disheng Zuopin Jianjie,”唐滌生作品簡介 [Brief introduction on Tong 

Tik-sang's works], in Tang Disheng Xiqu Xinshang(3)唐滌生戲曲欣賞(三) [Appreciation of Tong Tik-

sang’s Repertoire(3)], edited by Ye Shaode (Hong Kong: Xianggang Zhoukan Chuban Youxian Gongsi, 

1988), 230-231. 
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Script 4.1 Script excerpt of Yuzhoufeng125 

English synopsis126 

During the reign of the Second Emperor of the Qin Dynasty (221-206BC), there was a 

scheming prime minister named Zhao Gao, who had a beautiful daughter Zhao Yanrong. 

One day the emperor visits Zhao's home, and, noticing the beauty of Zhao Yanrong, 

orders her to be sent to the court to become one of his concubines. In desperation, the 

beautiful daughter feigns madness, with the help of her deaf-mute maid-servant. So 

cleverly does she act the part of a mad woman that she finally manages to convince 

both her father and the emperor that she was really mad. In this way she avoids the fate 

assigned to her. 

 

 

Chinese script 

第一場 

 

【啞丫鬟示意裝瘋】 

趙女：【白】呀！【西皮散板】見啞奴她叫我把烏雲扯亂。抓花容脫繡鞋扯破

了衣衫。 

趙高：【白】兒啊，你敢是瘋了麼？ 

趙女：【白】呀！【西皮散板】他那裡道我瘋我隨機應變。倒臥在塵埃地信口

胡言。 

趙高：【白】攙了起來。兒啊，起來，起來。兒啊，你當真瘋了麼？ 

趙女：【白】啊？ 

趙高：【白】當真瘋了麼？ 

趙女：【三笑】哈哈，哈哈，啊哈哈哈哈！【白】我要上天！ 

趙高：【白】哎呀兒啊！天高無路只怕上不去。 

趙女：【白】上不去？ 

趙高：【白】上不去。 

趙女：【笑】啊，啊哈哈哈哈！【白我要入地！ 

趙高：【白】哎呀兒啊！地厚無門也下不去。 

趙女：【白】下不去？ 

趙高：【白】下不去。 

趙女：【笑】啊，啊哈哈哈哈！【白】啊，爹爹，我那親…… 

趙高：【白】親什麼？ 

趙女：【白】兒啊！ 

                                                 
125 Script of Yuzhoufeng, Zhongguo Jingju Xikao中國京劇戲考[Repertoire of Chinese Peking Opera] 

<http://scripts.xikao.com/play/01002014>, accessed on 10 February 2016. 
126 Synopsis of Beauty Defies Tyranny (Yuzhoufeng), in Wu Zuguang, Huang Zuolin, and Mei Shaowu 

edited, Peking Opera and Mei Lanfang: A guide to China's Traditional Theatre and the Art of its Great 

Master (Beijing, China: New World Press, 1981), 101-102. 
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趙高：【白】呸！ 

趙女：【反二黃正板】我這裡假意兒懶睜杏眼。搖搖擺擺擺搖扭捏向前。我只

得把官人一聲來喚。一聲來喚，我的夫哇！【白】官人，這裡來！

【反二黃正板】隨我到紅羅帳倒鳳顛鸞。 

趙高：【白】呸！ 

趙女：【反二黃正板】猛然間又只見天昏地暗。許多的怨魂鬼站立面前。【白】

打鬼，打鬼！ 

趙高：【白】兒啊，此乃太湖山石。 

趙女：【白】哦，太湖山石喲。來了，來了哇！ 

趙高：【白】來了什麼？ 

趙女：【反二黃正板】那邊廂又來了……【白】請了，請了！【反二黃正板】

牛頭馬面。玉皇爺駕祥雲接我上天。【笑】啊哈哈哈…… 

趙高：【白】攙了回去！【啞丫鬟扶趙女同下】【白】嘿！不想她忽然得了瘋

癲之症，待我將此事啟奏萬歲。唉，好晦氣也！ 

第二場 

 

【趙高、啞丫鬟、趙女同上】 

趙女：【西皮散板】低著頭下了這龍車鳳輦。行一步來至在玉石階前。【啞丫

鬟示意在殿外等候，趙女點頭，啞丫鬟下】到如今顧不得抛頭露面。 

趙高：【白】兒啊，隨我上殿。 

趙女：【冷笑】哈哈…… 

趙高：【白】哎呀，壞了，壞了！ 

趙女：【西皮散板】看看這無道君怎把旨傳。 

趙高：【白】兒啊，上面就是萬歲，上前見駕。 

趙女：【白】我曉得。喲，上面坐的敢莫是皇帝老官，恭喜你萬福，賀喜你發

財呀！ 

秦二世：【白】嗯！見了寡人因何不跪？ 

趙女：【白】有道是，你大人不下位，我生員麼，喏喏喏，是不跪的喲！ 

秦二世：【白】果然瘋癲，倒叫寡人好笑哇！【笑】哈哈哈哈！ 

趙女：【白】我也好笑哇！【笑】哈哈哈哈！ 

秦二世：【白】嗯！寡人笑你瘋癲，你笑寡人何來？ 

趙女：【白】你笑得我瘋癲，我就笑得你荒淫無道！ 

秦二世：【白】怎見得寡人無道？ 

四朝臣：【同白】吾主乃有道明君。 

趙女：【白】列位大人，老哥，你等聽了！想先皇當年，東巡岱海，西建阿房，

南修五嶺，北造萬里長城；指望江山萬代，永保平安，誰知你這昏

王貪戀酒色，不理朝綱。我想這天下乃人人之天下，非你一人之天

下，似你這等荒淫無道，我看這江山，你家未必坐得長久喲！【西

皮散板】這昏王失仁義民心大變。聽讒言害忠良敗壞江山。 

秦二世：【白】真乃瘋話，哪裡容得。左右，刀門架起！ 

趙女：【白】唗！我乃玉皇之女，法力無邊，豈容你等大膽，放肆！還不與我

退正點了！【西皮散板】怒氣兒我把這雲鬟扯亂。只氣得牙關兒咬

破舌尖。我手中有兵刃決一死戰。將這些眾狂徒就斬首在馬前。 

秦二世：【白】再若瘋癲，斫頭來見。 
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趙女：【白】哎呀呀，我也不知你這皇帝老官有多大前程，動不動就要斫頭來

見。我且問你，一個人的頭斫了下來，還長得上麼？ 

趙高：【白】長不上了。 

趙女：【白】怎麼講？ 

趙高：【白】長不上了。 

趙女：【哭頭】啊……老爹爹，我的兒啊！ 

趙高：【白】哎呀，又來了！ 

趙女：【西皮散板】這一番在金殿裝瘋弄險。 

秦二世：【白】趕下殿去。 

【啞丫鬟迎上】 

趙女：【西皮散板】但不知何日裡夫妻重圓。【三笑】哈哈，哈哈，啊哈哈哈

哈！【啞丫鬟扶趙女同下】 
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Script 4.2 Script excerpt and transcription of ‘Naofu zhuangfeng’, Zaishi Hongmeiji127 

English synopsis128 

An imperial college student, Pei Yu, encounters Lu Zhaorong, whose beauty bears 

resemblance to that of Li Huiniang, Pei's lost lover. They fall in love at first sight. Grand 

Tutor, Jia Sidao, also wants to have Lu as one of his concubines. Detecting Jia's 

intention, Pei advises Lu to feign madness. Grateful to Pei for reminding him of the 

danger of a mad woman, Jia retains Pei in his mansion to recommend him in due course. 

 

Script excerpt and transcription 

昭 容：【（裝瘋）內場叫白】來了。【唱《銀台上》排子一句】 

 
【麟兒、盧桐伴昭容虎度門三人上介】 

盧 桐：【作態白】昭容，昭容，這是相府堂，不是幽閨地。千萬不能造次。

【暗指廳上人】囉…囉，你抬頭一看。 

昭 容：【隨著視線一望後指似道白】這是誰？ 

盧 桐：【白】乃是當今相國。 

昭 容：【指裴禹白】那是誰？ 

盧 桐：【白】大概是玉堂僚客。 

  

                                                 
127 Transcribed by the author of current thesis from audio CD recording of Zaishi Hongmeiji (1980?), 

sung by Yam Kim-fai, Pak Suet-sin, Leung Sing-po, Lan Chi-pak靚次伯 (1904-1992), Yam Bing-yee

任冰兒 (born in 1931), and Chan Kam-tong陳錦棠 (1906-1981), Hong Kong: Crown Records Limited. 

Scripts are extracted from the CD booklet. 
128 Synopsis of Zaishi Hongmeiji, Synopses of Cantonese Opera 

<http://www.cuhkcoic.hk/?a=doc&id=11723>, accessed on 10 February 2016. 
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昭 容：【白】呸，誰信你。【絃索托伴《銀台上》二段】 

 
麟 兒：【白】瘋女休得胡鬧，少要啼哭，還不速速進堂拜見相爺。 

昭 容：【白】如此說，敢煩馬面勾魂，牛頭帶路。【入跪白】陽間女子盧昭

容，叩見閻王、拜見判官。【向裴禹使關目】 

似 道：【重一才力力古拋鬚驚艷白】小女子抬起頭來，嘩，好美貌呀。【再

一才指住盧桐白】老頭兒是誰？ 

盧 桐：【白】相爺請聽。【悲咽地花下句】 

 
似 道：【重一才慢的的白】……唔……【口古】盧昭容，妳適才能夠道出姓

名，縱使有三分瘋癲，尚帶七分清醒，昭容呀昭容，所謂「男大當

婚，女大當嫁」，倘若你嫁得箇當朝宰相，食不盡，着不盡，享也

不盡，無憾於終身，自豪於顧盼。 

昭 容：【重一才白】啋，丞相有甚稀奇，閻王此言差矣。【介，口古】陽世

有太師，可以挾天子，令諸侯，呼風喚雨，作威作福，可惜陰司無

宰相，只有判官筆，生死冊，邪正劃開，分明善惡，就算陽間宰相，

到此亦要落於油鑊，上於刀山。 

似 道：【重一才白】呀，雖然問非所答，此女語帶針錐。【口古】盧昭容，

妳既知道陽間太師，能挾天子，令諸侯，操生殺之權，轉禍福之運，

誰人敢稍逆其鋒，便立死於無情棍棒。 
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昭 容：【嗤之以鼻白】癡。【口古】陽世有怕死之人，陰間無怕死之鬼，在

陽間有霎時禍福，在陰司無濫權生殺，祇要有箇閻王公正，還怕什

麼宰相權橫。 

【似道重一才氣結介】 

裴 禹：【起座介白】恩師，恩師。【花下句】 

 
絳 仙：【花下句】 

 
似 道：【動搖白】這……  

盧 桐：【乘機拉起昭容白】昭容，相爺不納瘋癲，父女不如歸去吧。【假作

悲咽怨恨口古】唉，估不到我有女美而瘋，有福難消受，眼看得箇

金批飯碗，都俾妳一時打爛。【嗚咽白】歸去罷，歸去罷。 

【似道揚手欲喝退二人介】 

瑩 中：【白】伯父。【口古】長者戀於繁華，不肯離庭，以待賞賜，則瘋邪

是真，盧翁看破繁華，不貪金帛，急於下堂，則瘋邪是假，宰相閱

人多矣，何反見色而盲。 

似 道：【重一才慢的的開位向昭容花下句】 

 
【開位白】盧昭容，妳真瘋也好，假病亦好，老夫都要納之為寵，娶之為妾，

趁黃昏近晚，簾幕深深，不如把臂進閒堂，試一試瘋花和病柳。 

昭 容：【即起哭頭鑼鼓三哭介白】傷心，【介】斷腸，【介】苦呀。【介】 

似 道：【一才覺奇釋手白】緣何啼哭？ 

昭 容：【加重瘋癲一手執裴禹白】判官，【悄悄地】是否閻王有心娶我？ 

裴 禹：【假意白】唏，不是閻王欲營金屋，乃是丞相有心娶妳。 

昭 容：【哭白】苦呀。【起快古老中板下句】 
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似 道：【浪裏白】嘿，任得盧昭容妳鼓盡如簧之舌，亦難釋我不死之心，據

兒郎回報妳在繡谷倚樹而歌，拈花自賞，倘若雲英已嫁，那有此逸

緻閒情，到底妳所嫁何人？丈夫何在？  

昭 容：【佯羞浪裏白】你若問奴夫嘛，近在眼前囉。  

似 道：【浪裏白】那一個？ 

昭 容：【浪裏白】這一個……【加的的以手一彎指裴禹介】 

【裴禹大驚失色介】 

昭 容：【移動其手指埋盧桐處風騷地白】呢呢，這一個。 

【以袖一搭盧桐肩上續唱快古老中板下句】 

 
【拉嘆板腔貼腮於盧桐之懷，而向裴禹示意介】 
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盧 桐：【作狀頓足白】喂…喂喂乜你咁呀，昭容，唏，世間豈有認父為郎，

以父為婿之理。【悲咽跪下】相爺，相爺，老朽年登七十，對此病

狂瘋女，尚且毛骨悚然，你…你能否許我帶女回家，藏諸深山，困

諸繡谷，免至再污相爺你嘅耳目。【嗚咽介】 

似 道：【猶豫不決白】這…… 

絳 仙：【白】相爺，倩女既是如此瘋癲，留之無益，不若任憑歸去啦。  

似 道：【白】唔……古語有云：欲蓋彌彰。婦人曉得什麼，下去。【拂袖介】 

【絳仙默然俯首退下介】 

裴 禹：【食住絳仙下時過位趨前高叫白】恩師。【快起鑼鼓頭唱反線中板下

句】 

 
【懇切地白】恩師，恩師，此女神迷智喪，人性全無，祇識瘋癲，不知有父… 

似 道：【重一才慢的的白】呀，你怎能証明此女不知有父？ 

裴 禹：【情急白】正……正是瘋癲可証。 

似 道：【搖首白】㖡，瘋有真假之分，難於置信，如要証明，這有何難，老

夫自有良謀在後。【重一才白】棒來。【接了軍校拋送之棒，先鋒

鈸執盧桐花下句】 

 
【白】老頭兒你講得好，站埋嚟，有得賞，有得賞。 

盧 桐：【白】有得賞？賞甚麼？ 

似 道：【白】我賞你一棒，再來一棒。【鑼鼓一推盧桐掩門打盧桐三棒，最

後一棒兜心撞去即收棒回視昭容介】 

【昭容食住作若無其事狀】 

盧 桐：【重一才嘔血不支蹲地悲咽花下句】 
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似 道：【作狀恐嚇白】吓，老頭兒三棒都未能致命，待老夫再加一棒。【先

鋒鈸舉棒欲打介】 

昭 容：【食住起哭頭鑼鼓三笑介白】嘻嘻，【介】哈哈，【介】呵呵。【介】

【撐撐撐拍三下手掌古老快中板下句】 

 
【先鋒鈸搶棒軟手軟腳地凌空打三下包三才介】 

似 道：【食住最尾一才一掌推昭容蹲地白】唏！【花下句】 

 
【憤憤地白】下堂去罷。 

裴 禹：【暗中抹汗作態慈祥白】下堂去罷。 

昭 容：【誠恐似道有詐，故意蓆地而坐刁橋扭擰介白】是誰個呼喝下堂？ 

裴 禹：【白】是相爺口令，回家去罷，去罷。  

昭 容：【作狀撒嬌介白】……唔……不去，不去，昭容今非世上人，已是泉

間之鬼，魂在森羅殿，屍橫繡竹園，又焉可呼之則來，揮之則去，

縱然是有証回生，可能肉身已腐，倩誰還我？賠我？愛我？娶我？ 

似 道：【忍不住怒火重一才拋鬚回頭白】呸，為這一名瘋女，辜負老夫評花

品月日，還重哭哭啼啼，擾擾攘攘，要來無用，人來，將瘋女綑綁，

拋出府門。 
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【軍校同聲吆喝而前介】【要夾齊】 

瑩 中：【食住上前拜白】慢。【介】伯父，相國門牆，乃萬民瞻仰之地，若

然綁了瘋女，擲出府門，容易惹人矚目，伯父你三思才好。 

裴 禹：【白】恩師，瘋女了無人性，留之在堂則事無可了，驅之在門，恐怕

招來物議……晚生今蒙款待之恩，愧無以報，能否許我一效微勞，

勸瘋女下堂而去呀。 

似 道：【一才白】當真有此奇能？ 

裴 禹：【白】姑且一試。 

似 道：【假作客氣地白】賢契請。 

裴 禹：【白】是是是！姑娘，回家去罷。【暗關目介】 

昭 容：【尚蓆地作狀扭計搖身介白】唔……  

盧 桐：【負傷行埋白】昭容，我們回家去罷。【暗關目】 

昭 容：【會意急掩咀作失笑狀白】哈哈，可笑閻王派錯勾魂票，判官都仍得

送客行，參扶了。 

【盧桐、裴禹分邊扶起昭容介，一路扶昭容一路唱《金線吊芙蓉慢板》】 

 
裴 禹：【作狀一推盧桐、昭容先鋒鈸出門即大聲喝白】掩門。 

【福兒、祿兒鑼鼓做手掩門介】 

盧 桐：【口白】昭容，妳千不該，萬不該，在出門之時，與裴生竊竊私語，

我見睹相爺側耳而聽，撫鬚而笑，此人險詐，不可不防，繡谷都已

難安居，不如帶妳夜奔揚州，重投故主，唉，正是臨安有箇奸丞相， 

昭 容：【引白】蟻命如何得半閒。【二人照宇宙鋒入場身段下介】 
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Chapter 5: Mediating Tradition and Innovation: My Experience 

in Cantonese Opera Adaptation 

5.1 Introduction 

In the previous chapters, I examined various adaptation strategies taken by 

individual artists, troupes, and playwrights from the early 1900s to the1950s. Strategies 

such as adapting new plays from paichang, Western films and novels, and Chinese 

classical plays and regional operas have become popular among Cantonese opera 

playwrights. Their creativity has collectively underscored the tradition of Cantonese 

opera that is essential to every performer and playwright.  

Learning from hands-on experience is also a practical approach of playwright 

training. Since 2009, I have started writing Cantonese opera works for student's training 

and performance for the HKAPA, a government-funded tertiary performing arts 

institute in Hong Kong. I learnt about Cantonese opera playwriting and scriptwriting 

myself through studying and adapting the scripts written by the past masters. Some of 

my findings are discussed in previous chapters. In this chapter, I shall use my Cantonese 

opera adaptation of the famous Shakespearean play The Taming of the Shrew into 

Xunhanji馴悍記 as an example to illustrate the adaptation process of Cantonese opera.  

5.2 Cantonese opera adaptation of The Taming of the Shrew 

5.2.1 Background 

In 2014, to celebrate the thirtieth anniversary of the HKAPA, the Academy's 

management board proposed a collaborative performance jointly presented by the 

Schools of Drama, Music, Dance and Theatre and Entertainment Arts, as well as the 

new School of Chinese Opera. William Shakespeare (1564-1616)'s famous comedy The 
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Taming of the Shrew was chosen as 2014 was also Shakespeare's 450th birthday, and a 

comedy was thought to be more welcomed by audience. Moreover, the work has a play-

within-a-play that allows two different modes of theatrical performance, that is, drama 

and Cantonese opera, to take place simultaneously in one production. Ceri Sherlock, 

the Dean of Drama, was appointed to take up the role of artistic director overseeing the 

whole production. Hu Zhifeng 胡芝風, an experienced Peking opera performer and 

Chinese opera director, was invited to direct the play-within-a-play, which was in the 

form of Cantonese opera. As the script adaptor, I was responsible for the adaptation of 

the play-within-a-play from Shakespeare's work into a Cantonese opera script. I was 

also responsible for composing singing tunes for the Cantonese opera performers who 

were members of the Young Academy Cantonese Opera Troupe and students of the 

School of Chinese Opera. 

5.2.2 Research 

The first step of my adaptation process was conducting reseach on 

Shakespeare's original work and its various adaptations. I read the original work in 

English, Chinese translations of the play, retelling of the play in essay form, and critical 

notes129 on the work to grasp the personality of the characters, the dramatic points and 

climax, and the linguistic characteristics of Shakespeare's script. I also discussed with 

Sherlock his ideas about the themes of the play and the main tone of the production. He 

                                                 
129 I have referred the following books for Shakespeare's script and its Chinese translations: Barbara 

Hodgdon edited, The Taming of the Shrew (London: Arden Shakespeare, 2010); Zhu Shenghao 朱生豪 

translated, Taming of the shrew(Chinese & English) (Taipei: Shijie Shuju, 1999); Liang Shiqiu梁實秋 

translated, Taming of the shrew(Chinese & English) (Taipei: Yuandong Tushu Gongsi, 1999); Mai Ke

邁克 translated, Taming of the shrew(Chinese) (Hong Kong: [s.n.], 1999). For essay retelling of The 

Taming of the Shrew, see Charles and Mary Lamb, Tales from Shakespeare (Hertfordshire: Wordsworth 

Editions Ltd., 1994). For critical note and director's guide, I have referred to the following books and 

website: Fredi Olster and Rick Hamilton edited, The Taming of the Shrew: A Workbook for Students 

(Lyme, NH: Smith & Kraus, 1996); “Shakespeare study guides: The Taming of the Shrew,” Sparknotes 

<http://www.sparknotes.com/shakespeare/shrew/>, accessed on 9 September 2015.  
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accepted my suggestion to set the background of the play in Shanghai in the early 

twentieth century, the time when Western modern city life first entered China. The 

indigenized context enabled us to seamlessly introduce Western performing arts, such 

as classical song, tango, and modern life elements such as a pub and waiters in Western 

costumes to the performance. 

To grasp the idea of the actual performance effect, I watched three different 

productions of The Taming of the Shrew. The first one was the popular film adaptation 

in 1967 directed by Franco Zeffirelli and starring Richard Burton and Elizabeth Taylor. 

This version inspired me to skillfully trim the original work so as to adapt a high 

literature piece for the populace. The second one was a television programme of Taming 

of the Shrew produced by Jonathan Miller for the British Broadcasting Corporation TV 

production in association with Time-Life Television in 1980. As recommended by 

Sherlock, this version was a faithful production of Shakespeare's script. Watching the 

programme, I had got a clearer interpretation of Shakespeare's script. The third 

production was a live performance by the Globe Theatre, a renowned group that 

specializes in Shakespearean plays, which took place from 25 to 29 September 2013 at 

the HKAPA Lyric Theatre. The performance featured an all-female interpretation of 

the work, and the director's interpretation of the play as a dark comedy that saw 

Katherine, the leading female role, conforming herself to society's expectations and 

transforming herself into a submissive wife, was inspiring. After watching these 

performances, I had a better grasp of the key dramatic and performance elements, the 

most curious points, and the main plots of the play to be preserved in my adaptation. 

Despite that, I still faced the problem of adapting a spoken drama into a work 

of Cantonese opera that had to incorporate the four stylistic performance elements, that 
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is, singing, reciting, acting and fencing. During my research on the adaptation of 

Shakespeare's plays into Chinese opera, I found three Chinese opera adaptations of The 

Taming of the Shrew, which were Fuchun Jianü福春嫁女 [My daughter's wedding], a 

kejia gewuju客家歌舞劇 [a regional operatic genre in Taiwan] directed by David Jiang

蔣維國 and performed by Taipei National University of the Arts in 2007; Yanzhihu yu 

Shizigou胭脂虎與獅子狗 [Rouge tiger and lion dog], a Peking opera directed by Tracy 

Chung鍾傳幸 and performed by Taipei Li-yuan Chinese Opera Theatre in 2002, and; 

Shuijia Younü 誰家有女  [Whose daughter?], a Chinese opera adaptation by Shi 

Changsheng史長生 in the form of a closet play. I could not obtain the scripts for the 

first two nor performance recordings but only critiques and researches on their 

performances, through which I learnt about the pros and cons of each of the adaptations. 

Although I found the script of Shi Changsheng's Shuijia Younü from a journal,130 the 

script and the dramatic structure were not in the style of Cantonese opera.131 So, in the 

end, I had to write my own script for the performance. 

5.2.3 Synopsis and characters 

Shakespeare's original work has a complex storyline and numerous characters. 

The play begins with an introduction that a poor tinker named Christopher Sly becomes 

the target of a prank by a local lord by taking the drunk Sly to his manor, dressing Sly 

in his finery, and treating him as a lord. When Sly recovers, the men tell him that he is 

a lord and that he only believes himself to be a tinker because he has been insane for 

                                                 
130 Shi Changsheng, “Shuijia Younü,” Dawutai Shuangyuekan 大舞臺雙月刊[Grand stage bimonthly 

journal], 4 (2002): 13-27. 
131 Lai Yiu-wai黎耀威, a Cantonese opera actor and playwright, has also adapted The Taming of the 

Shrew into Cantonese opera Longfeng Cuodian Yuanyangpu 龍鳳錯點鴛鴦譜 [The mismatches] in 2012. 

To avoid being influenced, I had not watched the performance nor referred from the work. 
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the past several years. Sly at first does not accept the men's story, but later he agrees 

when he hears of his ‘wife’ who is disguised by a pageboy in women's clothing. Sly 

wants to be left alone with his wife, but the servants tell him that a troupe of actors has 

arrived to present a play for him. The play that Sly watches makes up the main story of 

The Taming of the Shrew as follows. 

In the Italian city of Padua, a rich young man named Lucentio arrives with his 

servants, Tranio and Biondello, to attend the local university. Lucentio falls in love at 

first sight with Bianca, a beautiful, mild young woman, but Bianca's father, a wealthy 

old man named Baptista Minola, has declared that no one may court Bianca until first 

her older sister, the vicious, ill-tempered Katherine, is married. Lucentio swaps identity 

with Tranio and disguises himself as Bianca's Latin tutor hired by Gremio, one of 

Bianca's suitors, to gain an excuse to be in her company. Hortensio, another suitor of 

Bianca, disguises himself as her music teacher for the same reason. 

Petruchio, a young adventurer from Verona, arrives to visit his friend Hortensio. 

Finding a rich woman as his wife, he agrees to marry Katherine, but when they meet in 

the next day, they have a tremendous duel of words. As Katherine insults Petruchio 

repeatedly, Petruchio tells her that he will marry her on the coming Sunday whether she 

agrees or not. On the wedding day, when Katherine is waiting him at the church, 

Petruchio arrives in an absurd outfit and after the ceremony he leaves for Verona 

immediately with his new wife. On reaching Verona, Katherine is mistreated by 

Petruchio and his servants, and is denied food and sleep. To teach her to obey him, 

Petruchio does not allow her new clothes or a hat. Eventually, worn down by her 

husband’s relentless eccentricity, Katherine submits and accepts all his eccentricities. 

Then they set off to visit her father in Padua. 
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On the journey the couple meets Vincentio, Lucentio's wealthy father, who is 

subjected to a strange conversation as Petruchio tests Katherine's obedience. The three 

reach Padua where Hortensio, rejected by Bianca, has married a widow and Baptista 

has been tricked into believing a passing stranger as Tranio's rich father. While 

Vincentio attempts to unravel the complexities of the situation his son, Lucentio, returns 

from a secret wedding with Bianca. 

Baptista holds a wedding feast for both his daughters, and the men relax after 

their meal Petruchio devises a competition to prove whose wife is the most obedient. 

Bianca and the widow fail to come to their husbands when called while Katherine 

lectures the women on the duties of a wife.132 

With the aim of fitting the whole production into a two-hour time frame and the 

play-within-a-play within about one-and-a-half hours, I had to trim the original story 

and create opportunities for singing, acting and acrobatic movement, which are all 

essential to Cantonese opera performance. I removed the first wedding scene in 

Shakespeare's work in my adaptation to save time for scene changes in Cantonese opera. 

I designed the scene of Petruchio bringing Katherine to his home to showcase 

demanding body movements so as to illustrate how Petruchio tames Katherine on the 

one hand and to show the leading roles' performing techniques on the other. 

In order to fit the characters to the limited crew, I also reimagined the characters' 

relationship and removed unnecessary and minor roles. For example, in Shakespeare's 

original, Petruchio and Lucentio have no connections at the beginning. In my adaptation, 

                                                 
132 “Plot summary of the Taming of the Shrew,” No Sweat Shakespeare 

<http://www.nosweatshakespeare.com/play-summary/taming-shrew/>, accessed on 9 September 2015, 

and; “Plot overview of  the Taming of the Shrew,” SparkNotes 

<http://www.sparknotes.com/shakespeare/shrew/summary.html>, accessed on 9 September 2015. 
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I set Luo Ruisheng駱瑞生 [Lucentio] to be the cousin of Fu Hongtao傅宏滔 [Petruchio] 

so that Fu helps Luo by marrying Qiao Jinjiao喬金嬌 [Katherine] because of their kin 

relationship. By reconstructing the relationship, a number of characters such as 

Lucentio's servants, Tranio and Biondello, Petruchio's servant Grumio, the other suitors 

of Bianca, Gremio and Hortensio, and some other minor casts such as the tailor, 

haberdasher, widow, and the padant, were removed in my adaptation. For performance 

purposes, however, I added some supporting cast members such as sedan bearers, 

boatman, and suitors of Bianca. Table 5.1 compares the main characters of 

Shakespeare's work and my adaptation. Unintentionally, the main characters in my 

adaptation had just fitted the ‘six-pillar’ system of Cantonese opera. 

Table 5.1 Character List 

Characters in  

Shakespeare's the Taming of the Shrew 

Characters in my adaptation of  

the Taming of the Shrew 

Baptista Minola Qiao Laoye喬老爺 [comic role] 

Katherine Qiao Jinjiao喬金嬌 [leading female 

role] 

Bianca Qiao Yujiao喬玉嬌 [supporting female 

role] 

Lucentio Luo Ruisheng駱瑞生 [supporting male 

role] 

Petruchio Fu Hongtao傅宏滔 [leading male role] 

Vincentio Luo Wenchan駱文禪 [old gentleman 

role] 

Gremio and Hortensio Simplified to Master Wang and Li王公

子、李公子, suitors of Bianca 

Curtis, Nathaniel, Phillip, Joseph, 

Nicholas, Peter 

Simplified to eight servants at Fu 

Mansion 

Tranio (Removed) 

Grumio (Removed) 

Biondello (Removed) 

Tailor, Haberdasher (Removed) 

Widow (Removed) 

Merchant (Removed) 
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5.2.4 Final synopsis and scene breakdown of the play-within-a-play 

After discussion with the artistic director, the synopsis of the play-within-a-play 

was confirmed as follows. The richest man of the capital, Qiao Laoye喬老爺 [Baptista 

Minola in Shakespeare's play], has two daughters. The elder daughter, Qiao Jinjiao喬

金嬌 [Katherine], is staunchly principled with moral integrity and headstrong in her 

own way. She has already past her optimum time to get married. In contrast, Qiao 

Laoye's younger daughter, Qiao Yujiao喬玉嬌 [Bianca], is gentle and beautiful. Qiao 

Laoye is looking for a rich son-in-law between Bianca's many suitors. According to the 

rule of the Qiao Family, the elder daughter must be married before the younger one. 

Hence, Qiao Laoye is offering a large dowry to attract a suitor for Katherine.  

Luo Ruisheng 駱瑞生 [Lucentio] and Yujiao fall in love at first sight, and, 

following Yujiao's suggestion, Ruisheng pretends to be a family teacher working in the 

Qiao's house. Ruisheng's cousin, Fu Hongtao 傅宏滔 [Petruchio], a heroic man of 

admirable deeds, asserts that he should like to help Ruisheng by marrying Jinjiao. In 

his first visit to the Qiao's house, Hongtao proposes to Jinjiao, quarrels with her, and 

even fights with her. Jinjiao cannot beat Hongtao, and they have a chaotic wedding.  

Hongtao takes Jinjiao back home via a dangerous and difficult route, and, in his 

mansion, plays tricks on Jinjiao to make her suffer and completely bend to his will. In 

order to return home, Jinjiao concedes to obeying Hongtao. On the way home, they 

meet Luo Wenchan駱文禪 [Vincentio], Ruisheng's father, who is looking for his son. 

Hongtao reveals to Wenchan where Ruisheng is. Together, they make their journey to 

the Qiao's house. 
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Ruisheng and Yujiao lack a legitimate matchmaker. Yujiao suggests that 

Ruisheng disguise as a matchmaker and they exchange vows. All Yujiao's many suitors 

meet in the Qiao home, and make financial bids for Yujiao's hand in marriage. The 

‘fake matchmaker’ wins by promising an exaggerated amount. Qiao Laoye of course 

agrees. Luo Wenchan arrives and discovers that Ruisheng has lied. Qiao Laoye is 

regretful. Hongtao comes and conciliates, and finally Qiao Laoye and Luo Wenchan 

agree to the marriage of their son and daughter. 

During the wedding feast, Hongtao states that he has tamed “the shrew”, but no 

one believes him. They bet on the wives' response to their husbands' call. Jinjiao finally 

answers Hongtao's call and gives a long speech on marriage. Everybody thinks that 

Hongtao has indeed won the bet.133 

Before writing the script, I had also drafted the scene breakdown for both 

Sherlock's and Hu Zhifeng's approval. Table 5.2 shows the scene breakdown of my 

play-within-a-play adaptation. 

Table 5.2 Scene breakdown of the play-within-a-play adaptation134 

Scene Description Major musical number 

1 1.1 In Qiao Laoye's [Baptista] House 

– Qiao Laoye fails to invite 

suitors for his elder daughter, 

Qiao Jinjiao [Katherine]. 

Songjun  Huanshaxi  qiziqing 

 jianzi furong  Qiujiangbie  

Feishuangling  Shibamo  

Yingchunhua  Yujianü  

gunhua135 

                                                 
133 From programme booklet of the Taming of the Shrew, HKAPA performance. 
134 Ibid. 
135 Qiziqing 七字清 is a single-meter aria type in bangzi family, Jianzi furong 減字芙蓉 a duple-meter 

aria type in bangzi family, and gunhua滾花 a free-meter aria type in bangzi family. All others are fixed 

tunes. 
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Scene Description Major musical number 

1.2 In Qiao Laoye's House – Fu 

Hongtao [Petruchio] wins Qiao 

Jinjiao as his wife. 

2 Country Side – Fu Hongtao begins 

his ‘torture’ of Qiao Jinjiao by 

getting her walk on a dangerous path 

back to his home right after their 

marriage 

erhuang liushuiban  Nandao  

Chunguang  Suyuan  Kelianwo 

 Xiashanhu136 

3 Fu Hongtao's Home – Fu Hongtao 

continues to ‘torture’ Qiao Jinjiao by 

depriving her of food, sleep and 

change of clothing. 

Fu Hongtao challenges the audience 

to suggest a better way than his to 

tame a shrew 

Intermission 

changju gunhua  Jinshang 

Yiduohua  Bodenghua  

kuaimanban  fanxian erhuang 

manban  shuang erwang manban  

 gunhua137 

4 On the Boat – Fu Hongtao takes 

Qiao Jinjiao back to her home and 

forces her to say that the sun is the 

moon and the moon is the sun. Luo 

Wenchan [Vincentio] joins them in 

search of his son, Luo Ruisheng 

[Lucentio] 

Qiujiangbie  banyan  gunhua   

muyu  gunhua  bangzi zhongban 

 yifan changju erhuang manban 

 gunhua138 

                                                 
136 Erhuang liushuiban 二黃流水板 is a single-meter aria type in erhuang family. All others are fixed 

tunes. 
137 Changju gunhua長句滾花 is a free-meter aria type in bangzi family, kuaimanban快慢板 a quick 

quadruple-meter aria type in bangzi family, fanxian erhuang manban反線二黃慢板 a quadruple-meter 

aria type in erhuang family and sung in fanxian mode, shuang erwang manban爽二黃慢板 a moderate-

tempo, quadruple-meter aria type in erhuang family. All others are fixed tunes. 
138 Banyan 板眼 is a moderate-tempo,quadruple-meter narrative aria type, muyu 木魚 a free-meter 

narrative aria type with no accompaniment, bangzi zhongban 梆子中板 a duple-meter aria type in bangzi 

family, and yifan changju erhuang manban 乙反長句二黃慢板 a quadruple-time erhuang aria type in 

extended line form and sung in yifan mode. Qiujiangbie秋江別 is a fixed tune. 
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Scene Description Major musical number 

5 Qiao's Study Room – Luo Ruisheng 

proposes to Qiao Yujiao [Bianca] 

without the permission of their 

parents. 

bangzi manban  Kaohong  

fanxian bangzi zhongban  

gunhua139 

6 Qiao's Sitting Room – Luo Ruisheng 

wins the bidding of Qiao Yujiao 

among all suitors but he is in 

disguise as a matchmaker. 

xipi  Xihuangshu  gunhua140 

7 Qiao's Dining Room – Fu Hongtao 

orders Qiao Jinjiao to state how a 

wife should obey her husband. She 

says she should obey him. He has 

tamed her! 

changju erhuang manban141 

 

5.2.5 Play writing and script writing 

After confirming the storyline and scene breakdown, I started writing the script 

for each scene. The two major challenges to me in the script writing process were, first, 

to preserve the wit and humor of Shakespeare's work while adapting an English spoken 

drama to a Cantonese opera, and second, incorporate attractive, stylistic performance 

elements of Cantonese opera into this adaptation. Below I shall use my adaptation of 

the famous ‘battle’ scene between Petruchio and Katherine as an example to show how 

I tackled the challenges. Script 5.4 shows Shakespeare's original script and my 

adaptation. 

                                                 
139 Bangzi manban 梆子慢板 is a quick quadruple-meter aria type in bangzi family, fanxian bangzi 

zhongban反線梆子中板 a duple-meter aria type in bangzi family and sung in fanxian mode. Kaohong

拷紅 is a fixed tune. 
140 Xipi西皮 is a moderate-tempo, quadruple-meter aria type. Xihuangshu戲皇叔 is a fixed tune. 
141 Changju erhuang manban 長句二黃慢板 is a quadruple-time erhuang aria type in extended line form. 
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First, I identified the key elements, keywords and punchlines of the scene in 

Shakespeare's work through watching the film adaptations and reading the original 

scripts and critics. The most interesting point in the ‘Battle’ scene is the vigorous verbal 

conflict between Petruchio and Katherine. To create an agitated sound effect, 

Shakespeare played with alliteration, using words starting with the [k] consonant, for 

example, “crest”, “coxcomb”, “combless cock”, “crow”, and “craven”. As it is easy to 

create an agitated sound effect in Cantonese opera with percussion instruments, I did 

not turn to this word usage, and yet I had to write rhymed lyrics according to the rule 

of Cantonese opera script writing, for example, the last word of each line, “份”, “憤”, 

“問”, “混”, and “裙” all rhyme in [an]. 

Shakespeare also used many metaphors in his scripts, some of them with sexual 

connotations. I preserved some of his metaphors that were suitable for Cantonese opera 

scripts, for instance, praising Katherine's beauty as “sweet as spring-time flowers”, I 

wrote “beautiful as blooming Spring flower” 艷似春花燦繽紛 . Instead of using 

Shakespeare's metaphors which may have been too unfamiliar to a Cantonese opera 

audience, I employed some similar metaphors in Cantonese opera, say, ‘wulingyuan’

武陵源 [the land of peach blossoms, a fictitious land of peace and happiness, Shangri-

la] as an allusion of a rendezvous. I aimed at making the script more familiar to a 

Cantonese opera audience. 

My prior adaptation experiences were useful. In the ‘battle’ scene, to create a 

humorous and light-hearted effect, I employed a series of short fixed tunes commonly 

used in Cantonese opera comedy, namely, Shibamo 十八摩  [Eighteen touches], 
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Yingchunhua迎春花 [Spring blossom], and Yujianü漁家女 [Fishing girl].142 Shibamo 

is a short traditional Cantonese opera fixed tune, Yingchunhua a Chinese folk song, and 

Yujianü a tune from a Chinese film in the 1940s. To accommodate the three tunes into 

one musical number, I used fanxian反線, approximately equal to G major in Western 

music, for the tunes. The three tunes share the same light-hearted mood and moderate 

tempo, which is suitable for the playful scene. These fixed tunes were connected with 

percussion episodes to accompany the stage fighting of the two characters, as shown in 

Illustration 5.1. 

Illustration 5.1 ‘Battle’ scene percussion episode 

                                                 
142 I learnt this arrangement from my experience of adapting a kun opera work Hujiazhuang扈家莊 [Hu's 

Mansion], which also features a playful fight between a male and a female characters. The arrangement 

effectively incorporates singing and fencing in a scene. 

倉昌昌 七昌 昌|龍 冬 昌七昌昌| 

(last beat of the previous tune)  

倉昌昌七 得昌倉|捷 捷 |倉 的 的  | 

(introductory beat of the next tune) 

Percussion symbols 

倉：strike the bo鈸[cymbal] and luo鑼[gong] at the same time 

昌：strike the gouluo 勾鑼[small gong] 

七：strike the cymbal 

龍：roll on the xiaotanggu小堂鼓[small drum] 

冬：strike the small drum 

得：strike the shuangpigu雙皮鼓[medium woodblock] 

的：strike the shadi沙的[small woodblock] 

捷：strike the medium and small woodblock at the same time 

oo 
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To make the play writing and script writing process effective and to introduce 

traditional performance elements of Cantonese opera into the adaptation, I employed a 

number of paichang in designing each scene of the adaptation. In Act 2, Scene 1 of 

Shakespeare's The Taming of the Shrew, the three suitors visited Baptista Minola for 

courting Bianca. To adapt this scene, I referred to the front part of the paichang Luncai 

Zhaoqin論才招親 [Matchmaking according to scholarship], which structure fitted well 

to the scene. In my adaptation, Qiao Laoye first enters and expresses his wish to get a 

rich son-in-law, and the servant introduces the three suitors and the ‘fake matchmaker’. 

Instead of comparing their scholarship as in the old paichang, they show off their wealth 

and power, and finally, as suggested by Qiao Laoye, they compete for Yujiao by auction. 

By introducing this paichang to the scene, it not only moderated the script writing and 

directing process, but also brought humor and satire to the scene. Similarly, in Scene 5 

of the play-within-a-play of my adaptation, I adapted the structure of the old paichang 

Shufanghui書房會 [Meeting in the study], which is about a young scholar meeting a 

young lady and her maid in the study, for the original Act 3, Scene 1 of Shakespeare's 

work, when Lucentio and Hortensio are disguised as tutors and pursue Bianca during 

the lesson. To match the scene and the common practice of Chinese opera and custom 

of ancient China, I added a maid named Chunmei 春梅 to accompany Yujiao. Rupert 

Chan陳鈞潤, an active dramatist in Hong Kong, identified the similarity of my writing 

to the famous Chinese classical play Xixiangji西廂記 [Romance of the West Chamber] 

and, in particular, my use of the famous tune Kaohong拷紅 [Interrogating Red Maid], 

which originated from a popular Shanghainese tune sung by Zhou Xuan周璇 in 1940 
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that had been used in many Cantonese opera works.143 The tune originally told the story 

of Xixiangji, but I employed the tune for its romantic and lyrical mood. While paichang 

provides a useful framework for putting new elements together without deviating from 

the traditional style too much, the blending of old paichang and new scripts and arias 

help revitalize the old paichang for a new use. 

As homage to Sit Kok-sin and Ma Si-tsang, the two past masters, I intended to 

write the play-within-a-play in the style of their works. Referring to their many 

Cantonese opera and Cantonese operatic song adaptations from 1920s to 1940s, such 

as Xuangong Yanshi璇宮艷史 [The Romance of Jade Hall] and Douqi Fuqi鬥氣夫妻 

[A quarrelsome couple], I learnt how to create a humorous effect and their wit of using 

colloquial Cantonese in Cantonese opera. When I adapted Shakespeare's original script 

as shown in Script 5.1, instead of merely translating it line by line, I employed a 

colloquial Cantonese idiom “deoi3 dik6 jan4 ci4 bei1, zik1 hai6 deoi3 zi6 gei2 caan4 

jan2”「對敵人慈悲，即係對自己殘忍」[To have mercy for the enemy is to be cruel 

to oneself] and a formulaic Cantonese opera performance technique involving the two 

characters laughing at each other, as shown in Script 5.1 below. In my adaptation, I 

illustrated their tit-for-tat by incorporating stylistic Cantonese reciting and acting skills. 

  

                                                 
143Rupert Chan, “Chunhanji xiaoqing Fusion,”唇旱記校慶 Fusion [‘Dry lips’ story, the academy's 

anniversary celebration, fusion] Hong Kong Economic Journal, 11 June 2014.  
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Script 5.1 Adaptation example 

i. Shakespeare's original script 

PETRUCHIO What, with my tongue in your tail? nay, come again, 

Good Kate; I am a gentleman. 

KATHERINE That I'll try. (She strikes him) 

PETRUCHIO I swear I'll cuff you, if you strike again. 

KATHERINE So may you lose your arms: 

If you strike me, you are no gentleman; 

And if no gentleman, why then no arms. 

 

ii. Script in Scene 1 of Play-within-a-play, Xunhanji 

Chinese script English traslation 

金 嬌：【口古】你想我對你慈悲，

好難咯，須知對敵人慈

悲，即係對自己殘忍。 

傅宏滔：【口古】我又點會與你為敵

呢？我係正人君子，絕對

唔係卑鄙小人。。 

金 嬌：【白】君子？ 

傅宏滔：【白】君子！ 

金 嬌：【笑介】哈！ 

傅宏滔：【笑介】哈！ 

金 嬌：【笑介】哈！ 

傅宏滔：【笑介】哈！ 

金 嬌、傅宏滔：【互大笑介】哈！

金 嬌：【白】哈！我打你！【舉手

欲打傅宏滔，傅執金嬌手】 

傅宏滔：【白】咪住 你咁鍾意打，

如果你打輸咗，你就要嫁俾我㗎嘞。 

金 嬌：【白】之前來十個我打走五

對，你打贏我先算啦。 

Jinjiao: You want mercy from me, 

impossible. Do you know that 

to have mercy for the enemy is 

to be cruel to oneself. 

Hongtao: How can I be your enemy! I 

am an upright gentleman, 

Absolutely not a knave. 

Jinjiao: Gentleman? 

Hongtao: Gentleman! 

Jinjiao: [laugh] Ha! 

Hongtao: [laugh] Ha! 

Jinjiao: [laugh] Ha! 

Hongtao: [laugh] Ha! 

[Jinjiao and Hongtao laugh at each 

other] 

Jinjiao: Ha! I strike you! [Strike 

Hongtao, but Hongtao holds her 

hand] 

Hongtao: Wait! You love fighting, If 

you lose, you'll marry me! 

Jinjiao: Of the ten before you, I kicked 

out five pairs. You have to beat 

me first! 
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In addition, I also imitated the characteristic banqiang aria usage of Sit and Ma's 

work. For example, in Scene 3 of play-within-a-play, when Hongtao and Jinjiao 

quarreled over the behavior of a wife and a husband, I employed the form of baziju 

erhuang manban as in ‘Huayuan xiangma’ of Sit Kok-sin's Baijinlong and Ma Si-

tsang's Douqi Fuqi, as shown in Script 5.2 below. 

Script 5.2 Script example and transcription of the baziju erhuang manban in Play-

within-a-play Scene 3, Xunhanji 

Chinese script English Translation 

傅宏滔：【起唱八字句二黃慢板】須

知女子要溫柔，先會得人喜

愛。【唱序】車轎行過都會停

低載。 

金 嬌：【接唱】睇你嬉皮笑臉，分

明戲弄太不該。【唱序】今番

我真正係當災。 

傅宏滔：【接唱】你可知做我老婆，

四德三從為份內。【唱序】女

訓都早有明載。 

金 嬌：【接唱】為這三從四德，多

少閨女毁形骸。【唱序】老死

孤獨在望夫台。 

Fu Hongtao: [Sing baziju erhuang 

manban] Know that a woman must 

be tender, Then she will be loved. 

Carts and litters will stop to take her. 

Jinjiao: Look at your slick face. You 

obviously jest with me. This time 

I'm really ill fated. 

Fu Hongtao: Do you know that as a wife, 

One's duty is to be obedient. 

Women's teachings have it written. 

Jinjiao: For this obedience, So many 

maidens ruined their health. Died 

lonely pining for a husband.  
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I also quoted a Cantonese common saying “jan4 gin3 jan4 oi3, ce1 gin3 ce1 

zoi3”「人見人愛，車見車載」[Literally, “people see and love, car see and drive”, 

which means “lovable by everyone”] into the singing script, aimed at adding humor to 

the script and illustrating Hongtao's quick wit. In Scene 5 of the play-within-a-play 

when Luo Ruisheng is expressing his thought to Qiao Yujiao, I wrote an aria for 

Ruisheng in the aria type of bangzi manban梆子慢板 [a quadruple-meter aria type in 

bangzi mode] with a modified structure similar to the same aria type used in Sit Kok-

sin's famous songs Hualuo Chunguiqu花落春歸去 [Falling flower, leaving spring]. 

Script 5.3 shows the script and the transcription. 

Script 5.3 Script example and transcription of Scene 5 of play-within-a-play, Xunhanji 

Chinese script English Translation 

駱瑞生：【起梆子慢板板面上托白】

關關雎鳩，在河之洲，窈窕淑

女，君子好逑…唉！【唱慢板

特別腔】日唸關雎，夜唸關

雎，可奈君子難逑淑女，徒惹

心煩，嘆嘆嘆，嘆嘆嘆，我為

玉人投身府裡，指望琴瑟和

諧，歡歌燦爛。本為易求一

見，誰料一見艱難，未知佳人

心中意，愁對日照斜欄。 

Luo Ruisheng: [Enters and recites in the 

introduction of bangzi manban] 

Turtle doves cooing at an islet in the 

river. The fair lady Is courted by 

gentleman... Alas!  

   [Sing bangzi manban, special tune] I 

recite the first poem in the Book of 

Songs day and night. But this 

gentleman can't court the fair lady. 

Only makes the heart troubled. Sigh, 

sigh, I work in this mansion all 

because of the belle. Hoping for 

marriage, happy songs and music. 

My aim: easier to see her, but turns 

out so hard to meet. I don't know her 

feelings. Sadly I face sunlit railings. 
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With my knowledge in Cantonese opera singing, I also adapted Sit Kok-sin's 

vocal style in my vocal design for the singers, for instance, the melisma set to the lyric 

“玉”, “嘆”, and “和” were in the style of Sit's singing. Such a trial created variety to 

the commonly used bangzi manban, enabling the performer to adapt Sit's singing to his 

own performance. Instead of writing a new fixed tune that is not easily accepted by 

performer and audience, I reused many features of a banqiang aria type such as the 

introduction, interludes, and the ending notes pattern when adapting from the existing 

banqiang aria type. In the aria in Script 5.3 for instance, the accompaniment ensemble 

played the usual banmian 板面 [introduction or prelude] of bangzi manban as the 

introduction and background music for the entrance of the character Luo Ruisheng. The 
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music ensemble also followed the usual form of accompanying bangzi manban, that is, 

imitating the vocal melody with ornamentation, which is known as zhuiqiang jiahua追

腔加花 in Cantonese opera, in accompanying the aria. This made the process more 

efficient.  

In short, all of these designs were aimed at connecting the new adaptation to the 

traditional performance style of Cantonese opera in order to bring familiarity to the 

Cantonese opera audience on one hand, and introducing such style to the majority of 

audience goers who were new to Cantonese opera on the other. 

5.2.6 Directing and rehearsing process 

After my play writing and script writing process, Hu Zhifeng, the director of 

Chinese opera scenes started her work on directing the rehearsals and performance. 

Similar to my writing process, Hu Zhifeng had tried hard to develop each scene to make 

the performance shine. She employed body movements from many other regional 

operatic genres, and, when appropriate, revised the scenes to bring into special 

performance techniques. For instance, instead of walking back home as in Act 4, Scene 

5 of Shakespeare's original work, Hu Zhifeng directed the characters to return home by 

boat, so that she could incorporate movements of drowning, swimming, and rescuing 

the drowner in the performance. As this added excitement to the performance without 

distorting the original setting, Sherlock, the Artistic Director, approved the design. The 

performance of the scene was well received. 

In most of the cases, Sherlock, Hu Zhifeng and I communicated well in 

designing roles and scenes. In some cases, however, due to some misunderstanding 

regarding the original intention and idea of the production, Hu Zhifeng's directing 
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focused too much on the visual effect and deviated from the story. For example, in the 

first draft of the adaptation, the play-within-a-play ended with a group song and dance 

that described the reunion of Jinjiao and Hongtao. After watching the rehearsal, 

Sherlock commented that the setting had deviated from of the original work, in which 

Katherine showed her absolute obedience to Petruchio. In discussion with Sherlock, I 

rewrote the final aria of Jinjiao with reference to the famous final speech of Katherine, 

and incorporated dayin shangnian shibai打引上念詩白 [Enter in the style of dayin and 

recite poetic speech], a specialized dan role performance technique of Cantonese opera. 

I referred the scene to the famous scene in Tong Tik-sang's Dinühua, when Princess 

Changping of the Ming Dynasty enters the court of the Qing Dynasty in deep grief and 

hesitation over negotiation. I suppose Jinjiao, or Katherine in Shakespeare's work, 

would have the same feeling when entering the hall in response to her husband's call. 

This, however, led to Hu Zhifeng's strong dissatisfaction for three reasons. First, it 

opposed her idea of a complete reunion in Chinese opera; second, it opposed her dignity 

as the director of Chinese opera, as I had imposed my thought of performance and 

Sherlock's idea upon her, and third, she thought my employment of dayin shangnian 

shibai performance was boring and incompatible to her rich performance design in 

previous scenes. In my opinion, dayin shangnian shibai is the most solemn type of 

formulaic movement of a dan role of high status, such as princess, queen, and lady, in 

Cantonese opera. Employed in the scene, it perfectly revealed the status change of 

Jinjiao from an unmarried, rude girl to a married, civilized lady, and symbolized the 

fettering of marriage to a woman with the complicated traditional wedding costume and 

slow movement. Interestingly, as a workaround, Hu Zhifeng directed the leading female 

role performers, Lin Yingshi, who played the role of Qiao Jinjiao, to wink her eye to 

the audience when she was picked up by Fu Hongtao after her speech of obedience. Hu 
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Zhifeng intended to express to the audience that Qiao Jinjiao was just faking her 

subservience to Fu Hongtao, but it caused confusion to the audience as after the play-

within-a-play the show continued with a drama performer, who acted as a member of 

the audience on stage watching the play-within-a-play, reciting the famous speech of 

Katherine. It seemed that Katherine was again suppressed to his husband Petruchio.  

5.3 Audience's comment on the performance 

It is not easy to accommodate a diverse audience in this production. The 

audience's response varied after watching the show. Those who had experience in 

watching drama, musical, dance and modern multimedia production found our 

production exciting, entertaining and refreshing. They appreciated the crossover and 

dialogue of different performing arts, and the multiple layers of performance 

throughout the show, from the drama play and Cantonese opera play-within-a-play 

itself, the dialogue and complement between the audience-performers in the drama play 

and the play-within-a-play, and the response of audience toward the performance on 

stage. These multiple layers created the curiosity of the work, where the audience 

should “divert attention to every happening on the stage” and “take question back 

home”, as Zhang Minhui commented.144 Owing to that, those audience members who 

intended to watch a pure Cantonese opera felt disappointed and tired, as they 

commented in their letters to Hu Zhifeng, which she forwarded to me for my 

information. They remarked that the performance area of the Cantonese opera play-

within-a-play was too small and there were too many Cantonese-opera-unrelated things 

happening at the same time. They thought those elements distracted their interest in the 

                                                 
144 Zhang Minhui, “Xizhong Xizhongxi,”戲中戲中戲 [Play within a Play-within-a-play], Hong Kong 

Economic Journal, 24 June 2014. Also, Zhang Minhui, “Kan Xunhan you nandu,”看《馴悍》有難度 

[Difficulty in watching Xunhanji], Hong Kong Economic Journal, 8 July 2014.  
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Cantonese opera performance. Some of them, mostly the female audience, did not 

accept the tortures to Jinjiao and her final submission to Hongtao, as in Shakespeare's 

original work. They thought that the old school of “men who are superior to women” 

in Shakespeare's work should not exist on the modern stage. Certainly, Sherlock and I 

did not intend to promote male chauvinism through this adaptation of Shakespeare's 

most criticized work. Instead, we tried to use the play as a dialogue of the old and new, 

East and West, and man and woman. As stated in the programme booklet by Sherlock: 

“The aesthetic and practical task of trying to take the contributions 

of each School, discipline and cultural form and integrate the whole 

into a unified production that makes sense of Shakespeare's story, 

characters and structure whilst respecting the integrity of each 

Western and Eastern discipline is difficult, if not an impossible 

(and perhaps thankless) task. Nonetheless it is exciting. It is 

creatively invigorating and is the crucible for innovation. And this 

is one of the unique areas of the Academy's mission in the 

performing arts.”145 (Author's italics) 

All in all, I learnt a lot in this once-in-a-life-time interdisciplinary production. 

The experience has opened my eyes to exploring many possibilities for the future of 

Cantonese opera. In the programme booklet, I thank Sherlock from the bottom of my 

heart for taking on the whole responsibility of such a complex project and introducing 

me to the essence of Shakespeare's original work. I also thank Hu Zhifeng for her 

hardwork on the Cantonese opera part. With professional performance from every party 

                                                 
145 Programme booklet of Xunhanji [The Taming of the Shrew]. 
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involved, the production displayed the achievement of each School and uniqueness of 

the Academy to the community. While there is still a plenty of room for me to excel in 

adaptation, I have experienced how to incorporate traditional elements and innovative 

ideas throughout the adaptation process. I hope that the experiences will nurture me to 

be a playwright capable of writing Cantonese opera for the new age. 

The adaptation process illustrated above may not be the most efficient way of 

adapting a script for Cantonese opera, but it is a certainly a systematic way for every 

budding playwright like me to try out, and it works even in such an interdisciplinary 

and avant-garde production. There is no easy way to solve the competition between 

director, playwright and performers, but, as to be discussed in the following chapter, 

good and open communication is always a remedy.  
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Script 5.4 Script of the ‘Battle’ scene 

i. Script in Shakespeare's the Taming of the Shrew, Act 2, Scene 1 

(Exeunt all but 

PETRUCHIO) 

PETRUCHIO 

 

I will attend her here, 

And woo her with some spirit when she comes. 

Say that she rail; why then I'll tell her plain 

She sings as sweetly as a nightingale: 

Say that she frown, I'll say she looks as clear 

As morning roses newly wash'd with dew: 

Say she be mute and will not speak a word; 

Then I'll commend her volubility, 

And say she uttereth piercing eloquence: 

If she do bid me pack, I'll give her thanks, 

As though she bid me stay by her a week: 

If she deny to wed, I'll crave the day 

When I shall ask the banns and when be married. 

But here she comes; and now, Petruchio, speak. 

(Enter KATHERINE) 

PETRUCHIO  

 

Good morrow, Kate; for that's your name, I hear. 

KATHERINE 

 

Well have you heard, but something hard of hearing: 

They call me Katherine that do talk of me. 

PETRUCHIO You lie, in faith; for you are call'd plain Kate, 

And bonny Kate and sometimes Kate the curst; 

But Kate, the prettiest Kate in Christendom 

Kate of Kate Hall, my super-dainty Kate, 

For dainties are all Kates, and therefore, Kate, 

Take this of me, Kate of my consolation; 

Hearing thy mildness praised in every town, 

Thy virtues spoke of, and thy beauty sounded, 

Yet not so deeply as to thee belongs, 

Myself am moved to woo thee for my wife. 

KATHERINE Moved! in good time: let him that moved you hither 

Remove you hence: I knew you at the first 

You were a moveable. 

PETRUCHIO Why, what's a moveable? 

KATHERINE A join'd-stool. 

PETRUCHIO Thou hast hit it: come, sit on me. 

KATHERINE Asses are made to bear, and so are you. 

PETRUCHIO Women are made to bear, and so are you. 

KATHERINE No such jade as you, if me you mean. 

PETRUCHIO Alas! good Kate, I will not burden thee; 

For, knowing thee to be but young and light-- 

KATHERINE Too light for such a swain as you to catch; 

And yet as heavy as my weight should be. 

PETRUCHIO Should be! should--buzz! 
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KATHERINE Well ta'en, and like a buzzard. 

PETRUCHIO O slow-wing'd turtle! shall a buzzard take thee? 

KATHERINE Ay, for a turtle, as he takes a buzzard. 

PETRUCHIO Come, come, you wasp; i' faith, you are too angry. 

KATHERINE If I be waspish, best beware my sting. 

PETRUCHIO My remedy is then, to pluck it out. 

KATHERINE Ay, if the fool could find it where it lies, 

PETRUCHIO Who knows not where a wasp does 

wear his sting? In his tail. 

KATHERINE In his tongue. 

PETRUCHIO Whose tongue? 

KATHERINE Yours, if you talk of tails: and so farewell. 

PETRUCHIO What, with my tongue in your tail? nay, come again, 

Good Kate; I am a gentleman. 

KATHERINE That I'll try. (She strikes him) 

PETRUCHIO I swear I'll cuff you, if you strike again. 

KATHERINE So may you lose your arms: 

If you strike me, you are no gentleman; 

And if no gentleman, why then no arms. 

PETRUCHIO A herald, Kate? O, put me in thy books! 

KATHERINE What is your crest? a coxcomb? 

PETRUCHIO A combless cock, so Kate will be my hen. 

KATHERINE No cock of mine; you crow too like a craven. 

PETRUCHIO Nay, come, Kate, come; you must not look so sour. 

KATHERINE It is my fashion, when I see a crab. 

PETRUCHIO Why, here's no crab; and therefore look not sour. 

KATHERINE There is, there is. 

PETRUCHIO Then show it me. 

KATHERINE Had I a glass, I would. 

PETRUCHIO What, you mean my face? 

KATHERINE Well aim'd of such a young one. 

PETRUCHIO Now, by Saint George, I am too young for you. 

KATHERINE Yet you are wither'd. 

PETRUCHIO 'Tis with cares. 

KATHERINE I care not. 

PETRUCHIO Nay, hear you, Kate: in sooth you scape not so. 

KATHERINE I chafe you, if I tarry: let me go. 

PETRUCHIO No, not a whit: I find you passing gentle. 

'Twas told me you were rough and coy and sullen, 

And now I find report a very liar; 

For thou are pleasant, gamesome, passing courteous, 

But slow in speech, yet sweet as spring-time flowers: 

Thou canst not frown, thou canst not look askance, 

Nor bite the lip, as angry wenches will, 

Nor hast thou pleasure to be cross in talk, 

But thou with mildness entertain'st thy wooers, 

With gentle conference, soft and affable. 

Why does the world report that Kate doth limp? 

O slanderous world! Kate like the hazel-twig 

Is straight and slender and as brown in hue 
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As hazel nuts and sweeter than the kernels. 

O, let me see thee walk: thou dost not halt. 

KATHERINE Go, fool, and whom thou keep'st command. 

PETRUCHIO  

 

Did ever Dian so become a grove 

As Kate this chamber with her princely gait? 

O, be thou Dian, and let her be Kate; 

And then let Kate be chaste and Dian sportful! 

KATHERINE Where did you study all this goodly speech? 

PETRUCHIO It is extempore, from my mother-wit. 

KATHERINE A witty mother! witless else her son. 

PETRUCHIO Am I not wise? 

KATHERINE Yes; keep you warm. 

PETRUCHIO Marry, so I mean, sweet Katherine, in thy bed: 

And therefore, setting all this chat aside, 

Thus in plain terms: your father hath consented 

That you shall be my wife; your dowry 'greed on; 

And, Will you, nill you, I will marry you. 

Now, Kate, I am a husband for your turn; 

For, by this light, whereby I see thy beauty, 

Thy beauty, that doth make me like thee well, 

Thou must be married to no man but me; 

For I am he am born to tame you Kate, 

And bring you from a wild Kate to a Kate 

Conformable as other household Kates. 

Here comes your father: never make denial; 

I must and will have Katherine to my wife. 

(Re-enter BAPTISTA, GREMIO, and TRANIO) 
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ii. Script in Scene 1 of Play-within-a-play, Xunhanji 

Chinese script English traslation 

金 嬌：【內白】可怒！可怒也！

【翻上唱反線《秋江別》

散板】恨煞爹爹太過份。

【持掃帚上，唱起反線

《飛霜令》】憤憤憤，你

亂作求媒問，憎厭頑童來

相混，你慕富拜金呀纏紅

裙，難再啞忍，施逐客

令，你咪黐身。【持帚亂

打，喬老爺、阿旺避走

介，金嬌與傅宏滔扎架】 

傅宏滔：【白】金嬌小姐！【唱反線

《十八摩》】可愛，可

親，得親湘裙我最歡欣，

你艷似春花燦繽紛，金嬌

美名傳遠近。 

金 嬌：【續唱】真發瘟，你莫發

瘟，早去陰司見幽君，勸

君遠離莫靠近。 

傅宏滔：【直轉反線《迎春花》】歌

唱優美嬌花，我今向桃源

近，願借小舟泛蕩碧波深

處武陵問。 

金 嬌：【直轉反線《漁家女》】你

莫惹我怒忿，你行徑惹人

憎，採花蜂妄想入武陵

行。 

傅宏滔：【接唱】水中蓮，清香飄遠

近，麗質不染俗塵，盡訴

心曲表我情真， 

金 嬌：【接唱】你亂發花痴講嘢沒

句真， 

傅宏滔：【接唱】花放蝶迷醉， 

金 嬌：【接唱】你路向泉下引， 

傅宏滔：【接唱】救苦救難望慈悲指

引。 

金 嬌：【口古】你想我對你慈悲，

好難咯，須知對敵人慈

悲，即係對自己殘忍。 

Jinjiao: Outrageous! [sing] Father, 

you've gone too far. Rage, rage, 

rage. You make messy match, 

Hateful brat comes for 

mischief. You marry me off for 

money. I can't take it anymore. 

Kick him out, steer clear. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hongtao: Miss Jinjiao! [sing] Loveable, 

adorable, So happy to see you. 

Beautiful as blooming Spring 

flower, Jinjiao's beauty is a 

household word. 

Jinjiao: [sing] You are mad, stop raving! 

Go at once to meet Hades. I 

advice you to steer clear. 

 

Hongtao: [sing] Nice singing, pretty 

blossom. I draw near paradise. 

Take a sampan to find Shangri-

la. 

 

Jinjiao: [sing] Don't make me mad! You 

act abominably. Flower 

plucking bee, Dream of 

Shangri-la in vain. 

Hongtao: [sing] Lotus in water, 

fragrance carries far. Beauty 

untainted by worldly dust. Tell 

you all the love in my heart. 

Jinjiao: [sing] You are love crazed, all 

lies. 

Hongtao: [sing] Flower blooms, 

butterfly is intoxicated. 

Jinjiao: [sing] Your road leads to Hades. 

Hongtao: [sing] I seek guidance from 

goddess of mercy. 

Jinjiao: You want mercy from me, 

impossible. Do you know that 

to have mercy for the enemy is 

to be cruel to oneself. 
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Chinese script English traslation 

傅宏滔：【口古】我又點會與你為敵

呢？我係正人君子，絕對

唔係卑鄙小人。。 

金 嬌：【白】君子？ 

傅宏滔：【白】君子！ 

金 嬌：【笑介】哈！ 

傅宏滔：【笑介】哈！ 

金 嬌：【笑介】哈！ 

傅宏滔：【笑介】哈！ 

金 嬌、傅宏滔：【互大笑介】哈！

金 嬌：【白】哈！我打你！【舉手

欲打傅宏滔，傅執金嬌手】 

傅宏滔：【白】咪住 你咁鍾意打，

如果你打輸咗，你就要嫁俾我㗎嘞。 

金 嬌：【白】之前來十個我打走五

對，你打贏我先算啦。 

Hongtao: How can I be your enemy! I 

am an upright gentleman, 

Absolutely not a knave. 

Jinjiao: Gentleman? 

Hongtao: Gentleman! 

Jinjiao: [laugh] Ha! 

Hongtao: [laugh] Ha! 

Jinjiao: [laugh] Ha! 

Hongtao: [laugh] Ha! 

[Jinjiao and Hongtao laugh at each 

other] 

Jinjiao: Ha! I strike you! [Strike 

Hongtao, but Hongtao holds her hand] 

Hongtao: Wait! You love fighting, If 

you lose, you'll marry me! 

Jinjiao: Of the ten before you, I kicked 

out five pairs. You have to beat me first! 

 

 

金 嬌：【內白】可怒！可怒也！【翻上唱反線《秋江別》散板】 

 
【持掃帚上，起唱《飛霜令》】 

 
【持帚亂打，喬老爺、阿旺避走介，金嬌與傅宏滔扎架】 

傅宏滔：【白】金嬌小姐！【起唱反線《十八摩》】 

 
【鑼鼓兩人打介】 
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傅宏滔：【起唱反線《迎春花》】 

 
【鑼鼓兩人打介】 

金 嬌：【起唱反線《漁家女》】 

 
金 嬌：【口古】你想我對你慈悲，好難咯，須知對敵人慈悲，即係對自己殘忍。 

傅宏滔：【口古】我又點會與你為敵呢？我係正人君子，絕對唔係卑鄙小人。。 

金 嬌：【白】君子？ 

傅宏滔：【白】君子！ 

金 嬌：【笑介】哈！ 

傅宏滔：【笑介】哈！ 

金 嬌：【笑介】哈！ 

傅宏滔：【笑介】哈！ 

金 嬌、傅宏滔：【互大笑介】哈！【金嬌大力打傅宏滔一下】 

傅宏滔：【執金嬌手，白】咪住！你咁鍾意打，如果你打輸咗，你就要嫁俾我

㗎嘞！ 

金 嬌：【白】之前十個嚟我打走五對，你打贏我先算啦！ 

【兩人開打介，金嬌不敵，倒在地上哭介】 
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Chapter 6: Adaptation for Education: My ‘Conservatory Style’ 

Cantonese Opera Adaptations 

6.1 Introduction 

In the previous chapter, I used my adaptation of Shakespeare's The Taming of 

the Shrew to illustrate the adaptation process in the creation of a Cantonese opera work. 

Although every playwright may have his or her own habit of writing, he or she cannot 

skip the essential steps such as structuring the plot outline and scene breakdown, writing 

scripts and arias, and working with the director and performers to revise the scripts. The 

various adaptation strategies I examined were effective for artists, troupes, and 

playwrights from the early 1900s to the 1950s to actualize the dramaturgical ideas but 

also meet the changing audience taste. It is worth investigating if those adaptation 

strategies are still applicable in the twenty-first century, when the artistic principles of 

Cantonese opera have undergone such tremendous change. 

Among all the changes, the change in Cantonese opera teaching and learning 

has created the greatest impact on the preservation and development of the art form. 

The traditional apprenticeship mode of training, a disciple following his or her master 

for years, living and working together to learn the art through observation, mimicry and 

the master's ad hoc instruction, is not only a very time-consuming precess but also quite 

challenging and demanding for the disciple. Although this model still exists in Hong 

Kong, it faces the challenge of recruiting young successors who are often unwilling to 

learn the art in such a way. In addition, most of the young Cantonese opera learners and 

their parents in Hong Kong see Cantonese opera as an extra-curricular activity and 

hobby, similar to other performing art forms in Hong Kong. They are reluctant to spend 

as much time as the past Cantonese opera learners did. 
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Some believe that a tertiary institute with government-recognized and approved 

curriculum and courses in Cantonese opera might be more preferable for students who 

wish to pursue the profession. It, however, is a great challenge to both the curriculum 

designer and teachers to equip students with enough performance skills and repertoires 

through an intensive training of four to six years to prepare them for a professional 

career in Cantonese opera performance, a complex art form involving demanding skills 

in singing, acting, reciting and fencing. 

To satisfy the teaching and learning requirements and performance needs of 

students within an institute and its somewhat straitjacketing curriculum, repertoires 

should be carefully selected and tailored for learning purposes. The lengthy scripts 

should be trimmed, the improvisory play formalized, and the various performance 

elements balanced. What is needed is a ‘conservatory style’ Cantonese opera that is 

different from the traditional Cantonese opera performance.  

In this chapter, I shall discuss two of my Cantonese opera adaptations for the 

HKAPA to illustrate how I mediate traditional and innovative idea in my adaptation 

process to suit the purpose of teaching and learning of Cantonese opera in a performing 

arts institute, a conservatory type of music education system. I shall also discuss the 

impact of the ‘conservatory style’ Cantonese opera on the development of Cantonese 

opera in Hong Kong. 

6.2 Cantonese opera training in Hong Kong 

Like other traditional arts, Cantonese opera has had a long oral history tradition 

and apprenticeship mode of transmission. A disciple followed his or her master at an 

early age. They lived together for years and the disciple worked for the master almost 
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like a servant. The disciple picked up the performance skills through observation, 

mimicry, and the master's ad hoc instruction.146 Some masters required their disciples 

to work for a number of years during which the disciple gave all of his or her earnings 

to the master. For the younger generation, such a mode of training is considered 

outdated, if not time-consuming and tough to endure. 

Institutional training has provided an alternative path for Cantonese opera 

enthusiasts to learn the art form. Since the 1920s, there have been some private 

Cantonese opera teaching institutes in Hong Kong. Chen Feinong established his 

Cantonese opera institute Feinong Yueju Xueyuan 非儂粵劇學院 in 1952, while 

another female role actor 肖蘭芳 founded Lanfang Yueju Xueyuan 蘭芳粵劇學院 in 

the 1930s. The former nurtured famous Cantonese opera artists such as Lee Bo-Ying

李寶瑩, Lee Lung李龍, and Lee Fung 李鳳, and the latter nurtured Lam Kar-sing, 

Tang Bik-wan鄧碧雲 (1926-1991), and Law Yim-hing羅艷卿 (born in 1929). In 1980, 

the Chinese Artists Association of Hong Kong, popularly known as Barwo 八和, which 

is the umbrella organization of the six guilds or work unions of Cantonese opera 

employees, also founded a Cantonese opera institute. A number of active Cantonese 

opera performers in Hong Kong, including Joyce Koi蓋鳴暉 (born in 1967), Tang Mi-

ling鄧美玲, and Liu Kwok-sum廖國森, were graduates of the institute. 

The institutes mentioned above took a form of a private school. The founder of 

the school was the leading instructor, and he or she hired assistant instructors for various 

                                                 
146 Chen Feinong discussed the Cantonese opera apprenticeship system in Yueju Liushinian, see Chen 

(2007: 18-21, 51-52). Leung So-kam, disciple of Sit Kok-sin, and Yuen Siu-Fei, disciple of Mak Bing-

wing, and some other Cantonese opera artists have also mentioned their apprenticeship with their masters 

in personal communication and public talks. 
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subjects such as singing, northern-style stage fighting and repertoires. Unlike the one-

to-one teaching in the apprenticeship mode of study, most students of those institutes 

had group lessons for body movement and stage fighting. The private schools, however, 

had their own teaching, learning and administrative policies, while the HKAPA as a 

public institute needs to follow the ordinance and quality assurance policies set by the 

government and the monitoring body. Those institutes can be regarded as playing an 

intermediate role between the traditional apprenticeship mode and the conservatory 

mode of the HKAPA. 

Before the founding of the HKAPA in 1984, there had already been voices about 

providing Cantonese opera education in the future academy, because Cantonese opera 

was considerated the most important form of local traditional performing arts. The 

Academy, however, was only able to launch its Chinese Traditional Theatre programme 

in 1999 with funding from the Home Affairs Bureau, the Academy itself and some 

charitable foundations. Even though the programme was labeled as “Chinese 

Traditional Theatre” which could entail many different types of regional opera, the 

programme was devoted to Cantonese opera training. It first awarded only a Cantonese 

opera diploma and advanced diploma, but then, with significant support from the 

government, it launched a new Bachelor of Fine Arts (Honours) Degree in Chinese 

opera in 2014, in response to the community's expectation of a higher academic 

recognition for Cantonese opera practitioners. 

The major difference between the traditional apprenticeship mode of training 

and institutional training of Cantonese opera is that in the apprenticeship mode, the 

master serves as a model for the disciple's learning, and he or she with absolute 

authority decides the teaching materials and teaching time, while in an institute, either 
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private or public, there may be several instructors responsible for different subjects, 

including body movements, stage martial arts in both southern and northern styles, 

singing, and Cantonese opera paichang and repertoire. Moreover, aligned with other 

degree and sub-degree programmes in the Academy, students have to take courses in 

language, liberal arts, and elective courses provided by other Schools or units within 

the Academy. The Academy prepares students “for meeting future challenges ranging 

from initiating multi-disciplinary innovation, procuring resources for creative works, 

building an audience attuned to the increasing sophistication of the operatic arts, to 

introducing the genre to the global arena” as stated in the programme introduction.147 

Currently, the Cantonese opera programmes of HKAPA are validated by the Hong 

Kong Council for Accreditation of Academic and Vocational Qualifications 

(HKCAAVQ), an independent statutory body providing authoritative advice on 

academic standards of degree programmes in higher education institutions in Hong 

Kong. The programmes are thus openly monitored by the government and the public to 

ensure they meet the standards and requirements of the Qualifications Framework (QF) 

level, a seven-level hierarchy of qualifications covering the academic, vocational and 

continuing education sectors. The corresponding QF levels for diploma, advanced 

diploma, and bachelor degree programmes are level three, four, and five respectively, 

for which the common features of qualifications at the same level are well defined.148 

The QF Level system provides a common benchmark for all academic or vocational 

programmes registered on the system in Hong Kong. Being registered on the system, 

                                                 
147  “Bachelor of Fine Arts (Honours) Degree in Chinese Opera,” HKAPA website 

<http://www.hkapa.edu/co/study-programmes/bachelor-of-fine-arts-honours-degree-in-chinese-opera>, 

accessed on 25 February 2014. 
148 For the definition of standards and qualities of each QF level, refer to “Generic Level Descriptors,” 

Homepage of Qualifications Framework <http://www.hkqf.gov.hk/media/HKQF_GLD_e.pdf>. 
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the Cantonese opera programmes in HKAPA has gained broader recognition from the 

community. 

Unlike the Cantonese opera institute organized by Barwo, which employs 

mainly local Cantonese opera professionals as instructors, the teaching team of the 

HKAPA Cantonese opera programme mainly consists of graduates and former 

instructors of Chinese opera schools and institutes from Guangzhou and other parts of 

mainland China. Thus, the instructors in HKAPA are familiar with the systematic 

training mode in an art institute. They often use teaching materials and repertoires from 

those schools and adapt repertoires from Peking opera, Kun opera and other regional 

operatic genres. The adaptations have imported special performance techniques from 

those regional operatic genres, which are different from the performance style of Hong 

Kong Cantonese opera. The practice of employing a director to oversee the completion 

and the overall quality of a Cantonese opera production is also different from the 

common practice of the Cantonese opera industry in Hong Kong. As a result, local 

practitioners often criticize the performance of the HKAPA students and graduates, 

regarding them as xueyuanpai 學院派 [conservatory style], which means inelastic, 

inflexible, and close to the style of Peking opera and Kun opera. On the one hand, these 

comments might reflect the Cantonese opera industry's expectation of an Academy 

graduate to be adaptable to the industry's performance practice. On the other hand, they 

reveal a dilemma in the development of Cantonese opera, that is, whether to preserve 

the past practice of improvisatory performance style and the traditional southern style 

Cantonese opera, or to learn from other regional operatic genres and establish a new 

style of Cantonese opera with the help of an artistic director. 
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I have worked for the Academy as an instructor since 2007. Besides my teaching 

duty, I have also adapted Cantonese opera works for teaching and performance 

purposes. Through the creative process of each adaptation, from scriptwriting, practice, 

rehearsal to performance, I have learnt the limitations of applying the traditional 

improvisatory practice for student performance on one hand, and the problem of 

absolute authority of the artistic director toward the training of budding Cantonese 

opera performers on the other. In the following sections, I shall use my experience of 

adapting two full-length Cantonese opera works, Shuangjiaozi and Huilanqing, to 

illustrate my observation. 

6.3 Shuangjiaozi [Mothers and Sons] 

In 2012, I wrote a new Cantonese opera work Shuangjiaozi for the annual 

performances of the Cantonese Opera Programme and Young Academy Cantonese 

Opera Troupe.149 It was my first full-length Cantonese opera work. 

The story of the opera is about an ill-fated son, Wenlong文龍, and his mother. 

The Ding丁 brothers Jiaxing家興 and Jiawang家旺 each had a son born on the same 

day. Named Wenlong and Wenfeng respectively, the babies had their hundred-day 

banquet held together. Their Uncle Wang Guoxian 王國賢, well versed in fortune 

telling, told the fortune of his two nephews at the banquet, saying that Wenfeng was 

destined to be Champion Scholar, while Wenlong had the fate of a beggar who would 

bring harm to his father. Jiaxing though reluctantly wanted to abandon Wenlong, and 

                                                 
149 The Young Academy Cantonese Opera Troupe演藝青年粵劇團 (YACOT) was established in 2011 

with the supported by the “Hong Kong Cantonese Opera Troupe for New Talent Three-Year Grant 

Scheme” given by the Cantonese Opera Development Fund (CODF), aimed at nurturing talents in 

Cantonese opera performance and music, and promoting continuity and reformation in Cantonese opera. 

“Introduction to Troupe,” YACOT website <http://www.hkapa.edu/troupe/about.html>, accessed on 25 

February 2014. 
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his wife Madam Liu opposed him vehemently. To avoid disaster, Jiaxing left home for 

the civil examination. Wenlong and Wenfeng studied in the same class and had a row 

while playing. Jiawang's wife, Madam Jiang 姜氏 , defended her son and blamed 

Wenlong, dismissed the teacher and made an excuse to divide the household estate. 

Madam Liu柳氏 had to bring Wenlong to seek shelter from Teacher Li who had retired 

to his rural home. Taught by Li, Wenlong became Champion Scholar eighteen years 

later. Madam Jiang, however, spoiled Wenfeng, causing him to be addicted to gambling, 

and he squandered away the family estate. Jiawang and Madam Jiang resorted to 

begging while Wenfeng became a bandit, waylaying Wang Guoxian who returned 

home. He ran into the distinguished Wenlong, who censured Wenfeng righteously and 

finally made him repent and turn over a new leaf. 

The work originated from a Puxian opera莆仙戲 [a regional opera in Fujian 

Province] Zhuangyuan Yu Qigai狀元與乞丐 [Scholar and Beggar], which was adapted 

from the traditional Puxian opera repertoire by a famous Puxian opera playwright Yao 

Qingshui 姚清水 . The work had been adapted by other regional operatic genres, 

including Shanghai Yueju, Qingqiang秦腔 [a regional operatic genre popular in the 

Shanxi province], and Cantonese opera in Guangzhou.  

To ensure fidelity in my adaptation, I referred to the original Puxian opera script 

in my writing.150 But I still had to rewrite most of the script, despite the existence of a 

Cantonese opera adaptation. The most important reason was for the Academy's 

                                                 
150 “Script of Zhuangyuan Yu Qigai,”狀元與乞丐[Scholar and Beggar] in Guoxi Wenmai: Zhongguo 

Xiqu Xueyuan Xiwenxi Shisheng Juzuo Julunji 國戲文脈：中國戲曲學院戲文系師生劇作劇論集

[Collection of Works and Articles by Teachers and Students of Department of Xiqu Literature, Academy 

of Traditional Chinese Opera], edited by Xie Bailiang謝柏梁, Hao Yinbai郝蔭柏, and Yan Quanyi顏

全毅 (Shanghai: Shanghai Guji Chubanshe, 2008), 539-572. 
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educational purpose. The script of the Guangzhou Cantonese opera adaptation had 

some obvious mistakes in its aria arrangements. For instance, in Act 4 of that version, 

after the introduction of an aria type yifan erhuang manban乙反二黃慢板, it comes 

with an aria type of yifan bangzi zhongban 乙反梆子中板. It violated the rule of 

Cantonese operatic music and would have established bad practice for students if it was 

used as teaching material. In addition, some of the work's aria arrangements and lyrics 

were not in the style of Hong Kong Cantonese opera, for instance, the use of non-local 

colloquial expressions and the choice of fixed tunes, not to mention the dramatic 

aesthetics. 

Part of the purpose of my adaptation was to introduce various traditional and 

typical aria types and speech types to students wherever possible, such as the 

incorporation of the fanxian erhuang manban, nanyin南音 [a kind of narrative music 

used in Cantonese opera], and bailan白欖 [patter speech, a speech type in Cantonese 

opera delivered with steady pulse]. I also rewrote some of the scenes to introduce 

traditional Cantonese opera paichang and performance techniques according to the 

artistic director's instruction.  

During the revision of the script, Cheung Ping-kuen張秉權,151 the dramaturg, 

and Hu Zhifeng胡芝風,152 the director of the production, had given many suggestions 

in playwriting, scriptwriting, and character design. Cheung Ping-kuen advised me not 

                                                 
151 Cheung Ping-kuen was the acting Chair of the School of Chinese Opera of the Hong Kong Academy 

for Performing Arts in 2013-2014 Academy Year. He has been editor of a number of books and journals 

on theatre arts, and has written numerous theatre critiques for different newspapers and magazines. Since 

September 2015, he has been appointed as the Director of Hong Kong Art School.  
152 Hu Zhifeng was conferred Honorary Fellowship by the Hong Kong Academy for Performing Arts in 

2012 for her artistic achievement and contribution to the Academy, and Act 4 of Shaungjiaozi was one 

of the showcase programme in the ceremony. 
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to emphasize the importance of attaining Zhuangyuan狀元, the champion scholar in 

the Civil Examination, to transform the destiny, because such a social evaluation, which 

was widely accepted in the old days, might not be appealing to a contemporary audience. 

After several discussions, we confirmed that the moral of the story should be self-

strengthening through education no matter how tough the reality was, and one should 

not blindly follow the capriciousness power of destiny. To identify the educational and 

moral value, I revised the dialogue and action of the characters. Particularly, after 

watching the first two performances, Cheung Ping-kuen further drafted the idea of a 

dialogue between Teacher Li and Wenlong in Act Seven ‘Songkao’送考 [Seeing off to 

examination]. He suggested several wordings such as ‘ziqiang’ 自 強  [self-

strengthening], and ‘anpin ledao’安貧樂道 [be contented in poverty and devoted to 

wisdom], and I used two disciples of Confucian, Yan yuan顏淵 and Zi Gong子貢, as 

an allusion to represent two different approaches toward self-achievement. I wrote an 

aria of fanxian bangzi zhongban反線梆子中板 [a duple-meter aria type in bangzi mode, 

sung in approximately the key of G in Western music] to include all this content. I also 

designed the aria as a dialogue, as shown in bar 9 to 12 of the transcription below, 

between Teacher Li and Wenlong to illustrate their close relationship of teacher and 

student. Script 6.1 is the script and transcription of the aria. 

Script 6.1 Script and transcription of Shuangjiaozi Act 7 ‘Songkao’ (excerpt) 

Chinese script English Translation (By Rupert Chan) 

李仲書：【禿唱反線中板】求學貴自

強，不在利祿與功名，你誦讀

古賢書，可記得顏子聖。 

丁文龍：【接唱】他身居陋巷， 

李仲書：【接唱】曲肱而枕， 

丁文龍：【接唱】樂道安貧， 

Li Zhongshu: [Sing fanxian bangzi 

zhongban] Seeking for knowledge 

is for independence, not for wealth 

and honor. You have studied books 

of virtue. Do you remember the 

morality of Yan Hui? 

Ding Wenlong: He lived in a slum,  
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Chinese script English Translation (By Rupert Chan) 

李仲書：【接唱】心懷遠志， 

丁文龍：【接唱】克己復禮，有仁

名。 

李仲書：【接唱】你若得金榜題名，

應效子貢濟世才，達德勤修，

為民請命。縱是未成名，亦無

違心志，須知幽蘭深谷靜，泉

水在山清。 

Li Zhongshu: Slept on his elbow for 

pillow, 

Ding Wenlong: Contented in poverty, 

Li Zhongshu: and devoted to morality. 

Ding Wenlong: Disciplined himself to 

act according to propriety. He was 

recognized as benevolent. 

Li Zhongshu: If you are the Champion 

Scholar, you should civilize the 

nation as Zigong did, cultivate 

virtue hard, and plead for the 

people. Even if you not come to 

fame, you never go against your 

ambition. Think about the quiet 

orchid in deep valley, and the clear 

spring in the high mountain. 
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Hu Zhifeng, the director of the production, was responsible for designing the 

stage movement, the choreography and the overall presentation of the performance. As 

a former performer herself and now a theorist in Chinese opera, she was experienced in 

directing Chinese opera works for many troupes and performers in mainland China, 

Hong Kong and overseas countries. Hence, during the creative process, she advised me 

on stage movement ideas and scenic sequences for a smooth performance. She also 

appreciated my cooperative attitude in writing scripts and my knowledge in Cantonese 

opera music and vocal design that helped efficiently actualize her directional ideas. 

Normally, she directed the work according to my script, but in some cases, she 

suggested performance ideas to me first and I tailored suitable lyrics, vocal melodies 

and music accompaniments for her, as shown in the creation of the “wind and 

thunderstorm” scene in Act 4 ‘Toushi’投師 [Join Teacher] discussed below. 

The ‘Toushi’ scene was originally an introductory section before Act 4, which 

is about Madam Liu sending Wenlong to Teacher Li to study after he was expelled by 

Madam Jiang from the Ding House. After analyzing the scene, Hu Zhifeng suggested 

me to develop the original introductory scene into an independent sing-and-dance act, 

so as to bring out the main theme of self-strengthening through education. She first 

described to me her idea on stage movement, cheoreography, and featured performance 

techniques, and I subsequently drafted the script and music according to her ideas. 

Script 6.2 at the end of this chapter shows the script and transcription of the act. 

The process of creating the act was similar to composing a song for a dance, but, 

to adhere to the musical style of Cantonese opera as much as possible, I mostly adapted 

traditional aria tunes in my composition. The first vocal line ‘fengyu jiaojia mi 

fangxiang’風雨交加迷方向 [wind and rain blur directions] referred to the singing 
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melody of a free-meter aria type heche daoban合尺倒板 [an erhuang aria type in free 

meter]. The second and third vocal line was a variation of a traditional Cantonese opera 

paizi牌子 [traditional fixed tune originated from Kun opera] Sifan思凡 [Long for the 

world]. I changed the original quadruple meter to a free-metered and recitative-like 

melody to match the movements and to intensify the dramatic effect. At the end of each 

recitative-like melody there incorporated different liangxiangs 亮相  [showing the 

face/statuesque pose] that the mother and the son express their feelings and emotions. 

Such a setting is similar to the traditional Cantonese opera fixed tune paizi Daiyue 

Pixing戴月披星 [Under the canopy of the moon and the stars]. Score 6.1 and 6.2 shows 

the original melody and the varied singing melody. 

Score 6.1 First two phrases of the original fixed tune Sifan 

 

Score 6.2 Second and third phrases of the tune in Act 4, ‘Toushi’ 

 

Following the recitative-like section was a section in liushuiban 流水板 

[literally, flowing beat, the 1/4 meter]. It further expressed the agitation and anxiety of 

the mother and the son. Liushuiban is a characteristic aria type in Cantonese opera that 
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can be of different tempos expressing various types of mood. A liushuiban in moderate 

tempo expresses a fluent, flowing mood, but a liushuiban in fast tempo is more agitated 

and vigorous. In particular, the third liushuiban section was adapted from fanxian 

kuaizhongban反線快中板 [literally, quick duple beat in alternate tuning, in reality a 

fast-tempo, single-beat aria type in the key of G], but, to create variety from the usual 

singing and distinguish it from a common aria type, I altered the ending notes.  

Following my script and music, Hu Zhifeng fine-tuned the performers' 

movements to make the singing, dancing and acting work well together. She designed 

a series of brilliant stage movements such as spin-on-knee, couple-dance with umbrella, 

rolling, and splitting to reveal how the mother and son overcome the hardship of seeking 

education with determined courage. She expected “to produce a scene that is tuneful, 

attractive and touching, and reflect the four stylistic elements of Chinese opera, which 

is, ‘singing, reciting, acting and fencing,’ and moreover, ‘tell story through singing and 

dancing.’”153 To enhance the performance effect, with the support of stage design and 

stage effects from the HKAPA's School of Theatre and Entertainment Arts, multimedia 

stage technology such as lighting and thundering effects were deployed to create the 

thunderstorm effect on stage. 

Similar to Western musical production, intensive rehearsals are necessary in the 

creation of such performance incorporating complex integration of singing, acting, 

technically demanding stage movements, music and percussion accompaniment, and 

sound and light effect. It would be costly for commercial troupe performance to have 

such technical support, but the Academy provided all-rounded support and a suitable 

                                                 
153 Personal communication, 25 December 2012. 
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environment for rehearsal and performance. Such an interdisciplinary collaboration 

encouraged students to build up team spirit, introduced them to various kinds of 

performing arts, and equipped them with hands-on experience, for instance, 

incorporating new technologies in traditional performance and designing their own 

performance, for future career. The audience could also enjoy a refreshing performance 

of this traditional story. 

Hu Zhifeng and I had tried something more innovative in Act 9 ‘Luyu’路遇

[Meeting on the road]. The scene was about how Jiawang and Madam Jiang, resorting 

to begging, came to Teacher Li's door to beg and ran into Madam Liu. Filled with shame, 

they ran away. To illustrate Jiawang and Madam Jiang's embarrassment and shame after 

meeting Madam Liu, Hu Zhifeng adapted steps of pop dance for the performers, and I 

wrote a new song for the background chorus. Script 6.3 shows the score. The song was 

in ternary form with an introduction. The introduction begins with a percussion pattern 

chongyichui重一槌 [‘strong one stroke’, a percussion pattern used at emphatic moment] 

followed by a series of triplets, which has a connotation of surprise in Cantonese 

operatic music. In section A, the melody consists of a descending chromatic scale to 

depict the the couple's anxiety. To match the pop dance style, a running bass ostinato 

in the accompaniment imitating disco music is used. In section B, the chorus sing in a 

round to enhance the expression of the couple's anxiety and to depict the chasing-and-

running scene. After the return of section A, the chorus repeats the last line and fades 

out at the end to illustrate the couple exhausted with running. This unusual music and 

dance design was well received as it not only enhanced the dramatic effect and but also 

brought amusement to the audience. 
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The adaptation of Shuangjiaozi received divergent comments from the 

audience.154 Some appreciated the educational value of the play, particularly the social 

phenomenon reflected in the work, that is, parents blindly hoping their children to have 

a bright future and spoiling them with excessive material comfort. Some welcomed the 

refined design of singing and dancing. Despite that, some criticized the use of too many 

fixed tunes over the traditional Cantonese opera banqiang板腔 [traditional formulaic 

Cantonese opera aria] and too many dialogues that made the work more like a drama 

than a Cantonese opera. While Hu Zhifeng and I acknowledged some of the criticisms 

and revised the scripts and acting in the work's reruns, we believed what we did indeed 

succeed in keeping the work fresh and vital. This was in echo with the vision of the 

Troupe, that is, to “enrich diversity in Cantonese Opera performances,” and, “with 

interdisciplinary cooperation and employment of Western theatre technical arts 

elements such as stage, lighting and audio designs and production management, the 

troupe expects to optimize the performance and encourage creativity in Cantonese 

Opera.”155  

The working precess of Shuangjiaozi showed a good cooperation between 

playwright, director and other members of the creative team. As a budding Cantonese 

opera playwright and scriptwriter, I needed guidance from experts in Cantonese opera 

performance and music design. In return, Hu Zhifeng, a professional in many other 

regional operatic genres but not Cantonese opera, needed to seek advice from 

Cantonese opera practitioners. In this first cooperation, she showed her great respect to 

                                                 
154 For critics and comments on the production, see Zhang Minhui, “Shuangjiaozi fuxian de sange 

xianxiang,”《雙教子》浮現的三個現象 [Three phenomena aroused in Shuangjiaozi] Hong Kong 

Economic Journal, 10 April 2012. 
155 

“Introduction to Troupe,” YACOT website <http://www.hkapa.edu/troupe/about.html>, accessed on 

25 February 2014. 
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the traditional singing and acting of Cantonese opera. For example, in Act 7 ‘Songkao’, 

I set a long fixed tune Hefan 和番 [Marriage to the barbarian] for the dialogue of 

Teacher Li, Madam Liu, Wenlong, and Li Cuiyun, Teacher Li's granddaughter. I aimed 

at bringing this tuneful melody to the work and imitating the scriptwriting style of 1950s 

Hong Kong Cantonese opera that often featured long piece of fixed tune, as in Tong 

Tik-sang's Zichaiji. This, however, brought difficulty to stage movement design, as the 

performers must follow the fixed tempo, rhythm, and mood of the music. 

Understanding that it was the characteristic of Hong Kong Cantonese opera, Hu Zhifeng 

tried her best to design the acting of the four performers, and preserved the music as 

much as possible. 

Unfortunately, our next collaboration of adapting Huilanqing 灰闌情  [The 

chalk circle] into Cantonese opera showed another side of the coin of the playwright-

and-director relationship. Conflict between the performance styles of Cantonese opera 

and other regional operatic genres, and difference in dramaturgical ideas of a creative 

team occurred. However, it is worth looking into the interesting path of the adaptation 

of Huilanqing that had a root from ancient China and was transported to Germany, and 

then back again to modern China and Hong Kong. Below I shall discuss the challenges 

I faced in the adaptation process of Huilanqing. 

6.4 Huilanqing [The Chalk Circle] 

In 2013, I adapted Huilanqing from the Peking opera version created by Hu 

Zhifeng and Chen Mu陳牧 into a Cantonese opera for the Young Academy Cantonese 

Opera Troupe. The story was about Xuezhen雪貞, a kitchen maid in the Commander's 

mansion, who selflessly rescued the Commander's baby, Long'er 龍兒 , from 
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persecution by the soldiers when the Commander was framed unjustly and the family 

executed, and while the Commander's Lady left the mansion in a hurry with her 

treasures. Suffering danger and hardship, Xuezhen and Long'er finally escaped the 

chase and lodged at the house of her elder brother Wangcheng 旺成. The neighbors 

gossiped about her being an unmarried mother with a baby. To secure Long'er and 

preserve harmony for Wangcheng's family, Xuezhen agreed to marry far away. Five 

years later, Xuezhen and Long'er encountered Commander's Lady in a village. To marry 

a rich man, the Commander's Lady cruelly gave up Long'er, but later on, after knowing 

that Long'er was a token for the Commander's restored estate, she wanted to snatch 

Long'er back. Xuezhen thus sought justice from the celebrated judge Bao Zheng包拯. 

To probe the love of the Lady and Xuezhen to Long'er, Judge Bao made Long'er stand 

in a circle drawn with chalk, and ordered the two mothers to pull the child out of the 

chalk circle to win the custody. With inheritance in mind, the Lady tugged at her son 

mercilessly, while Xuezhen could not bear to see Long'er being hurt and therefore gave 

up the fight and let him go. Seeing Xuezhen's love and care toward Long'er, the Lady 

finally gave up the custody of Long'er and agreed to support his living. 

An adaptation from a theatrical piece, Caucasian Chalk Circle by the famous 

German modern playwright and philosopher Bertolt Brecht (1898-1956), Hu and Chen 

reimagined Judge Bao using the chalk circle to investigate the case of fighting over a 

child from the Yuan Zaju元雜劇 [a classical operatic genre in the Yuan Dyansty] Bao 

Daizhi Zhikan Huilan Ji包待制智勘灰闌記 [Judge Bao cleverly investigates the chalk 

circle] by Li Hangdao李行道. Li's story showed a similarity with the Biblical story of 

King Solomon wisely judging two mothers by splitting the baby. Such a complicated 

path of adaptation brings in difficulty in mediating different ideologies in a play. 
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In Li Hangdao's original work, Judge Bao identified the true mother through his 

belief that a mother would not have the heart to pull her son out of the chalk circle by 

force. When Brecht adapted Li Hangdao's work into his play-within-a-play, he changed 

the story such that the judge finally gave the child to the foster mother based on the 

reason that she cared the child more than the true mother did. Brecht intended to 

promote the theme “the land should go to those who will use it most productively, but 

not those who had previous ownership” through the play. To avoid the argument of 

breaking the blood relationship of the original mother and son, he portrayed the judge 

as a nonsensical character in his first appearance to rationalize his unconventional 

judgment at the end. When Hu Zhifeng and Chen Mu adapted the German play into 

Chinese opera, they first tried to return to the original Judge Bao character, but they 

found it unsatisfying. This was because Judge Bao was an intellectual and well-known 

judge and a significant symbol and protector of Chinese traditional ethics. It would have 

been unreasonable if Judge Bao's judgement ignored blood and ethical relationships. 

Realizing the difficulty of keeping Judge Bao, Hu and Chen had once written another 

version of the last act in which an apparently muddled Judge Hu胡判官 [“muddled 

judge”] used the chalk circle to judge the ownership of the child, as in Brecht's version. 

Despite the difficulty, the management team of the troupe decided to keep Judge Bao 

in my Cantonese opera adaptation of Huilanqing, which provided opportunity for 

students to learn how to perform the role of Judge Bao. In addition, the story was a 

famous Judge Bao's legal case drama for the Chinese opera audience. 

During my adaptation process, I tried several versions of the ending to find a 

good solution. I could not simply follow Brecht and allow Judge Bao to give the child 

to Xuezhen雪貞, the foster mother, as it offended the traditional image of Judge Bao. 
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I tried writing a long argument for Judge Bao to justify his decision, but it made the 

ending boring and clumsy. While trying to resolve this, I watched a performance of 

Tong Tik-sang's Zichaiji. In Act 4 ‘Dianmai zhuchai’典賣珠釵 [Pawning hairpin], I 

was touched by the acting of Huo Xiaoyu and Cui Yunming that showed their caring 

for each other under strict circumstances defined by morality and justice. I learnt from 

Tong Tik-sang that the interplay of of love and care between characters was the most 

attractive element in Cantonese opera. Instead of merely talking about law and reason, 

I revised the last scene of Hu and Chen's version by introducing Xuezhen's family 

members to the court, so that the Commander's Lady, the true mother, seeing their love 

and care for each other, agreed to give up the ownership of her son while promising to 

support his living. Furthermore, Cheung Ping-kuen suggested that Long'er, the child, 

should be able to voice out his own claim of being with his foster mother. Without 

altering the traditional image of Judge Bao, this ending gave a contemporary insight 

into prioritizing the welfare of a child in custody to an ancient Chinese situation, which 

matched the theme of the work. This insight was also refreshing to the Cantonese opera 

audience. Hu Zhifeng and Cheung Ping-kuen, the dramaturg of the play, agreed to my 

adaptation, and audience was satisfied with the ending. The complicated path of 

adaptation, from ancient China, modern Germany, contemporary China to Hong Kong, 

while creating problems of ideological compiance of different periods and different 

societies, was an exploration and experimentation of the cultural interflow between East 

and West. 

The second challenge following the mediation of different ideologies as 

discussed above was mediating different performance styles in script writing. I shall 

take my adaptation of Xuezhen's aria in Act 4 ‘Pojia’迫嫁 [Forced marriage] as an 
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example. Hu and Chen's Peking opera and Hebei Bangzi河北梆子 [a regional operatic 

genre popular in the Hebei Province] adaptations provided a good framework for story 

telling, yet I still had to rewrite all the scripts for singing and reciting in the style of 

Cantonese opera. Hu and Chen's original script and the script and transcription of my 

adaptation are shown in Script 6.4. 

The scene is about Xuezhen, suffering the gossip of her neighbors about being 

an unmarried mother with a baby, forced by the wife of her brother Wangcheng to 

marry far away. To protect Xuezhen from gossip, Wangcheng was willing to repudiate 

his wife, but Xuezhen talked with him sincerely, and, to secure Long'er and preserve 

harmony of Wangcheng's family, Xuezhen agreed to marry far away. The scene was 

critical in expressing Xuezhen's kindness and tolerance and the fraternal love between 

Xuezhen and Wangcheng. 

In my adaptation of this scene, I aimed at writing a lyrical and tuneful theme 

aria. I employed several tunes commonly used in Cantonese opera, including the 

introductory phrase of Ziguiti 子規啼 [The cuckoo's cry] and the middle section of 

Guafu Tanqing寡婦彈情 [A widow sings her sadness] and Chunjiang Huayueye春江

花月夜 [A night of flowers and moonlight by the spring river]. The first two are 

traditional Cantonese operatic arias, while the third tune is originally a famous Chinese 

orchestral work. The latter two tunes have been used in Tong Tik-sang's Zichaiji. I also 

included some tuneful aria types, such as yifan erhuang manban 乙反二黃慢板 [a 

quadruple-time aria type sung in yifan mode], fanxian erhuang manban反線二黃慢板 

[a quadruple-time aria type sung in fanxian mode, approximately in the key of G], and 
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fanxian erhuang gunhua反線二黃滾花 [a free-meter aria type sung in fanxian mode]. 

The tune arrangement scheme is shown in Illustration 6.1. 

Illustration 6.1 Tune arrangement scheme of Act 4 ‘Pojia’, Huilanqing 

 

In spite of employing traditional tunes and aria types, the tune arrangement 

scheme shown above was specially designed for the scene by following the mood and 

development of the drama. For instance, instead of using the traditional ten-syllable 

fanxian erhuang manban, I used an extended line form of the aria type, which is unusual 

in Cantonese opera. It reduced some of the interludes and melismatic vocal melodies 

so as to make the aria more dramatic. In addition, I used an extended line form of yifan 

erhuang manban, but I ended it with a characteristic yifan erhuang manban named 

dizhu erhuang 滴珠二黃 , which intensified the sadness of the character. This 

combination is also rare in Cantonese opera. Varying the usage of traditional aria types 

creates new form of expressions were refreshing to the audience. 

The choice and sequence of tunes and aria types reflects the creativity and 

artistic taste of a Cantonese opera scriptwriter. Although Hu Zhifeng had given me the 

video recording of the Hebei Bangzi adaptation for my reference, I tried to adapt the 

script based on the original script and my imagination to avoid any preconceptions. 

Xuezhen: jiaotou 叫頭  [a speech type for calling someone expressively] 

Ziguitiyifan erhuang manbanWangcheng: Guafu Tanqingkoubai 口白 [a 

speech line]Xuezhen: fanxian erhuang manbansanban 散板 [a tune in free 

meter] Chunjiang Huayueyefanxian erhuang gunhua 
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Furthermore, because of my knowledge in Cantonese operatic singing, I was capable 

of designing the vocal melody of the aria types to precisely depict the mood and 

expression of the characters. During rehearsal, Hu Zhifeng made several revisions to 

my adaptation so that she could apply the performance techniques she had previously 

designed for other regional opera performances. Yet it created a conflict of style, as the 

tunes in my arrangement were mostly lyrical and of slow to moderate tempo, but Hu 

Zhifeng wished to adapt some agitated movements from Hebei Bangzi, which is famous 

for its agitated singing and acting. The music designer, Luo Qinger 駱慶兒 , 

incorporated an interlude with reference to the Hebei Bangzi video recordings in 

between my aria arrangements to accompany the exaggerated kneeling of Xuezhen 

toward her brother. It created a hybrid musical style in the scene. Nevertheless, my 

appropriate use of the tunes and aria types received good comments from audience, 

which found it touching and musically appealing.  

The problem of deviating from traditional Cantonese opera style is more 

prominent in Act 7, ‘Panzi’判子 [Judgement on child]. Preferred and suggested by Hu 

Zhifeng, musical passages rather than percussion ones are used in most of the 

accompaniment parts, even in the entrance of the court officers, which is not the 

standard practice in the court scene of Cantonese opera. The music accompanying the 

scene that the two mothers pulling the son is directly transcribed and adapted from the 

Hebei Bangzi. Characteristic performance techniques of Cantonese opera such as sanpi

三批 [a gesture representing agitated questioning] and xianfengbo先鋒鈸 [a percussion 

pattern representing agitated movement], which are commonly used in arguing and 

dispute situations, are not found in the court scene as expected. It would have been 

difficult for an artistic director from another regional operatic genre to know the usage 
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of those characteristic performance techniques of Cantonese opera if they were not 

written down in the script. For performers who have acquired traditional performance 

techniques, they would have naturally applied those skills in appropriate dramatic 

situations. For example, Hong Hai, one of the instructors of the Cantonese opera 

programme, was able to design his own role and incorporate the characteristic 

performance technique shuibolang 水波浪 , a patternized performance technique 

representing mental struggle, in his performance of Judge Bao. In contrast, student 

performers tend to rely heavily on Hu Zhifeng's directing and movement design.  

As in the case of Shuangjiaozi, I hoped to introduce traditional and typical aria 

and speech types to students wherever possible through my adaptation. The fixed tunes 

I used were all popular tunes in Cantonese opera. In particular, in Act 1, I adapted the 

traditional aria tune muguaqiang木(穆)瓜腔 originated from the paichangxi Liulang 

Zuizi, for Xuezhen. The tune, which is a specialized tune for Mu Gua穆瓜, a role of 

xiaodan小旦 [a role type of young girl], matched the lively character of Xuezhen in 

that scene. 

Compared with Shuangjiaozi, I was still exploratory in this production in terms 

of my script writing skills,. This might have been due to the unusual story structure, the 

new source of adaptation, and the growth of my knowledge and experience. For 

example, the Act 3 ‘Lixian’歷險 [Plights and perils] of Huilanqing, which is about 

Xuezhen carrying baby Long'er while climbing hills and crossing deep valleys on a 

plank bridge to escape prosecution, shared a similar plot of Act 4 ‘Toushi’ of 

Shuangjiaozi. To avoid repetition, I intentionally used different aria types and tunes. In 

the scene, I adapted a traditional paizi Yingao 陰告, which is originally a slow and 
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lyrical tune, into a fast and agitated aria to depict Xuezhen's fear in a dangerous situation. 

Hu Zhifeng then designed vigorous body movements for Xuezhen, such as splitting, 

somersaulting, turning and spinning, to depict her hardship in escaping the chasing of 

soldiers. While the performance won applause from audience, it is interesting to note 

that some of the audience members felt uncomfortable about the performance, as it 

reminded them of the ‘model operas’ or revolutionary operas popular in mainland 

China during the 1970s. After watching two model opera works, Zhiqu Weihushan智

取威虎山 [Taking Tiger Mountain by strategy] and Hongse Niangzijun紅色娘子軍 

[The red detachment of women], I recognized some similarities in design. The vigorous 

music accompaniment designed by Luo Qinger also makes reference to the music of 

the model opera. Some of the audience members in Hong Kong are sensitive to the 

performance effect of modal operas. Emphasis on body movements may give 

unnecessary connotations to the audience. The mixture of traditional tunes and newly 

composed dramatic music created a hybrid musical style, and while such hybridity is 

not new in Guangzhou Cantonese opera that has undergone deep operatic reform since 

the 1950s, it is still not the norm of Cantonese opera in Hong Kong. This also 

contributes to the impression of a ‘conservatory style’ of Cantonese opera performance 

by the HKAPA.  

The creative process of Huilanqing has displayed the pros and cons of labour 

division in Cantonese opera production. Having a specialized playwright, director and 

music designer, allowed each party to contribute his or her own insight to the work and 

thus create a superb performance. Nevertheless, it does not imply a work of high quality 

unless all parties have the same artistic direction and respect for others' contribution. 
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6.5 The ‘conservatory style’ Cantonese opera 

The discussion above and in the previous chapter on the creative process of 

various works for the HKAPA illustrated the cooperative and educational nature of 

production. Through the process, instructors and the artistic director prepare works for 

students to study, practice, rehearse and perform. Students, due to their lack of 

experience and knowledge, are not expected to improvise on stage. It is different from 

the improvisatory and lively performance style of mainstream Hong Kong Cantonese 

opera, and thus some critics regard the Cantonese opera performance of HKAPA 

students and graduates as being of ‘conservatory style’, which usually conveys a 

negative meaning of a modelled, repetitive performance style focused on technical 

display.  

Facing such criticism, the Academy on the one hand needs to be open to the 

field of Hong Kong Cantonese opera by activating communications with practitioners 

and professionals, introducing quality traditional Hong Kong Cantonese opera 

repertoire for performance, providing adequate internship programme for students to 

smoothly enter the field after graduation, and preserving the traditional performance 

style of Hong Kong Cantonese opera as much as possible. But, on the other hand, it is 

not fair to criticize the students' performance for being too inflexible, as Cantonese 

opera is such a sophisticated art form that, to be a professional performer, takes years 

of performing experience. Thus, a fresh graduate from the Academy is only a Cantonese 

opera novice. 

The contribution of the HKAPA's Cantonese opera programme is that it 

provides an opportunity for a freshman to learn this traditional art form without prior 

connection to the people in the field. This popularizes Cantonese opera training in the 
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community. Furthermore, like the transformation of Abing's erhu music through a 

Western-inspired music conservatory, where there is “a meeting point for old and new, 

for urban and rural, for traditional and popular, for national and minority” (Stock 

1996:161), traditional Cantonese opera has undergone a similar transformation process 

when it is introduced into the conservatory system of the HKAPA. The transformation 

process includes, as Stock suggested, controlling the terms and scope of engagement 

between the polar opposites mentioned above, fitting new material into traditional 

values and modes of operation which arise, at least in part, from the Western romantic 

tradition (1996:161). 

From personal experience of adaptation, I have found it to be a useful catalyst 

that helps unify different materials into a single production to make the transformation 

process less painful, if not successful. For example, adaptation of other regional opera 

repertoires and Western theatrical work to Cantonese opera help expand the horizon 

and scope of expression of traditional Cantonese opera, but it does have a  serious 

impact on the aesthetic value of the performer and audience. A performer coming from 

the tradition may have a personal goal to preserve the tradition and therefore is reluctant 

to make any change. Although a conservatory may have the resource and ambition to 

initiate changes, it still has to consider the reality and equip its students with adequate 

skills for their profession. It cannot diverge too far from the tradition. Adaptation here 

serves as a mediator of the “old and new,” “urban and rural,” “traditional and popular” 

and “national and minority” in a conservatory environment such as the HKAPA.  
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Script 6.2 Script and transcription of Shuangjiaozi Act 4 ‘Join Teacher’ 

i. The script 

Chinese script English Translation (By Rupert Chan) 

柳氏：【唱】風雨交加迷方向 

山村野路人煙罕 

 

 

文龍：【唱】暴雨急風 

柳氏：【唱】我如孤舟經駭浪 

文龍：【唱】泥濘路滑，我步履倉惶 

柳氏：【唱】舉傘復向前途望，母子

趕路忙忙 

文龍：【唱】驚雷陣陣響山崗 

柳氏：【唱】怕兒郎，怕兒郎力竭難

支，我心苦愴 

 

 

文龍：【白】娘親！重有幾耐先到李

老師家呀？ 

柳氏：【白】過埋呢座山就到㗎啦，

你攰唔攰呀？ 

文龍：【白】我唔攰，我想快啲去老

師家中讀書呀！ 

柳氏：【白】乖仔，雨越嚟越大啦，

我地行快啲嘞！ 

【唱】淒風苦雨電飛芒 

文龍：【唱】快步前行趕路往 

柳氏：【唱】投奔師尊托兒郎 

文龍：【唱】只望求學成材娘有仗 

柳氏：【唱】我甘捱艱困苦願嘗 

【白】仔，你重行唔行得郁

呀？ 

文龍：【白】行得郁，為咗讀書，我

就算跪都要跪到老師屋

企！ 

Liushi: [Sings] Wind and rain blur 

directions. 

Mountain village, wild 

path, rarely used.  

Wenlong: [Sings] Stormy rain, raging 

wind, 

Liushi: [Sings] Like sampan on waves. 

Wenlong: [Sings] Muddy road slippery, I 

stumble. 

Liushi: [Sings] Raise umbrella, look 

ahead, Mother and son hurry on. 

Wenlong: [Sings] Thunderclaps shake 

hills. 

Liushi: [Sings] I fear my son cannot bear 

it. My heart is sorrowful.  

 

Wenlong: [recites] Mother! How much 

longer to Master Li's?  

Liushi: [recites] Pass the hill. Are you 

tired?  

Wenlong: [recites] Mother, I am not 

tired. I want to study at 

Teacher's place soon. 

Liushi: [recites] Good boy. Rain comes 

again. Let us go quickly! 

[Sings] Wind and rain, lightning 

flashes.  

Wenlong: [Sings] Hurry on the journey.  

Liushi: [Sings] Hasten to Teacher's, 

entrust my son. 

Wenlong: [Sings] Hope to become a 

talent to take care my 

mother. 

Liushi: [Sings] I am willing to suffer 

hardship. 

[recites] Son, can you still go on? 

Wenlong: [recites] Sure! For study and 

knowledge, Even if I kneel, 

I will get to teacher's place! 
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ii. The transcription 
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文龍：【白】娘親！重有幾耐先到李老師家呀？ 

柳氏：【白】過埋呢座山就到㗎啦，你攰唔攰呀？ 

文龍：【白】我唔攰，我想快啲去老師家中讀書呀！ 

柳氏：【白】乖仔，雨越嚟越大啦，我地行快啲嘞！ 

 

柳氏：【白】仔，你重行唔行得郁呀？ 

文龍：【白】行得郁，為咗讀書，我就算跪都要跪到老師屋企！  
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Script 6.3 Script and transcription of Shuangjiaozi Act 9 ‘Luyu’ (excerpt) 

Chinese script English Translation (By Rupert Chan) 

幕後：【唱】沒命遠遁，夫妻內心羞

愧甚，自慚卑羞，不堪相

見，各自徒悔恨。 

 奔逃艱難，悔愁愧慚。 

 沒命遠遁，夫妻內心羞愧

甚，自慚卑羞，不堪相見，

各自徒悔恨。 

Chorus: [Sings] Run for our lives. Couple 

so ashamed at heart. Ashamed, can't 

bear to meet. Just filled with regret.  

 Running is hard. Remorseful and 

ashamed. Run for our lives.  

 Couple so ashamed at heart. 

Ashamed, can't bear to meet. Just 

filled with regret. [Repeat and fade 

out] 
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Script 6.4 Script and transcription of Huilanqing Act 4 ‘Pojia’ (excerpt) 

i. Hu and Chen's Huilanqing 

 

 

Chinese script English Translation (By Boaz Chow) 

雪妹：（唱）叫聲龍兒心悲泣，兄嫂

家中無法依；怨天怨地又怨

你，怨你卻又難離你，風霜

雨雪緊相逼，走投無路你我

何處把身棲； 

望成：（唱）小妹你從小懂事理，你

當使女是為了哥哥能娶妻，

如今你為了救龍兒，受盡苦

難與委曲。妹妹呀，你不要

離家裏，手足之情難分離；

哥有一碗粥，也要省給你，

我就是休了妻，也要留下

你。 

雪妹：（唱）叫一聲親哥哥你休悲

戚，手足情深情小妹我難忘

記；自從爹媽離人世，是兄

長一粥一飯將我來護理；小

妹我多次患病瀕一息，你背

我翻山越嶺去求醫；哥哥的

恩情深似海，妹渴望一家人

能團聚；怎奈龍兒是犯官

後，嫂嫂擔心也在理；哥哥

你好不容易娶了妻；怎忍心

惹兄嫂兩分離；為龍兒求一

個安身地，違心作嫁將苦水

埋心底；哥哥呀我求你——

田勇若是回鄉裏，就說雪妹

我已死去。（白）哥，我—

—嫁！ 

望成：妹妹！ 

雪妹：哥哥—— 

[兄妹抱頭痛哭。 

Xuemei: Alas, Long'er! I cry sadly. We 

can’t stay in brother's house. I 

blame the heaven and earth. I 

blame you, but I can't leave you. 

The rainstorm and snow is fierce. 

We have nowhere for shelter. 

Wangcheng: You are sensible from 

childhood. You were sold as a slave 

of Commander Mansion. You 

suffered a lot to help me take a wife. 

Now you bear gossip for rescuing an 

orphan. Sis, please don't leave the 

house. Fraternal love can't be parted. 

I save a bowl of congee for you. I 

divorce wife and cling to sister.  

Xuemei: Brother! I remember your 

raising me. Parents died, you 

suffered hardship. Every time I was 

sick, you carried me crossing hills, 

spent all you had on my cure. You 

fed me every meal, took good care of 

me. Alas, Brother, you did so much 

for me, your favor is as deep as the 

sea. Long'er is still wanted. Sister 

fears implication. She's not 

unreasonable. House torn apart, hard 

to mend. A couple are in the same 

boat. Brother, don't say divorce 

lightly. Find a shelter for Long'er. I 

am willing to wed. Brother I beg 

you, if Tian Yong looks for me, just 

say Xuemei is dead. Brother! 

I...wed! 

Wangcheng: Sis! 

Xuemei: Brother! 

[Both cry on each other's shoulder] 
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ii. Cantonese opera adaptation Huilanqing 

Chinese script English Translation (By Rupert Chan) 

雪貞：罷了龍兒！喚句苦命龍兒。何

苦你生在都督家，一朝家破人

亡你失怙恃，出生百日受官兵

追捕，我衝風冒雨抱你奔馳，

蒙兄長收留施恩庇，誰料招來

物議，累嫂擔受鄰人譏。不忍

令兄嫂起爭端，卻苦我容身無

地。難為左右，不禁苦淚雙

垂。 

 

旺成：你心懷惻隱意，拯溺危甘捱譏

刺，手足愛親厚珍貴，你對我

關顧關顧我心記住，記當日，

你賣身都督府裡任婢女，受盡

屈怨氣，為助我娶妻房，諧淑

配，恨佢全無全無道理，佢太

不可喻，休妻與妹共永依。

（白）我而家就去休咗佢！  

 

雪貞：哥！雪貞長念你育養深恩，雙

親辭世你苦操持，每逢我急病

染風寒，你揹我翻山，費盡錢

財求醫治，是你一粥一飯，將

我照料入微，唉哥哥呀，你茹

苦含辛，育養之情，長似三江

水。龍兒仍遭追捕，嫂嫂怕惹

禍，理當宜。家破再縫難，夫

婦共濟同舟，哥你莫輕言將家

棄。為龍兒，求個安身地，我

願披嫁衣。願捨愛毁相思，離

家山鄉去，忍將血淚向內心

垂，舊侶今生再不有會時，他

生再報兄恩義。 

 

旺成：妹！楊勇若來尋你， 

雪貞：就當我雪貞已魂離。哥！我

嫁！ 

望成：妹! 

Xuezhen: Alas, Long'er! My ill-fated 

Long'er. Why born into 

Commander's house? House 

shattered all at once. You have no 

one. Born 100 days, and chased by 

troops. I fled with you through 

rainstorm. Brother gave us shelter. 

But gossip is aroused, sister is jeered 

at by neighbors I can't cause quarrel 

of brother's couple. Alas, nowhere 

for shelter. In a dilemma, my tears 

fall. 

Wangcheng: You have pity at heart, 

rescued orphan, braving gossip. 

Fraternal love is precious. I recall 

you were sold as a slave of 

Commander Mansion. You suffered 

a lot to help me take a wife. Hateful, 

she's unreasonable. Can't reason 

with her. I divorce wife and cling to 

sister. I go and divorce her now! 

Xuezhen: Brother! I remember your 

raising me. Parents died, you 

suffered hardship. Every time I was 

sick, you carried me crossing hills, 

spent all you had on my cure. You 

fed me every meal, took good care of 

me. Alas, Brother, you did so much 

for me, your favor is like endless 

water of the River. Long'er is still 

wanted. Sister fears implication. 

She's not unreasonable. House torn 

apart, hard to mend. A couple are in 

the same boat. Brother, don't say 

divorce lightly. Find a shelter for 

Long'er. I am willing to wear a 

wedding gown. Willing to cut off 

love. Leave home for a hill village. 

Swallow tears in my heart. Old flame 

will never meet again. I repay 

Brother's favor in next life. 

Wangcheng: Sis! If Yang Yong looks for 

you... 

Xuezhen: Just say Xuezhen is dead. 

Brother! I...wed! 

Wangcheng: Sis! 
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i. Transcription of Cantonese opera adaptation Huilanqing 

雪 貞：【叫頭】罷了龍兒！【《子規啼》一句】 

 
【食住兒字過乙反二王合字序，唱乙反長二王下句】 

 
 

旺 成：【直轉《寡婦彈情》二段】 

 
【白】我而家就去休咗佢！【欲下介】 
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雪 貞：【音樂中跪步介，叫白】哥！【禿唱反線二王】 

 
 

【琵琶長輪托唱散板】 
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【禿唱《春江花月夜》中段】 

 
旺 成：【白】妹!【起反線合尺花下句】 

 
雪 貞：【接唱】 

 
 

【白】哥！我嫁！ 

旺 成：【白】妹! 

【兄妹痛哭介】 
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Chapter 7: Conclusion 

The current thesis has examined various cases of adaptation since the emergence 

of Cantonese opera in the late nineteenth century. The case studies in previous chapters 

have shown that adaptation is the major creative force in the reimagining of Cantonese 

opera scripts. Sources of adaptation, as exemplified in previous chapters, include but 

are not limited to paichang, Western drama and Chinese classical play, Western and 

Chinese film, Western novel, and Chinese modern and classical literature. These pre-

existing sources do not only provide the synopsis for the plot but also inspire new 

performance techniques, rhetoric and dramatic ideologies. The impact of adaptation is 

also evident in Cantonese operatic music. Tunes from Western, urban, folk or 

instrumental origin have been widely absorbed into Cantonese opera by means of 

adaptation. New work, which can be in a form of Cantonese opera play, a Cantonese 

operatic film, a Cantonese operatic song script, or a Cantonese operatic song recording, 

is produced by adaptation, and may consist of processes such as rewriting, imitation, 

transcription, abridgement and recomposition. In return, end result can be a source for 

the next adaptation. In particular, because of the improvisatory property of Cantonese 

opera, each performance of the same Cantonese opera work can have a diverse 

interpretation. Thus, every performance can be seen as a version of adaptation. This 

mechanism of adaptation is illustrated by Figure 7.1. 
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Paichang 

Western, 
urban, 

and folk 
tunes 

Figure 7.1 Adaptation mechanism in Cantonese opera 

 

The adaptation mechanism in Cantonese opera is so active and vital that it has 

not only produced a vast number of adaptation products in Cantonese opera since the 

nineteenth century, but also promoted the co-development of the four related art forms 

mentioned, that is, Cantonese opera play, Cantonese operatic film, Cantonese operatic 

song and Cantonese operatic song recording. Different to the media of performance 

(stage, screen, voice, ‘vinyl’), audience experience (theatre, cinema, saloon, 

gramophone), and featured performance elements (all-rounded singing, reciting, acting 

and fencing skills; modernized performance, vocal ability, recording quality), they 

share similarities in script format, use of tunes, and artists involved. The expanding 

Cantonese opera repertoire provides numerous sources for songwriters to adapt for the 

Cantonese operatic songs, while the quality literary of these songs lifts the rhetoric of 

Cantonese opera works. In addition, the adaptor must thoroughly understand the 

Cantonese Opera 

(Plays, Films, Records, Songs)

Classical 
plays Novel

FilmChinese 
modern and 

classical 
literature 
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characteristics of each medium so as to adapt the script to suit the medium, as in the 

example of adapting the ‘Jiqi qibing’ paichang to a Cantonese operatic song recording 

discussed in Chapter 2. The co-development of different art forms in Cantonese opera 

gives a living example of the “co-evolution” phenomenon Elliott (2012) mentioned in 

her adaptation studies. 

The development of Cantonese opera has benefitted by adaptation in several 

ways. First, adaptation has been an important strategy for Cantonese opera playwrights, 

artists, and troupes to survive the vigorous competition and economic low tides over 

the past hundred years. To meet business and popular demand, playwrights have 

efficiently produced new Cantonese opera works by means of adaptation. They have 

drawn inspiration from a variety of sources, which may be a literary work, a historical 

event, and even a piece of news by turning their own creative ideas into a Cantonese 

opera. Fidelity, which the Western adaptors value, is not their priority, neither is the 

making a comedy or parody of the source. Cantonese opera playwrights' main concern 

is always on business success or security, so as to ensure a long-term cooperation with 

the troupe and artist. 

Second, adaptation promotes the inheritance of traditional practices. As 

discussed in Chapter 2 of the current thesis, early Cantonese opera artists inherited their 

performance techniques and repertoires from other ancestral operatic genres. These 

performance techniques and repertoires were adapted into a vast number of paichang 

and further employed in the creation of new works. Through such adaptation process, 

the set of performance practices can be carried forward to the next generation. Tradition 

is thus preserved. 
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Third, adaptation catalyzes the absorption and transformation of artistic 

elements from other regional operatic genres and performing art forms. As discussed, 

Sit Kok-sin introduced the northern stage martial art style and percussion into 

Cantonese opera, as well as adapted many modern and Western films to Cantonese 

opera. He and his contemporaries enriched the performance of Cantonese opera by this 

kind of creative adaptation. Besides adapting Chinese classical plays into Cantonese 

opera, Tong Tik-sang was famous for his adaptation of Peking opera and Kun opera 

performance techniques. With the help of experienced Peking opera and Kun opera 

artists, he borrowed and adapted Yuzhoufeng宇宙鋒 [The Universal Pagoda], one of 

the representative repertoires of Mei Lanfang, the renowned Peking opera artist, into 

the ‘Feign madness’ scene for Zaishi Hongmeiji premièred by Sin Fung Ming Troupe 

in 1959. In the scene of ‘Sweet dream in the Peony Pavilion’ of Mudanting Jingmeng, 

Pak Suet-sin incorporated many stylistic body movements from Kun opera, to match 

the script Tong Tik-sang adapted from Tang Xianzu's original work. So Yung was also 

skillful in borrowing scenes and tunes from other regional operatic genres and 

revitalizing traditional paichang to his new works. Examples include tunes from Peking 

opera in his work Shuangyang Gongzhu Zhuifu雙陽公主追夫 [Princess Shuangyang 

chasing her husband], and the traditional Caixinshi猜心事 [Guessing Troubled Mind] 

paichang in the scene ‘Guessing troubled mind’ from Di Qing Chuang Sanguan狄青

闖三關[Di Qing Storms Three Passes]. 

The fourth value of adaptation to Cantonese opera is the exploration of new 

possibilities which are essential to an art form's survival. Competition has become more 

intense in recent years. In the past, Cantonese opera troupes and artists had to compete 

for audiences within the field of Cantonese opera only. Now, they have to compete for 
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audiences with not only other professional artists in Hong Kong, but also those from 

the mainland China, as well as professional artists of other performing art forms over 

the world, not to mention other forms of entertainment readily available on the internet 

or mobile devices. Cantonese opera artists, on the one hand, know the importance of 

change for survival, but on the other hand, they are afraid of losing the support from 

traditional audience by being too innovative. By adaptation, artists can experiment new 

models to reposition themselves in the market and bring innovative ideas to 

performance in the traditional context without taking great financial risk or potentially 

losing audiences. An outstanding example is the Group of Hong Kong Experimental 

Cantonese Opera香港實驗粵劇團, established by Yuen Siu-fai阮兆輝 (born in 1945), 

Lee Kei-fung李奇峰 (born in 1935), and other Hong Kong Cantonese opera artists in 

1971. Aimed at furthering the development of the opera art form in Hong Kong, they 

adapted Zhaoshi Guer趙氏孤兒 [Zhao the orphan] (original in 1966, revised in 1995) 

and Shiwuguan十五貫 [Fifteen Strings of Copper Coins] (1980) from Peking opera 

and Kun opera respectively, while exploring the possibility of featuring role types other 

than wenwusheng and jizhengyin huadan, the leading male and female roles in the “six 

pillars” system. By adapting the performance techniques from Peking opera and Kun 

opera, Yuen Siu-fai and other artists successfully created distinguished xusheng鬚生

[bearded male role] and chousheng performances in Cantonese opera, and made the 

two works representative of Cantonese opera adaptations in the 1990s. 156  Other 

                                                 
156 For discussion on the adaptation of Shiwuguan, see Wu Fengping and Li Zhenyu, “Shiwuguan juben 

kaozheng ji shangxi,” in Ye Shaode Yueju Juben Jingxuan: Hanying Shuangyu 葉紹德粤劇劇本精選：

漢英雙語  [Yip Shiu Tak's Cantonese opera manuscripts: in Chinese and English], edited by Wu 

Fengping and Chen Junrun (Hong Kong: Centre for Advancement of Chinese Language Education and 

Research, Faculty of Education, the University of Hong Kong, 2013), 366-373, and Chen Shouren (2007: 

265-271). On the contribution of the Group of Hong Kong Experimental Cantonese Opera, see Cen 

Meihua, “Shiyan yuejutuan sishinian huigu yanchu,” 實驗粵劇團 40年回顧演出 [Group of Hong Kong 

Experimental Cantonese Opera forty year review performance] Wenweipo, 29 December 2009. 
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experimental Cantonese opera works such as Yingxiong Panguo英雄叛國 [Treason of 

the Hero] (1996), adapted from Shakespeare's Macbeth, tried to introduce topics of 

humanity, good and evil, betrayal, and murder from the original work to the adaptation, 

making it an alternative Cantonese opera repertoire.157 

The fifth point I would like to argue is that adaptation is a wild card for 

innovators to protect themselves from the critique of destroying tradition. As mentioned 

in Chapter 1, the established schools threatened by the idea of disruptive innovation are 

therefore resistant to any innovation. But, by claiming an idea as an adaptation 

connected to some part of the tradition rather than an innovation, the innovator will be 

more acceptable as a reformer or optimizer rather than a destroyer. For instance, Sit 

Kok-sin, as I discussed in Chapter 3, is now without a doubt recognized as a tradition 

builder and one of the founders of contemporary Cantonese opera, even though he 

brought many changes to Cantonese opera in the 1930s. A similar observation is found 

by Nettl in Indian classical music that the innovators in the traditional art form “might 

escape reprobation if he applies what he does to the older tradition and claims to work 

within the system,” otherwise he “may be criticized as someone trying to bring down 

the system” (1985:107). That is why it is difficult to prove whether an idea is innovative 

or not in a living tradition, as often it is disguised in the form of an adaptation, or 

smoothly diffused into the tradition by means of adaptation. As Nettl concludes, “If he 

[the innovator] claims to be part of the tradition, the changes he makes, even those that 

come from Western music, may be accepted and absorbed” (1985:107). This notion 

also explains the observation by scholars such as Helan Yang and Yu Siu-wah on the 

creativity in Chinese traditional culture that creativity through “borrowing” and 

                                                 
157 Chen Shouren, “Yingxiong Panguo(1996),”英雄叛國(1996) [Treason of the Hero(1996)] in Chen 

(2007), 313-318. 
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“transcription” motivates the development of the culture (Yang and Yu 2013: 17), as 

well as the common agreement by a number of scholars and practitioners that the 

creativity of Cantonese opera comes from “inheritance and development” and “‘re-

creation’ from the old.”158 

In all, the conflict between tradition and innovation can never be totally 

eliminated. In contrast, as I suggested in Chapter 1 and have verified in number of cases 

in the development of Cantonese opera, tradition and innovation complement each 

other. Innovation is allowed only when tradition benefits from it or to the degree that it 

will not hurt or destroy the tradition itself, as if there is a self-protection mechanism for 

the tradition. Nettl's hypothesis on changes happening in musical culture suggests that 

the process of change depends on “equilibrium among various factors” (2015: 292), 

such as style versus content, rapid turnover of new works versus substantial changes 

within a piece, improvisation over a model versus the sustainability of the model, and 

innovation versus variation. He observes that, “[r]adical change and the kind of gradual, 

allowable, intrasystemic change that is always with us each claims it due, to different 

but balanced degrees” (2015: 292). This “to-be-tested” hypothesis gives us an insightful 

explanation on the relationship between tradition formation and innovation. This also 

helps evaluate the ‘success’ of adaptation, that is, whether the change can be smoothly 

adapted to the tradition and help strengthen it. For instance, when the violin was adapted 

to the Cantonese opera music ensemble, the tuning of the four strings was lowered to 

F-C-G-D from G-D-A-E to make the fingering and playing skills compatible with the 

existing erxian 二弦, the traditional two-string fiddle used in Cantonese opera. The 

                                                 
158Bo-wah Leung梁寶華 and Samuel Leong梁信慕, Yueju Yishu Zhi Chuangyi: Biaoyan, Juben, Yinyue, 

Chuancheng.粵劇藝術之創意：表演、劇本、音樂、傳承 [Creativity and the Art of Cantonese Opera: 

Performance, Script, Music, Continuity] (Hong Kong: UNESCO Arts in Education Observatory for 

Research in Local Cultures and Creativity in Education, 2012). 
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piano, on the other hand, once employed in the Cantonese opera accompaniment 

ensemble, was soon discarded as it had too few commonalities with the existing 

Cantonese opera musical instruments, and it affected the traditional temperament and 

musical practice of Cantonese opera if adopted. In this respect, one can say the 

adaptation of the violin to Cantonese opera has been successful. Nonetheless, 

adaptation has been, and will continue to be, a mediator of the conflict between tradition 

and innovation, and successful adaptation will ensure the preservation and survival of 

tradition in the changing environment. 

In the first decade of the twenty-first century, Cantonese opera is still the most 

popular traditional form of performing arts in Hong Kong, reflected in the number of 

ritual and theatrical performances.159 It seems that the Cantonese opera industry has 

survived the low tide from 1960s to 1980s and has shown a sign of revival since the 

late 1990s.160  Despite this, Cantonese opera in Hong Kong is currently facing several 

challenges. Although Cantonese opera artists still demand new works for them to 

establish individual characteristics, the commercially-orientated Cantonese opera 

troupes cannot afford the time and expense of producing many new works, unless they 

are commissioned by governmental departments such as the Leisure and Cultural 

Services Department or through various funding schemes. The large number of 

                                                 
159 In 2011, there were 335 ritual performances and 1931 theatrical performances of Cantonese opera and 

Cantonese operatic singing concerts in Hong Kong, according to the statistics of Chinese Opera 

Information Centre, the Chinese University of Hong Kong, in Xianggang Xiqu Tongxun 香港戲曲通訊

[Hong Kong Chinese Opera Newsletter], 34 (2012): 5.  
160 Cantonese opera artists Chen Feinong, Yuen Siu-fai, and Cantonese opera reseachers Ye Shixiong葉

世雄  and Wen Zhipeng 溫誌鵬  have mentioned the low tide of Cantonese opera caused by the 

introduction of free television broadcast in Hong Kong since late 1960s, the lack of performance venues, 

and the aging and retirement of artists, refer to Chen (2007: 176-178), Yuen Siu-fai, “Yueju de tuibian 

yu weiji,”粵劇的蛻變與危機[The transformation and crisis of Cantonese opera] in Zhou and Zheng 

(2008), 7-14; Ye Shixiong, “Yueju jinru xiandai juchang hou,”粵劇進入現代劇場後[After Cantonese 

opera entered modern theatre], in Li, Zheng, and Dai (2005), 159-176; Wen Zhipeng, “Yueju nüban zhi  

chutan, ”粵劇女班之初探[Preliminary study on female Cantonese opera troupes] in Liu and Xian (1995), 

367-390. 
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repertoires premièred from 1950s to 1970s by those past masters remain popular among 

Cantonese opera audiences. Even when there is a need for new works, playwrights tend 

to adapt works from Chinese classics, legends, folklores and plays, and even works by 

Western playwrights such as Shakespeare, to avoid investment failure. Adaptation is 

still an important means to generating new scripts.161 

Treasuring the values of adaptation, artists should be aware of abusing 

adaptation, such as direct copying and pastiching, simple imitating, and repeating past 

success. Unfortunately, some recent Cantonese opera works copy the formats, scenes, 

and even the characters from successful works by Tong Tik-sang and his successors, 

and claim them to be “new works.” This is disagreeable to the present ideology of 

creation and casts a negative shadow over Cantonese opera. Also the translation of 

repertoires from other regional operatic genres on the one hand enriches the 

performance technique of Cantonese opera, and on the other, affects the established 

structure of Cantonese opera. This needs careful consideration during the process of 

adaptation. 

Tradition is continuing yet changing. First, for oral tradition in early Cantonese 

opera, artists' knowledge, skills, and experience no longer exist after death. Even 

modern technology can record artists' performances and preserve them in audio or 

visual format for posterity, it is impossible to inherit personal characteristics completely 

                                                 
161 For a list of Cantonese opera adaptations and new works, see “Xianggang shouyan de xinbian ji 

gaibian yueju jumu,”香港首演的新編及改編粵劇劇目（1995 年 6月至 2002年 3月） [Cantonese 

opera new works and adaptations premièred in Hong Kong (June 1995 to March 2002)] Xianggang 

Xiqu Tongxun, 5(2005), <http://corp.mus.cuhk.edu.hk/corp/Newsletter/Newsletter5/Premiere.html>, 

accessed on 26 February 2014. Also, “Xianggang Xinbian Yueju Jumu (2011 Nian 1 Yue zhi 2012 

Nian 12 Yue),”香港新編粵劇劇目（2011年 1月至 2012年 12月） [New Cantonese Opera 

Repertoires in Hong Kong (January 2011 to December 2012)] Xianggang Xiqu Tongxun, 37, 38(2012): 

14-15. 
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due to individual differences, especially the physical differences. In the end, only the 

belief remains by means of written and oral history, and artists' biographies. The set of 

common belief forms the tradition of a generation, and then passes onto the next 

generation. 

Second, tradition is only a part of the culture of the whole generation, and 

different parts of a culture grow at different paces, and influence each other. Pioneers 

of a cultural sector see the difference between their own sector and other sectors, and 

lead their own sector to fill in the gap by their own creativity and innovation. For 

example, Sit Kok-sin and Ma Si-tsang called out for the reform of Cantonese opera and 

established a new standard for the art form, because they experienced the arrival of film 

and theatrical play in Shanghai during 1920s, and saw the problem of abusing paichang 

and improvisation that degraded the quality of performance. Tong Tik-sang opened his 

eyes to Chinese classical plays after adapting a number of literary works and receiving 

comments and encouragements from his colleagues. Hong Kong Cantonese opera, the 

most important local traditional performing art form, now calls out for a rescue from 

the chaos. Again, adaptation can be a useful tool for the art form to survive and sustain 

in the new century. 

Following Hutcheon's six basic questions on the three layers of adaptation, that 

is, a product, process and phenomenon, my research on adaptation in Cantonese opera 

generates some initial thoughts and evaluations on how adaptation contributes to the 

development of Cantonese opera and the mediation of tradition and innovation within 

the art form. In return, through my study of Cantonese opera, a living traditional 

performing art form integrating music, speech, acting, stage effect and many other 

artistic elements, I hope to illustrate and explore the many possibilities of adaptation 
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studies of a living tradition for academia, and connect the East to West, and the classic 

to modern. 
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